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ABBREVIATIONS

A - ARCHITECTURE
Apr - April
AR - ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Aug - August
axon - axonometric
B - BUILDER
biblio - bibliography
bldg - building
CB - CUSTOM BUILDER
cont'd - continued
cost anal - cost analysis
Dec - December
det - detail, details
dia - diagram, diagrams
elev - elevation
ext - exterior
Feb - February
ID - INTERIOR DESIGN
ill - illustration, illustrations
INT - INTERIORS
int - interiors
iso - isometric
JAE - JOURNAL OFARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Jan - January
LA - LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
m - photo of model
Mar - March
Nov - November
Oct - October
p - page, pages
PA - PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
pers - perspective
ph - photo, photos
pl - plan, plans
sec - section, sections
sel. det. - selected detail
Sept - September
Suppl - Supplemental Issue
univ - university

ACOUSTICS

District of Columbia, Washington; Board Room Acoustic System; Leo A. Daly; ph. sec.; p.26; Oct 90; INT
Electroacoustic Device Simulates Human Hearing; Analysis of Acoustics; ph.; p.38; Sept 90; INT
Model Is Used for Acoustic Research; Dennis Paoletti; ph. chart; p.36; Aug 90; INT
New York, New York; Winter Garden Atrium Acoustics; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p.33; Dec 90; INT
Performing Arts Theater; Ohio, Columbus, Vern Riffe Center, Acoustical Concerns; Bohm NBBJ; ph. sec.; p.48; Apr 90; INT
Reference Books and Documents; ph.; p.54; June 90; INT
School; Theater; Ohio, Dublin; Remodeled Gymnasium, Acoustical Concerns; SEM; ph. pl. sec.; p.56; Jan 90; INT
Senate Chambers; Michigan, Lansing; Acoustical Adjustments, Restorations; Richard Frank; ph. det.; p.34; July 90; INT
Sintered Aluminum Ceiling Panels; ph. chart; p.24; Nov 90; INT

ACOUSTICS (Cont'd)

Sound Control in Residences; Walls and Floor; by Russell DuPree and Richard Binsacca; det. iso.; p.227-231; May 90; B
Symphony Center; Texas, Dallas; Acoustic Concerns; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. axon.; p.99-100; Feb 90; A
Window Technology Advances; Glazing, Insulation, Sound Control; ill. chart, tables; p.95-98; Aug 90; A

AIR CONDITIONING

Building Detailing for Library Buildings; ph. elev. sec.; p.103-105; July 90; A
Electronic Air Cleaners; by Susan E. Cottle; ph. ill. tables; p.31-35; May 90; CB
Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Advances; Home Comfort; by Dave Butler; p.52, 55, 56; Feb 90; CB
International Studies of High-Tech Systems in Office Buildings; Design Changes Anticipated; by Vivian Loftness and Wolker Hartkopf and Peter A.D. Mill; ph. pl. dia. biblio.; p.47-53; Sept 90; PA
Personal Environments System for Office Use; ph. axon.; p.46; Jan 90; INT
See ENERGY, HEATING, VENTILATION also
INTERIORS

HIGH RISE

New York, New York; Cityspire: Office and Apartment Tower; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl.; p.107; Oct 90; AR

INTERIORS

California, Napa Valley; Apartment; Thomas Bartlett; ph. pl.; p.168-171; Mar 90; ID

California, San Francisco; Designer's Apartment; Pister Partnership; ph. pl.; p.132-139; July 90; ID

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

California, San Francisco; Designers Living and Working Loft, Remodeled Warehouse; Interim Office of Architecture; ph.; p.74-77; Apr 90; AR

Florida, Boca Raton; Apartment; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.218-223; Apr 90; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Apartment, 880 Lakeshore Drive by Mies van der Rohe; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.154-163; Aug 90; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Model Apartment; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.168-171; Jan 90; ID

Massachusetts, Boston; Loft Apartment Renovation; Danison & Luchini; ph. pl.; p.81; July 90; PA

New York, New York; Apartment, Designer's; Carl and Emanuela Magnusson; ph. pl.; p.204-209; Nov 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment, Metropolitan Tower; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl.; p.216-221; Sept 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment, Penthouse; Clodagh; ph. pl.; p.198-201; Feb 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment, Penthouse; Melvin Dwork; ph. pl.; p.198-203; Oct 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment, Tropics Theme; Thomas Britt; ph. pl.; p.218-223; Oct 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.230-235; June 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment, Carl Hribar; ph. pl.; p.224-229; Apr 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Garrett L. Dangier; ph. pl.; p.212-215; Sept 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Gertler & Woolf; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Mar 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Hariri & Hanni; ph. pl.; p.65; July 90; PA

New York, New York; Apartment; Hariri & Hanni; ph. pl.; p.64-67; June 90; A

New York, New York; Apartment; John Saladino; ph. pl.; p.138-141; Dec 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Juan Monroya; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Feb 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Michael Rubini; ph. pl.; p.196-197; Feb 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Ohrbach & Jacobson; ph. pl.; p.190-195; Feb 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Shelton & Mindes; ph. pl.; p.156-165; Jan 90; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Space Design Group; ph. pl.; p.194-199; Nov 90; ID

New York, New York; Architect's Apartment Loft; Malcolm Hoizman; ph. pl.; p.86-89; June 90; A

New York, New York; Designer's Apartment Loft; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. axon.; p.84-85; June 90; A

New York, New York; Loft Apartment Renovation; George Ranalli; ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p.128-129; June 90; PA

New York, New York; Loft Apartment, Aluminum and Glass Display Structure; Kolata & MacDonald; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Sept 90; PA
APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

New York, New York; Model Apartment in Remodeled Police Building; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Sept 90; PA
New York, New York; Model Apartment; Robert Metzger; ph.; p.166-167; Jan 90; ID
New York, New York; Penthouse Apartment; Deamer & Phillips; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Dec 90; PA
New York, New York; Penthouse Apartment; Diversity; Architecture and Design; ph. pl.; p.288-293; May 90; ID
New York, New York; Penthouse Apartment; Steven Forman; ph. axon.; p.110-117; Sept 90; AR
New York, New York; Penthouse Remodeled; Lighting Design Influences; Kauf Studio; ph.; p.104-109; Sept 90; PA

LOW RISE

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Apartment, Model; Rodgers Design Group; ph. pl.; p.294-295; May 90; ID

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)

DEVELOPMENT

California, Mountain View; Park Place; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.78; Sept 90; B
Massachusetts, Boston; Harbor Point, Mixed Income, Remodeled Housing Project; Goody & Clancy and Mintz Associates; ph. pl.; p.54-67; July 90; A
Waterfront Development; New York, New York; Battery Park City North Residential Area; PA Award; Cooper & Robertson; pl. m.; p.120-121; Jan 90; PA

LOW RISE

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. axon. elev.; p.75-87; July 90; AR
California, Irvine; The Charter; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl.; p.128; Oct 90; B
California, San Diego; Renaissance; Basse- nian & Lagon; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Aug 90; B
California, San Mateo; Meadow Court; David Baker; ph. pl.; p.90; 96-97; Jan 90; AR
California, San Rafael; Smith Ranch, Retirement; Treflinger, Walz & MacLeod; ph.; p.94-95; Sept 90; B
California, Venice; Venice Renaissance; Johannes Van Tilburg; ph. pl.; p.307-311; Jan 90; B
Netherlands, Amstredam; Low-to-Moderate Income Housing, Ij-Plein Neighborhood; Office of Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.96-101; Mar 90; PA
New York, Brooklyn; Shorehaven, Affordable Housing; Liebman & Melting; ph. pl.; p.52; July 90; A
New York, Brooklyn; Spring Creek, Low Income Housing; Liebman & Melting and Costs & Kondylys; ph. pl.; p.53; July 90; A
North Carolina, Charlotte; Audubon Parc; David Furman; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 90; B
Oregon, Beaverton; Andover Park; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.92-93; May 90; AR

MIDDLE RISE

California, San Francisco; The Lombardia; Hood & Miller and Whiser & Patri; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.90; 94-35; Jan 90; AR
Clinton Area Master Plan; New York, New York; Urban Renewal; PA Award; Peterson & Littenberg; m. pl. axon. ill.; p.110-112; Jan 90; PA
Demonstration Housing Complex; Japan, Fukuoka; Master Plan; Arata Isozaki; ph. pl.; p.90-97; Sept 90; A
Massachusetts, Boston; Harbor Point Affordable; Goody & Clancy; ph. pl.; p.122-123; July 90; B
New York, Brooklyn; Built Over Parking; Costs & Kondylys; ph. pl.; p.110; July 90; B
West Germany, West Berlin; John Hejduk; ph. ill.; p.98; Mar 90; A

TOWNHOUSE

Arkansas, DeQueen; DeQueen Villas, Affordable Housing; Wenzel Associates; ph. pl.; p.72-73; July 90; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

AMSDELL II, JAMES C.
Model Home; Longwood, Florida; ph. pl.; p.124-125; Mar 90; B

ANGELIL & GRAHAM
School; Lunch Shelters; Los Angeles, California; ill.; p.96; May 90; A

ANDROPOGON
ANDROPOGON, SOUTH STREET DESIGN and JACKSON & KIHN
Three Firms' Work, Philosophy; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Frederick Steiner and Todd Johnson; ph. pl. ill.; p.96-101; Mar 90; LA

ANDREWS, JOHN
Adelaide Convention Center; South Australia, Adelaide, Australia; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-109; March 90; AR
Sydney Convention Center; New South Wales, Sydney, Australia; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-107; Mar 90; AR

ANDALORO ASSOCIATES
Clothing Store; Sedona, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.194-195; Sept 90; ID

ANDERSEN, GEORGE
Interiors; Architects' Offices; Conway, Arkansas; ph. pl.; p.154-157; July 90; ID

ANDERSON & SCHWARTZ
Residence; Rutherford, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Mid-Apr 90; AR

ANDERSON, LEE ROGER
Highway 140 Viewshed; Design Award; Winema National Forest, Oregon; ph.; p.59; Nov 90; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

ANDERSON, ROBERT
Highway 140 Viewshed; Design Award; Winema National Forest, Oregon; ph.; p.59; Nov 90; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

AMSLEER, HAGENAH & MacLEAN and ROBERT NEILEY
Student Center; Wheaton College; Norton, Massachusetts; ph.; p.82-83; Jan 90; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

ANDALORO ASSOCIATES
Clothing Store; Sedona, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.194-195; Sept 90; ID

ANDERSEN, GEORGE
Interiors; Architects' Offices; Conway, Arkansas; ph. pl.; p.154-157; July 90; ID

ANDERSON & SCHWARTZ
Residence; Rutherford, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Mid-Apr 90; AR

ANDERSON, LEE ROGER
Highway 140 Viewshed; Design Award; Winema National Forest, Oregon; ph.; p.59; Nov 90; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

A-B-C GROUP
Performing Arts Center; Restored and Remodeled from 1928 Movie Theater; Egyptian Theater; Original Architect, Elmer F. Behrens; DeKalb, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.97; June 90; PA

ASID CHAPTER
Battered Women's Shelter; Morristown Plains, New Jersey; ph.; p.60-81; Oct 90; INT

AALTO, ALVAR
Bowing of Thin Marble Panels on Finlandia Hall; 1968; Helsinki, Finland; ph.; p.127; Mar 90; AR

Residence; Villa Mairea, Landscape; Southwest Area, Finland; by Ann E. Komara and Taisto H. Makela; ph.; p.33; Mar 90; LA

ABRAHAMS, STEVEN GAREY
Landscape Mobilis; Landscape Barge Proposal; San Francisco Bay, California; ph. pl.; p.40; Dec 90; LA

AHEARN & SCHOFPER
Restaurant; Rocco's; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.204-207; June 90; ID

ALLEN, DAVIS
Review of Work; ph.; p.132-137; Dec 90; ID

ALMADA, CARLOS
Night Club; Building, aka Powerhouse; New York, New York; ph.; p.126-127; Sept 90; INT

ALPINE LOG HOMES
Residence; Sun Valley, Idaho; ph.; p.40-42; Jan 90; CB

ALTAMONTE DESIGN STUDIO
Residence; Longwood, Florida; ph.; p.36-39; Jan 90; CB

ANIVEL & GRAHAM
School; Lunch Shelters; Los Angeles, California; ill.; p.96; May 90; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ANSHEN & ALLEN
Chemistry and Biology Research Laboratory; University of California; Los Angeles, California; m. pl. sec. dia.; p.100; Aug 90; PA
Hospital; General; Clovis, California; ph.; p.92; May 90; A

APPEL, NATALYE
Residence; Galveston Island, Texas; ph. pl. axon. elev. sec.; p.58-61; Apr 90; A

ARCHITECTS COLLABORATIVE and GEORGE W. FAMOUS
Interiors; AT&T Work Center; Oakland, California; ph. pl.; p.36; Mar 90; INT

ARCHITEX
Fabric Showroom; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.42; Oct 90; INT

ARMSTRONG & CUMMING
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.252-255; May 90; ID

ARMSTRONG-MERRIGAN, ETHEL
Branch Bank; Second National Bank; Interiors by Ethel Armstrong-Merrigan; Washington, District of Columbia; Charles F. D. Egbert; ph. pl.; p.180-183; Feb 90; ID

ARRONSON, SHLOMO
Gabriel Sherover Promenade; Walkway Through Biblical Sites; Jerusalem, Israel; by Abraham Rabinovich; ph. pl.; p.34-35; Sept 90; LA

ARQUITECTONICA
Landscape; Center for Innovative Technology; Building by Arquitectonica; —, Virginia; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; by Deborah Papier; ph. pl. m.; p.50-55; Jan 90; LA

ARRIBAS, ALFREDO
Restaurant; Restaurant-Bar-Disco Complex; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. sec.; p.117; May 90; PA

ARUP, OVE
Firm's Innovative Work; Review of Projects; ill. m.; p.90-97; May 90; A

ASSOCIATED SPACE DESIGN and HARRY WOLF
Service Bank; NCNB National Bank, Interiors; Interiors Award; —, Florida; ph. pl.; p.136-137; Jan 90; INT

ASSOCIATED SPACE DESIGN
Art Gallery; Design Award; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.166-167; Nov 90; ID

ATELIER ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Low Rise; Professional Park; Woodbury, Connecticut; ph.; p.312-313; Jan 90; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

AUMILLER & YOUNGQUIST
Restaurant; Zarrosta Grill; Oak Brook, Illinois; ph.; p.218-219; Feb 90; ID

BABBITT, MILTON
Concert Hall, Restored 1929 Movie Theater; Majestic Theater; Original Architect, John Eberson; San Antonio, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-93; June 90; PA

BACKEN, ARRIGONI & ROSS
Graduate Student Housing; Stanford University; Landscape Design by SWA Group; Design Award; Palo Alto, California; ph. pl.; p.39; Nov 90; LA

BACKINGHAM, KERRY
Residence; Addition; Interiors by Pfister Partnership; Lake Tahoe, California; ph. pl.; p.224-233; Oct 90; ID

BAKER, CECIL
Townhouse; Includes 19th Century Mill, The Waterworks; New Hope, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.76-79; July 90; AR

BAKER, DAVID
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Meadow Court; San Mateo, California; ph. pl.; p.90, 96-97; Jan 90; AR

Residential Development; Moderate-Price Units; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-87; July 90; AR

St. Mark's Church Parish Hall; Berkeley, California; ph. pl. iso.; p.90-93; Apr 90; AR

Studio Durant; Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Berkeley, California; ill. pl.; p.40; July 90; A

Transitional Housing Unit; San Mateo, California; ph. pl.; p.54; July 90; A

BALDEWEG, JUAN NAVARRO
Hydraulics Museum; Remodeled Mill and Addition; Murcia, Spain; ph. pl. sec.; p.106-107; May 90; PA

BALL, DOUGLAS
Ball Lounge Seating; ph.; p.94-95; Sept 90; INT

BALSAMO & OLSON
Residence; Wynstone, North Barrington, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.105; June 90; B

Residential Development; Mill Valley; Carol Stream, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.171; Feb 90; B

Townhouse; Lakepointe; Wauconda, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Aug 90; B

BANKS & UPSHAW
Office Building; Low Rise; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.313; Jan 90; B

BARRON, ERROL and MICHAEL TOUPS
Offices, Restored Howard Memorial Library, 1896; Original Architect, Henry Hobson Richardson; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl.; p.66, 72-73; Mar 90; AR

BARRY DESIGN
Loews Santa Monica Beach Hotel; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Apr 90; ID
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BARTLETT, THOMAS
Interiors; Apartment; Napa Valley, California; ph. pl.; p.168-171; Mar 90; ID

BARTON, CHERYL
Landscape Art; San Francisco, California; ph. elev.; p.77; Feb 90; LA

BASSENNIA & LAGONI
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Renaissance; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Aug 90; B
Residential Development; Residence; Saddlebrook, Retirement; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Sept 90; B
Residential Development; Separate Family Rooms; Orange County, California; ph. pl.; p.152, 154; Feb 90; B
Residential Development; Villaggio; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.162-163; Feb 90; B

BAUSMAN & GILL
Office Building; Interiors; Advertising and Design Agency; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.79; July 90; PA
Optometric Arts Store; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.78; July 90; PA

BEAL, LOUIS M. S.
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.108-109; Dec 90; ID

BEAZER HOMES
Residence; Highwoods; Colchester, England; ph. pl.; p.123; Dec 90; B

BECKARD, HERBERT and FRANK RICHLAN
Printer's Shop; S&R Litho; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.206-207; Sept 90; ID

BECKLEY, MYERS
Repertory Theater; Remodeled Power Stations; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p.62, 64-65; Aug 90; AR

BECKMAN, RICHARD
Residence; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Mar 90; B

BEEBY, THOMAS
Interview with Thomas Beeby; About Mies, Classicism and His Recent Work; by Ross Miller, ph.; p.113-114; Mar 90; PA

BEHA, ANN
Town Hall, Restoration; Andover, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-65; Nov 90; AR

BEHRSNS, ELMER F.
Performing Arts Center; Restored and Remodeled from 1928 Movie Theater; Egyptian Theater; Original Architect; Elmer F. Behrens; DeKalb, Illinois; A-E-C Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.97; June 90; PA

BELL, MICHAEL
Residence; St. Mary's County, Virginia; ph. pl. m.; p.86; July 90; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BELLUSCHI, PIETRO
Interview on the Profession and His Career; ph.; p.122-123; June 90; PA

BELSCHNER, ANDREW and JOSEPH VINCENT
Leather Exhibit; Lackawanna; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.232-235; Sept 90; ID
Leather Showroom; Lackawanna Leather; Interiors Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.148-149; Jan 90, INT
Leather, Color Lines; Lackawanna; ph. ill.; p.102-103; Aug 90; INT
New Carpet Line; Prince Street Technologies; ph.; p.104-105; Aug 90; INT
Restaurant; Square One; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.162-165; Apr 90; ID

BENNETT, WARD
Furniture Designs; Chairs; Tables; ph.; p.136-141; Sept 90; INT

BENTEL & BENTEL
Church; Catholic; Glen Cove, New York; ph. pl.; p.82; Dec 90; PA

BENTLEY & MEISNER
Procter and Gamble Headquarters Plaza; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.60; Mar 90; LA

BENTZ, FREDERICK, MILO THOMPSON and ROBERT RIETOW
Band Shell; Lake Harriet; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. axon.; p.106; Mar 90; A

BERENBAUM, WAYNE
Residential Development; Sunset Cove; Plantation, Florida; ph. pl.; p.164-165; Feb 90; B

BERGSON, MARIA
Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Work; ph.; p.110-111; Dec 90; ID

BERKUS GROUP
New Village Center; Hampton's Cove; Pine Valley Township, New York; Ill. pl.; p.296; Jan 90; B
Residence; Bellagio; Calabasas Park, California; ph. pl.; p.93, 98-99, June 90; B
Residence; Colts Neck, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Mar 90; B
The Cottages, Vacation Houses; Buck Hill Falls, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. tables; p.134-137; May 90; B

BERLAGE, H. P.
Concert Halls, Exhibition Space and Cafe; Remodeled Interior; H. P. Berlage's Exchange Building, 1903; Amsterdam, Netherlands; Pieter Zaanen; ph. pl. det.; p.80-87; Sept 90; AR

BERNARD, ERIC
Interiors; Executive Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.194-195; Mar 90; ID

BERNER, DAVID
Residence; Marblehead, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.127; Mar 90; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

Beyer, Blinder & Belle
Immigrant Experience Museum; Ellis Island; Restoration; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec. det. dia. ill.; p.46-57; July 90; AR
Museum of Immigration, Ellis Island Restoration; New York, New York; ph.: p.21, 24; Nov 90; A
Museum of Immigration; Ellis Island Restored; New York, New York; ph.: p.23-24; Nov 90; PA

Beyer, Blinder & Belle
Clothing Stores: Henri Bendel Group of Buildings; Restored and Remodeled; New York, New York; ph. pi.; p.66-69; Dec 90; A

Bhan, Ravindra
Garden Memorial to Indira Gandhi; Contains Select Large Rocks; —, India; by Ranjit Sabikhi; ph.; p.74-77; Jan 90; LA

Biber, James
Furniture Showroom; Lee Jofa; New York, New York; ph.; p.66; Oct 90; ID
Health Care and Exercise Center; New York, New York; ph. pi.; p.206-209; Mar 90; ID

Biehle, James T. and H. Stewart Thompson
Master Plan; Process of Planning Palm Beach Atlantic College; West Palm Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.115-116; Jan 90; A

Binder, R. L. and Widom, Wein & Cohen
Satellite Food Facility, University of California; Irvine, California; ph. pl. elev.; p.76-77; Jan 90; A

Binder, Rebecca L.
Duplex; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91; Jan 90; AR

Birkerts, Gunnar
Church; Lutheran; Columbus, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.84; Dec 90; PA
U.S. Embassy Building; Caracas, Venezuela; ph. pl.; p.78-79; May 90; A

Black, Mitchell A.
Holocaust Memorial Plaza; Student Design; Design Awards; Washington, District of Columbia; pl.; p.69; Nov 90; LA

Blackman, Leo J.
Vestibule for Old Church; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Oct 90; AR

Blanc, Michael
Residence; Sterling Lake; Stamford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.104; June 90; B

Blatteau, John
Preparatory School; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ill. pl.; p.46; Nov 90; A

Bloodgood Architects
Residence; Harbour Island, Courtyard Homes; Tampa, Florida; ill. pl.; p.70; Aug 90; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

Bloodgood, Sharp & Snider
Apartment Building; Entry Structure; Builder Award; Wayland, Massachusetts; ph.; p.194; Oct 90; B
Duplex, Luxury; Builder Award; Wayland, Massachusetts; ph.; p.166-167; Oct 90; B

Bofill, Ricardo
Antigone Neighborhood; Monumental New Projects; Montpellier, France; by Marc Wortman; ph.; p.41-42; July 90; AR

Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski and Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittlemann
Software, Engineering Institute; Carnegie Mellon University; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.109; Mar 90; A

Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski
University; Athletic Recreation and Convocation Complex; Fabric Tension Roof; —, Maryland; ph. pl. det.; p.105-109; Jan 90; A

Bohm NBBJ
Performing Arts Theater; Vern Riffe Center, Acoustical Concerns; Columbus, Ohio; ph. sec.; p.48; Apr 90; INT

Booth & Hansen and The Austin Company
Shopping Center; North Pier Remodeled; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.97, 102-105; Apr 90; AR

Booth & Hansen
Architect’s Weekend House; Lake Bluff, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Botto, Mario
Art Museum; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; San Francisco, California; sec. axon.; p.24; Nov 90; PA

Bower, Lewis & Thrower
Waterfront Redevelopment, New Plan; Penn’s Landing; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; m. pl.; p.65, 67; Feb 90; AR

Boyd Associates
Wine Store; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.90-91; July 90; INT

Bransford, Jim
Church; Episcopal; Bedford, Texas; ph. pl.; p.50; Dec 90; PA

Branson & Coates
Hotel Otaru Marititmmo; Otaru, Japan; ph.; p.108-109; May 90; PA

Bray & Schable
Hall of Fame Inductees; Their Work; ph.; p.112-113; Dec 90; ID

Britt, Thomas
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.114-115; Dec 90; ID
Interiors; Apartment, Tropics Theme; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.218-223; Oct 90; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BROMLEY & JACOBSEN
Architects; Apartment; Boca Raton, Florida; ph. pl.; p.218-223; Apr 90; ID
Architects; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.230-235; June 90; ID

BROOME, ORINGDULPH, O’TOOLE, RUDOLF & BOLES
Master Plan; Urban Campus with New Buildings; Seattle University; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.101; Apr 90; PA

BROWN, THEODORE
Office Building; Dakin Building, Wall; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.87, 92-93; Aug 90; A

BRUDER, WILLIAM P.
Auto Car Wash; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pi. sec.; p.56-57; Oct 90; A
Residence; New River, Arizona; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.74-77; Nov 90; PA

BUENO, JUAN
Images of South Florida Gardens; —, Florida; ph. ill.; p.42; Dec 90; LA

BUILDING
Angeli Mare Restaurant; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.114-116; Apr 90; PA
Clothing Store, Ecru; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.108-113; Apr 90; PA

BUMGARDNER ARCHITECTS
Bay Cafe; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Feb 90; INT
Multi-Purpose Theater; San Juan Islands; Friday Harbor, Washington; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Dec 90; INT

BUNSHAFT, GORDON
Obituary, 1909-1990; ph.; p.24; Oct 90; PA
Obituary; ph.; p.35; Sept 90; A
Obituary; ph.; p.53; Oct 90; AR

BURGEE, JOHN and PHILIP JOHNSON
Office Building; Middle Rise; Franklin Square; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.101; Feb 90; AR

BURNETTE, WENDELL E.
Residence and Studio; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl. sec. m.; p.70; July 90; PA

BURNS, CAROL
Alternative Parking Lot; ill. ph.; p.36; Dec 90; LA

BURT, HILL, KOSAR & RITTELMAN
Institution; General; Addition, Structural Innovation; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; m. ph. sec. table; p.160-161; Sept 90; AR

BUTLER, ROGERS & BASKETT
Interiors; Designers’ Offices; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.30; Dec 90; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BYSTROM, ARNE
Residence; Sun Valley, Idaho; ph.; p.94; Mar 90; A

CROSS
City Hall; Irvine, California; ph.; p.103; Apr 90; A
Firm Profile; Review of Work; ph. m.; p.103-105; Apr 90; A
Office Building; 3M Austin Center, Light Monitors; West Austin, Texas; ph. sec. det.; p.87, 90-91; Aug 90; A
U.S. Embassy Building; San Salvador, El Salvador, m. pl.; p.80; May 90; A

CUH2A
Technology Center, Nabisco Brands; East Hanover, New Jersey; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.105; Aug 90; PA

CYP
Residential Development; Laguna Niguel, California; ph. pl.; p.170; Feb 90; B

CABAK, RANDALL, JASPER & GRIFFITH
Raychem’s Executive Training Center; Menlo Park, California; ph. pl.; p.178-181+; May 90; INT
Research and Development Facility; Raychem; Menlo Park, California; ill. pl.; p.190+; May 90; INT

CALATRAVA, SANTIAGO, ARNOLD AMSLER and WERNER RUEGER
Railroad Station; Structural Dynamics; Pedestrian Bridges; Zurich, Switzerland; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-61; Oct 90; AR

CALLISON PARTNERSHIP
Interiors; Multi-Image Production Company’s Offices; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Feb 90; INT
Office Building; High Rise; Pacific First Centre; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.87; May 90; AR

CALLISTER, GATELY, HECKMANN & BISCHOFF
Bigwood, Vacation Houses; Ketchum, Idaho; ph. pl.; p.141; May 90; B

CALOMIRIS, GEORGE
Office Building; Penn/24 Building, New and Old Building Complex; Washington, District of Columbia; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.230-231; Apr 90; ID

CALTHORPE ASSOCIATES
New Village Centers; ill. pl.; p.301; Jan 90; B
Pedestrian Oriented New Suburban Town; Laguna West, California; ill. pl.; p.47-53; July 90; LA
Pedestrian Oriented New Town; Lexington Park, Florida; ill. pl.; p.47-53; July 90; LA

CAMAS ASSOCIATES
Residence; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph.; p.72-75; Jan 90; CB
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CAMBRIDGE SEVEN and ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN RESEARCH
Aquarium; Osaka, Japan; ph. pl.; p. 86-89; Sept 90; A

CANNADY, JACKSON & RYAN
Residence; Roundtop, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 130; Mar 90; B

CARDINAL, DOUGLAS J. and TETREAULT, PARENT & LANGUEDOC
Canadian Museum of Civilization; Quebec, Hull, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-93; Feb 90; A

CARLSON & FERRIN
Supermarket with Speciality Sections; Larry's Market; Bellingham, Washington; ph. pl.; p. 60-63; Oct 90; A
Supermarket; Builder Award; Kirkland, Washington; ph. pl.; p. 192; Oct 90; B
Supermarket; Kirkland, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p. 90-91; May 90; AR

CARPENTER, JAMES
Steel and Glass; Glass Wall; m. axon. det.; p. 108-111; Nov 90; AR

CARRINGTON ASSOCIATES
How a Small Design Firm Works with Developers; m. ph.; p. 52-53; Feb 90; AR

CASDEN COMPANY
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Builder Award; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl.; p. 170; Oct 90; B

CASTELET
Interiors; Raychem's Headquarters. Interiors by Castelet; Cergy Saint-Christophe, France; Robert Dumont-Blehaut; ph.; p. 182+; May 90; INT

CATALANO, EDUARDO
Peace Garden; Washington, Near, District of Columbia; by Heidi Landecker; pl.; p. 73; Jan 90; LA

CATLIN, JULIANA
Yacht Club; Remodeled 1926 Mansion; Interiors by Juliana Catlin; Jacksonville, Florida; Pappas Associates; ph. pl.; p. 208-213; Nov 90; ID

CENTERBROOK and CHARLES MOORE
Art Museum; Cedar Rapids, Iowa; ph. pl.; p. 24; Feb 90; A

CENTERBROOK
Arts Center; Lawrence University; Appleton, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p. 84-89; Jan 90; A
Lighting Fixture; Custom Wood Cornice; ph. axon.; p. 186; Mar 90; B
Pool House; Builder Award; —, Connecticut; ph.; p. 184; Oct 90; B
Residence; Builder Award; Fishers Island, New York; ph. pl.; p. 155; Oct 90; B
Residence; Builder Award; Western Area, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 152-153; Oct 90; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CENTERBROOK (Cont'd)
Residence; Connecticut Hills, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 142-145; Mar 90; A
Residence; Deep River, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 110-111; Mar 90; B
Residence; Remodeled; Builder Award; Ivoryton, Connecticut; ph. pl. axon.; p. 182-183; Oct 90; B
Student Center; Colby College; Waterville, Maine; ph. pl.; p. 103; Apr 90; PA
Vacation House; Fishers Island, New York; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 70-73; Nov 90; PA

CHALONER, JOHN
Interiors; Contract Executive Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 118-121; Sept 90; INT

CHAN & MOHNEY
Interiors; Spy Magazine Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 103, 108-109; May 90; AR

CHARNEY, MELVIN
Canadian Centre for Architecture; Museum, Library; Sculpture Garden by Melvin Charney; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; Peter Rose, by Christopher Hume; ph. pl. m. axon.; p. 30-33; Feb 90; LA
Sculpture Garden; Canadian Centre for Architecture, Garden; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl. axon.; p. 60-65; Dec 90; A

CHASSE, PATRICK et al.
Botanical Garden Way Station; Tram Line; New York, New York; m. elev. pl.; p. 18; May 90; LA

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT
Public Harbor Station; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; Nov 90; AR

CHILD ASSOCIATES
Harbor House Landscape; Design Award; Gloucester, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 49; Nov 90; LA

CHRESTIA & STAUB
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl.; p. 24; June 90; INT

CLARK & MENEFEE
Residence; Charleston, South Carolina; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-47; Mid-Apr 90; AR

CLARK, TRIBBLE, HARRIS & LI
Landscape; Spartan Foods Headquarters; Spartanburg, South Carolina; ill. m.; p. 61; Mar 90; LA
Office Building; High Rise; 100 East Wisconsin Avenue; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Aug 90; AR
CLIFFORD & LAWRIE
Interiors; Telesat Corporate Headquarters, Interiors by Rice & Brydone, Ontario, Ottawa, Canada; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl. axon.; p.55-61; Nov 90; INT

CLODAGH
Interiors; Apartment, Penthouse; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.198-201; Feb 90; ID

CLUTS, O'BRIEN & STROBER
Apartment Building; Resort Area; Lutsen, Minnesota; ill. pl.; p.82; Nov 90; B

COLEMAN & CASKEY
Medical Plaza, University of California; Irvine, California; ph.; p.75; Jan 90; A

COLUMBUS ARCHITECTS
Townhouse; Peppertree Court; Menlo Park, California; ph. pl.; p.87; Aug 90; B

COMPENDIUM
Apartment Building; Court at Museums Gate; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Apr 90; A

COOPER & ROBERTSON
Multi-Use Downtown Project; CARR Norfolk Southern Project, Alexandria, Virginia; ill. pl.; p.78; Apr 90; A

Waterfront Development; Battery Park City North Residential Area; PA Award; New York, New York; pl. m.; p.120-121; Jan 90; PA

COOPER CARRY STUDIO
Marketing; ph.; p.36; June 90; INT

CORNER, JAMES
Urban Layering Strategies and Analysis; ill. axon. ph.; p.38-39; Dec 90; LA

CORNET-VERNET, ALAIN
Residence; Chevy Park; Paris Suburbs, France; ph.; p.124-125; Dec 90; B

COSTAS & KONDYLIS
Apartment Development; Built Over Parking; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.110; July 90; B

COX & CROSLIN
Juvenile Justice Center; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Sept 90; AR

CRANE, C. HOWARD
Concert Hall/Theater; Restored 1920's Movie Theater; Fox Theater; Original Architect, C. Howard Crane; Detroit, Michigan; William Kessler and Little Caesar International; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; June 90; PA

CRET, PAUL
Building Renovations, University of Texas; Goldsmith Hall, 1933, by Paul Cret; Austin, Texas; Thomas & Booziotis and Chartier Newton; ph. pl. sec.; p.84; Nov 90; A

DDI and KLING & LINQUIST
Interiors; Brokerage Firm Corporate Office Campus; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Jan 90; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DDI
Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, Revlon; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.108-111; Jan 90; INT

Interiors; Corporation Headquarters; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. elev.; p.98-105; Jan 90; INT

Interiors; Executive Offices, Peter Kalikow's; New York, New York; ph.; p.106-107; Jan 90; INT

Interiors; Executive Offices, Travel Interiors by DDI; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Helmut Jahn; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Jan 90; INT

Interiors; Law Offices; Lighting Details; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. det.; p.52, 116-119; Jan 90; INT

Interiors; Law Offices; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. elev.; p.120-123; Jan 90; INT

DNB ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Kings Way; Builder Award; Yarmouth Port, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.179; Oct 90; B

DAGIT & SAYLOR
Performing Arts Center, Swarthmore College; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; pl. ill.; p.105; Apr 90; PA

DAHLIN GROUP
Residence; Home Offices; Byron, California; ph. pl.; p.122; May 90; B

DAHLIN, KENNETH C.
Wood Products Showhouse; Alpharetta, Georgia; ph. pl. ill.; p.132; Oct 90; B

DAILY, LEO A.
Board Room Acoustic System; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. sec.; p.26; Oct 90; INT

Office Building; Middle Rise; Lighting Design Analysis; Sunnyvale, California; by Charles Benton and Marc Fountain; ph. pl. dia. biblio. graphs; p.119-121; Nov 90; PA

DANADJIEVA & KOENIG
Lobby Wall, Convention Center; Seattle, Washington; ph.; p.63; Aug 90; A

Park Expansion; Freeway Air Rights Development; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.60-62; Aug 90; A

Riverfront Promenade; White River Park; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Aug 90; A

DANGLER, GARRETT L.
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.212-215; Sept 90; ID

DANIELIAN ASSOCIATES
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Laguna Niguel, California; ph. pl.; p.78, 80; June 90; B

Residential Development; Barnegat West, Duplexes; Barnegat, New Jersey; elev. pl.; p.94; Mar 90; B

Residential Development; Laguna Springs; Weston, Florida; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Feb 90; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DANIELIAN ASSOCIATES (Cont'd)
Residential Development; Townhouse; Vista Serena; Builder Award; Pismo Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.162-163; Oct 90; B

DANIELSON ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Marsh Restoration; Design Award; Mill Valley, California; ph. pl.; p.41; Nov 90; LA

DAROFF DESIGN
Exhibition, Exhibit; Designer's Work; ph.; p.66-67, 24; July 90; INT
Hospital; Children's Convalescent; Interiors by Daroff Design; Atlantic City, New Jersey; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; by Nayana Currimbhoy; ph.; pl. 70-73; Dec 90; INT
Office Stairway; det. ph. elev.; p.40-41; Jan 90; INT
Suspended Kiosks for Audio-Visual Equipment; ph. pl. elev.; p.24; July 90; INT

DAROFF, KAREN
Firm Profile, Designer of the Year; Review of Her Work; ph.; p.95-127; Jan 90; INT

DAVID, THEO
Flower Store; Broadway Floral; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.200-201; Sept 90; ID

DAVIDSON, L. BARRY
Residence; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.129; Mar 90; B

DAWSON, KERRY J.
Prescribed Fire to Reduce Fuel Loads in National Forest; Design Award; Sequoia National Park, California; ph.; p.67; Nov 90; LA

DE ALESSI, ROSS and LUMINA SOUTER
Plaza Fountain, Lighting; Lighting Design by Ross De Alessi and Luminae Souter; San Jose, California; Hargreaves Associates; ph.; p.16-17; Suppl Nov 90; AR

DE CARLO, GIANCARLO
Review of Architect's Recent Work; Philosophy to Fit Buildings to the Landscape; —, Italy; by Heidi Landecker; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.52-55; Aug 90; LA

DEAMER & PHILLIPS
Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Dec 90; PA

DECKER, H. CARLTON
Venetian Pool Complex; Restored 1926 Swimming Pool; Original Architect, Phineas Paist; Coral Gables, Florida; ph. pl.; p.86, 70-71; Mar 90; AR

DELANEY, TOPHER
Residence Garden; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.76; Feb 90; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DENISON & LUCHINI
Interiors; Loft Apartment Renovation; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. m.; p.81; July 90; PA

DENNIS, MICHAEL and JEFFREY CLARK
Master Plan; Carnegie Mellon University; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; m. pl.; p.100; Apr 90; PA

DENNIS, MICHAEL
Arts Center; University of Virginia; Charlottesville, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.107; Apr 90; PA

DESIGN DISCOVERIES II
Residence; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.64-66; Jan 90; CB

DESIGN PARTNERSHIP
Furniture Showroom; Steelcase; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.246-247; Oct 90; ID

DESIGN WORKSHOP
Computer Visualization for Landscape; by John Metzger; ph. ill.; p.72-75; Apr 90; LA

DI BIASI, VINCEN T
Residence; Orange County, California; ph. pl.; p.128; Mar 90; B

DIAMOND, A. J., DONALD SCHMITT and BREGMAN & HAMANN
Earth Sciences Center, University of Toronto; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. m.; p.107; Apr 90; PA

DIAZ-AGCUY, ORLANDO
Hospital; Intensive Care Unit, Demonstration; by Karen Tetlow; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Dec 90; INT
Interiors; Law Offices, San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.244-249; May 90; ID

DILLINGHAM ASSOCIATES
Cowell Ranch Master Plan, Open Space; Design Award; San Mateo County, California; ph. pl.; p.55; Nov 90; LA

DIRIGIO DESIGN
Renovated Kitchen; Natick, Massachusetts; ph.; p.174-175; July 90; ID

DIVERSITY: ARCHITECTURE and DESIGN
Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.288-293; May 90; ID

DONOVAN & GREEN
Technology Exhibition Center; Raychem Products; Menlo Park, California; m. pl.; p.189+; May 90; INT

DORDEL, JEAN-ANDRE
LaVilla Hotel, Interiors Renovation, Building Designed by Jean-Andre Dorel; Paris, France; Marie-Christine Dorner; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Sept 90; PA

DORIUS ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Heritage Park, Retirement; Livermore, California; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Sept 90; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

DORIUS ARCHITECTS (Cont’d)
The Pointe, Vacation Duplexes; Mammoth Lakes, California; ph. pl.; p.143; May 90; B

DORNER, MARIE-CHRISTINE
Hotel; La Villa, Paris, France; ph.; p.208-213; Oct 90; ID
LaVilla Hotel, Interiors Renovation, Building Designed by Jean-Andre Dorel; Paris, France; ph.; p.110-115; Sept 90; PA

DOUGLAS, FRANK, CHARLES KIFER and GARY WHITNEY
Video Conferencing; Special Design Project; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.37-43; Nov 90; INT

DOVOLIS, JOHNSON & RUGGIERI
Residence; Low Cost; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.132; July 90; B

DOWNING, THORPE & JAMES
Cottage Homes; Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; elev. pl.; p.62; Sept 90; B
Residential Development; Highland Springs; Springfield, Missouri; ill. pl.; p.156; Feb 90; B

DRAPER, DOROTHY
Governor’s Mansion; Restoration; Charleston, West Virginia; ph. pl.; p.176-183; Mar 90; ID

DUANY, ANDRES and ELIZABETH PLATER-ZYBERK
New Small Town; The Kentlands; Gaithersburg, Maryland; pl. elev.; p.80-81; Apr 90; A
New Town Plan; Wellington, Florida; pl.; p.83; Apr 90; A
Village and Town Plan; Avalon Park; Orlando, Florida; pl.; p.82; Apr 90; A

DUMAS, RENA and WHISTLER & PATRI
Accessories and Fine Crafts Store, Hermes; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.250-251; June 90; ID

DUMONT-BLEHAUT, ROBERT
Interiors; Raychem’s Headquarters, Interiors by Castelet; Cergy Saint-Christophe, France; ph.; p.182+; May 90; INT

DUNCAN, JOHN
Fabric Showroom; New York, New York; ph.; p.62; June 90; ID

DWORK, MELVIN
Interiors; Apartment, Penthouse; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.198-203; Oct 90; ID

Dwyer, GARY
Painted Landscape; Examples; ph.; p.72-73; Feb 90; LA

EDA COLLABORATIVE
Park, Tommy Thompson; Former Waste Site; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph.; p.34-35; Feb 90; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

EDAW and POD
Euro-Disneyland; Master Plan and Landscape Design; Marne-la-Vallee, France; by Charlotte Ellis; pl. ill. elev. m.; p.38-41; June 90; LA

EDAW
U.S. Forest Service Reserved Water Rights Case; Design Award; ph. sec.; p.62; Nov 90; LA

ELS/ELBASANI & LOGAN
Gymnasium, California Polytechnic; San Luis Obispo, California; pl. axon.; p.104; Apr 90; PA
Recreational Sports Facility; University of California; Berkeley, California; ph.; p.111; Mar 90; A

EBERHART BROTHERS
Residence; Tory Hill; Hillsdale, New York; ph.; p.106-107; Mar 90; B

EBERSON, JOHN
Concert Hall, Restored 1929 Movie Theater; Majestic Theater; Original Architect, John Eberson; San Antonio, Texas; Milton Babbitt; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-93; June 90; PA

ECART INTERNATIONAL
Hotel Im Wassertum; Cologne, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Aug 90; INT

ECHEVERRIA, MARIO
Glass Display Gallery, Holstein; Palm Beach, Florida; ph.; p.200-201; Jan 90; ID

ECKBO, GARRETT
Downtown Mall; Fresno, California; ph. pl. ill.; p.89-93; Feb 90; LA
Landscape Architect, His Work; Modernist; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.88-95; Feb 90; LA
Studies for Small City Gardens; Early Modern Design, 1937; ph. ill.; p.94-95; Feb 90; LA

EGBERT, CHARLES F. D.
Branch Bank; Second National Bank; Interiors by Ethel Armstrong-Merrigan; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.180-183; Feb 90; ID

EGGERS GROUP
Interiors; Pepsi-Cola’s Headquarters, Interiors by Rosen, Perry & Preston; Somers, New York; ph. pl.; p.101-109; Mar 90; INT

EHRENKRANTZ GROUP/ BUILDING CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY
Preservation Plan for Former Utopian Colony; History of Preservation Efforts; Ruby, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.102; June 90; PA

EHRENKRANTZ GROUP
County Detention Facility; Santa Rosa, California; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Sept 90; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

EHRENKRANTZ, ECKSTUT & WHITEWALL et al.
New Residential Neighborhood; Arverne; New York, New York; ill. pi.; p.79; Apr 90; A

EHRENKRANTZ, ECKSTUT & WHITEWALL
Office Building; High Rise; Glass-Fiber Reinforced Plastic Cladding; New York, New York; ph. det.; p.95-97; July 90; AR

Office Building; High Rise; Restoration; Details Explain Flashings; Baltimore, Maryland; elev. det. axon. sec.; p.100, 102-103; Aug 90; AR

Synagogue; Restoration; Details Explain Flashings; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; elev. det. axon. sec.; p.100-102; Aug 90; AR

EHRlich ARCHITECTS
Residence; Hollywood Hills, California; ph.; p.197; Oct 90; B

EINBECK, ROBERT and MARION
Sculpture in Corporate Lobby; Paris, Near, France; ph. pi.; p.186-189; Mar 90; ID

EISENMANN & ROBSON
Bio-Center; University of Frankfurt; Frankfurt, West Germany; m. axon, pi.; p.22-26; Fall 89; JAE

EISENMANN & TOTT
Center for Visual Arts; Ohio State University; Analysis; Columbus, Ohio; by Kay Bea Jones; ph.; p.34-38; Spring 90; JAE

Experimental Theater; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; ph. pi.; p.78; May 90; INT

EISENMANN ARCHITECTS and K ARCHITECTS
Koizumi Sango Building, Office and Lighting Shown; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Sept 90; A

EISENMANN ARCHITECTS
Olympic Hotel; PA Award; Banyoles, Spain; m. ill. dia. pi. elev.; p.86-88; Jan 90; PA

Research Institute, Carnegie Mellon; PA Award; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; m. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.104-106; Jan 90; PA

ELLERBE & BECKET and BOYD & SOBIERAY
Medical Research and Library Building; Indiana University School of Medicine; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.99; Aug 90; PA

ELLERBE & BECKET
Administration, Warehouse and Distribution Building; Los Angeles, California; m. axon. ill. ph.; p.88-89; July 90; PA

Interiors; Architects’ Offices; Light Fixture; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl. sec.; p.6-9; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Office Building; Interiors; Accounting Firm’s Executive Offices; Wilton, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.103, 110-115; May 90; AR

Office Building; Middle Rise; The Ceresota; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl. sec.; p.62; 70-71; Aug 90; AR

Tensile Fabric Light Fixture at Column Caps; ph. pl. sec.; p. 6-9; Suppl Nov 90; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ELLIOTT ASSOCIATES
Acrylic Interior Furnishings; ph.; p.88-91; Dec 90; INT

Architect’s Remodeled House; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; ph. pl.; p.140-143; July 90; ID

Ballet Studio; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Dec 90; INT

Clothing Hospitality Suite; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; ph. pl.; p.202-203; June 90; ID

Drive Through Bank Branch; Bank of Oklahoma; Yukon, Oklahoma; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Oct 90; A

Theater; Addition; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; ph. sec. ill.; p.69; Nov 90; A

ENoch, DOUG
Residence; Germantown, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.131; Mar 90; B

ERICKSON & STEVENS
Residence; Snowmass Village, Colorado; ph.; p.30-34; Apr 90; CB

ERICKSON, ARTHUR and DEEMS, LEWIS & McKINLEY
Convention Center; Tensile Fabric Roof; San Diego, California; ph. sec.; p.54-61; Aug 90; AR

ERICKSON, ARTHUR
Canadian Chancery; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. elev.; p.58-65; Mar 90; AR

Office Building; Interiors; The Boston Company, Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.188-189; Feb 90; ID

ESTES COMPANY
Residence; Jamestown, Rhode Island; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Mar 90; B

Residential Development; Residence; Duplex, Low Cost; Providence, Rhode Island; ph. pl.; p.126-127; July 90; B

EVANS GROUP
Residence; Home Offices; Stuart, Florida; ph. pl.; p.120; May 90; B

Residence; Idea Show House; Fort Myers, Florida; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Nov 90; B

Show House; Longwood, Florida; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Mar 90; B

Vacation House; Builder Award; Maggie Valley, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.160-161; Oct 90; B

EWING, JO and TOM TWINING & MIKE THERRELL
Residence; Raleigh, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.126; Mar 90; B

FFKR
Performing Arts Theater; Randall L. Jones Memorial Theater; Cedar City, Utah; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.80-83; Aug 90; A

FTL
Office Furniture Showroom; Steelcase; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.64-65; July 90; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FTL (Cont'd)
Temporary Performance Center, Winter Garden; Interiors Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.154-155; Jan 90; INT

FAMOUS, GEORGE et al.
AT&T Software Lab; Study of Telecommunication Stations; Menlo Park, California; ph. pl.; p.119-122; May 90; A

FAVRETTE, RUDY
Bacon's Castle Garden, Seventeenth Century; Restoration; Surry County, Virginia; by Deborah Papier; ill.; p.42; May 90. A

FEDER, ABE
Lighting Designer, Profile; His Work; by David Masello. ph.; p.14-15+; Suppl Nov 90; AR

FELDERMAN, STANLEY
Interiors; Law Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Apr 90; ID

FENTRESS, C. W.
Law Library; University of Denver; New Synthetic Stucco Facade; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl. det.; p.173-175; Mar 90; A

FERGUSON & MURRAY
Two Classical Houses, Andrews Farm; Greenwich, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.72-73; July 90; PA

FERNAU & HARTMAN
Student Center; University of California Santa Cruz; Santa Cruz, California; ph. pl.; p.106-113; June 90; PA

FERRI, ROGER
Office Building; High Rise; Visionary Garden Tower; New York, New York; pers. ph.; p.37; Dec 90; LA

FERRIS ARCHITECTS
Residence; Sherwood Farms; Builder Award; Westport, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.175; Oct 90; B

FINKEL, MAURICE H.
Movie Palace, 1928, Restored; Michigan Theater; Original Architect, Maurice H. Finkel; Ann Arbor, Michigan; Usler & Milling and Quinn & Evans; ph. pl. sec.; p.96; June 90; PA

FISHER & FRIEDMAN
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Andover Park; Beaverton, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.92-93; May 90; AR
Apartment Development; Park Place; Mountain View, California; ph. pl.; p.78; Sept 90; B
Graduate Student Apartments; University of California; Irvine, California; ph.; p.74; Jan 90; A

FORD, JOHN
Memorial to Veterans at Sport Coliseum; Winston-Salem, North Carolina; axon. m.; p.18; Jan 90; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FORMAN, STEVEN
Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.110-117; Sept 90; AR

FOUR-D ARCHITECTS
Residence; Redmond, Washington; ph.; p.56-58; Jan 90; CB

FOX & FOWLE
Hotel; Embassy Suites Times Square; PA Award; New York, New York; ph. axon. sec. elev. ill.; p.102-103; Jan 90; PA
Hotel; Embassy Suites, Built in Air Rights over Palace Theater; New York, New York; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.163; Sept 90; AR
Office Building; High Rise; 1675 Broadway, Built in Air Rights over Broadway Theater; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.162; Sept 90; AR

FRANK, RICHARD
Senate Chambers; Acoustical Adjustments, Restorations; Lansing, Michigan; ph. det.; p.34; July 90; INT

FREDERICKS, CEE JAY
Pennsylvania Veterans Memorial; Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania; ph. elev. ill.; p.18, Apr 90; LA

FURMAN, DAVID
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Audubon Parc; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 90; B
Office Building; Low Rise; Remodeled; Builder Award; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl. 188-189; Oct 90; B

GABINETE DE CONTRUCCION Y ARQUITECTURA
Interiors; Architects' Offices; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl.; p.144-147; Aug 90; ID

GASTINGER, REES & WALKER
Police Station; Excelsior Springs, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Feb 90; A

GAYLORD, GRAINGER, LIBBY & O'BRIEN-SMITH
Resort Hotel, The Inn at Langley; Whidby Island, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-127; Feb 90; AR

GEDDES, BRECHER, QUALLS & CUNNINGHAM
Hospital; Children's Convalescent; Interiors by Daroff Design; Atlantic City, New Jersey; by Nayana Currimbho; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Dec 90; INT

GEHRIG, FRANK O. and DREYFUSS & BLACKFORD
Furniture Factory; Herman Miller Regional Headquarters; Rocklin, California; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.108-115; Jan 90; AR

GEHRIG, FRANK O., FREIE ARKITEKTEN
GUNDER PFEIFER
Furniture Design Museum; Factory and Office Addition; Vitra Museum, Weil am Rhein, West Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99; May 90; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GEHR, FRANK O. and SAUBOT & JULIENN
Entertainment, Shopping and Restaurant Complex; Euro Disneyland; Marne-la-Vallee, France; m. pl.; p.72-73, 79+; Aug 90; AR

GEHR, FRANK O.
American Center; Paris, France; m. pl.; p.21; July 90; PA
Furniture Museum; Vitra Museum; Weil am Rhein, West Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.192-197; Oct 90; ID
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.116-117; Dec 90; ID

Information and Computer Science Facility; Engineering Research; University of California; Irvine, California; ph.; p.72-73; Jan 90; A
Residence; Los Angeles, California; ph. sec.; p.96-97; Mar 90; A
Restaurant; New York Bagel; Brentwood, California; ph.; p.246-247; Sept 90; ID
Yale Psychiatric Institute; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; ph.; p.115-121; Mar 90; A

GEIER, BROWN & RENFREW
Building Code Research, Software; Code works; ill.; p.111-113+; June 90; A

GENSLER ASSOCIATES
Airport; Crystallized Glass Applied to Front Entrance and Interior, Neoparies Panels; Los Angeles, California; ph. det.; p.103; Aug 90; A
Bank of Nova Scotia, Renovation; Toronto, Canada; ph.; p.126-131; Dec 90; ID
Capital Bank; Interiors; Interiors Award; Miami, Florida; ph. axon.; p.138-141; Jan 90; INT
Computer Demonstration Showroom; Apple Computer; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.44; Apr 90; INT
Interiors; Apple Computer Engineering Offices; Design Award; Santa Clara, California; ph. pl.; p.160-165; Nov 90; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.266-269; May 90; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.152-155; Jan 90; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.146-151; Jan 90; ID
Interiors; Real Estate Developer’s Offices; Design Awards; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Apr 90; INT
Private Bank; Union Bank of Switzerland; New York, New York; ph.; p.172-177; Feb 90; ID
Table for Wheel Chair; ph. elev.; p.83; Oct 90; INT

GERTLER & WOOLF
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Mar 90; ID

GIAMBERDINE, RICHARD V.
Beringian Heritage Site Pan; Cultural Integration; Design Award; Bering Region, Alaska; ph. ill.; p.57; Nov 90; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GLAVE, NEWMAN & ANDERSON
Hotel; Linden Row Inn, Restored from 1840’s Rowhouses; Richmond, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.66, 74.75; Mar 90; AR

GLENWILL HOMES
Residence; Glenrand; Melbourne, Australia; ph. pl.; p.129; Dec 90; B

GOLDSWORTHY, ANDY
Sculpture and Art from Nature; ph.; p.80-83; Feb 90; LA

GONZALES, FRANK
Townhouse; Racquet Club Villas, Affordable; Compton, California; ph. pl.; p.124-125; July 90; B

GOODY & CLANCY and MINTZ ASSOCIATES
Harbor Point, Mixed Income, Remodeled Housing Project; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.64-67; July 90; A

GOODY & CLANCY
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Harbor Point Affordable; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.122-123; July 90; B
Two Auditoriums, Brown University; Solomon Center for Teaching; Remodeled and Expanded; Providence, Rhode Island; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.83-87; Aug 90; AR

GRAVES, MICHAEL and ALAN LAPI DUS
Hotel; World Dolphin Hotel at EPCOT Center; Critique by Vincent Scully; Lake Buena Vista, Florida; ph. pl.; p.82-91; Oct 90; PA
Resort Hotel; World Swan Hotel; Includes Selected Detail of Giant Swan Statues; Lake Buena Vista, Florida; ph. pl. sel. det.; p.76-83, 119; Mar 90; PA

GRAVES, MICHAEL and McCARY & MENU
Euro Disneyland’s Hotel New York; Marne-la-Vallee, France; m. sec. elev. pl.; p.72-73; Aug 90; AR

GRAVES, MICHAEL and RAYMOND J. JAMINET
Museum; Historical Center of Industry and Labor; Youngstown, Ohio; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-87; Mar 90; PA

GRAVES, MICHAEL
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Nexus South; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Sept 90; A
Art Museum; Newark, New Jersey; ph. pl. m.; p.88-95; Mar 90; PA
Clos Pegase Winery; Calistoga, California; ph. pl.; p.103; Mar 90; A
Custom Carpet; Swan Hotel; ph.; p.100-101; Aug 90; INT
Hyatt Regency Hotel; LaJolla, California; by Nayana Currimbhoy; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Oct 90; INT
Interiors; Crown American Corporation Headquarters; Johnstown, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.116-123; Mar 90; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GRAVES, MICHAEL (Cont’d)

Middle Rise; Crown American Corporate Headquarters; Johnstown, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-83; Feb 90; AR

Multi-Use Project; Hotel, Office Building, Health Club; The Aventine; La Jolla, California; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p.66-71; Aug 90; A

Survey of Architect’s Recent Work; ph. pl. elev. ill. sec.; p.73-95; Mar 90; PA

GRAY, WARREN

Residence; High Tech Lighting Used; Lighting Design by David Steinitz; Malibu, California; ph. p.16-19; Suppl Aug 90; AR

GREEN, WILLIAM

Interiors; Software Company’s Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.220-223; June 90; ID

GREEN RIVER BUILDING & DESIGN

Residence; Uses Stressed Skin Panels; Brattleboro, Vermont; ph. p.16-22; Aug 90; CB

GRICE GROUP

Residence; Buder Place; Low Cost; St. Louis, Missouri; ph. p.133; July 90; B

GRINSTEIN & DANIELS

Restaurant; Kentucky Fried Chicken; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-55; Oct 90; A

GRISSIM, JOHN

Residence; Landscape Design by John Grissim; Design Award; Bloomfield Hills, Michigan; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.43; Nov 90; LA

GRUEN ASSOCIATES

Beverly Wilshire Hotel, Interiors Restoration by Project Associates; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.192-201; June 90; ID

GRUMBACH, ANTOINE and ALEXANDRE SANDOZ

Hotel; Euro Disneyland’s Sequoia Lodge; Marne-la-Vallee, France; m. ill. pl.; p.72-73; 78+; Aug 90; AR

GRUZEN, SAMTON & STEINGLASS

Residence Hall, Columbia University; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Jan 90; A

GUND, GRAHAM (Cont’d)

Office Building; Middle Rise; Glass-Fiber Reinforced Concrete Walls; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. sec. det.; p.91-93; July 90; AR

Performing Arts Center, Westminster School; Simsbury, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.83, 90-91; Aug 90; AR

Resort Lodge and Town Square, Golden Eagle Lodge; Waterville Valley, New Hampshire; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Feb 90; AR

GUYNES, DAVID

Survey of Rehabilitation Centers; Easy Street; ph. axon.; p.200-203; Mar 90; ID

GWATHMEY & SIEGEL

Art Museum, Lighting of; Guggenheim Museum Addition; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.191-195; Mar 90; A

Museum Addition; Harvard University; Fogg Museum; Cambridge, Massachusetts; m. axon.; p.66; Nov 90; A

HGHB and FIELD & PAOLI

Shopping Center; Napa Town Center Retail Development; Napa, California; ph. pl.; p.97, 106-107; Apr 90; AR

HGHB

Residential Development; Creekside Village; Builder Award; Sonoma, California; ph. pl.; p.181; Oct 90; B

HOH ASSOCIATES

New Urban Development, Alexandria 2020; Transportation Oriented; Design Award; Alexandria, Virginia; pl.; p.52; Nov 90; LA

Transit Oriented New Town; Alexandria 2020; Alexandria, Virginia; ill. pl.; p.47-53; July 90; LA

HSR ASSOCIATES

Airport; LaCrosse, Wisconsin; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-75; Feb 90; A

HTB

Interiors; Telephone Company Sales Offices; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Karin Tetlow; ph. pl.; p.52-55; Nov 90; INT

Office Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Church and Addition; Architect’s Offices; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.90-93; Nov 90; A

HADIGHI, MEHRDAD and SHADI NAZARIAN

Peace Armor Garden, Proposed; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.48; Dec 90; LA

HAZEBOUCK & KOEHLER

Residence; Castle Pines Village, Colorado; ph.; p.60-62; Jan 90; CB

HAIGH SPACE ARCHITECTS

Interiors; Seating Company Headquarters, Vitra; Allentown, Pennsylvania; ph. axon.; p.122-125; Sept 90; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HAINES, LUNDBERG & WAELHER and
MOCBEE, COKER & HOWORTH
Physical Acoustics Laboratories; University
of Mississippi; Oxford, Mississippi; ph. pl. sec.
dia.; p.103; Aug 90; PA

HAINES, LUNDBERG & WAELHER
Duplex Units; Central Islip, New York; ph. pl.;
p.106; July 90; B
Interiors; Publisher's Headquarters, Murdoch;
Harmon Meadow, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.234-
239; Oct 90; ID

HALASZ, IMRE and ANTHONY
Eastern Orthodox Church; Dedham, Mas-
sachusetts; ph. pl.; p.79; Dec 90; PA

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE
Open-Space Pedestrian Downtown Corridor;
Los Angeles, California; m. pl. ill.; p.63; June
90; AR

HAMBRECHT & TERRELL
Accessories and Fine Crafts Store; MOMA;
New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.258-261; June
90; ID

HAMMEL, GREEN & ABRHAMSON
Church; Catholic; Renovated, White Bear
Lake, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.85; Dec 90; PA
Church; Congregational; Lake Forest, Illinois;
ph. pl.; p.82; Dec 90; PA

HAMPTON, MARK
Restoration of American Academy; Villa
Aurelia, Interiors; Rome, Italy; by Mark Ham-
pton; ph. pl.; p.83-103; Feb 90; INT

HANAUER, SANFORD
Branch Bank; Green Point Savings Bank; Mas-
sapequa, New York; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Feb
90; ID

HANNA & OLIN
Technology Center Site Plan, Along River;
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p. 49; Dec
90; LA

HANRAHAN, THOMAS and
VICTORIA MEYERS
Crafts Exhibition and Production Center;
New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl. m. ill. axon.;
p.90-91; July 90; PA

HANSEN, MURAKAMI & EISHIMA
University Hall, University of California;
Exterior X-Bracing of Concrete Frame Build-
ing; Berkeley, California; by Jeff Cohen et al.;
ph. m. elev. det.; p.41-42; Dec 90; PA

HARDING ASSOCIATES and
WKMc ASSOCIATES
Church; Baptist; Evangelical Church; Fort
Wayne, Indiana; ph. pl. iso.; p.123, 130-131;
Jan 90; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HARGREAVES ASSOCIATES
Plaza Fountain, Lighting; Lighting Design by
Ross De Alessi and Luminae Souter; San
Jose, California; ph.; p.16-17; Suppl Nov 90;
AR

HARIRI & HARIRI
Apartment; New York, New York; ph.; p.65;
July 90; PA
Bridge Project for Demilitarized Zone; Multi-
Use Elements; —, Korea; sec. ill. ph.; p.64-
65; July 90; PA
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph.
pl.; p.64-67; June 90; A

HARKNESS, TERENCE
Gardens Explore Midwest Themes; ph. pl.; p.
42; Dec 90; LA

HARRODS DESIGN STUDIO
Residence; Interiors, 1646. Restoration, Lon-
don, Near, England; ph. pl.; p.244-247; June
90; ID

HART, ROBERT LAMB
Residence; Greenwich, Connecticut; ph. pl.;
p.118-119; Mar 90; B

HARTMAN & COX
Art Museum, Addition; Dumbarton Oaks;
Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.
p.74-77; June 90; A

HEERICH, ERWIN
Art Museum in Garden, Private; Hombroich;
Neuss, West Germany; by Margot Granitsas;
ph. pl.; p.58-63; Aug 90; LA

HEERY ARCHITECTS
Conservatory, Botanical Gardens; Atlanta,
Georgia; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-73; May 90; A

HEISENBOTTLE, R. J.
Office Building; High Rise; Freedom Tower;
1925, Original Architect, Schultze & Weaver;
Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.66, 68-69; Mar 90;
AR

HEJDUK, JOHN
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; West
Berlin, West Germany; ph. ill.; p.98; Mar 90;
A
House of Suicide Sculpture; Atlanta, Georgia;
ph.; p.70-73; June 90; A

HERBERT, LEWIS, KRUSE & BLUNCK
Church; Lutheran; Clive, Iowa; ph. pl.; p.81;
Dec 90; PA
Law School Legal Clinic, Drake University;
Des Moines, Iowa; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Feb 90; A

HERMANOVSKIA LAUCK
Department Store; Neiman Marcus Clearance
Center; —, New Jersey; ph. p.24; Sept 90;
INT
Furniture Showroom; Gunlocke; Dallas,
Texas; ph. pl.; p.248-249; June 90; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)  

HERMANOVSKI & LAUCK (Cont'd)  
Interiors; Art Gallery in Real Estate Office; Design Award; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.156-159; Nov 90; ID

HILLCREST ASSOCIATES  
Residence; Landenberg, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.106-107; June 90; B

HILLIER GROUP  
College of Architecture and Environmental Design; Arizona State University; Tempe, Arizona; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.81-93; Apr 90; PA
College of Architecture and Environmental Design; Arizona State University; Tempe, Arizona; ph.; p.96-97; Jan 90; A
Library Addition, Western Maryland College; Westminster, Maryland; ill. sec. pl.; p.102; Apr 90; PA
Wireless Light Switch; ph.; p.28; Oct 90; INT

HIMMEL A BONNER  
Interiors; Playboy Corporate Headquarters Offices; Desk Details; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.92-99, 28; June 90; INT

HIRSCH A BENDER  
Hotel; Park Hyatt; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.196-201; Apr 90; ID

HISAKA ASSOCIATES  
County Jail; Columbus, Indiana; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-71; Nov 90; AR
County Law Enforcement Building; Bartholomew County, Indiana; ph. pl. sec.; p.204; May 90; INT

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS  
Residence; Savannah, Georgia; ph.; p.68-70; Jan 90; CB

HNEDAK & BOBO  
Architects' Offices; Builder Award; Memphis, Tennessee; ph.; p.193; Oct 90; B

HODGGETTS & FUNG and ADELE NAUDE SANTOS  
Arts Park; Integrates Landscape and Architectural Design; Los Angeles, California; m. pl. axon. ill. sec.; p.143-146; Sept 90; PA

HODGGETTS & FUNG  
Natural History Museum and Media Center; Los Angeles, California; m. sec.; p.143-145; Sept 90; PA
Office Building; Interiors; Film Corporation Offices; West Hollywood, California; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.104, 109, 69; Sept 90; AR

HODNETT, ABBINGTON & NEY  
Landscape Architect's Use of CAD and Video; by Mark Lindhult; ill.; p.84-86; Sept 90; LA

HOLABIRD & ROOT (Cont'd)  
Telephone Remote Switching Building; Lincolnshire, Illinois; ph. pl. sel. det.; p.114-116; Feb 90; PA

HOLM, STEVEN and ELLERBE & BECKET  
School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture; University of Minnesota; Addition and Renovation; PA Award, Minneapolis, Minnesota; m. axon. pl. sec.; p.83-85; Jan 90; PA

HOLM, STEVEN  
American Memorial Library, Addition; PA Award; West Berlin, West Germany; m. ill. pl. sec.; p.80-82; Jan 90; PA

HOLT, HINSHAW, PFAU & JONES  
Central Chiller Plant; University of California; PA Award; Los Angeles, California; elev. pl. sec. det.; p.99-101; Jan 90; PA
World's Fair, U.S. Pavilion; Seville, Spain; ph. axon. ill.; p.97; May 90; A

HOLZMAN, MALCOLM  
Interiors; Architect's Apartment Loft; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.86-89; June 90; A

HOOD & MILLER and WHISLER & PATRI  
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; The Lombardia; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; elev. sec.; p.90, 94-95; Jan 90; AR

HOOD & MILLER  
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Builder Award; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.172-173; Oct 90; B
Duplex; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.90, 92-93; Jan 90; AR

HOOVER, BERG & DESMOND  
Church; Catholic; Light of the World; Littleton, Colorado; ph.; p.107; Mar 90; A

HORNBERGER & WORSTELL  
Resort Hotel, Hyatt Regency; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Feb 90; AR

HOWARD, NEEDLES, TAMMEN & BERGENDOFF  
Downtown Renewal; Design Award; Kansas City, Missouri; ill.; p.50; Nov 90; LA

HRIBAR, CARL  
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.224-229; Apr 90; ID

HUNECK, STEPHEN  
Furniture with Humor; ph.; p.40; Dec 90; INT

HUNTER, REYNOLDS & JEWELL  
Sarah P. Duke Gardens; Duke University; Durham, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.40; Nov 90; LA

ICF  
Furniture Showroom, ICF; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.180-183; Jan 90; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ISD
Clothing Store; Zara International; Design Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.168-171; Nov 90; ID
Firm Profile; Their Work; ph.; p.26-27; Nov 90; INT

Furniture Showroom; Bright Chair; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.236-237; Sept 90; ID

Interiors; American National Can Company Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Mar 90; INT

Interiors; Law Offices, Conference Rooms; Interiors Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Jan 90; INT

Interiors; Law Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.120-125; June 90; INT

INTERFACE STAFF
Carpet Showroom; Interface; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.26; Dec 90; INT

INTERIM OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURE
Designers Living and Working Loft, Remodeled Warehouse; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.74-77; Apr 90; AR

INTERPLAN
Residence; Goochland County, Virginia; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.146-149; Mar 90; A

ISOZAKI, ARATA
Demonstration Housing Complex; Master Plan; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.90-97; Sept 90; A

ISRAEL, FRANKLIN D.
Office Building; Low Rise; Design Firm's Offices, Remodeled Eames Studios; Venice, California; ph. pl. iso. axon.; p.96-103; Sept 90; PA
Residence; Los Angeles, California; ph. axon.; p.150-153; Mar 90; A

ITO, KENJI
Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.79; Aug 90; INT

JACOBS, STEPHEN B.
Townhouse; Clinton Hill, Affordable, Duplexes; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.128-129; July 90; B

JACOBSEN, HUGH NEWELL
Church; Catholic; Olney, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.123, 132-135; Jan 90; AR
Residence; Landscape Design by John Grissim; Design Award; Bloomfield Hills, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.43; Nov 90; LA

JACOBSEN, KEN
Temporary Restaurant; Café Millennium; Pasadena, California; ph.; p.62-63; July 90; INT

JAFFE, NORMAN
Synagogue; East Hampton, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.123-127; Jan 90; AR
Synagogue; East Hampton, New York; ph. pl.; p.63; Dec 90; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

JAFFE, RONN
Interiors; US West Offices, Design Award; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Apr 90; INT
Stained Glass Window; ph. elev.; p.28; Apr 90; INT

JAHN, HELMUT
Interiors; Executive Offices, Travel Interiors by DDI; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Jan 90; INT
Interiors; Law Offices; Interiors by Rosen, Perry & Preston; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Mar 90; INT

JELLICOE, SIR GEOFFREY
Landscape Architect, Author, Town Planner and Architect; Conversation, His Work; by Heidi Landecker; ph. pl.; p.114-118; Oct 90; LA
Moody Gardens; Galveston, Texas; ph. pl. ill.; p.114-118; Oct 90; LA

JENNINGS, JIM
Interiors; Architect's Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.55-59; June 90; A

JERDE PARTNERSHIP
Shopping Center; Fashion Island, Remodeled; Newport Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.97-101; Apr 90; AR

JERSEY DEVIL
Interview with Steve Badanes About Value of Building His Own Work; ph.; p.118-119; Apr 90; PA

JIMINEZ, CARLOS and ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN STUDIO
Residence; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Mid-Apr 90; AR

JIRICNA, EVA
Restaurant; Legends; London, England; ph. sec.; p.140-143; Aug 90; ID

JOHNSON, BART
Rare Plant Habitat Protection Center; Design Award; Blue Ridge Parkway, North Carolina; ph. pl. ill.; p.69; Nov 90; LA

JOHNSON, CAROL R.
Master Plan; Emerson College; Design Award; Lawrence, Massachusetts; m. pl.; p.54; Nov 90; LA

JOHNSON, FAIN & PEREIRA
Office Building; Los Angeles Center, Glass Wall; Los Angeles, California; m. axon. det.; p.108-111; Nov 90; AR

JOHNSON, JOHNSON & ROY
Fair Park, Texas State Fair; Landscape Master Plan; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.43-45; May 90; LA
Landscape; Ralston Purina Headquarters; St. Louis, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Mar 90; LA
JOHNSON, REGINALD
Four Seasons Biltmore; Renovation of 1927 Building, Original by Reginald Johnson; Los Angeles, California; James Northcutt; ph. pl.; p.210-217; Feb 90; ID

JONES & JONES
Botanic Gardens; Singapore; ph. pl.; p.18; Aug 90; LA
Green River Valley Environmental Plan; Hiking, Biking, Trails; —, Washington; by Michael Dolan; ph. map; p.50-53; May 90; LA
Zoological Gardens; Woodland Park; Design Award; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.42; Nov 90; LA

JONES, FAY and MAURICE JENNINGS
Residence; Fairfield Bay, Arkansas; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Mar 90; A
Residence; The Settlement; Ann Arbor, Michigan; ill.; p.51-52; Dec 90; A
Residence; With Artist's Studio; Evergreen, Colorado; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-77; Mid-Apr 90; AR

JOYCE & SNOWEISS
Interiors; Real Estate Developer's Offices; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.196-199; Jan 90; ID

JUNG & BRANNEN
Fire Station, Downtown; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-75; Nov 90; AR
Law Firm's Child Care Center; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.132-133; Sept 90; INT

JOVA, DANIELS & BUSBY and KIDD, PLOSSER & SPRAGUE
Office Building; Low Rise, Corporation Headquarters; Birmingham, Alabama; ph. pl. axon.; p.72-75; Oct 90; A

KALIL STUDIO
Apartment Building; Interiors; Penthouse Remodeled; Lighting Design Influences; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.104-109; Sept 90; PA

KAPLAN, MCLAUGHLIN & DIAZ
Hospital; General; Addition for Intensive Care; Greenbrae, California; ph. pl.; p.94-97; June 90; AR
Student Center; University of California at San Diego; Price Center; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.83, 92-95; Aug 90; AR

KATZOURAKIS, A. and M.
Cruise Ship Renovation; Meridian; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.92-95; Dec 90; INT
Cruiser's Cabin; Handicapped Accessibility; ph.; p.82; Oct 90; INT

KEENEN & RILEY
Pool House; On Weekend House Property; Mill House Casino; Lambertville, New Jersey; ph. pl. elev.; p.55-59; Aug 90; A

KERS GROUP
Church; Episcopal; Great Falls, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.81; Dec 90; PA

KENNON, PAUL
Obituary; Dean of Rice School of Architecture; ph.; p.35; Mar 90; A

KIMMO
Artist's Studio; Sculptural Elements; Natick, Massachusetts; ph.; p.61; July 90; PA

KLEIN, ADAM
Vacation House; Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts; ph. m.; p.68-69; July 90, PA

KALLMANN, McKINNELL & WOOD and STEPHANIE MALLIS
Convention Center; Hynes Convention Center; Interiors; Interiors Award; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.150-153; Jan 90; INT

KALLMANN, McKINNELL & WOOD
Athletic Center; Harvard University, Shad Hall; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-135; Mar 90; A
Gymnasium, Harvard University; Shad Hall; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.78-83; May 90; AR
Office Building; Low Rise; Becton Dickinson Corporate Headquarters; Franklin Lakes, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.105; Mar 90; A

KELLER, J. TIMOTHY et al.
Guide to Rural Conservation; Design Award; ph. ill.; p.63; Nov 90; LA

KENISTON & MOSHER
Post Office; Julian, California; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Nov 90; AR

KESSEL, J. TIMOTHY et al.
Guide to Rural Conservation; Design Award; ph. ill.; p.65; Nov 90; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KESSLER, WILLIAM and LITTLE CAESAR INTERNATIONAL
Concert Hall/Theater; Restored 1920's Movie Theater; Fox Theater; Original Architect, C. Howard Crane; Detroit, Michigan; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; June 90; PA

KEYES, CONDON & FLORANCE
Large Multi-Use Project in Historic Area; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Feb 90; AR

KIERNAN, TIMBERLAKE & HARRIS
Renovated 1860 Style Townhouse; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.164-167; Mar 90, ID

KILEY, DAVID
Residence; San Diego, California; ph. iso.; p.90-93; Mar 90; A

KIM, TAI SOO
Arts Center; University of Hartford; Hartford, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-109; Feb 90; AR

KISS & ZWEIGARD
Textile Exhibit; Cooper-Hewitt Museum; New York, New York; ph.; p.74-75; July 90; INT

KLEHINES, JOSEF PAUL
History Museum, Renovated Church and Addition; Frankfurt, West Germany; ph. pl. axon, sec.; p.83-93; May 90; PA

KLIMENT, R. M. and FRANCES HALSBAND
Computer Science Building, Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.122-127; Sept 90; AR

Dance Studio; Alvin Alley Dance Group; New York, New York; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-81; Dec 90; INT

Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.214-219; June 90; ID

KNOLL
Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.125-127; June 90; A

KOETTER & KIM and FULIGNI & FRAGOLA
Arts Center; Syracuse University; Syracuse, New York; pl. axon. ill.; p.103; Apr 90; PA

KOETTER & KIM and KLING & LINQUIST
Science and Technology Center; Syracuse University; Syracuse, New York; pl. axon. ill.; p.103; Apr 90; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KOETTER & KIM
Library Expansion, Princeton University; Underground Addition; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. axon. sec.; p.60-65; Jan 90; A

Office Building; Low Rise; Addition to Insurance Agency Building; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. axon. elev.; p.80-83; Nov 90; A

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX and MCKINLEY ARCHITECTS
Office Building; High Rise; Washington Mutual Tower; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.86; May 90; AR

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX and PERKINS & WILL
Painted Aluminum Spires; Details; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon. sec. elev.; p.121-123; May 90; A

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX and SHUMAN, LICHTENSTEIN, CLAMAN & EFRON
Office Building; High Rise; 712 Fifth Avenue; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.106; Oct 90; AR

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX
Office Building; High Rise; 125 Summer Street; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; Oct 90; AR

Office Building; High Rise; 311 Wacker Drive, Concrete Structure; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.90; Oct 90; A

Office Building; High Rise; Capital Cities, ABC; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Dec 90; A

Office Building; Interiors; Lighting Fixtures, Railings; Chicago, Illinois; ph. det. m.; p.121, 124-125; May 90; AR

Office Building; Interiors; Lobby Railings, Security Desk, Lighting Fixtures; Details; Rosemont, Illinois; ph. sec. det.; p.121, 124-125; May 90; AR

Stainless-Steel and Bronze Entrances; Details; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. sec. det.; p.121-123; May 90; AR

Survey of Firm's Use of Metal Ornament; by Donald London; ph. sec. elev. axon. det. m.; p.121-125; May 90; A

U.S. Embassy Building; Nicosia, Cyprus; m.; p.83; May 90; A

KOHN, PEDERSEN, FOX & CONWAY
Bally's Park Place Casino Hotel; Atlantic City, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Sept 90; INT

Interiors; Capital Cities/ABC Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Sept 90; INT

Interiors; Financial Services Offices; ph. sec.; p.112-113; Sept 90; INT

Interiors; Law Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Sept 90; INT

Interiors; Publishing Company's Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Sept 90; INT

KOHN, PEDERSEN & CONWAY
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KOLATAN & MACDONALD
Loft Apartment, Aluminum and Glass Display Structure; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Sept 90; PA

KONING & EIZENBERG
Residence; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.136-141; Mar 90; A

KOOLHAAS, REM
Channel Terminal; Competition Winner; Zeebrugge, Belgium; m. sec. ill.; p.13: Nov 90; AR

KOSINSKI ASSOCIATES
Music Pavilion; Western Connecticut State University, —, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p.58; Feb 90; INT

KRUECK & OLSEN
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. elev.; p.228-233; May 90; ID

KUHNE, ERIC R.
Riverfront Residential Development; PA Award; Chesapeake, Virginia; ph. pl. ill. sec. elev.; p.113-115; Jan 90; PA

KURAMATA, SHIRO
Obolomova Bar; Fukuoka, Japan; ph.; p.115; May 90; PA

KUWABARA, PAYNE, MCKENNA & BLUMBERG
City Hall, Municipal Center; Competition Winner; Other Finalists: Ontario, Kitchener, Canada; ill. pl. axon. m.; p.30-31; Jan 90; AR
Design Studios and Retail Space; Remodeled Clubhouse; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-63; July 90; AR

LDR INTERNATIONAL
Manchester Regional Centre; Heritage Park; Design Award; Manchester, England; ill.; p.56; Nov 90; LA

LACY, BILL
Architectural Consultant Matches Architects with Commissions; Profile; by David Masello; ph.; p.37-38; July 90; AR

LAKE & FLATO
Weekend House; Canyon Lake, Texas; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Nov 90; PA

LAMB, THOMAS W.
Two Theaters, Restored Vaudeville Houses; Elgin and Winter Garden Theaters; Original Architect, Thomas W. Lamb; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; Mandel & Sprachman; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-99; June 90; PA

LANDRY & LANDRY
Church; Catholic; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.83; Dec 90; PA
Church; Catholic; Renovated; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.85; Dec 90; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LARSEN, HENNING
Copenhagen College of Business Administration; Frederiksborg, Denmark; ph. pl. axon.; p.80-81; June 90; AR
Danish Embassy; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; ph. axon. sec.; p.78-80; June 90; AR
Dormitory, Cambridge University; Cambridge, England; ph. elev. axon.; p.82-83; June 90; AR
Main Library; Gentolte, Denmark; ph. elev.; p.76, 78; June 90; AR
Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; ph. axon.; p.76-78; 80; June 90; AR
Opera House; Compton Verney, England; m. pl. sec. elev. axon.; p.82-83; June 90; AR
School; Elementary; Hoeje Taastrup, Denmark; ph. ill.; p.76, 78, June 90; AR
Survey of Architect's Work; Modernism in the Danish Manner; ph. pl. ill. sec. m. elev.; p.76-83; June 90; AR

LARSON ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Law Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.126-129; June 90; INT

LE CORBUSIER
Conference and Hospitality Center, Ebel; Restoration Villa Schwob, 1917 by Le Corbusier; La Chaux-de-Fonds, France; Andree Putman; ph.; p.160-162; Mar 90; ID

LEE, TODD and CLARK & ROZAS
Office Building; Interiors; Atrium Security Kiosk; Falls Church, Virginia; ph. elev.; p.20-21; Oct 90; INT

LEFF, NAOMI
Interiors; Designer's Offices; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.158-161; July 90; ID

LEGORRETA ARQUITECTOS and SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Hotel; Solana Marriott; Westlake, Texas; ph. pl.; p.94-101; Nov 90; A

LEGORRETA, RICARDO
Solana Arrivals Garden and Village Center; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; Design Award; Westlake, Texas; ph. pl.; p.36-37; Nov 90; LA

LEMBO & BOHN
Restaurant; Morandi; Tokyo, Japan; ph.; p.118-121; Aug 90; ID
Restaurant; Sekitei Plaza; Nagoya, Japan; ph. pl.; p.118, 122-123; Aug 90; ID

LESSARD ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Vienna, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.80; June 90; B
Bathroom; Ashburn, Virginia; ph.; p.196; Oct 90; B
Residential Development; Ashburn Village; Ashburn, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.166-167, Feb 90; B

LEVY DESIGN
Restaurant; Kent, Washington; elev.; p.36; Oct 90; A
### Architect or Designer (Cont'd)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect/Designer</th>
<th>Project Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIEBMAN &amp; MELTING</strong></td>
<td>Apartment Development; Spring Creek, Low Income Housing; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.53; July 90; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COSTAS &amp; KONDYLIS</strong></td>
<td>Apartment Development; Shorehaven, Affordable Housing; Bronx, New York; ph. pl.; p.52; July 90; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIEURE, ERIC and BUTLER, ROGERS &amp; BASKETT</strong></td>
<td>Interiors; Apple Company Offices; Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.124-129; Aug 90; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIN, MAYA</strong></td>
<td>Civil Rights Memorial; Montgomery, Alabama; ph. pl.; p.186-187; Feb 90; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Civil Rights Worker's Memorial</strong></td>
<td>Montgomery, Alabama; by John Beardsley; ph.: p.78-79; Jan 90; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOEBL, SCHLOSSMAN &amp; HACKL</strong></td>
<td>Fabric Showroom; Deepa; Chicago, Illinois; ph.: p.70-71; July 90; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hospital; Birthing Center; Oak Park, Illinois</strong></td>
<td>ph. pl.; p.190-193; Nov 90; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Office Building; High Rise; Two Prudential Plaza; Concrete Structure</strong></td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.88; Oct 90; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOHAN ASSOCIATES</strong></td>
<td>Centennial Fountain and Water Arch; Over Chicago River; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95; Mar 90; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interiors</strong></td>
<td>Corporate Offices; Workstations; Riverwoods, Illinois; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.88-93; Sept 90; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOMAX &amp; ROCK and GEORGE KANEKO</strong></td>
<td>Furniture Showroom, Harpers; Los Angeles, California; ph. axon.; p.226-229; Feb 90; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOOS, ADOLF</strong></td>
<td>Interiors; Financial Offices, Original Building by Adolf Loos; Tunin, Italy; Monteforte Sartoris and Delli Veneri; ph. pl.; p.237-243; May 90; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LORD, AECK &amp; SARGENT</strong></td>
<td>Kaolin Processing Plant; Plant and Headquarters; Sandersville, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Oct 90; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School</strong></td>
<td>Private; Trinity; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. axon.; p.112-113; Mar 90; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LORENZ &amp; WILLIAMS</strong></td>
<td>Indian Village Interpretive Center; Dayton, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.64; Mar 90; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LORIMER &amp; CASE</strong></td>
<td>Residential Development; Aviara; Carlsbad, California; ph. pl.; p.136; Oct 90; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUBETZ, ARTHUR</strong></td>
<td>Elderly Housing; Bennett Place; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.55; July 90; A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Architect or Designer (Cont'd)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect/Designer</th>
<th>Project Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUBOTSKY, METTER, WORTHINGTON &amp; LAW</strong></td>
<td>Municipal Fueling Facility; Glenview, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Feb 90; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUCAS, LEON, LUCAS &amp; OBERHOLTZER</strong></td>
<td>Korean War Memorial; Winning Competition Entry and Other Entries; by Jory Johnson; ill. m.; p.68-71; Jan 90; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M &amp; COMPANY</strong></td>
<td>Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Chicago, Illinois; ph.: p.78; Aug 90; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGNUSSON &amp; PFEIFFER</strong></td>
<td>Genetic Research Laboratory; Remodeled Warehouse; South San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.101; Aug 90; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighting Showroom; Peerless; Berkeley, California</strong></td>
<td>ph.: p.56; Feb 90; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research Facility; Genentech; San Francisco, California</strong></td>
<td>by Alice Feiring; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-69; Dec 90; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MGA</strong></td>
<td>Crystal Pavilion; Yerba Buena Gardens; San Francisco, California; m. axon.; p.95; May 90; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Jose Convention Center</strong></td>
<td>San Jose, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; Mar 90; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MacCRACKEN ARCHITECTS</strong></td>
<td>Interiors; Software Company's Offices; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.68-69; June 90; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MACHADO &amp; SILVETTI</strong></td>
<td>Piazza Renovation; Genoa, Italy; ill. sec.; p.27; May 90; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MACHADO, DANIEL F.</strong></td>
<td>Student Landscape Plan; Design Award; San Francisco Area, California; pl.; p.68; Nov 90; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MACK ARCHITECTS</strong></td>
<td>Apartment Building; Low Rise; PA Award; Fukuoka, Japan; ill. elev. m.; p.89-91; Jan 90; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monsoon Restaurant</strong></td>
<td>San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.78-79; June 90; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MACK, MARK and GEORGE HARGREAVES</strong></td>
<td>Children's Center for the Arts; Los Angeles, California; m. pl.; p.143-145; Sept 90; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MADDOX, EVA</strong></td>
<td>Interiors; DuPont Resource Center, Multimedia Center; Design Award; ph. pl. ill.; p.144-147; Nov 90; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>News Stand, Lobby Shop</strong></td>
<td>Interiors Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Jan 90; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGNUSSON, CARL and EMANUELA</strong></td>
<td>Interiors; Apartment, Designer's; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.204-209; Nov 90; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect/Designer</td>
<td>Project Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maki, Fumihiko</td>
<td>Convention Center; Chiba Prefecture, Japan; ph. pl. axon. elev. ill.; p.73-81; Aug 90, PA. Gymnasium, Tokyo Metropolitan; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. m. sec.; p.74, 82-87; Aug 90; PA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mancini &amp; Duffy</td>
<td>Branch Bank; U.S. Trust Bank; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.184-187; Feb 90; ID. Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; by Alice Feiring; ph. pl.; p. 44-45; Nov 90; INT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandel &amp; Sprachman</td>
<td>Two Theaters, Restored Vaudeville Houses; Elgin and Winter Garden Theaters; Original Architect, Thomas W. Lamb; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-99; June 90; PA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manfredi &amp; Weiss</td>
<td>Memorial to Women in Military Service; Competition Winner and Others; Washington, District of Columbia; m. pl.; p.25, 28; Jan 90; A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh &amp; Freedman</td>
<td>Bilson's Restaurant; Sydney, Australia; ph. pl.; p.148-153; Aug 90; ID.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall, Cummings &amp; Mufson</td>
<td>Interiors; Teleconferencing Center; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.74; May 90; INT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Organization</td>
<td>Residence; Bel Aire; Livingston, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.100-101; June 90; B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Albert C.</td>
<td>Interiors; Leasing Center; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. dia.; p.48, June 90; INT. Office Building; High Rise; Home Savings of America Tower; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-97; Feb 90; AR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino, Steve</td>
<td>Residence; Landscape Design by Steve Martino; Design Award; Paradise Valley, Arizona; Barry J. Moffitt; ph. pl.; p.44-45; Nov 90; LA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marx, Roberto Burle</td>
<td>Garden at Former Coffee Plantation; Fazenda Vargem Grande, Brazil; ph.: p.28; Jan 90; LA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathur, Anuratha</td>
<td>Water Purification Garden; Schuylkill River Island, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. ill.; p. 44-45; Dec 90; LA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxman, Susan</td>
<td>Camp Recreation Building; Builder Award; Lower Oxford Township, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.190-191; Oct 90; B. Year-Round Girl Scout Cabin Complex; Camp Tweedale; Lower Oxford Township, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-67; July 90; AR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyers &amp; Schiff</td>
<td>Interiors; Publisher's Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.196-199; Mar 90; ID. McCue, Gerald et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McHarg, Ian</td>
<td>In Search of an Arbiter of the Environment; Landscape Architect, Profile; by Heidi Landecker; ph.; p.86-90, Jan 90, LA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McInturff Architects</td>
<td>Weekend House; Builder Award; Front Royal, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.150-151; Oct 90, B. McKim, Mead &amp; White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meier, Richard</td>
<td>Art Museum; Museum of Contemporary Art; Barcelona, Spain; m. pl.; p.127; May 90; PA. Art Museum; The J. Paul Getty Center, Southern California; ph. dia. sec. axon. elev.; p.119-121; Aug 90; PA. Residence; North Salem, New York; ph. axon. sec.; p.100-101; Mar 90; A. Residence; Northern, New Jersey; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.90-95; Nov 90; PA. Stadthaus Project; Analysis; Historic Precedents and Urban Design Concepts; Ulm, West Germany; by Stephen Nicolaus Barthelemess; ph. ph. m. axon.; p.2-19; Spring 90; JAE. Television Station Headquarters; PA Award; Paris, France; m. pl. sec.; p.92-93; Jan 90; PA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metzer, Robert</td>
<td>Interiors; Model Apartment; New York, New York; ph.; p.166-167; Jan 90; ID. Meyer, Richard Conway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer, Scherer &amp; Rockcastle</td>
<td>Furniture Design Facility; Herman Miller Design Yard, Holland, Michigan; ph. pl. ill.; p.98-105; Feb 90; PA. Paint Factory Expansion, Remodeling; Research Facility; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl. sec.; p.62, 68-69, Aug 90; AR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyers, Ron</td>
<td>Restaurant; Atlas Bar and Grill; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.94-95; July 90; INT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG
Form as the Object of Experience; Simmel's Influence; by W. Gordon Brown; iso. dia.; p.42-46; Winter 90; JAE

Interiors; Apartment, 880 Lakeshore Drive by Mies van der Rohe; Chicago, Illinois; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.154-163; Aug 90; ID

MILLER & HULL
Art Studios, Evergreen State College; Olympia, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-89; May 90; AR

MINTZ, DAVID A.
Information Center Control Room Lighting; Plano, Texas; by David Masello; ph. det.; p.35-36; Suppl Aug 90; AR

MIQUELLE, CLAUDE
New American Home, Model; Kennesaw, Georgia; ph. pl. map; p.252-253; Jan 90; B

MIRALLES, ENRIC and CARME PINOS
School; High; Remodeled from Factory; Badalona, Spain; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.108-109; Aug 90; PA

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA and DANIEL, MANN, JOHNSON & MENDENHALL
Office Building; High Rise; Center West; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Oct 90; AR

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA
Sciences Building; University of California; San Diego, California; ph. axon.; p.93; May 90; A

MITHUN PARTNERS
Residential Development; New Port Ludlow; Retirement; Port Ludlow, Washington; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Sept 90; B

MOCKBEE & COKER
Church of Christ; Magee, Mississippi; ph. pl.; p.80; Dec 90; PA

Residence; The Settlement; Ann Arbor, Michigan; m. sec. pl.; p.50; Dec 90; A

MOFFIT, BARRY J.
Residence; Landscape Design by Steve Martin; Design Award; Paradise Valley, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.44-45; Nov 90; LA

MOJO & STUMER
Residence; Long Island, New York; ph.; p.32-34; Jan 90; CB

MONTANER, LLUIS DOMENECH
Concert Hall Extension; Remodeling and Restoration of 1908 Building; Original Architect Lluis Domenech i Montaner; Barcelona, Spain; Tusquets & Diaz; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-91; June 90; PA

MONTANO, JUAN
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Feb 90; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MOORE, ARTHUR COTTON
Industrial Baroque Style Furniture; ph. ill.; p.78-79; Sept 90; AR

Residence; Signal Hill, Low Cost Modulars; Jessup, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.130; July 90; B

MOORE, CHARLES W. and URBAN INNOVATIONS GROUP
Civic Center and Buildings; Oceanside, California; ph. pl. elev.; p.76-81; Nov 90; AR

MOORE, CHARLES W.
Bowling Center; Drummond Island, Michigan; ph.; p.54-55; Dec 90; A

Hotel; Drummond Island, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.52; Dec 90; A

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL and ABEL, LUDIC & SKODA
City Library; Part of Housing Development; Tegel Harbor, West Germany; ph. pl. ill. sec. elev.; p.100-107; Jan 90; AR

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL
Arts Center; Crossroads School; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-63; June 90; A

MOOREHEAD, GERALD and GREGORY L. HARPER
Church; Episcopal; Cypress, Texas; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Apr 90; A

MORANDI, LOUIS R.
Telephone Company’s Network Guardian Center; New York, New York; by Nayana Currimbhoy; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Nov 90; INT

MORGAN, WILLIAM
Church; Methodist; Jacksonville Beach, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.123, 128-129; Jan 90; A

MORI, TOSHIKO
Jewelry Store; Niessing; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.186-189; Sept 90; ID

Kimono Display and Store; Kyoto Arts and Fashion; Interiors Award; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.142-143; Jan 90; INT

Kimono Display and Store; Kyoto Arts and Fashions; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.184-187; Jan 90; ID

MORIYAMA & TESHIMA
Parks Along Shore of Niagara River; PA Award; Ontario, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.116-117; Jan 90; PA

MORPHOSIS and EPI
Office Building; Middle Rise; Higashi Azabu Tower; PA Award; Tokyo, Japan; m. pl. ill.; p.94-95; Jan 90; PA

MORPHOSIS, BURTON & SPITZ and COOP HIMMELBLAU
Performing Arts Pavilion; PA Award; Los Angeles, California; m. pl. sec. dia.; p.107-109; Jan 90; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MORPHOSIS
Furniture Exhibit; Vecta; Interiors Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Jan 90; INT

MORRIS ARCHITECTS and MIDDLETON & McMILLAN
Public Library; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.82-85, 93; July 90; A

MOSS, ERIC OWEN
Industrial Building; Audio Software and Hardware Research Center; Hybrid Arts; Culver City, California; ph. axon.; p.93-95+; June 90; A

Qualitative Research Center; Culver City, California; ph. axon.; p.91-92; June 90; A

MOZER, JORDAN
Restaurant; Udo's Bistro; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.132-133; Mar 90; INT

MULLER ASSOCIATES
Residence; Hampton Lane; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.94-97; June 90; B

MUNSELL, KENNETH
Small Town Design; ill.; p.128; Feb 90; LA

MURCUTT, GLENN
Residence; New South Wales, Australia; ph. sec. elev.; p.36-41; Aug 90; LA

MURISON, VIRGINIA and CHAPMAN, DESAI & SAKATA
Moana Surfrider Hotel, Renovation; Honolulu, Hawaii; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.68-71; Oct 90; INT

MURPHY & JAHN and RETO GANSSER
Multi-Use Complex; Munich II Airport Center; Munich, West Germany; m. pl. ill.; p.100; Mar 90; PA

MURPHY & JAHN
Cityspire; Office and Apartment Tower; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.107; Oct 90; AR

JFK Airport Terminal; American and Northwest Airlines Terminal; New York, New York; m. ill. pl.; p.111-112; Mar 90; PA

Mixed-Use Complex with Two Towers; Offices, Hotel, Stores; 1111 Brickel Avenue; Miami, Florida; ill. pl.; p.109; Mar 90; PA

Office Building; High Rise; 750 Lexington Avenue; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.103, 106; Mar 90; PA

Office Building; High Rise; Adjoining Towers; Raffles Place and Collier Quay; Singapore; m. ill.; p.106, 108; Mar 90; PA

Office Building; High Rise; Office Complex; Victoria City Areal; Berlin, West Germany; m. pl. ill.; p.109-110; Mar 90; PA

Office Building; High Rise; One Liberty Place; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. ill.; p.105, 106; Mar 90; PA

Office Building; High Rise; Park Avenue Tower; New York, New York; ph. pl. ill.; p.104, 106; Mar 90; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MURPHY & JAHN (Cont'd)

Office Building; High Rise; Savings of America Tower; Chicago, Illinois; m. pl. ill.; p.107; Mar 90; PA

Office Building; High Rise; With Exhibition Hall Complex; Frankfurt am Main, West Germany; ph. pl. m. det.; p.106; Mar 90; PA

Office Building; Middle Rise; 8-Story Kurfuerstendamm 70; Berlin, West Germany; m. pl. elev. det. ill.; p.107; Mar 90; PA

Redevelopment Block; North Loop; Chicago, Illinois; ill. iso.; p.108; Mar 90; PA

Survey of New Buildings by Helmut Jahn; ph. pl. ill. m. elev. det.; p.102-112; Mar 90; PA

MUSE & WIEDEMANN
Residence; Concrete Block Exterior; McLean, Virginia; by John Andrews; ph.; p.23-26; July 90; CB

MYERS, BARTON
Community Arts Center; Cerritos, California; ill. axon.; p.94; May 90; A

NBBJ GROUP
Interiors; Financial Company's Offices; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Feb 90; INT

Office Building; High Rise; Two Union Square, Concrete Structure; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p.92; Oct 90; A

Office Building; High Rise; Two Union Square; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.85; May 90; AR

NORR PARTNERSHIP
Bank Transaction Processing Center; Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce; —, Canada; m. iso.; p.124-125; Apr 90; AR

Bank Transaction Processing Center; Scarborough Operations Centre; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; ph. pl. dia. iso.; p.119-125; Apr 90; AR

Health Care "Village"; Ontario, Kitchener, Canada; ph. pl.; p.90-93; June 90; A

NADASKAY & KOPELSON
Residence; Remodeled; Builder Award; Sag Harbor, New York; ph.; p.186; Oct 90; B

NASH, DAVID
Sculptor Uses Materials from Nature; ph.; p.80-83; Feb 90; LA

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Regional Plan, Salem Project; Design Award; Essex County, Massachusetts; ph. map; p.53; Nov 90; LA

NEUMAN, DAVID
Campus Building in the 1980's; University of California, Irvine; Profile of Campus Architect; Irvine, California; by Aaron Betsky; ph.; p.49, 51, 53; Apr 90; AR

NICHOLS, REX
Townhouse; Woodfield Country Club; Boca Raton, Florida; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Aug 90; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

NIX & MANN

Health Center; Remodeled; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. axon. sec; p.76-79; Nov 90; A

NIX, MANN & VIEHMANN

Branch Library; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.86-87, 98; July 90; A

NOGUCCI, ISAMU

Hart Plaza; Detroit, Michigan; ph.; p.48-52; Apr 90; LA

His Philosophy, Life and Works; by John Beardsley; ph.; p.48-55; Apr 90; LA

Panel Discussion of Sculptor's Work; ph.; p.60-63; Apr 90; LA

Sculptor and Landscape Architect; His Life and Works; by Peter Walker; ph.; p.35-39; Apr 90; LA

Sculptor's Studio and Museum; Long Island City, New York; ph.; p.52-54; Apr 90; LA

Sculptor's Studio; Shikoku, Japan; by Benjamin Forgey; ph.; p.56-59; Apr 90; LA

Sculpture, Time and Space; His Philosophy and Work; Takamatsu, Japan; by Allen Wardwell; ph.; p.112; Apr 90; LA

Space as Sculpture; Sculptor, Architect, Gardener, Poet; Review of His Life and Works; by Dore Ashton; ph.; p.40-47; Apr 90; LA

NORTIN, ENRIQUE

Lighting Fixture Store; Thin Triangular Site; Mexico City, Mexico; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Feb 90; AR

NORTHCUTT, JAMES

Four Seasons Biltmore; Renovation of 1927 Building, Original by Reginald Johnson; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.210-217; Feb 90; ID

NOUVEL, JEAN

Hotel Saint James; Interview with Nouvel; Bouliac, France; ph. pl.; p.98-103, 207, 222; Sept 90; AR

Office Building; High Rise; Tour Sans Fins; Paris, France, m. sec. pl.; p.109; Oct 90; AR

NUNNERLEY, SANDRA

Weekend House; Woodstock, Vermont; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Jan 90; ID

O'HERLIHY & WARNER

Residence; Venice, California; ph. pl.; m.; p.74-75; July 90; PA

Two Residences; Malibu, California; ph. m. axon.; p.74-75; July 90; PA

O'MALLEY, SALLY

Fabric Showroom, Allied Fibers; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.244-245; Oct 90; ID

ODENWALD, NEIL

Afton Villa; Antebellum Garden Restored; St. Francisville, Louisiana; by William Lake Douglas; ph.; p.38-41; May 90; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

OFFICE OF METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE and OVE ARUP

Center for Art and Media Technology; Karlruhe, West Germany; m. pl. sec.; p.123-124; Apr 90; PA

Sea Terminal, Multi-Use; Zeebrugge, Belgium; pl. sec. m.; p.123; Apr 90; PA

OFFICE OF METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE

Apartment Development; Low Rise; Low-to-Moderate-Income Housing, Il-Plein Neighborhood; Amsterdam, Netherlands; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.96-101; Mar 90; PA

Library of France; Competition Entry; Paris, France; pl. m.; p.124-125; Apr 90; PA

Portfolio of Firm's Current Projects; m. pl. sec.; p.123-125; Apr 90; PA

OHRBACH & JACOBSON

Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.190-195; Feb 90; ID

OLSON & SUNDBERG

Jewelry Store; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p.14-15; Suppi Aug 90; AR

OMER, HILLEL

Garden, Neot Kedumim; Biblical Patterned Garden; Tel Aviv, Near, Israel; by Haim Watzman; ph.; p.36-37; Sept 90; LA

ONTWERPERS

Furniture Retrospective; Gijs Bakker Furniture and Jewelry; Utrecht, Netherlands; ph.; p.78-79; July 90; ID

OSGOOD ASSOCIATES

Interiors; Designer's Offices; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. axon.; p.144-147; July 90; ID

OSLUND, THOMAS

Designer Profile, His Work; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Feb 90; ID

OTT, BONNIE

Amusement Park Ruins Garden; Ontario, Erie Beach, Canada; ph. pl.; p.43; Dec 90; LA

OWEN & MANDOLFO

Branch Bank; Commerzbank, Interiors; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.250-251; May 90; ID

OWENS, NANCY

Synthetic Garden, Las Huertas; Design Profile; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Feb 90; LA

PHH ENVIRONMENTS

Interiors; Citicorp Headquarters; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Sept 90; ID

Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, ARCO; Plano, Texas; ph. pl.; p.190-193; Mar 90; ID

Waterfall, Sculpture Interior Court; Irwindale, California; ph.; p.94-95; Apr 90; INT

PACIFIC ASSOCIATES

Residence; San Diego, California; ph. pl. elev.; p.58-63; Nov 90; PA
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### ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

**PAIST, PHINEAS**
Venetian Pool Complex; Restored 1926 Swimming Pool; Original Architect, Phineas Paist; Coral Gables, Florida; H. Carlton Decker; ph. pl.; p.66, 70-71; Mar 90; AR

**PAOLETTI, DENNIS**
Model Is Used for Acoustic Research; ph. chart; p.36; Aug 90; INT

**PAPADATOS, STEVEN P.**
Greek Orthodox Church; Norwalk, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.79; Dec 90; PA

**PAPESCH ASSOCIATES**
Affordable Houses; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.124; May 90; B

**PAPPAGEORGE & HAYMES**
Residential Development; Townhouse; Larrabee Commons; Builder Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pL; p.176-177; Oct 90, B

**PAPPAS ASSOCIATES**
Yacht Club; Remodeled 1926 Mansion; Internals by Juliana Catlin; Jacksonville, Florida; ph. pl.; p.208-213; June 90; ID

**PAPPAGEORGE & HAYMES**
Yacht Club; Remodeled and Expanded 1926 Mansion; Jacksonville, Florida; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Mar 90; AR

**PASANELLI & KLEIN**
Library Addition, State University College; Fredonia, New York; m. pl. axon.; p.104; Apr 90; PA

**PATKAU ASSOCIATES**
Residential Fireplace, Rumford; British Columbia, Victoria, Canada; ph. sel. det.; p.175; Jan 90; PA

**PATTON DESIGN**
Office Work Station for Apple Computer; Workspace 2000; ph. pl.; p.40; Sept 90; INT

**PAWLEY, CHARLES HARRISON**
Marketplace, Caribbean; Miami, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Nov 90; AR

**PAXTON, SIR JOSEPH**
Public Gardens; History and Preservation Efforts; Nova Scotia, Halifax, Canada; by Linda Discaire Fardin; ph. ill.; p.36-38; Feb 90; LA

**PAYETTE ASSOCIATES and VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN**
Clinical Research Building, School of Medicine; University of Pennsylvania; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.102; Aug 90, PA

**PEDESEN, WILLIAM**
Residence; Remodeled; and Studio; Shelter Island, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-89; Nov 90; PA

### ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

**PEI, COBB & FREED and GRUEN ASSOCIATES**
Convention Center; Los Angeles, California; m.; p.67; Feb 90, A

**PEI, COBB & FREED and SIMON, MARTIN-VEGUE, WINKELSTEIN & MORIS**
New Main Public Library; San Francisco, California; ill. pl.; p.18; Dec 90; PA

**PEI, COBB & FREED**
Central Terminal Complex; JFK International Airport; New York, New York; ill. m. sec.; p.63; Feb 90; A

**Firm Profile; Review of Projects; ph.** p.56-67+; Feb 90; A

**Holocaust Memorial Museum; Washington, District of Columbia**; m. pl. sec.; p.124; May 90, PA

**Holocaust Museum; Washington, District of Columbia**; m.; p.66; Feb 90; A

**International Trade Center Complex**; Barcelona, Spain; m. sec.; p.64; Feb 90; A

**Office Building; High Rise; Bank of China's Cladding; Hong Kong, Hong Kong**; ph. det.; p.95-96; Feb 90, A

**Office Building; High Rise; First Bank Plaza**; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ill. m.; p.65; Feb 90, A

**Office Building; High Rise; First Interstate Bank Tower**; Dallas, Texas; ph. p.102; Mar 90; A

**Office Building; High Rise; First Interstate World Center, Earthquake Design**; Los Angeles, California; ph. axon. det.; p.103-104; Feb 90; A

**School of Management; University of Southern California; Los Angeles, California**; m. elev.; p.62; Feb 90; A

**School; Science Center, Choate Rosemary Hall**; Wallingford, Connecticut; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.50-55; Feb 90; A

**Symphony Center; Acoustic Concerns**; Dallas, Texas; ph. axon.; p.99-100; Feb 90, A

**PEI, I. M. and LANGDON & WILSON**
Office Building; Low Rise; Creative Artists Agency; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-99; Jan 90, AR

**PEKAREK & CRANDELL**
Residence; Mountain Park Ranch; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.102-103, June 90; B

**PELLI, CESAR and BRENNAN, BEER & GORMAN**
Office Building; High Rise; Carnegie Tower; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.106; Oct 90; AR

**PELLI, CESAR and HKS**
Office Building; High Rise; Mignin-Beltier Tower, World's Tallest Building; Chicago, Illinois; m. axon.; p.105, 108-109; Oct 90, AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

PELLE, CESAR
Art Gallery, Vassar College; Poughkeepsie, New York; pl. m.; p.105; Apr 90; PA

Interior’s; Corporation Headquarters Offices, Norwest, Interiors by STUDIOS; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.108-119; June 90; INT

Winter Garden Atrium Acoustics; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.33; Dec 90; INT

PENN, TOM
Metal Furniture Studio; ph.; p.22; Apr 90; INT

PENNEY, RICHARD
Furniture Showroom, Atelier International; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.220-223; Feb 90; ID

PENNEIRA, ASTON
Bank Regional Headquarters; Imperial Bank; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.176-181; Apr 90; ID

PERKINS & WILL
Auto Car Wash, Prototype; Bloomingdale, Illinois; m. axon.; p.37; Oct 90; A

Civic Center, with Recreation Building; With Detail of Wall Section; Orland Park, Illinois; ph. pl. ill.; p.65-77; Oct 90; PA

Interior’s; Branch Office; Design Award; ph. axon.; p.148-151; Nov 90; ID

School; High; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph. pl. iso.; p.108; Mar 90; A

PERRAULT, DOMINIQUE, CHAIX & MOREL and STIRLING & WILFORD
Library of France; Competition, Winners and Other Finalists; Paris, France; m. pl. sec.; p.123-125; Feb 90; ID

PERRY, DEAN & ROGERS
Expansion and Redesign, Shore Country Day School; Beverly, Massachusetts; pl. ill.; p.106; Apr 90; PA

Natatorium, Hamilton College; Clinton, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89; Apr 90; AR

U.S. Embassy Building; Amman, Jordan; ill.; pl.; p.82; May 90; A

PESCE, GAETANO
El Liston Bar; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.116; May 90; PA

PETEÑERSON & BRICKBAUER and EMERY ROTH
Office Building; Middle Rise; Fidelity & Guarantee Life Insurance Company Headquarters; Baltimore, Maryland; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-71; Oct 90; A

PETERSON & GRIFFIN
Townhouse; Pizzi Farm; Waltham, Massachusetts; p.80-81; Aug 90; B

PETERSON & LITTEMPER
Apartment Development; Clinton Area Master Plan; Urban Renewal; PA Award; New York, New York; m. pl. axon. ill.; p.110-112; Jan 90; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

PFISTER PARTNERSHIP
Interior’s; Designer’s Apartment; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.132-139; July 90; ID

Residence; Addition; Interiors by Pfister Partnership; Lake Tahoe, California; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph. pl.; p.224-233; Oct 90; ID

PHILLIPS & JANSON
Interior’s; Designers’ Offices; New York, New York; ph. p.110-111, Aug 90; INT

PHILLIPS, FREDERICK
Residence; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-61; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Summer House; Washington Island, Wisconsin; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-59, 62-63; Mid-Apr 90; AR

PIANO, RENZO and BLUROCK PARTNERSHIP
Art Museum; Newport Beach, California; m. pl. sec.; p.128; May 90; PA

PINON & VIAPLANIA
Cultural Center; Converted Convent; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl.; p.48; June 90; AR

PLANNING DESIGN RESEARCH
Conference Table for International Summit Meeting; ph. sec.; p.32-33; Sept 90; INT

PLUMER, RICHARD
Furniture Showroom; Jerry Pair; Dania, Florida; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Jan 90; ID

POLSK, JAMES STEWART and ALAIN SALOMON
Interior’s; Computer Company Offices; Paris, France; ph.; p.18; Aug 90; INT

POLSK, JAMES STEWART
U.S. Embassy Building; Muscat, Oman; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. axon. dia.; p.114-121; June 90; PA

POPE, ALBERT and WAIILIAM SHERMAN
Office Building; Low Rise; Law Offices; Beaumont, Texas; ph. pl. m.; p.82; July 90; PA

Residential Development; Townhouse; Houston, Texas; pl. m. sec. axon.; p.82-83; July 90; PA

POWELL & KLEINSCHMIDT
Interior’s; Apartment, 880 Lakeshore Drive by Mies van der Rohe; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.154-163; Aug 90; ID

POWELL-TUCK, CONNOR & ORELELT
Recording Studios; Remodeled Power Station; London, England; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-125; Sept 90; PA

PREDOCK, ANTOINE and FERNIER ASSOCIATES
Euro Disneyland’s Hotel Santa Fe; Marne-la-Vallee, France; m. sec. pl.; p.72-73, 75; Aug 90; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PREDOCK, ANTOINE
American Heritage Center and Art Museum;
University of Wyoming; PA Award; Laramie,
Wyoming; m. pl. sec.; p.96-98; Jan 90; PA
Anchoring Buildings to Their Settings:
Review of His Work; by Ellen Posner; ph. ill.;
p.42-45; Aug 90; LA
Fine Arts Center, Arizona State University;
Tempe, Arizona; ph. p.92-93; Jan 90; A
Fine Arts Center; Arizona State University;
Tempe, Arizona; ph. axon.; p.110; Mar 90; A
Main Public Library and Children's Museum;
Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. axon.; p.68-75; Oct 90; AR
Residence; Paradise Valley, Arizona; ph. pi.
axon.; p.88-95; Mid-Apr 90, AR

PRESENTATION DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Residence; Remodeled Mansion; Lake Bluff,
Illinois; by John Handley; ph. pl.; p.28-33;
Sept 90; CB

PROJECT ASSOCIATES
Beverly Wilshire Hotel, Interiors Restoration
by Project Associates; Beverly Hills, California;
Gruen Associates; ph. pl.; p.192-201;
June 90; ID

PUTMAN, ANDREE
Conference and Hospitality Center, Ebel;
Restoration Villa Schwob, 1917 by Le Corbusier;
La Chaux-de-Fonds, France; ph.;
p.160-162; Mar 90; ID
Watchmaker's Showroom, Ebel; Basel,
Switzerland; ph.; p.158-159; Mar 90; ID
Watchmaker's Store, Ebel; New York, New
York; ph.; p.154-157; Mar 90; ID

QUADRANGLE ARCHITECTS and
STEELCASE DESIGN
Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; Ontario,
Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.214-219; Mar 90;
ID

QUAYLE, MOURA and FRED A PAGANI
Wall As In-Between Landscape and Building;
ph. ill.; p.49; Dec 90; LA

QUIGLEY, ROB WELLINGTON
Single Room Occupancy; J Street Inn; San
Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.63; July 90; A
Transit Center for Buses and Cars; Escondido,
California; ph. pl. elev. ill.; p.128-131;
Sept 90; AR

RTKL and EMEY ROTH & SONS
Shopping Center; A & S Plaza, Remodeled
Gimbels Building; New York, New York; ph.;
p.97, 108-111; Apr 90; AR

RTKL
Sculpture Studio; Three Japanese Sculptors;
Baltimore, Maryland; ph. pl. ill.; p.80-81; July
90; INT
Studio for Carving Large Buddha Statue;
Baltimore, Maryland; sec. ph.; p.22-23; Oct
90; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

RANALLI, GEORGE
"Tower of Silence" To Be Constructed in the
Atrium of an Office Building; Tokyo, Japan;
m. ill.; p.129-130; June 90; PA
Interiors; Loft Apartment Renovation; New
York, New York; ph. sec. det. elev.; p.128-
129; June 90; PA
Residence; Westchester County, New York; m.
pl. ill.; p.129; June 90; PA

RANSOM, H. R.
Office Building; Low Rise; Quarry Place;
Dublin, Ohio; ph. p.314; Jan 90; B

RASIC, JANKO
Branch Bank; Creditanstalt, Interiors; New
York, New York; ph. pl.; p.260-265; May 90;
ID

RATNER, ARTHUR
Apartment Building; Remodeled Warehouse,
Affordable Units; New Haven, Connecticut;
ph. ill.; p.126; Nov 90; B

RAWN, WILLIAM
Apartment Development; Townhouse: Battle
Road Farm Development; Lincoln, Massachu,
setts; ph. pl.; p.56-59; July 90; A
Townhouse; Back of the Hill Rowhouses;
Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. axon.;
p.80-81; July 90; AR

REAGAN, JOHN
Residential Development; Kensborough;
Delaware County, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.62-63;
July 90; PA

REEL & GROBMAN
Interiors; Accountants' Offices; San Francisco,
California; ph. pl.; p.156-161; Apr 90; ID

RENEAU, VONEE and SAMUEL BOTERO
Residence; —, Connecticut; ph. pl.;
p.224-229; June 90; ID

RESENTERRA, ETTORE
Hotel; Selva Verde; Rain Forest Site; —, Costa
Rica; by Diane Jukofsky; ph.; p.45-48; Aug
90; LA

REZEK, RON
Furniture Showroom, Jazz; Los Angeles, Cali
fornia; ph.; p.70; May 90; ID

RICE & BRYDONE
Interiors; Telesal Corporate Headquarters,
Interiors by Rice & Brydone; Ontario, Ottawa,
Canada; Clifford & Lawrie; by Paula Rice
Jackson; ph. pl. axon.; p.55-61; Nov 90; INT
Skydome Hotel in Sports Stadium; Ontario,
Toronto, Canada; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.
pl.; p.72-75; Oct 90; INT

RICHARDSON, HENRY HOBSON
Offices, Restored Howard Memorial Library,
1898; Original Architect, Henry Hobson
Richardson; New Orleans, Louisiana; Errol
Barron and Michael Toups; ph. pl.; p.86, 72-
73; Mar 90; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

RICHARDSON, NAGY & MARTIN and DESIGN PARTNERS
Residential Development; Kapolei, Affordable Housing; Honolulu, Hawaii; ph. pl.; p.90; Mar 90: B

RICHARDSON, NAGY & MARTIN
Apartment Development; Low Rise; The Charter, Irvine, California; ph. pl.; p.128; Oct 90: B

RIOS, LUCAS
Mausoleum for Employees of the Electoral Court; Montevideo, Uruguay; ph. pl.; p.60; July 90: PA

RITCHIE ORGANIZATION
Birth Center; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.98-101; June 90: AR

ROAKE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Builder Award; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.154; Oct 90: B

ROBERTS, CAMERON
Student Center, Milton Academy; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.134-135; June 90: INT

ROBERTSON, JACQUELIN
Golf Club House; New Albany, Ohio; pl; p.72-73; Dec 90: A

ROCCO, CLEA
Clothing Store; Reporter; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.196-199; Sept 90: ID

ROCHE, KEVIN and JOHN DINKELOO
Executive Offices, Cummins Engine; Walesboro, Indiana; ph.; p.197+; May 90: INT
Landscape; Bouygues Headquarters; Paris, West of, France; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Mar 90: LA

RODGERS DESIGN GROUP
Interiors; Apartment, Model; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.294-295; May 90: ID

ROSE, PETER
Canadian Centre for Architecture; Museum; Library; Sculpture Garden by Melvin Charney; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Christopher Hume; ph. pl. m. axon.; p.30-33; Feb 90: LA

ROSE, ROB
Fabric Design; ph. ill.; p.30; Mar 90: INT

ROSENBLUM & HAR
Department Store; Barneys; Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.82-89; July 90: INT
Department Store; Barneys; Manhatte, New York; ph. pl.; p.82-89; July 90: INT
Department Store; Barneys; Short Hills, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.82-89; July 90: INT

ROSS WOU INTERNATIONAL
Hospital; General; Regional Medical Center; Denver, Colorado; pl. m.; p.139-140; Mar 90: AR
Small Firm Gains Power with Computer-Driven Design; pl. m.; p.139-140; Mar 90: AR

ROSSITI ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Middle Rise; Liberty Center; Troy, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 90: A

ROSSI, ALDO, MORRIS ADJMI and OTHERS
Hotel; II Palazzo; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.202-209; May 90: ID

ROSSI, ALDO and STUDIO 80
Hotel II Palazzo; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-77; May 90: AR

ROSSI, ALDO
Pritzker Prize Award; ph. ill.; p.23; May 90: PA
Pritzker Prize Winner; His Work; ph.; p.29; May 90; A
Triumphal Arch on Street to Historic District; Galveston, Texas; ph. ill.; p.172-173; Apr 90: AR

ROWE, COLIN
Colin Rowe’s Impact on Architecture, Urbanism and Education; by Warren James; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p.98-99; July 90: PA

ROYSTON, HANAMOTO, ALLEY & AB
Employee Recreational Park; Design Award; Santa Clara, California; ph. pl.; p.38; Nov 90: LA

RUBENSTEIN & SCALIA
Residence; Livingston, New Jersey; ph.; p.48-50; Jan 90: CB

RUBIN, MICHAEL
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.196-197; Feb 90: ID

RUDOLPH, PAUL
Interview; ph.; p.90-92; Dec 90: PA

RYAN, MICHAEL and BRIAN HEALEY
Residence; Loveladies, New Jersey; ph. pl. m.; p.80; July 90: PA

RYBCZYNISKI, WITOLD and AVI FRIEDMAN
Model Affordable House; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ill. pl.; p.80; Sept 90: B

RYTZ, BRADLEY
Women’s Clothing Store; Jasmin by Appointment; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Apr 90: ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SEM
School; Theater; Remodeled Gymnasium, Acoustic Concerns; Dublin, Ohio; ph. pl. sec.: p.56; Jan 90; INT

SGPA and LORIMER & CASE
Neighborhood Development, Housing and Commercial; Uptown District; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Oct 90; AR

SICSA
Innovative Structures for Living in Space; ill. ph.; p.98-101; May 90; A

SITE PROJECTS
Bridge at Exposition; Hiroshima, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-83; Apr 90; AR
James Wines and Joshua Weinstein Discuss Working Methods and the Meaning of Their Architecture; ph. ill.; p.116-117; Aug 90; PA

STUDIOS
Interiors; Corporation Headquarters Offices, Norwest, Interiors by STUDIOS, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p.108-119; June 90; INT
Interiors; Corporation Headquarters, Silicon Graphics, Mountain View, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.166-171; Apr 90; ID

SWA
Graduate Student Housing; Stanford University; Landscape Design by SWA Group; Design Award, Palo Alto, California; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph. pl.; p.39; Nov 90; LA

SAARINEN, EERO
Landscape; John Deere Headquarters: Moline, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Mar 90; LA

SAFIDIE, MOSHE
Western Wall Biblical Area; Mamilla Urban Center; Jerusalem, Israel; by Christopher Hume, ph. pl. elev.; p.39-40; Sept 90; LA

SAITOWITZ, STANLEY
Photography Museum, University of California; Remodeled Department Store; Steel Staircase Details; Riverside, California; ph. pl. ill. det.; p.130-136; Sept 90; PA
Residence; Los Gatos, California; ph. pl.axon.; p.64-69; Nov 90; PA
Vacation House; Stinson Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.52-57; Mid-Apr 90; AR

SALADINO, JOHN
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.138-141; Dec 90; ID

SALKIN GROUP
Model House; Bridgewater, New Jersey; ph.; p.28-31; Jan 90; CB

SALSANO ASSOCIATES
Addiction Recovery Center; Westchester County, New York; ph. axon.; p.184-187; Nov 90; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SALSANO ASSOCIATES (Cont'd)
Fabric Showroom, Kravet; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.254-257; June 90; ID
Furniture Showroom; Chartwell Group; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.188-191; Jan 90; ID

SAMYN PARTNERS
Labs and Offices; Solvay Company, Brussels, Belgium; ph. pl. m.; p.76-77; July 90; PA
Office Building; Low Rise; Designers' Offices; Brussels, Belgium; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Dec 90; PA

SAN FRANCISCO CITY STAFF et al.
Combined Zoo and Water Treatment Plant; San Francisco, California; by Kerry J. Dawson; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Dec 90; LA

SANDY & BABCOCK
Apartment Building; Remodeled Hospital; Builder Award; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.187; Oct 90; B

SANTOS, ADELE NAUDE
Arts Center; Performance Glen, Founders Grove; Lakeside Restaurant and Pier; Los Angeles, California; m. sec.; p.143, 145; Sept 90; PA
Free-Standing Small Store; Harajuku Illumination; Tokyo, Japan; m. sec. elev.; p.103-104; Nov 90; PA
Office Building; Middle Rise; Fantasia; Tokyo, Japan; m. sec. axon.; p.102-103; Nov 90; PA
Residence; Two-Family House, Tokyo, Japan; elev. sec. axon.; p.104; Nov 90; PA

SARIG, GIDEON and AKIVA FLEXOR
Yarkon Park Rock Garden; Tel Aviv, Israel; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl.; p.34-35; July 90; LA

SARTORIS, MONTEFORTE and DELLI VENERI
Interiors; Financial Offices, Original Building by Adolf Loos; Turin, Italy; ph. pl.; p.237-243; May 90; ID

SASAKI ASSOCIATES
Library Expansion, Arizona State University; Underground; Tempe, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Jan 90; A
New Center for Small Town; PA Award; Brambleton, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Jan 90; PA
New Village Center; Cascades; Loudon County, Virginia; ill. pl.; p.294; Jan 90; B
Residence; Lexington, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Mar 90; B
Residence; Samoset Village; Builder Award; Rockport, Maine; ph. pl.; p.169; Oct 90; B
Residential Development; Resort Village; Rockport, Maine; ph. pl.; p.82-83; July 90; AR
Samoset Village, Vacation Houses; Rockport, Maine; ph. pl.; p.140-141; May 90; B

SCHMIDT, RONALD
Office Building; Low Rise; Atrium and Skylights; Newark, New Jersey; ph. sec. det.; p.128-129; Jan 90; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SCHULTZE & WEAVER
Office Building; High Rise; Freedom Tower; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.66-69; Mar 90; AR

SCHWARTZ & SILVER
Health Club and Salon; Design Award; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Nov 90; ID

SCHULZE, A. WEAVER
Office Building; High Rise; Freedom Tower; Miami, Florida; R. J. Heisenbottle; ph. pl.; p.66, 68-69; May 90; ID

SCHWARTZ, DAVID M. and KARLSBERGER & ASSOCIATES
Hospital; Children's; Fort Worth, Texas; ph. pl. elev.; p.94-99; May 90; AR

SCHWARTZ, DAVID M.
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; The Saratoga; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.102-103; Feb 90; AR

WEDDING SET AND DINING DECORATION; Design Award; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Apr 90; INT

SCHWEITZER BIM
Weekend House in Desert; Joshua Tree, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-69; Mid-Apr 90; AR

SCOGIN, ELAM A BRAY
Branch Library; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.59-65; Dec 90; PA

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL; Turner Center, Emory University; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.66-73; Dec 90; PA

SCOTT, WINTON
Maritime Museum; Bath, Maine; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-75; June 90; AR

SCUR, PIERA
Factory Control Room; Studies of Long Term Isolation; Ferrara, Italy; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Dec 90; INT

SEARL DESIGN
Interiors; Financial Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.256-259; May 90; ID

SEARS & BARRETT
Residence; Golden, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Mar 90; B

SEGAL, PAUL
Children's Museum of Manhattan; New York, New York; by David Masello; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; July 90; AR

SEIDLER, HARRY (Cont'd)
Residence; Cammeray, Australia; ph. pl. sec.; p.214-217; May 90; ID

SEKISUI CHEMICAL
Residence; Tokyo Suburbs, Japan; ph. pl.; p.130-131; Dec 90; B

SENHAUSER, JOHN C.
Duplex House; Builder Award; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.156-157; Oct 90; B

SHAW, HOWARD VAN DOREN
Country Club; Lake Shore, Restoration of 1900 Building by Howard van Doren Shaw; Glencoe, Illinois; John Vinci; ph. pl.; p.100-103; June 90; INT

SHELTON & MINDEL
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.156-165; Jan 90; ID

SHORE, TILBE, HENSCHEL, IRWIN & PETERS and MATHERS & HALDENBY
Police Headquarters; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89; Nov 90; AR

SIEGEL & DIAMOND
Student Services Addition; University of California; Irvine, California; ph.; p.70; Jan 90; A

SIERAKOWSKI, PIOTR
Lighting Showroom; Koch & Lowy; Dania, Florida; ph.; p.24; Oct 90; INT

SIMON, MARTIN-VEGUE, WINKELSTEIN & MORIS
Credit Union Offices; Teller's Station Detailed; Menlo Park, California; elev. sec.; p.178+, 38-39; May 90; INT

Interiors; Western Headquarters, Apple Computer, San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.190-195; Apr 90; ID

San Francisco Day School; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.84-85, 88-91; Mar 90; AR

SIMONDS, JOHN ORMSBEE
Career Profile; Mystical Pragmatist. His Work; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p.78-83; Mar 90; LA

New Town; Miami Lakes, Florida; ph. pl.; p.79; Mar 90; LA

SIMPSON, JOHN
Paternoster Square Redevelopment; A Victory for the Classicists; London, England; by Ziva Frieman; m. pl. ill.; p.115-116; Mar 90; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SIRIS A COOMBS
Residence; Idea Show House; Conyers, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Nov 90; B

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL and FRANK O. GEHRY
Olympic Village Multi-Use Project; Villa Olímpica; Barcelona, Spain; ill. elev.; p.62-63; Sept 90; A

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL and HANNA & OLIN
Canary Wharf; Master Plan; London, England; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Sept 90; A

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL and LEE, ASKEW, NIXON, FERGUSON & WOLFE
Art Museum; Brooks, Additions; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.122-127; Mar 90; A
Art Museum Expansion; Brooks Museum; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.103-105; May 90; PA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL et al.
Art Museum; Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, Remodeled Mill Buildings; North Adams, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.125; May 90; PA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Bishopsgate, Office Building Complex; London, England; ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 90; A
Broadgate, Office Building Complex; Structural Details; London, England; ph. pl. m. det. sec.; p.68-69, 109-112; Sept 90; A
Company Training Center; Remodeled College Campus; St. Charles, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.101; Apr 90; PA
Cultural Center; Islamic; New York, New York; m. sec. pl.; p.84; Dec 90; PA
High Rise; Worldwide Plaza; Apartment Project by Frank Williams, Office Building and Apartment Complex; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Apr 90; A
Interiors; Law Offices; Design Award; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.138-143; Nov 90; ID
Interiors; Model Apartment; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.168-171; Jan 90; ID
Justice Center, Municipal; Aurora, Colorado; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Nov 90; AR
New Neighborhood Plan; Mission Bay; San Francisco, California; ill.; p.76; Apr 90; A
Office Building; Exchange House; Bridge-Like Structure Analysis; London, England; ph. pl. sec. dia. det.; p.109-112; Sept 90; A
Office Building; Grand Palace Glass Wall; Los Angeles, California; ill. det. axon.; p.108-111; Nov 90; AR
Office Building; High Rise; AT&T Corporate Center; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.94-97; Oct 90; AR
Office Building; High Rise; NBC Tower; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Apr 90; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SKOLNICK, LEE H.
Residence; Expanded Shingle Cottage; Bridgehampton, New York; ph. pl. ill.; p.34-41; Mid-Apr 90; AR

SLATTERY & ROOT
Residence; Cobblestone Country Club; Stuart, Florida; ill. pl.; p.86; June 90; B

SMITH ARCHITECTS
Architect's House; Minnetonka, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 90; B
SMITH, KEN and MARTA FRY
Botanical Garden, Proposed; At Freeway Interchange; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Dec 90; LA
SMITH, LAURIE
Ice Cream Store, Amy's; Remodeled Auto Body Shop; Design Award, Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.152-155; Nov 90; ID

SMITH-MILLER & HAWKINSON
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.80-83; June 90; A
Interiors; Designer's Apartment Loft; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.84-85; June 90; A
Model Apartment in Remodeled Police Building; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Sept 90; PA

SNODGRASS, WARREN
Residence; Ross Valley, California; ph. pl.; p.296-301; May 90; ID

SOLBERG A LOWE
DC-3 Restaurant; Interiors Award; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.156-157; Jan 90; INT

SOLER, FRANCIS
Nursery School; Pelleport School; Paris, France; ph. pl. ill.; p.106-107; Aug 90; PA

SOLOMON, CORDWELL & BUENZ
Interiors; Crate and Barrel Headquarters Offices; Northbrook, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.216-219; May 90; INT

SOMCHART A ARUNWATANAKUL
Residence; EAK-Pai-Lin; Bangkok, Thailand; ph. pl.; p.127; Dec 90; B

SOTTSASS ASSOCIATI
Clothing Stores; Two Shops, Via della Spiga and Porta Ticinese; Milan, Italy; ph.; p.136-139; Aug 90; ID
Residence; Ridgway, Colorado; ph. pl. elev.; p.78-83; Oct 90; AR
Village Houses Sketched; Interview with the Architect; Log Hill Mesa, Colorado; ph. ill.; p.96-97; Nov 90; PA

SOTTSASS, ETTORE
Zibbibo Bar; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.114; May 90; PA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect/Designer</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Reference Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southworth, Michael &amp; Susan</strong></td>
<td>Preservation Plan for First Urban National Park; History of Preservation Efforts; Lowell, Massachusetts</td>
<td>p.105; June 90; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space Design Group</strong></td>
<td>Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.194-199; Nov 90; ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spector Group</strong></td>
<td>Savings Bank, Curtain Wall; Neoparies Panels; Melville, New York; ph. det.; p.104; Aug 90; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spillois &amp; Canelda</strong></td>
<td>County Administrative Center; DeLand, Florida; ph. pl.; June 90; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government Center Park</strong></td>
<td>Sculpture by Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.34; Oct 90; LA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physics and Chemistry Building</strong></td>
<td>University of Miami; Coral Gables, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.104; Aug 90; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soperry, Francois and Berrard and Cabinet Pierre Scali</strong></td>
<td>Residence; Port Cergy; Paris Suburbs, France; ph. pl.; p.125; Dec 90; B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stageberg Partners</strong></td>
<td>Parking/Transport Facility; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.62, 66-67; Aug 90; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Residence; Lac Qui Parle County, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.154-157; Mar 90; A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starck, Philippe</strong></td>
<td>Century Paramount Hotel, Renovation; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.142-147; Dec 90; ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hill of Fame Inductee</strong></td>
<td>His Work; ph. p.118-119; Dec 90; ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manin Restaurant</strong></td>
<td>Tokyo, Japan; ph. sec.; p.110-111; May 90; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stavros, David and Tarek El-Khatib</strong></td>
<td>Restaurant; Aida's Falafel and Shish-Kabab; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. p.212-213; Mar 90; ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steele, Fletcher</strong></td>
<td>Book on Landscape Architect's Life; Design Award; by Robin Karson; ph. p.60-61; Nov 90; LA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stein Associates</strong></td>
<td>Interiors; Video Company Offices; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. p.16; Nov 90; INT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steinitz, David</strong></td>
<td>Residence; High Tech Lighting Used; Lighting Design by David Steinitz; Malibu, California; Warren Gray; by Aaron Betsky; ph. p.16-19; Suppl Aug 90; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stern, Robert A. M. and McCary &amp; Menu</strong></td>
<td>Hotel; Euro Disneyland's Newport Bay Club; Marne-la-Vallee, France; elev. m. ill. pl.; p.72-73, 76+; Aug 90; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stern, Robert A. M. and S.W.A. Group</strong></td>
<td>Fine Arts Building, University of California; Irvine, California; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Jan 90; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stern, Robert A. M. and Viguiер &amp; Jodry</strong></td>
<td>Euro Disneyland's Cheyenne Hotel; Marne-la-Vallee, France; m. elev. pl.; p.72-73, 77+; Aug 90; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stern, Robert A. M.</strong></td>
<td>Apartment Building; Penthouse; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-79; Sept 90; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Interiors; Disney World Casting Center; Interior Award; Orlando, Florida; ph. pl.; p.130-133; Jan 90; INT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Office Building; Low Rise; Mexx International Headquarters; Voorschoten, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p.104; Mar 90; A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Residence; Remodeled; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; Nov 90; PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stirling, James and Michael Wilford</strong></td>
<td>Bookshop; Venice, Italy; pl. axon. sec.; p.98; Dec 90; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**International Forum Complex; Tokyo, Japan; ill. pl.; p.97; Dec 90; PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Recent Projects; pl. ill. axon. sec.; p.96-98; Dec 90; PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Science Library, University of California; Irvine, California; m. pl.; p.96-97; Dec 90; PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stockton &amp; Hiday</strong></td>
<td>Residence; Montego; Builder Award; Moreno Valley Ranch, California; ph. pl.; p.165; Oct 90; B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stoddart &amp; Tabora</strong></td>
<td>Urban Mixed Use Landscape Design; —, Venezuela; ph. pl.; p.50; Jan 90; LA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stroll, Irwin</strong></td>
<td>Restaurant; Melrose Bar &amp; Grill; Los Angeles, California; ph. p.224-225; Feb 90; ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stubbins Associates</strong></td>
<td>County Jail; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.148-151; Sept 90; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Psychology Building, Vanderbilt University; Nashville, Tennessee; ph. pl. sec.; p.83; 88-89; Aug 90; AR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Studio A</strong></td>
<td>Residence; Sullivan's Island, South Carolina; ph. pl. m. sec. axon.; p.71; July 90; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Studio Citterio &amp; Dwan</strong></td>
<td>Lumber Industry Promotion House; Kumamoto, Japan; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-83; Mid-Apr 90; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Studio Di Architettura</strong></td>
<td>Il Palazzo Hotel; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl. ill.; p.112-117; May 90; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STUDIOS
Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller Office Pavilion, Design Award; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Apr 90; INT

INTERIORS; Apple Computer Government Affairs Office, Design Award; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Apr 90; INT

INTERIORS; Law Offices, Design Award; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. axon.; p.70-73; Apr 90; INT

SUBOTINIC, NATALIJA
Theater of the City; Processions and Ceremonies of Daily Life; Venice, Italy; ph. ill. m. axon.; p.35-44; Fall 89; JAE

TAKAMATSU, SHIN
Attitudes Toward Technology; ph.; p.115; Aug 90; PA

TANNER, LEDDY, MAYTUM & STACY
Diamond and Jewelry Mart; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Dec 90; PA

Residence; Remodeled Film Studio; Includes Studio; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.212-217; Apr 90; ID

Waldorf School Expanded; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-87; Mar 90; AR

TANTERI, MATTHEW
Three-Dimensional Multi-Color Light Forms of Laser Beams; ph.; p.36; Sept 90; INT

TARMAC HOMES MIDLANDS
Residence; Punte Verde; Sutton Hill, England; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Dec 90; B

TEAM HOU
Urban Plaza and Park; Sesquicentennial Park; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.55-57; Apr 90; A

TEUFEL, DENIS and POMERY-GROVER
Residence; Paradise Valley, Arizona; ph.; p.52-54; Jan 90; CB

THOMAS, STREET and KURT MILAM
Building Map for the Blind; ph.; p.68; Nov 90; INT

THOMAS & BOOZIOTIS and CHARTIER NEWTON
Building Renovations, University of Texas; Goldsmith Hall, 1933, by Paul Cret; Austin, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.84; Nov 90; A

THOMAS & MILLER
Sportsplex; Swimming Pool, Ice Arena and Tennis Center; Nashville, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Aug 90; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

TRA and PARSONS, BRINKERHOFF, QUADE & DOUGLAS
Downtown Transit Station; Innovative Neon and Glass Fixture; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. det.; p.28-31; Suppl Aug 90; AR

TAFT ARCHITECTS
Residence; Houston, Texas; m. pl.; p.42, Apr 90; A

TAINER, DARIO
Restaurant; Pinuccio; Highland Park, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.104-105; June 90; INT

TAKAMATSU, SHIN
Attitudes Toward Technology; ph.; p.115; Aug 90; PA

TARMAC HOMES MIDLANDS
Residence; Punte Verde; Sutton Hill, England; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Dec 90; B

TEAM HOU
Urban Plaza and Park; Sesquicentennial Park; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.55-57; Apr 90; A

TEUFEL, DENIS and POMERY-GROVER
Residence; Paradise Valley, Arizona; ph.; p.52-54; Jan 90; CB

THOMAS, STREET and KURT MILAM
Building Map for the Blind; ph.; p.68; Nov 90; INT

THOMAS & BOOZIOTIS and CHARTIER NEWTON
Building Renovations, University of Texas; Goldsmith Hall, 1933, by Paul Cret; Austin, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.84; Nov 90; A

THOMAS & MILLER
Sportsplex; Swimming Pool, Ice Arena and Tennis Center; Nashville, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Aug 90; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

THOMPSON & ROSE
School; Private; Hartsbrook Waldorf School; Hadley, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.58-59; July 90; PA

THOMPSON, BENJAMIN
Grand Central District Renewal; Design Award, New York, New York; m.; p.51; Nov 90; LA

Houseware Store; Design Research, Crate and Barrel; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph.; p.214-215; May 90; INT

THOMPSON, MARK B. and RICHARD MARK
Interiors; Health System Offices, Remodeled Church; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Mar 90; INT

THOMPSON, RICK
Residence; Cabbagetown, Low Cost, Atlanta, Georgia; ph.; p.131; July 90; B

THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK and TURNER ASSOCIATES
Museum of the History of Coca-Cola; ph. pl.; p.74-79; Dec 90; A

THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK
Miami Beach Convention Center, Expansion; Miami Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.110-113; Mar 90; AR

TICK, SUZANNE and LAURA GUIDO-CLARK
Mother Nature Line of Fabrics, Brickell; ph.; p.130-133; June 90; INT

TIGERMAN & McCURRY
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Nexus North; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.90-91, 95-97; Sept 90; A

Bathroom Fixture Showroom; American Standard; Long Island City, New York; ph.; p.94-97; Sept 90; AR

Furniture Showroom, Haworth; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.240-243; Oct 90; ID

Hall of Fame Inductees; Their Work; ph.; p.120-121; Dec 90; ID

Plumbing Fixture Showroom; American Standard; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.238-241; Sept 90; ID

Plumbing Fixture Showroom; American Standard; New York, New York; ph.; p.76-77; July 90; INT

TIGERMAN, STANLEY
99 Chicago Architects Exhibit; ph. sec. det.; p.140-141; Sept 90; PA

TIHANY, ADAM
Restaurant; Pomodoro; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.186-189; Apr 90; ID

Restaurant; Remi; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Sept 90; ID

TILLERY, MICHAEL
Residence; Rockford, Illinois; ph.; p.44-47; Jan 90; CB

TILTON & LEWIS
Restoration of Frank Lloyd Wright House; Interiors Award; Grand Rapids, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.160-163; Jan 90; INT

TODD, JACK and NANCY
Alternative Water Treatment System; Use of Plants and Micro-organisms; ph. ill.; p.100-102; Dec 90; A

TOPDJIAN, BARTEV
Furniture Showroom, Contract Interiors; Lighting; San Diego, California; by Gareth Fenley; ph. pl.; p.26-27; Suppl Nov 90; AR

TOTAL CONCEPT
Interiors; Financial Offices; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.252-253; June 90; ID

TRANSIT DESIGN
Residence; Renovation of Villa; Puglia, Italy; ph. pl.; p.130-135; Aug 90; ID

TREFFINGER, WALZ & MacLEOD
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Smith Ranch, Retirement; San Rafael, California; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Sept 90; B

TRIAD ASSOCIATES
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Crown Key Yacht Club; Ventnor, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.142; May 90; B

TROTT, RICHARD
Mixed-Use Complex; Brewery District; Builder Award; Columbus, Ohio; ph.; p.185; Oct 90; B

TROUGHTON & McASLAN
Distribution Warehouse and Offices; London, England; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.96; 98-99; Apr 90; PA

Low Rise; Office-Workshop Building; London, England; ph. axon.; p.96-97; Apr 90; PA

Portfolio of Firm's Recent Work; London, England; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.94-100; Apr 90; PA

Studio Complex; Remodeled Warehouse; London, England; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-96; Apr 90; PA

TROWBRIDGE ASSOCIATES
Bicycle and Pedestrian Path; Brooklyn/Queens Greenway; Design Award, New York, New York; map; p.58; Nov 90; LA

TRUMBULL ARCHITECTS
Residence; Idea Show House; Amenia, New York; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Nov 90; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

TSCHUMI, BERNARD
Le Parc de la Villette; Gallery and Folie; Paris, France; ill. pl. axon.; p.27-30; Fall 89; JAE

TULL, BILL
Custom House Designer; by Ann L. Patterson; ph.; p.47-48; May 90; CB

TURNBULL, WILLIAM
Residential Development; Low-Income Housing; Sea Ranch, California; ph. pl.; p.99; Mar 90; A

TURRELL, JAMES
Volcano Cone Shaping; Environmental Art; Flagstaff, Near, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.17; Feb 90; LA

TUSQUETS & DIAZ
Concert Hall Extension; Remodeling and Restoration of 1908 Building; Original Architect Lluis Domenech i Montaner; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-91; June 90; PA

UDA
Norfolk 2000 Plan, Downtown; Norfolk, Virginia; pl.; p.77; Apr 90; A

UMEDA, MASANORI
Bank; Kurashiki, Japan; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Apr 90; INT

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO STUDENTS
Apartment Building; Low Rise, Students’ Project; axon. pl. sec.; p.29-41; Winter 90; JAE

USLER & MILLING and QUINN & EVANS
Movie Palace, 1928, Restored; Michigan Theater; Original Architect, Maurice H. Finkel; Ann Arbor, Michigan; ph. pl. sec.; p.96; June 90; PA

VAN TILBURG, JOHANNES
Residence; Hidden Valley, California; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Mar 90; B
Residence; Islands; Builder Award; Aliso Viejo, California; ph. pl.; p.168; Oct 90; B
Residential Development; Townhouse; Builder Award; Ingledow, California; ph. pl.; p.144-149; Oct 90; B
Venice Renaissance; Venice, California; ph. pl.; p.307-311; Jan 90; B

VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL
Office Building; Courtyard Garden; Paris, France; ph. m.; p.50; Dec 90; LA
Residence; Black Granite Garden; Design Award; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Nov 90; LA

VANDERBYL, MICHAEL
Furniture Showroom, Bernhardt; Los Angeles, California; ph. axon.; p.230-233; Feb 90; ID
Furniture Showroom; Bernhardt Furniture; Interiors Award; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.164-165; Jan 90; INT
Furniture Showroom; Bernhardt; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.248-251; Oct 90; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

VARNEY, CARLETON
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.122-123; Dec 90; ID

VASQUEZ CONSUEGRA, GUILLERMO
Residential Development; Townhouse; Seville, Spain; ph. axon.; p.47; June 90; AR

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and ANDERSON & SCHWARTZ
Restaurant; Princeton Club; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.174-177; Sept 90; ID

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and BISSELL ARCHITECTS
Graduate School of Management and Office Building; University of California; Irvine, California; ph.; p.71; Jan 90; A

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN
Art Museum; Seattle, Washington; m. pl. axon.; p.126; May 90; PA

VENTURI, RAUCH & SCOTT BROWN
Preservation Plan for Palmer Square Area; History of Preservation Efforts; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.104; June 90; PA
Preservation Plan; History of Preservation Efforts; Jim Thorpe, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. elev.; p.103; June 90; PA

VICKERY, MOJE, DRINKARD & OAKLAND
Master Plan; Mary Washington College; Fredericksburg, Virginia; pl. elev.; p.102; Apr 90; PA

VIGNELLI ASSOCIATES
Leather Furniture Museum and Showroom; Poltrona Frau; Tolentino, Italy; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Aug 90; INT

VINCI, JOHN
Country Club; Lake Shore, Restoration of 1900 Building by Howard van Doren Shaw; Glencoe, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.100-103; June 90; INT

VOITH & MACTAVISH
Residence; Addition; Builder Award; Radnor, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.195; Oct 90; B

WBDC GROUP
Corporate Development Center, Lighting Concerns; Gaines Township, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.119-121; Mar 90; AR

WAHLER, BARBARA
Designing Manufacturers Brochure; Background Sets; ph.; p.44; Sept 90; INT

WALKER & KLUESING
Memorial; Worker’s Place; Lawrence, Massachusetts; elev. pl.; p.68; Jan 90; LA

WALKER, PETER and MARTHA SCHWARTZ
Landscape; Center for Innovative Technology; Building by Arquitectonica; —; Virginia; by Deborah Papier; ph. pl. m.; p.50-55; Jan 90; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

WALKER, PETER and MARTHA SCHWARTZ (Cont’d)
Landscape; IBM Regional Headquarters; Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Mar 90; LA

WALKER, PETER
Solana Arrivals Garden and Village Center; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; Design Award; Westlake, Texas; Ricardo Legorreta; ph. pl.; p.36-37; Nov 90; LA

WALLING & McCallum
Residence; Builder Award; LaQuinta, California; ph. pl.; p.171; Oct 90; B

WALZ DESIGN
Shoe Store; New York, New York; ph. pl. ill.; p.106-111; Feb 90; PA

WARKENTIN & WRIGHT
Residence; Builder Award; Huntington Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.158-159; Oct 90; B

WARREN, CHARLES
Residence; Bath, Ohio; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-85; July 90; PA
Residence; New Canaan, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p.84; July 90; PA

WEAVER, GARY
Residence; Idea Show House; Zionsville, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Nov 90; B

WEES, HARRY
Hotel Inter-Continental, Remodeled; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.34; Oct 90; INT

WEES, LANGLEY & WEES
Church; Presbyterian; Peoria, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; Feb 90; A

WEISCHENK, RIC
Residence; Cape Elizabeth, Maine; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Mar 90; B

WEINSTEIN, EDWARD
Bicycle Store and Gallery; ph. axon.; p.116-117; Feb 90; INT

WEINTRAUB, DEBORAH and TOWNSEND MOORE
Clothing Store; SoHo Surplus; New York, New York; ph.; p.92-93; July 90; INT

WENTLING, JAMES
Residential Development; Residence; Antigua, Retirement; Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; ph. pl.; p.98; Sept 90; B
Residential Development; Residence; Breckenridge, Low Cost; Durham, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.120-121; July 90; B
Residential Development; Residence; Breckenridge; Builder Award; Durham, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.180; Oct 90; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

WENZEL ASSOCIATES
Apartment Development; Townhouse; Lakeview Estates, Affordable Housing; Lakeview, Arkansas; ph. pl.; p.68-69; July 90; A
Residence; Prototype, Affordable Housing; Arkadelphia, Arkansas; ph. pl.; p.70; July 90; A
Townhouse; DeQueen Villas, Affordable Housing; DeQueen, Arkansas; ph. pl.; p.72-73; July 90; A
Townhouse; Keystone Apartments, Affordable Housing; Mountain Home, Arkansas; ph. pl.; p.71; July 90; A

WHEELOCK, MORGAN
Residence; Seaside Landscape; Design Award; Cape Elizabeth, Maine; ph. pl.; p.48; Nov 90; LA

WHISLER & PATRI
Next Computer Headquarters; Design Award; Redwood City, California; ph. pl.; p.176-179; Nov 90; ID

WHITE, GEORGE
Profile: George White, Architect of the Capitol; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.43-44; June 90; AR

WIDOM, WEIN & COHEN
Maple Drive Restaurant; Beverly Hills, California; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.62-63; Oct 90; INT

WILLIAMS, EVAN and DESIGN COLLABORATIVE and DCI
Grand Lido Hotel, Interiors; Negril, Jamaica; ph.; p.222-225; May 90; INT

WILLIAMS, FRANK
High Rise; Worldwide Plaza; Apartment Project by Frank Williams, Office Building and Apartment Complex; New York, New York; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Apr 90; A
Hotel; Rihga Royal Hotel, All-Suite Tower; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.107; Oct 90; AR

WILLIAMS, TOD and BILLIE TSIIEN
Architecture Tomorrow Exhibition; Critique; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.49; Mar 90; AR
Arts Park Center; Los Angeles, California; m. pl. sec.; p.143, 145-146; Sept 90; PA
Hall of Fame Inductees; Their Work; ph.; p.124-125; Dec 90; ID
Interiors; Apartment, Metropolitan Tower; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.216-221; Sept 90; ID
Interiors; Vogue Magazine Conference Room; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.103-107; May 90; AR
Interview on Museum and Exhibition Design; Exhibition on Domestic Arrangements; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph.; p.119-120; May 90; PA
Tomorrow’s Architecture Exhibit; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.19, 20; Feb 90; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WILLIS, DAN
Edgar Allan Poe Memorial; ph. pl.; p.41; Dec 90; LA

WILLS, ROYAL BARRY
Show House; Builder Award; Aurora, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.164; Oct 90; B

WIMBERLEY, ALLISON, TONG & GOO
Grand Floridian Resort Hotel, 19th Century Style; Lake Buena Vista, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.118-121; Feb 90; AR

WINGARDH, GERT
Golf Club; Goteborg, Sweden; by Clas Dreijer; ph. pl.; p.34-35; Mar 90; LA

WINN ARCHITECTURE
Casa U-Betcha Restaurant; Interiors Award; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.158-159; Jan 90; INT

WINROW GROUP
Heron's Landing, Vacation Houses; Sanibel, Florida; ph. pl.; p.138-139; May 90; B

WITTENBERG PARTNERSHIP
Residence; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; Apr 90; A

WOLFE, MICHAEL
Broadcasting Studios, NBC; New York, New York; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Nov 90; INT

WOMACK & HUMPHRIES
Townhouse; Sonata Bay Club, Duplexes, Retirement; Bayville, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.99; Sept 90; B

WOO & WILLIAMS
Faculty Housing, Harvard University; Observatory Commons; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-81; Jan 90; A

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Restoration of Dana-Thomas House; Springfield, Illinois; ph. ill.; p.50; Nov 90; ID
Restoration of Frank Lloyd Wright House; Interiors Award; Grand Rapids, Michigan; Titon & Lewis; ph. pl.; p.160-163; Jan 90; INT
Wright's Influence; Response; by Nicholas Davis and Diane Girardo; p.62-64; Winter 90; JAE

WU, MICHAEL
Residence; Addition; ph. axon.; p.286-287; May 90; ID

WYATT & STAPPER
Conference Table with Raisable Podium; ph. sec.; p.32; Feb 90; INT
Interiors; Corporation Headquarters; Pop-Up Podium; Tacoma, Washington; ph. axon.; p.110-113, 32; Feb 90; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

YABU & PUSHELBERG
Shoe Store; Capezio; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. p.210-211; Mar 90; ID

YATES, RICHARD
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Apartment, Offices; Builder Award; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 90; B

YAZDANI, MEHRDAD and HODA MEYSAMI-YAZDANI
House and Studio; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.88; July 90; PA

YOKOTA, RYOICHI
Clothing Store; Matsuda, New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.190-193; Sept 90; ID

YOST, ZANE
Residential Development; Foxboro Court; Norwalk, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.169; Feb 90; B
Residential Development; Whippoorwill Ridge; Armonk, New York; ph. ill.; p.236; Jan 90; B
Townhouse; Affordable Units; Stamford, Connecticut; ill. pl.; p.112; July 90; B

YOUNGREN, RALPH and ANN
Architect's House, Interiors; Bloomfield Hills, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.278-285; May 90; ID

ZB
Reception Desk; The Big Picture's Offices; ph. sec.; p.22; Nov 90; INT

ZAANEN, PIETER
Concert Halls, Exhibition Space and Cafe; Remodeled Interior, H. P. Berlage's Exchange Building, 1903; Amsterdam, Netherlands; ph. det.; p.80-87; Sept 90; AR

ZALOTAY, ELEMER and DOUGLAS COOPER
Tilting Structure for High Rise; ph. det. elev.; p.118-119; July 90; AR

ZERMANI, PAOLO
Movie Theater Addition; Felegara, Italy; ph. pl.; p.66; July 90; PA
Residence; Pavilion on Residential Estate; Varano Marchesi, Italy; ph. pl. sec.; p.67; July 90; PA

ZIGER, HOOPES & SNEAD
Residential Development; Townhouse; Homeland; Builder Award; Baltimore, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.178; Oct 90; B

ZIMMER, GUNSLUL & FRASCA
Correctional Facility; Federal, Sheridan, Oregon; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.142-145; Sept 90; AR
Elevated Downtown Walkway; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. sec. det.; p.87-89; Aug 90; A
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, Sandblasted-Glass Wall Detail; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl. det.; p.70-77; Sept 90; AR
Library; Reed College; Addition; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.70-75; Nov 90; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ZIMMER, GUNSL & FRASCA (Cont’d)

Lighting of Ten Bridges; Portland, Oregon: ph.: p.22-25; Suppl Nov 90; AR

ZIVKOVIC, DON

Interiors; Graphic Designer’s Studio; New York, New York: ph., pl.; p.32; May 90; INT

ZUCCHERI, TONI

Lighting Showroom; Reggiani Light Gallery; New York, New York: ph.; p.72-73; July 90; INT

ZWEIG, PETER JAY

Residence; Lake Jackson, Texas: ph., pl.; p.64-67; Apr 90; A

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS

Architectural Competitions; Negative Change in Competitions; by Peter Blake; p.302-303; May 90; ID

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM

Deconstructing the Language; by Peter Blake; p.180-181; July 90; ID

Review of the Second Generation and Esther McCoy; Contributions of Esther McCoy, Obituary; by Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown; ph.: p.22, 118-119; Feb 90; PA

The Best and Worst Architecture Over Four Decades; District of Columbia, Washington; by Donald J. Canty; p.98-103; Feb 90; AR

The Prince of Wales vs. Architecture; by Malcolm Quantrell; p.45-50; Fall 89; JAE

The Floating Eye; by Nicole Pertuiset; p.7-13; Winter 90; JAE

PROCESS AND KNOWLEDGE IN DESIGN COMPUTATION; Design Models; by Yehuda Kalay and Lucien Swerdloff and Bruce Majkowski; p.47-53; Winter 90; JAE

The Uses and Abuses of Theory; Evaluation of Current Theory Boom; by Sylvia Lavin; p.113-114, 179; Aug 90; PA

Theory Used and Abused; Reply to Sylvia Lavin; by Jeffrey Kipnis; ill.; p.98-99, 158; Nov 90; PA

Unitary Impulse Theory; Louis Sullivan’s Unitary Impulse Is a Precursor to Premises of Chaos Theory; Louis Sullivan; by Thomas Kubala; ill.; p.102-104; Oct 90; PA

Wanted: A New Bauhaus; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.62-64; Winter 90; JAE

Toward a New Geometry; Exploring the Golden Mean; by Frank Carson; ill.; p.74-77; May 90; AA

Toward a Unified Vision; Needed: Architecture to Be Part of the Landscape; by Anne Whiston Spirn; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.34-41; Aug 90; LA

Toward an Architecture of Critical Inquiry; by Botond Boglar; ph. pl.; p.13-34; Fall 89; JAE

Wright’s Influence; Response; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Nicholas Davis and Diane Ghirardo; p.62-64; Winter 90; JAE

See ARCHITECTURE, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, URBAN DESIGN also

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY (Cont’d)

Historic Architectural Theory; The Philosophy and Art of Detailing; by Marco Frascari; ph.; p.3-12; Fall 89; JAE

Interview with Charles Eames, 1969; What Is Design?; ph. ill.; p.122; Feb 90; PA

Interview with Steve Badanes About Value of Building His Own Work; Jersey Devil; ph.; p.118-119; Apr 90; PA

James Wines and Joshua Weinstein Discuss Working Methods and the Meaning of Their Architecture; SITE Projects; ph. ill.; p.116-117; Aug 90; PA

Looking to Nature and Technology for Truth; Excerpts from Essays; by Eugene-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc; ill.; p.104; Oct 90; PA

Modernism; by Peter Walker; ph.; p.124; Jan 90; LA

PA Awards 1990; Jury Survey; Editors’ Comments; ph.; p.76-78, 126; Jan 90; PA

The Uses and Abuses of Theory; Evaluation of Current Theory Boom; by Sylvia Lavin; p.113-114, 179; Aug 90; PA

Theory Used and Abused; Reply to Sylvia Lavin; by Jeffrey Kipnis; ill.; p.98-99, 158; Nov 90; PA

Theory as a Mediating Practice; Reply to Sylvia Lavin; by K. Michael Hays; ill.; p.100; Nov 90; PA

Toward a New Geometry; Exploring the Golden Mean; by Frank Carson; ill.; p.74-77; May 90; AA

Toward a Unified Vision; Needed: Architecture to Be Part of the Landscape; by Anne Whiston Spirn; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.34-41; Aug 90; LA

Toward an Architecture of Critical Inquiry; by Botond Boglar; ph. pl.; p.13-34; Fall 89; JAE

Unitary Impulse Theory; Louis Sullivan’s Unitary Impulse Is a Precursor to Premises of Chaos Theory; Louis Sullivan; by Thomas Kubala; ill.; p.102-104; Oct 90; PA

Wanted: A New Bauhaus; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.150; Dec 90; ID

Wiring Drawing System, CONDOC; CADD Version; P. det. sec.; p.107-112; Dec 90; A

Wright’s Influence; Response; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Nicholas Davis and Diane Ghirardo; p.62-64; Winter 90; JAE

See ARCHITECTURE, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, URBAN DESIGN also

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY (Cont’d)

Architecture and the Disproportionate Development of Human Facilities; by Johann G. Albrecht; p.20-25; Spring 90; JAE

Attitudes Toward Technology; Shin Takamatsu; ph.; p.115; Aug 90; PA

Cartoons; How To Do Repro-Classicism and How To Do Deconstruction; ill.; p.126; June 90; PA

Chaos Theory; The Order Underlying Chaos Has Been Overlooked by Shallow Deconstructivism; by Raul Rosas; ill dia.; p.100-101; Oct 90; PA

Colorado, Log Hill Mesa; Village Houses Sketched; Interview with the Architect; Sottsass Associates; ph.; p.96-97; Nov 90; PA

Do Developers Want Good Design?; ph. ill.; p.35-36; Mar 90; AR

Form as the Object of Experience; Simmel’s Influence; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; by W. Gordon Brown; iso. dia.; p.42-46; Winter 90; JAE

Good Design; Editorial, by Stephen Kliment; p.11; Nov 90; AR

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING

Computer’s Future; Changes in Architectural Practice; ph. pl. ill. chart; p.28-31; Nov 90; AR
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING (Cont’d)
Presentation Techniques, Alternatives; pl. ill. sec., p.224-227; May 90; ID
See COMPUTER also

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
An Emmental Cheese Theory; by Malcolm Quantrill; p.58-60; Fall 89; JAE
Colin Rowe’s Impact on Architecture, Urbanism and Education; Colin Rowe; by Warren James; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p.98-99; July 90; PA
Collaboration in Education; Bartlett School; Student Work; by David Dunster; ph. pl. m.; p.14-21; Winter 90; JAE
Computer Design Studio, Work in Progress; by Mark Cigolle and Kim Coleman; ill. pl. elev. axon.; p.26-33; Spring 90; JAE
Continuing Education in the Office; by Nina Hartung; p.65; Apr 90; PA
Design Juries; A Study in Lines of Communication; by M. P. Frederikson; p.22-27; Winter 90; JAE
Design Reasoning in an Architecture Studio; Base Building/Infill Principle; by Stephen Kendall; pl.; p.29-41; Winter 90; JAE
Diagnostics: a Case Study Method for Teaching Technology; Building Failures; by Raymond DiPasquale; ill.; p.63; May 90; PA
Job Market for Graduates; by Nicholas Basta; graph; p.41-42; Apr 90; AR
Landing a Job in an Architectural Firm; by David Greusel; ill.; p.34-37; Apr 90; AR
Making Practice Courses Relevant; by Robert Gutman; ill.; p.27-28; Oct 90; AR
Reinventing Reality; Reconstructing Architecture; by Malcolm Quantrill; p.45-50; Fall 89; JAE
Response to Frederickson’s Design Juries Article; by Frances Anderton; p.28; Winter 90; JAE
Scholarly-Vocational Split in the Universities; A Modified Co-op Approach; by Terry Patterson; ill.; p.69; Sept 90; PA
Students Experience Handicap Barriers; ph.; p.113-114; Jan 90; A
The Profession and the University; Question of Credibility; by Robert M. Beckley; p.60-63; Spring 90; JAE
Writing Introduced into the Architecture Curriculum; at The University of Pennsylvania; by Jim Harp; p.3-6; Winter 90; JAE
See INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION also

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Computerized Photogrammetry; Recording Existing Buildings; ph. elev. iso.; p.117-120; Oct 90; A
Image Building; The Philosophy and Practice of Architectural Photography; Survey of Outstanding Photos of Major Projects; ph.; p.88-97; Aug 90; PA
Interior Photography, Technical Consideration; ph. table; p.55-56; Aug 90; PA
Working with Photographers; Examples; by Nicholas Polites; ph. biblio.; p.30-31, 138; Oct 90; AR

ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION
Designers Draw the Line Against Architects; License Debate; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.54-55; Nov 90; CB
Getting and Keeping a License; by C. Jaye Berger; ill.; p.57; Feb 90; PA

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
PA Awards 1990; Jury Survey Editors’ Comments; p.76-77, 79, 126; Jan 90, PA
See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES. Related Specific Topics also

ARCHITECTURE
A.I.A. Gold Medal Winner; Fay Jones; ph.; p.25; Jan 90; A
Aga Khan Awards; Discussion; by Ismail Serageldin and Safai El-Deen Hamed; pl. pl. sec.; p.49-51; Aug 90; LA
Aga Khan’s Latest Award Winners; Analysis; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p.57-61; Apr 90; AR
American Architects’ Work; England, London; ph. pl. ill.; p.64-71; Sept 90; A
American Architects’ Work; Japan; —; Review of Projects; by Mildred F. Schmertz; elev. m.; p.72-75; Sept 90; A
Anchorings Buildings to Their Settings; Review of His Work; Antoine Predock; by Ellen Posner; ph. ill.; p.42-45; Aug 90; LA
Architects’ Lifestyles: Reader Poll; graphs; p.63; June 90; PA
Architectural Consultant Matches Architects with Commissions; Profile; Bill Lacy; by David Masello; ph.; p.37-38; July 90; AR
Architecture Profession Meeting Future Demands; by Robert Gutman; ph.; p.56-58; Jan 90; AR
Architecture in the Landscape; ph.; pl.; p.34-57; Aug 90; LA
Black Architects, An Endangered Species; by Robert Traylor: ph.; p.60-62; Fall 89; JAE
Boom in Northwest; Washington, Seattle; ph. pl.; p.106-117; Feb 90; INT
Changing Role of the Architect; by Sanford Nelson; p.18-22; Mar 90; INT
Colin Rowe’s Impact on Architecture, Urbanism and Education; Colin Rowe; by Warren James; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p.98-99; July 90; PA
Design Conference Themes; Colorado, Aspen; Children’s Art; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.248-249; Sept 90; ID
Esther McCoy, Remembered; ph.; p.28; Feb 90; A
ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)

Europe: Review of American Architects' Current Work in Europe; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; m. ill. elev.; p.57-63; Sept 90; A
Excerpt from Vitruvius, Book 2; On the Golden Age of Marketing: ill.; p.121; Apr 90; PA
Excerpts from the Writings of Lewis Mumford on Architecture; p.122; Apr 90; PA
Export of Western Design to Japan; Recent Projects; Japan, —; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.108-117, 122; May 90; PA
Firm Profile: Review of Projects; Pei, Cobb & Frey; ph.; p.56-67+; Feb 90; A
Firm Profile: Review of Work; CRSS; ph. m.; p.103-105; Apr 90; A
Gold Medalist, His Work; Fay Jones; ph. pl.; p.82-89; Mar 90; A
Indiana, Columbus; How J. Irwin Miller Brought Modernism to a Small Town; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p.64-67; Jan 90; AR
Interview on the Profession and His Career; Pietro Belluschi; ph.; p.122-123; June 90; PA
Interview with Jerzy Szotan on Modern Architecture; ph. ill.; p.120; Feb 90; PA
Interview with Thomas Beeby; About Mies, Classicism and His Recent Work; Thomas Beeby; by Ross Miller; ph.; p.113-114; Mar 90; A
Landscape Architecture and Architecture; Architects Experiences; by Laurie Olin; ph.; p.128; Aug 90; LA
Lewis Mumford, Obituary; ill.; p.38; Mar 90; A
Mexican Architecture Today; Mexico, —; by Aaron Betsky; ph.; p.59, 61; May 90; AR
Obituary, 1909-1990; Gordon Bunshaft; ph.; p.24; Oct 90; PA
Obituary; Dean of Rice School of Architecture; Paul Kennedy; ph.; p.35; Mar 90; A
Obituary; Gordon Bunshaft; ph.; p.35; Sept 90; A
Obituary; Gordon Bunshaft; ph.; p.53; Oct 90; AR
On the Changing Conscience of the Profession; by Robert Gutman; ph.; p.120-121; Apr 90; PA
Patron Of Architecture, ABC; Review of Projects; ph. pl.; p.56-59; Dec 90; A
Patron of Architecture, Coca-Cola Company; Review of Projects; ph.; p.74-79; Dec 90; A
Patron of Architecture, Leslie Wexner; His Projects; ph.; p.66-73; Dec 90; A
Patron of Architecture, Phyllis Lambert; Her Work and Projects; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-65; Dec 90; A
Patron of Architecture, Thomas Monaghan; Review of His Architectural Projects; ph.; p.48-54; Dec 90; A
Portfolio of Firm's Current Projects; Office of Metropolitan Architecture; m. pl. sec.; p.123-125; Apr 90; PA
Portfolio of Firm's Recent Work; England, London, Troughton & McAslan; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.94-100; Apr 90; PA
Pritzker Prize Award; Aldo Rossi; ph. ill.; p.23; May 90; A
Pritzker Prize Winner; His Work; Aldo Rossi; ph.; p.29; May 90; A
Profile: George White, Architect of the Capitol; District of Columbia, Washington; George White; ph.; p.43-44; June 90; AR

ARCHITECTURE (Cont’d)

Reappraisal of Sigfried Giedion’s “Space, Time and Architecture”; by Alan Gowans; ph.; p.123; May 90; PA
Recent Finnish Buildings; Finland, —; by Gerald Moorhead; ph.; p.57, 59; Sept 90; AR
Recent Projects; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; pl. ill. axon. sec.; p.96-98; Dec 90; PA
Recession’s Effect on Architectural Practice; Texas, Houston; p.54; Apr 90; A
Review of American Architects’ Work; England, London, by Charles Knevitt; ph.; p.53-54; Nov 90; A
Review of Architect’s Recent Work; Italy, —; Philosophy to Fit Buildings to the Landscape; Giancarlo De Carlo; by Heidi Landecker; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.52-55; Aug 90; LA
Review of Cummins Sponsored Public Buildings; Indiana, Columbus; ph.; p.192-195. 204-205; May 90; INT
Review of the Second Generation and Esther McCoy; Contributions of Esther McCoy, Obituary; by Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown; ph.; p.22, 118-119; Feb 90; PA
Reviews 1980’s Architecture; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.144-145; Jan 90; ID
Social and Urbanistic Concerns in Architecture; by Donald J. Canty; ph.; p.72-73; Jan 90; AR
Soviet and U.S. Architecture Exhibit; U. S. S. R.; ph. m.; p.130-131; Sept 90; INT
Spain Fetes Modernism; Spain; by Donald Cohn; ph. pl. axon. elev. sec.; p.47-48; June 90; AR
Survey of Architect’s Recent Work; Michael Graves; ph. pl. elev. ill. sec.; p.73-95; Mar 90; PA
Survey of Architect’s Work and Career; Japan, —; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. axon. det.; p.83-97; Feb 90; PA
Survey of Architect’s Work; Modernism in the Danish Manner; Henning Larsen; ph. pl. ill. axon. sec.; p.76-83; June 90; AR
Survey of New Buildings by Helmut Jahn; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. ill. m. elev. det.; p.102-112; Mar 90; PA
The Best and Worst Architecture Over Four Decades; District of Columbia, Washington; by Donald J. Canty; p.98-103; Feb 90; AR
Wanted, an Earth Connected Architecture; Panel Discussion; by Michael Leccese; ill. m. ph.; p.64-67; Aug 90; LA
Young Architects; Special Issue; ph. pl. sec. ill. m. elev. axon.; p.57-97; July 90; PA
See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE also

ARIZONA
Flagstaff, Near; Volcano Cone Shaping; Environmental Art; James Turrell; ph. pl.; p.17; Feb 90; LA
New River; Residence; William P. Bruder; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.74-77; Nov 90; PA
Paradise Valley; Residence; Landscape Design by Steve Martino; Design Award; Barry J. Moffit; ph. pl.; p.44-45; Nov 90; LA
ARKANSAS
Arkadelphia; Residence; Prototype, Affordable Housing; Wenzel Associates; ph.: p.70; July 90, A
Conway; Interiors; Architects’ Offices: Georg Andersen; ph.: p.154-157; July 90, ID
DeQueen; Townhouse; DeQueen Villas, Affordable Housing; Wenzel Associates; ph.: p.72-73; July 90, A
Eureka Springs; Thorncomb Chapel; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph.: p.88-89; Mar 90, A
Fairfield Bay; Residence; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph.: p.84-87; Mar 90, A
Hot Springs; National Historic District; Bath House Row; ph.: p.18; Sept 90, LA
Lakeview; Apartment Development; Townhouse; Lakeview Estates, Affordable Housing; Wenzel Associates; ph.: p.68-69; July 90, A
Mountain Home; Townhouse; Keystone Apartments, Affordable Housing; Wenzel Associates; ph.: p.71; July 90, A

ART GALLERY
Galleria; Japan, Osaka; Store and Gallery Building; Tadao Ando; ph.: pl. axon.; p.83-91, 94; Feb 90, PA

ART
Design Conference Themes: Colorado, Aspen; Children’s Art; by Peter Blake; ph.: p.248-249; Sept 90, ID
Designers Explore Display of Materials on Square Boards; ph.: p.168-169; Mar 90, AR
France, Paris, Near; Sculpture in Corporate Lobby; Robert and Marion Einbeck; ph.: p.186-189; Mar 90, ID
Furniture with Humor; Stephen Huneck; ph.: p.40; Dec 90; INT
Garden Exhibition; Designed by International Architects; ph.: p.144-145; June 90; AR
Government Center Park; Florida, Miami; Sculpture by Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen; Spills & Candela; ph.: p.34; Oct 90; LA
His Philosophy, Life and Works; Isamu Noguchi; by John Beardsley; ph.: p.48-55; Apr 90, LA
House of Suicide Sculpture; Georgia, Atlanta; John Hejduk; ph.: p.70-73; June 90, A
Painted Landscape; Examples; Gary Dwyer; ph.: p.72-73; Feb 90, LA
Panel Discussion of Sculptor’s Work; Isamu Noguchi; ph.: p.60-63; Apr 90, LA
Public Art for Play; by Deborah Ryan; ph.: p.76-78; Sept 90; LA
Resort Hotel; Florida; Lake Buena Vista; World Swan Hotel; Includes Selected Detail of Giant Swan Statues; Michael Graves and Alan Lapidus; ph.: pl. sel. det.; p.76-83, 119; Mar 90, PA
Russian Constructivists Art; by Peter Blake; ph.: p.210-211; Nov 90, ID
Sculpted Brick; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph.: p.76-77; Nov 90, LA
Sculptor Uses Materials from Nature; David Nash; ph.: p.80-83; Feb 90, LA
Sculptor and Landscape Architect; His Life and Works; Isamu Noguchi; by Peter Walker; ph.: p.35-39; Apr 90, LA
Sculptor’s Studio; Japan, Shikoku; Isamu Noguchi; by Benjamin Forgey; ph.: p.56-59; Apr 90, LA
ART (Cont’d)

Sculpture Garden; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Canadian Centre for Architecture, Garden; Melvin Charney; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-65; Dec 90; A

Sculpture and Art from Nature; Andy Goldsworthy; ph.; p.80-83; Feb 90; LA

Sculpture, Time and Space; Japan, Takamatsu; His Philosophy and Work; Isamu Noguchi; by Allen Wardwell; ph.; p.112; Apr 90; LA

Sculptured Brick Walls, Part II; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph.; p.62-64; Dec 90; LA

Space as Sculpture; Sculptor, Architect, Gardener, Poet; Review of His Life and Works; Isamu Noguchi; by Dore Ashton; ph.; p.40-47; Apr 90; LA

Textile Art; Framing and Mounting; ph.; p.206-209; Apr 90; ID

Three-Dimensional Multi-Color Light Forms of Laser Beams; Matthew Tanteri; ph.; p.36; Sept 90; INT

Volcano Cone Shaping; Arizona, Flagstaff, Near; Environmental Art; James Turrell; ph. pl.; p.17; Feb 90; LA

Wall As In-Between Landscape and Building; Moura Quayle and Freda Pagani; ph.; p.49; Dec 90; LA

See MUSEUM also

ARTS CENTER

Arts Park Center; California, Los Angeles; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; m. pl. sec.; p.143, 145-146; Sept 90; PA

Arts Park; California, Los Angeles; Integrates Landscape and Architectural Design; Hodgetts & Fung and Adele Naude Santos; m. pl. axon. ill sec.; p.143-146; Sept 90; PA

Center for Art and Media Technology; West Germany, Karlsruhe; Office of Metropolitan Architecture and Ove Arup; m. pl. sec.; p.123-124; Apr 90; PA

Children’s Center for the Arts; California, Los Angeles; Mark Mack and George Hargreaves; m. pl.; p.143-145; Sept 90; PA

Community Arts Center; California, Cerritos; Barton Myers; ill. axon.; p.94; May 90; A

Performance Glen, Founders Grove; California, Los Angeles; Lakeside Restaurant and Pier; Adele Naude Santos; m. sec.; p.143, 145; Sept 90; PA

Performing Arts Center; Illinois, DeKalb; Restored and Remodeled from 1928 Movie Theater; Egyptian Theater; Original Architect, Elmer F. Behrns; A-E-C Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.97; June 90; PA

Performing Arts Pavilion; California, Los Angeles; PA Award; Morphosis, Burton & Spitz and Coop Himmelblau; m. pl. sec. dia.; p.107-109; Jan 90; PA

See MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUDIO-VISUAL

Information Center Control Room Lighting; Texas, Plano; David A. Mintz; by David Masello; ph. det.; p.35-36; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Multi-Room Audio Systems; by Susan E. Cottle; ph.; p.29-33; June 90; CB

See ELECTRICAL, VIDEO also

AUDITORIUM

Band Shell; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Lake Harriet; Frederick Bentz and Milo Thompson and Robert Rietow; ph. axon.; p.106; Mar 90; A

Concert Hall Extension; Spain, Barcelona; Remodelling and Restoration of 1908 Building; Original Architect Luis Domenech i Montaner; Tusquets & Diaz; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-91; June 90; PA

Concert Hall/Theater; Michigan, Detroit; Restored 1929 Movie Theater; Fox Theater; Original Architect, C. Howard Crane; William Kessler and Little Caesar International; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; June 90; PA

Operahouse; England, Compton Verney; Henning Larsen; m. pl. sec. elev. axon.; p.82-83; June 90; AR

Symphony Center; Texas, Dallas; Acoustic Concerns; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. axon.; p.99-100; Feb 90; A

See ARTS CENTER, CONVENTION CENTER, EXHIBITION, RECREATION, SCHOOL, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUSTRALIA

Cameray; Residence; Harry Seidler; ph. pl. sec.; p.214-217; May 90; ID

Melbourne; Residence; Glengrind; Glenvill Homes; ph. pl.; p.129; Dec 90; B

Milsons Point; Interiors; Architect’s Offices, Addition; Harry Seidler; ph. pl.; p.210-213; May 90; ID

New South Wales, Sydney; Sydney Convention Center; John Andrews; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-107; Mar 90; AR

New South Wales; Residence; Glenn Murcutt; ph. sec. elev.; p.36-41; Aug 90; LA

South Australia, Adelaide; Adelaide Convention Center; John Andrews; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-109; Mar 90; AR

Sydney; Bilson’s Restaurant; Marsh & Freedman; ph. pl.; p.148-153; Aug 90; ID

Sydney; Capita Restaurant; Harry Seidler; ph. pl.; p.222-223; May 90; ID

Sydney; Interiors; Financial Firms’ Offices; Harry Seidler; ph. pl. sec.; p.218-221; May 90; ID

Victoria; Brambuk Living Cultural Centre; Aboriginal Arts and Crafts and Lore; by Jennifer Taylor; ph. pl. m.; p.56-57; Aug 90; LA

Victoria; Residence; Footscray and Burwood; Tempo Developments; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Dec 90; B
BANK (Cont'd)

Savings Bank, Curtain Wall; New York, Melville; Neoparies Panels; Specter Group; ph. pl.; p. 104; Aug 90; A

Service Bank; Florida, —, NCNB National Bank, Interiors; Interiors Award; Associated Space Design and Harry Wolf; ph. pl.; p.136-137; Jan 90; INT

Waterfall, Sculpture Interior Court; California; Irwindale; PHH Environments; ph.; p.94-95; Apr 90; INT

See OFFICE BUILDING also

BAR

See NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT

BARRIER-FREE DESIGN

See HANDICAPPED DESIGN, HANDICAPPED HOUSING

BATHROOM

Bathroom Accessories; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.30-37; Nov 90; CB

Bathroom Lavatories and Faucets; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.36-43; Mar 90; CB

Kitchen and Bathrooms, Review; Effect on House Sales; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.50-61; Sept 90; B

Marble Used in Luxury Bathrooms; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.45-47; Sept 90; CB

Shower Enclosures; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.36-42; Aug 90; CB

Toilet and Shower Partition Doors; Thrislington Cubicles; ph.; p.46; Sept 90; INT

Virginia, Ashburn; Lessard Architectural Group; ph.; p.196; Oct 90; B

Whirlpool Baths; ph.; p.31-34, 55; Mar 90; CB

BEAUTY SALON

See STORE

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Factory Control Room; Italy, Ferrara; Studies of Long Term Isolation; Piera Scuri; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Dec 90; INT

Lighting as a Source of Positive Affect; Fluorescent Lamp Types, Behavior and Cognition; by Robert A. Baron; dia. biblio. graphs; p.123-124; Nov 90; PA

Psychological Profile of Client-Builder Relationship; by Susan Edwards; ph.; p.47-49; Apr 90; CB

Research on Children’s Desires in Housing Developments; ph.; p.38; Aug 90; B

Social and Urbanistic Concerns in Architecture; by Donald J. Canty; ph.; p.72-73; Jan 90; AR

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, ELDERLY HOUSING also

AUSTRIA

Baernbach; Glass Manufacture-and-Use Museum; Attached to Glass Factory; Kada Group; ph. pl.; p.100-102; May 90; PA

B

BANK

Bank Headquarters; New York, Mineola; Central Federal Savings Bank; Swanké, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Apr 90; INT

Bank Regional Headquarters; California, San Francisco; Imperial Bank; Aston Pereira; ph. pl. sec.; p.176-181; Apr 90; ID

Bank Transaction Processing Center; Canada; —; Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce; NORR Partnership; m. iso.; p.124-125; Apr 90; AR

Bank Transaction Processing Center; Canada, Ontario, Scarborough; Scarborough Operations Centre; NORR Partnership; ph. pl. dia. iso.; p.119-125; Apr 90; AR

Bank; Japan, Kurashiki; Masanori Umeda; ph.; p.100-101; Apr 90; INT

Branch Bank; District of Columbia, Washington; Second National Bank; Interiors by Ethel Armstrong-Mergan; Charles F. D. Egbert; ph. pl.; p.180-183; Feb 90; ID

Branch Bank; New York, Massapequa; Green Point Savings Bank; Sanford Hanauer; ph.; p.178-179; Feb 90; ID

Branch Bank; New York, New York; Commerzbank; Interiors; Owen & Mandolfo; ph.; p.250-251; May 90; ID

Branch Bank; New York, New York; Creditanstalt; Interiors; Janko Rasic; ph. pl.; p.260-265; May 90; ID

Branch Bank; New York, New York; U.S. Trust Bank; Mancini & Duffy; ph.; p.184-187; Feb 90; ID

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Bank of Nova Scotia, Renovation; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Dec 90; ID

Capital Bank; Florida, Miami; Interiors; Interiors Award; Gensler Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.138-141; Jan 90; INT

Credit Union Offices; California, Menlo Park; Teller’s Station Detailed; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelnstein & Morris; elev. sec.; p.178-+; 38-39; May 90; INT

Drive Through Bank Branch; Oklahoma, Yukon; Bank of Oklahoma, Elliott Associates; ph.; p.58-59; Oct 90; A

Illinois, Chicago; Federal Reserve Bank; Renovation; Holabird & Root; ph. pl. sec.; p.162-169; July 90; ID

Interiors; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Corporation Headquarters Offices, Norwest; Interiors by STUDIOS; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p.108-119; June 90; INT

Private Bank; New York, New York; Union Bank of Switzerland; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.172-177; Feb 90; ID

Virginia, Ashburn; Lessard Architectural Group; ph.; p.196; Oct 90; B

Whirlpool Baths; ph.; p.31-34, 55; Mar 90; CB
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Irvine: Student Services Addition; University of California; Siegel & Diamond; ph.; p.70; Jan 90; A

Irvine: Apartment Development; Low Rise; The Charter; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph.; p.128; Oct 90; B

Irwindale: Waterfall; Sculpture Interior Court; PHH Environments; ph.; p.94-95; Apr 90; INT

Joshua Tree; Weekend House in Desert; Schweitzer BLM; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-69; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Julian: Post Office; Keniston & Mosher; ph.; p.94-95; Nov 90; AR

La Jolla: Multi-Use Project; Hotel, Office Building, Health Club; The Aventine; Michael Graves; ph. pl. ill.; p.66-71; Aug 90; A

LaJolla; Hyatt Regency Hotel; Michael Graves; by Nayana Currinbhoy; ph.; p.58-61; Oct 90; INT

LaQuinta: Residential Development; CYP; ph.; p.170; Feb 90; B

La Quinta: Residence; Builder Award; Walling & McCallum; ph.; p.171; Oct 90; B

Laguna Niguel; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Danielian Associates; ph.; p.78, 80; June 90; B

Laguna Niguel; Residential Development; CYP; ph.; p.170; Feb 90; B

Laguna West; Pedestrian Oriented New Suburban Town; Cathorpe Associates; ill.; p.47-53; July 90; LA

Lake Tahoe: Administration, Warehouse and Distribution Building; Ellerbe & Beckler; m. axon. ill.; p.68-89; July 90; PA

Los Angeles: Administration, Warehouse and Distribution Building; Ellerbe & Becket; m. axon. ill.; p.68-89; July 90; PA

Los Angeles: Airport; Crystallized Glass Applied to Front Entrance and Interior, Neoparies Panels; Gensler Associates; ph. det.; p.103; Aug 90; A

Los Angeles: Angeli Mare Restaurant; Building; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.114-116; Apr 90; PA

Los Angeles: Arts Center; Performance Glen, Founders Grove, Lakeside Restaurant and Pier; Adele Naude Santos; m. sec.; p.143, 145; Sept 90; PA

Los Angeles: Arts Park Center; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; m. pl. sec.; p.143, 145-146; Sept 90; PA

Los Angeles: Arts Park; Integrates Landscape and Architectural Design; Hodgketts & Fung and Adele Naude Santos; m. pl. axon. ill. sec.; p.143-146; Sept 90; PA

Los Angeles: Central Chiller Plant; University of California; PA Award; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfau & Jones; elev. pl. sec. det.; p.99-101; Jan 90; PA

Los Angeles: Chemistry and Biology Research Laboratory; University of California; Anshen & Allen; m. pl. sec. dia.; p.100; Aug 90; PA

Los Angeles: Children's Center for the Arts; Mark Mack and George Hargreaves; m. pl.; p.143-145; Sept 90; PA

Los Angeles: Clothing Store, Ecru; Building; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.108-113; Apr 90; PA
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Los Angeles: Convention Center; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Gruen Associates; m.; p.67; Feb 90; A

Los Angeles: Duplex; Rebecca L. Binder; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91; Jan 90; AR

Los Angeles: Four Seasons Biltmore; Renovation of 1927 Building. Original by Reginald Johnson; James Northcutt; ph.; pl. p.210-217; Feb 90; ID

Los Angeles: Furniture Showroom, Atelier International; Richard Penney; ph.; pl. p.220-223; Feb 90; ID

Los Angeles: Furniture Showroom, Bernhardt; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. axon.; p.230-233; Feb 90; ID

Los Angeles: Furniture Showroom, Harpers; Lomax & Rock and George Kaneko; ph. axon.; p.226-229; Feb 90; ID

Los Angeles: Furniture Showroom, Jazz; Ron Rezek; ph.; p.70; May 90; ID

Los Angeles: Furniture Showroom, Bernhardt; Furniture Interiors; Award; Michael Vanderbyl; ph.; p.164-165; Jan 90; INT

Los Angeles: House and Studio; Mehrdad Yazdani and Hoda Meysami-Yazdani; ph. pl. ill.; July 90; PA

Los Angeles: Interiors; Law Offices; Design Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.138-143; Nov 90; ID

Los Angeles: Interiors; Law Offices; Genzler Associates; ph.; p.152-155; Jan 90; ID

Los Angeles: Interiors; Law Offices; Stanley Felderman; ph.; p.202-205; Apr 90; ID

Los Angeles: Interiors; Leasing Center; Albert C. Martin; ph. dia.; p.48; June 90; INT

Los Angeles: Natural History Museum and Media Center; Hodgetts & Fung; m. sec.; p.143-145; Sept 90; PA

Los Angeles: New Towers, Urban-Renewal Plan; Search for a Center, Review of Projects; ph. m. ill.; p.58-65; June 90; AR

Los Angeles: Office Building; Grand Palace Glass Wall; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ill. det. axon.; p.108-111; Nov 90; AR

Los Angeles: Office Building; High Rise; Center West; Mitchell & Giurgo and Daniel, Mann; Johnson & Mendelhall; ph. sec.; p.90-93; Oct 90; AR

Los Angeles: Office Building; High Rise; First Interstate World Center, Earthquake Design; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. axon. det.; p.103-104; Feb 90; A

Los Angeles: Office Building; High Rise; Home Savings of America Tower; Albert C. Martin; ph. sec.; p.94-97; Feb 90; AR

Los Angeles: Office Building; Interiors; The Boston Company; Arthur Erickson; ph.; pl. p.188-189; Feb 90; ID

Los Angeles: Office Building; Los Angeles Center, Glass Wall; Johnson, Fain & Pereira; m. axon. det.; p.108-111; Nov 90; AR

Los Angeles: Open-Space Pedestrian Downtown Corridor; Lawrence Halprin; m. pl. ill.; p.63; June 90; AR

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Los Angeles: Performing Arts Pavilion; PA Award; Morphosis, Burton & Spitz and Coop Himmelblau; m. pl. sec. dia.; p.107-109; Jan 90; PA

Los Angeles: Residence; Black Granite Garden; Design Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Nov 90; LA

Los Angeles: Residence; Frank O. Gehry; ph. sec.; p.96-97; Mar 90; A

Los Angeles: Residence; Franklin D. Israel; ph. axon.; p.150-153; Mar 90; A

Los Angeles: Restaurant; Atlas Bar and Grill; Ron Meyers; ph.; p.94-95; July 90; INT

Los Angeles: Restaurant; Bice; Adam Tihany; ph.; p.64-65; Nov 90; INT

Los Angeles: Restaurant; Kentucky Fried Chicken; Grinstein & Daniels; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-55; Oct 90; A

Los Angeles: Restaurant; Melrose Bar and Grill; Irwin Stroll; ph.; p.224-225; Feb 90; ID

Los Angeles: School of Management; University of Southern California; Pei, Cobb & Freed; m. elev.; p.62; Feb 90; A

Los Angeles: School; Lunch Shelters; Angelli & Graham; ill.; p.96; May 90; A

Los Gatos: Residence; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-69; Nov 90; PA

Malibu: Four Three-Bedroom Units, Seacliff; Kaner Associates; ph.; p.90, 98-99; Jan 90; AR

Malibu: Residence; High Tech Lighting Used; Lighting Design by David Steinitz; Warren Gray; by Aaron Betsky; ph.; p.16-19; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Malibu: Two Residences; O’Hertliy & Warner; ph. m. axon.; p.74-75; July 90; PA

Mammoth Lakes: The Pointe, Vacation Duplexes; Dorius Architects; ph.; p.143; May 90; B

Menlo Park: AT&T Software Lab; Study of Telecommunication Stations; George Famous et al.; ph.; p.119-122; May 90; A

Menlo Park: Credit Union Offices; Teller’s Station Detailed; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Moris; elev. sec.; p.179+; 38-39; May 90; INT

Menlo Park: Raychem’s Executive Training Center; Cabak, Randall, Jasper & Griffith; ph.; p.178-181+; May 90; INT

Menlo Park: Research and Development Facility; Raychem; Cabak, Randall, Jasper & Griffith; ill.; pl. p.190+; May 90; INT

Menlo Park: Technology Exhibition Center; Raychem Products; Donovan & Green; m. pl.; p.189+; May 90; INT

Menlo Park: Townhouse; Peppertree Court; Columbus Architects; ph.; p.87; Aug 90; B

Mii Valley: Office Building; Marsh Restoration; Design Award; Danielson Associates; ph.; p.41; Nov 90; LA

Moreno Valley Ranch: Residence; Montego; Builder Award; Stockton & Hiedy; ph.; pl. p.165; Oct 90; B

Mountain View: Apartment Development; Park Place; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.78; Sept 90; B

Mountain View: Interiors; Corporation Headquarters, Silicon Graphics; STUDIOS; ph. pl. axon.; p.166-171; Apr 90; ID
Napa Valley; Interiors; Apartment; Thomas Bartlett; ph. pl.; p.168-171; Mar 90; ID
Napa; Shopping Center; Napa Town Center Retail Development; HGBD and Field & Poli; ph. pl.; p.97, 106-107; Apr 90; AR
Newport Beach; Art Museum; Renzo Piano and Blurreck Partnership; m. pl. sec.; p.128, May 90, PA
Newport Beach; Shopping Center; Fashion Island, Remodeled; Verde Partnership; ph. pl.; p.97-101; Apr 90; AR
Oakland; Interiors; AT&T Work Center; Oakland; New Menuh Beach; Shopping Center; Fashion
Renzo Piano and Newport Beach; Art Museum, Residential Development; Sepa­
Orange County; Residence; Vincent Di Biase; ph. pl.; p.128; Mar 90; B
Orange County; Residential Development; Separate Family Rooms; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.152, 154; Feb 90; B
Palo Alto; Graduate Student Housing; Stanford University; Landscape Design by SWA Group; Design Award; Backen, Arngoni & Ross; ph. pl.; p.39; Nov 90; PA
Pasadena; Temporary Restaurant; Cafe Millennium, Ken Jacobsen; ph.; p.62-63; July 90; INT
Pismo Beach; Residential Development; Townhouse; Vista Serena; Builder Award; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.162-163; Oct 90; B
Redwood City; Next Computer Headquarters; Design Award; Whisler & Patri; ph. pl.; p.176-179; Nov 90, ID
Riverside; Photograph Museum, University of California; Remodeled Department Store; Steel Staircase Details; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl. ill. det.; p.130-136; Sept 90; PA
Rocklin; Furniture Factory; Herman Miller Regional Headquarters; Frank O. Gehry and Dreyfuss & Blackford; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.33-37; Jan 90; AR
Ross Valley; Residence; Warren Snodgrass; ph. pl.; p.296-301; May 90; ID
Rutherford; Residence; Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Mid-Apr 90; AR
San Diego; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Renaissance; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Aug 90; B
San Diego; Convention Center; Tensile Fabric Roof; Arthur Erickson and Deems; Lewis & McKinley; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-61; Aug 90; AR
San Diego; Furniture Showroom, Contract Interiors; Lighting; Bartek Topdljan; by Gareth Fen­ley; ph. pl.; p.26-27; Suppl Nov 90; AR
San Diego; Neighborhood Development, Housing and Commercial; Uptown District; SGPA and Lommer & Case; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Oct 90; AR
San Diego; Residence; David Killory; ph. iso.; p.90-93; Mar 90; A
San Diego; Residence; Pacific Associates; ph. pl. elev.; p.58-63; Nov 90; PA
San Diego; Residential Development; Villaggio; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.162-163; Feb 90; B
San Francisco Area; Student Landscape Plan; Design Award; Daniel F. Machado; ph. pl.; p.68; Nov 89; LA
San Francisco Bay; Landscape Mobilis; Landscape Barge Proposal; Steven Garye Abra­hams; ph. pl.; p.40; Dec 90; LA
San Francisco; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Builder Award; Hood & Miller; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.90, 94-95; Jan 90; AR
San Francisco; Art Museum; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Mario Botta; sec. axon.; p.24; Nov 90; PA
San Francisco; Bank Regional Headquarters; Imperial Bank, Aston Pereira; ph. pl. sec.; p.176-181; Apr 90; ID
San Francisco; Bay Area Earthquake Showed Codes Work; ph. p.143-145, 148; Feb 90; AR
San Francisco; Combined Zoo and Water Treatment Plant; San Francisco City Staff et al.; by Kerry J. Dawson; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Dec 90; LA
San Francisco; Crystal Pavilion, Yerba Buena Gardens, MGA; m. axon.; p.95; May 90; A
San Francisco; Designers Living and Working Loft, Remodeled Warehouse; Interim Office of Architecture; ph. p.74-77; Apr 90; AR
San Francisco; Diamond and Jewelry Mart, Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Dec 90; PA
San Francisco; Duplex; Hood & Miller; ph. pl. sec.; p.90, 92-93; Jan 90; AR
San Francisco; Four Plans in Ten Years for Mission Bay District; ph. iso.; p.121-122; May 90; PA
San Francisco; Hotel; Park Hyatt; Hirsch & Bed­ner; ph. pl.; p.196-201; Apr 90; ID
San Francisco; Interiors; Accountants' Offices; Reel & Grobman; ph. pl.; p.156-161; Apr 90; ID
San Francisco; Interiors; Architect's Offices; Jim Jennings; ph. pl.; p.55-59; June 90; A
San Francisco; Interiors; Designers Apartment; Pfister Partnership; ph. pl.; p.132-139; July 90; ID
San Francisco; Interiors; Law Offices; Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; ph. pl.; p.244-249; May 90; ID
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

San Francisco; Interiors; Software Company's Offices; MacCracken Architects; ph.; p.68-69; June 90; A

San Francisco; Landscape Art; Cheryl Barton; ph. elev.; p.77; Feb 90; LA

San Francisco; Monsoon Restaurant; Mack Architects; ph. pl.; p.78-79; June 90; A

San Francisco; New Main Public Library; Pei, Cobb & Fried and Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Moris; ill.; p.18; Dec 90; PA

San Francisco; New Neighborhood Plan; Mission Bay; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ill.; p.76; Apr 90; A

San Francisco; Office Building; Dakin Building, Wall; Theodor Brown; ph. pl. sec.; p.87-92; Aug; A

San Francisco; Research Facility; Genentech; MBT Associates; by Alice Feiring; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-69; Dec 90; INT

San Francisco; Residence Garden; Topher Delaney; ph.; p.76; Feb 90; LA

San Francisco; Residence; Builder Award; Roake Architects; ph. pl.; p.154; Oct 90; B

San Francisco; Residence; Remodeled Film Studio; Includes Studio; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl. sec.; p.212-217; Apr 90; ID

San Francisco; Residence; Remodeled; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; Nov 90; PA

San Francisco; Residential Development; Moderate-Price Units; David Baker; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-87; July 90; A

San Francisco; Restaurant; Square One; Andrew Beilschener and Joseph Vincent; ph.; p.162-165; Apr 90; ID

San Francisco; San Francisco Day School; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Moris; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-87, 88-91; Mar 90; AR

San Francisco; Synthetic Garden, Las Huertas; Design Profile; Nancy Owens; ph.; p.74-75; Feb 90; LA

San Francisco; Waldorf School Expanded; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-87; Mar 90; A

San Francisco; Women's Clothing Store; Jasmin by Appointment; Bradley Rytz; ph.; p.182-185; Apr 90; ID

San Jose; Downtown Redevelopment; Recent Projects; ph.; p.132-137; Sept 90; PA

San Jose; Interiors; Western Headquarters, Apple Computer; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Moris; ph.; p.190-195; Apr 90; ID

San Jose; Planteria's Idealized Healing Environments; ph.; p.96-97; Dec 90; INT

San Jose; Plaza Fountain, Lighting; Lighting Design by Ross De Alessi and Luminae Souter; Hargreaves Associates; ph.; p.16-17; Suppl Nov 90; AR

San Jose; San Jose Convention Center; MGA; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; Mar 90; AR

San Luis Obispo; Gymnasium, California Polytechnic; ELS/Eibaasni & Logan; pl. axon.; p.104; Apr 90; PA

San Mateo County; Cowell Ranch Master Plan, Open Space; Design Award; Dillingham Associates; ph. pl.; p.55; Nov 90; LA

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

San Mateo; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Meadow Court; David Baker; ph. pl.; p.90; 96-97; Jan 90; AR

San Mateo; Transitional Housing Unit; David Baker; ph. pl.; p.54; July 90; A

San Rafael; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Smith Ranch, Retirement; Treftinger, Walz & MacLeod; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Sept 90; B

Santa Clara; Employee Recreational Park; Design Award; Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; ph. pl.; p.38; Nov 90; LA

Santa Clara; Interiors; Apple Computer Engineering Offices; Design Award; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.160-165; Nov 90; ID

Santa Cruz; Student Center; University of California Santa Cruz; Fernau & Hartman; ph. pl.; p.106-113; June 90; PA

Santa Monica; Arts Center; Crossroads School; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-63; June 90; A

Santa Monica; DC-3 Restaurant; Interiors Award; Solberg & Lowe; ph. pl.; p.156-157; Jan 90; INT

Santa Monica; Loews Santa Monica Beach Hotel; Barry Design; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Apr 90; ID

Santa Monica; Residence; Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl.; p.136-141; Mar 90; A

Santa Rosa; County Detention Facility; Ehrenkrantz Group; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Sept 90; AR

Sea Ranch; Residential Development; Low-Income Housing; William Turnbull; ph.; p.99; Mar 90; A

Sequoia National Park; Prescribed Fire to Reduce Fuel Loads in National Forest; Design Award; Kerry J. Dawson; ph.; p.67; Nov 90; LA

Sonoma; Residential Development; Creekside Village; Builder Award; HGH8, ph. pl.; p.181; Oct 90; B

South San Francisco; Genetic Research Laboratory; Remodeled Warehouse; MBT Associates; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.101; Aug 90; PA

Southern; Art Museum; The J. Paul Getty Center; Richard Meier; pl. dia. sec. axon. elev.; p.119-121; Aug 90; PA

Stinson Beach; Vacation House; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl.; p.52-57; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Sunnyvale; Office Building; Middle Rise; Lighting Design Analysis; Leo A. Daly; by Charles Benton and Marc Fountain; ph. pl. dia. biblio. graphs; p.119-121; Nov 90; PA

Venice; Office Building; Low Rise; Design Firm's Offices, Remodeled Eames Studios; Franklin D. Israel; ph. iso. axon.; p.96-103; Sept 90; PA

Venice; Residence; O'Herrity & Warner; ph. pl.; p.74-75; July 90; PA

Venice; Venice Renaissance; Johannes Van Tilburg; ph. pl.; p.307-311; Jan 90; B

West Hollywood; Office Building; Interiors; Film Corporation Offices; Hodgetts & Fung; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.104, 109, 69; Sept 90; AR
CANADA

—; Bank Transaction Processing Center; Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce; NORR Partnership; m. iso.; p. 124-125; Apr 90; AR

British Columbia, Victoria: Residential Fire­

Nova Scotia, Halifax; British Columbia, Victoria; Residential Fire­

Ontario, Kitchener; Amusement Park Ruins

City Hall, Municipal Center: Ontario, Kitchener;

Charles University; Interiors: Teleconferencing

Ontario, Kitchener; Health Care "Village": NORR Partnership; ph. pl.; p. 90-93; June 90; AR

Ontario, Ottawa: Interiors; Telesat Corporate

Ontario, Scarborough; Bank Transaction Pro­

Ontario, Toronto; Bank of Nova Scotia, Renova­

Quebec, Hull: Canadian Museum of Civilization;

Quebec, Montreal: Canadian Centre for Architec­ture; Museum, Library; Sculpture Garden by Melvin Charney; Peter Rose; by Christopher Hume; ph. pl. m. axon.; p. 30-33; Feb 90; LA

Quebec, Montreal: Model Affordable House; Witold Rybczynski and Avi Friedman; ill. pl.; p. 80; Sept 90; B

Quebec, Montreal; Sculpture Garden; Canadian Centre for Architecture, Garden; Melvin Charney; ph. pl. axon.; p. 60-65; Dec 90; A

CARPET

Custom Carpet; Swan Hotel; Michael Graves; ph.; p. 100-101; Aug 90; INT

New Carpet Line: Prince Street Technologies; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph.; p. 104-105; Aug 90; INT

Persian Carpet from the Heriz District; Iran; by Dennis R. Dodds; ph.; p. 236+; Apr 90; ID

CERAL TILE

Handworked Mosaic for Contemporary Installa­tion; ph.; p. 84; May 90; INT

Installing Ceramic Tile Over Wood Flooring; det.; p. 214; Feb 90; B

New Designs and Setting Methods Increase Tile's Potential Use; ph.; p. 133-135; Apr 90; PA

Prefabricated Exterior Ceramic Tile Cladding; Specifications for Use; by Jess McIlvain; ph. det.; p. 139-142; Apr 90; PA

Products, Substrates, Bonding and Grouting Materials for Ceramic Tile Floors; by Joe A. Tarver; ph. det.; p. 147-149; Apr 90; PA

Review of Ceramic Tile; Manufacturers; by Richard Duren; ph.; p. 25-29; Aug 90; CB

Tile in Wet Environments: Substrates and Water­proofing Materials, Interior and Exterior; by Robert T. Young; ph.; p. 153, 155, 157; Apr 90, PA

CHILD CARE CENTER

Massachusetts, Boston; Law Firm's Child Care Center; Jung & Brannen; ph. pl.; p. 132-133; Sept 90; INT
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Beringian Heritage Site Pan; Alaska, Bering Region; Cultural Integration; Design Award; Richard V. Giamberdine; ph. ill.; p.57; Nov 90; LA

Cowell Ranch Master Plan, Open Space; California, San Mateo County; Design Award; Dillingham Associates; ph. pl.; p.55; Nov 90; LA

Manchester Regional Centre; England, Manchester; Heritage Park; Design Award; LDR International; ill.; p.56; Nov 90; LA

New Center for Small Town; Virginia, Brambleton; PA Award; Sasaki Associates; pl. ill.; p.57; Nov 90; LA

LA Cowell Ranch Master Plan, Open Space; California, San Mateo County; Design Award; Dillingham Associates; ph. pl.; p.55; Nov 90; LA

LA Manchester Regional Centre; England, Manchester; Heritage Park; Design Award; LDR International; ill.; p.56; Nov 90; LA

LA New Center for Small Town; Virginia, Brambleton; PA Award; Sasaki Associates; pl. ill.; p.57; Nov 90; LA

New New Towns; Survey of New Village Centers of Housing Developments; by Clifford Pearson; ph. pl.; ill.; p.294-301; Jan 90; B

New Small Town; Maryland, Gaithersburg; The Kentlands; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl. elev.; p.80-81; Apr 90; A

New Town Plan; Florida, Wellington; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl.; p.83; Apr 90; A

New Town; Florida, Miami Lakes; John Ormsbee Simonds; ph. pl.; p.79; Mar 90; LA

New Town; Ohio, New Albany; Gerald McCue et al.; ph. pl. elev.; p.72-73; Dec 90; A

Old City, Design Considerations; Israel, Jerusalem; Sculpture Garden; by Norm Gutfantz and Myra Novack; ph.; p.30-33; July 90; LA

Pedestrian Oriented New Suburban Town; California, Laguna West; Calthorpe Associates; ill.; p.47-53; July 90; LA

Pedestrian Oriented New Town; Florida, Lexington Park; Calthorpe Associates; ill.; p.47-53; July 90; LA

Pre and Post World War II Movements in Planning and Landscape Architecture; by Warren T. Byrd, Jr.; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-89; Oct 90; LA

Preservation Plan for First Urban National Park; Massachusetts, Lowell; History of Preservation Efforts; Michael & Susan Southworth and The Lowell Team; ph. pl.; ill.; p.105; June 90; PA

Regional Plan, Salem Project; Massachusetts, Essex County; Design Award; National Park Service; ph. map; p.53; Nov 90; LA

Transit Oriented New Town; Virginia, Alexandria; Alexandria 2020; HOH Associates; ill.; p.47-53; July 90; LA

Transit-Friendly Towns; Pedestrian Towns; A Review; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; ill.; p.47-53; July 90; LA

Transportation and Land Use Connection; New Suburb Planning; by Elizabeth Deakin; pl.; p.112; July 90; LA

Transportation in Community Design; Pedestrian Friendly; Panel Discussion; ph.; p.58-66; July 90; LA

Village and Town Plan; Florida, Orlando; Avalon Park; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl.; p.82; Apr 90; A

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY, URBAN DESIGN, ZONING also

CIVIC CENTER

Civic Center and Buildings; California, Oceanside; Charles W. Moore and Urban Innovations Group; ph. pl. elev.; p.76-81; Nov 90; AR

Civic Center, with Recreation Building; Illinois, Orland Park; With Detail of Wall Section; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. ill.; iso.; p.65-77; Oct 90; PA

Justice Center, Municipal; Colorado, Aurora; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Nov 90; AR

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN also

CLINIC

Addiction Recovery Center; New York, Westchester County; Salsano Associates; ph. axon.; p.184-187; Nov 90; ID

Medical Plaza, University of California; California, Irvine; Coleman & Caskey; ph.; p.75; Jan 90; A

Yale Psychiatric Institute; Connecticut, New Haven; Yale University; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p.115-121; Mar 90; A

See HOSPITAL also

CLUB

Restaurant; New York, New York; Princeton Club; Venturi & Scott Brown and Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl. elev.; p.174-177; Sept 90; ID

See NIGHT CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

COATINGS

See PAINT also

COLOMBIA

—; Review of Projects; by Martha Fajardo and Lyda Caldas; ph.; p.32; Jan 90; LA

COLOR

Computer Used in Specifying Color; Colorcurve System; ph. ill.; p.106-107; Aug 90; INT

COLORADO

Aspen; Design Conference Themes; Children's Art; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.248-249; Sept 90; ID

Aurora; Justice Center, Municipal; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Nov 90; AR

Castle Pines Village; Residence; Haebelerbruck & Koehler; ph.; p.60-62; Jan 90; CB

Denver; Hospital; General; Regional Medical Center; Ross Wou International; pl. m.; p.139-140; Mar 90; AR

Denver; Law Library; University of Denver; New Synthetic Stucco Facade; C. W. Fentress; ph. pl. det.; p.173-175; Mar 90; A

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY, URBAN DESIGN, ZONING also
COLORADO (Cont'd)

Evergreen; Residence; With Artist's Studio; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-77; Mid-Apr 90; AR
Golden; Residence; Sears & Barrett; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Mar 90; B
Littleton; Church; Catholic; Light of the World; Hoover, Berg & Desmond; ph.; p.107; Mar 90; A
Log Hill Mesa; Village Houses Sketched; Interview with the Architect; Sottsass Associates; ph. ill.; p.96-97; Nov 90; PA
Ridgway; Residence; Sottsass Associates; ph. pl. elev. p.78-83; Oct 90; AR
Snowmass Village; Residence; Erickson & Stevens; ph.; p.30-34; Apr 90; CB

COMMUNITY CENTER

Student Community Service; Examples; by Vernon May; ph. ill.; p.54-57; Sept 90; LA
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, RECREATION also

COMPUTER

Affordable Software; PEAR 2.1; SUNHOUSE; ZIP 1.0; SUNPATCH; p.168; June 90; PA
Airport Expansion; Florida, Orlando: Computer Used in Design; KBJ Architects; ill. pl.; p.A1-A17; June 90; AR
Apple Conference and Demonstrations; at Taliesin West; by Steven S. Ross; ph.; p.171, 173, 175; Jan 90; AR
Approaches to CADD Systems Integration; Two Approaches; by Eric Teicholz; p.61; May 90; PA
AutoCAD Software Reviews; AutoBOOST; Display List Driver VGA; GT Express 1.0; Methus Auto Plus; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.187-188, 190; Sept 90; AR
CADD Guidelines, Working Drawings; ph. ill. tables; p.109-112; Oct 90; A
CADD Software for Lighting; By Lawrence Berkes; ph. ill.; p.338; Jan 90; B
CADD Systems; Combining Old and New; Experience of Two Firms; ph. pl. det.; p.109-111+; Apr 90; A
CADD Animation and Rendering; by Eric Teicholz; ill.; p.61; Feb 90; PA
Choosing Construction Accounting Software; by Calvin R. Goldsmith; ph.; p.48-50; Mar 90; CB
Comparing Plotters; elev. ph.; p.38-39 suppl.; Apr 90; A
Computer Code Analysis Software; Evaluation; by Cristina Del Sesto; ill.; p.52; July 90; PA
Computer Design Studio, Work in Progress; by Mark Cigolle and Kim Coleman; ill. pl. elev. axon.; p.26-33; Spring 90; JAE
Computer Generated Video Design Presentation; by Karen Cordes; ill.; p.180-181; Sept 90; AR
Computer Modeling Simulates Bomb Attacks; ill.; p.84-85; May 90; A
Computer Software; For Accounting and Project Control; Review; tables; p.113-117+; Aug 90; A
Computer's Future; Changes in Architectural Practice; ph. pl. ill. chart; p.28-31; Nov 90; AR
Computer-Aided Lighting; Desktop Computer Lighting Design and Analysis Tools; by David Lord; ph. dia. ill. biblio table; p.126-128; Nov 90; PA
Contractor's Estimating with CADD; ph.; p.338, 340; Jan 90; B
Coxe Group Controls Its CAD Costs; by Thomas Kuan; p.43; Nov 90; PA
Data CADD, Architect's Selection and Use; ph. ill.; p.24; Aug 90; INT
Design for High-Security Computers; Design Problems; ph. pl. dia. iso.; m.; p.119-125; Apr 90; AR
Eleven Plotters, Review; ph. ill.; p.115-112+; June 90; A
Evaluating Computer Systems; Comparing Mac with DOS Software; ph.; p.115-119; Dec 90; A
FastCAD 3D Software, DynaPerspective; Review; ph.; p.125-130; Nov 90; AR
Harvard's Inventive Computer System Setup; Image Storage and Manipulation; ph.; p.30-31; June 90; AR
Landscape Architect's Use of CAD and Video; Hodnett, Abbington & Ney; by Mark Lindhurst; ill.; p.84-86; Sept 90; LA
Macintosh for CAD; Interviews with Firms Using Macintosh; ill. det. axon. elev.; p.157-160; June 90; PA
Network Systems; Examples, Case Studies; ph. pl. elev.; p.117-121; Sept 90; A
Personal Computer Future; Review of IBM Systems; ph. ill. tables; p.3-16 suppl.; Apr 90; A

54
CONCRETE

Architectural Cast Stone; Color Matching; ph.; p.115; June 90; AR
See STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE also

CONFERENCE CENTER

Conference and Hospitality Center, Ebel; France, La Chaux-de-Fonds; Restoration Villa Schwob, 1917 by Le Corbusier; Andree Putman; ph.; p.160-162; Mar 90; ID
See AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER also

CONNECTICUT

—; Music Pavilion; Western Connecticut State University, Kosinski Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.58; Feb 90; INT
—; Pool House; Builder Award; Centerbrook; ph.; p.184; Oct 90; B
—; Residence; Interiors; Vonee Reneau and Samuel Botero; ph. pl.; p.224-229; June 90; ID
Connecticut Hills; Residence; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Mar 90; A
Deep River; Residence; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Mar 90; B
Greenwich; Residence; Robert Lamb Hart; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Mar 90; B
Greenwich; Two Classical Houses, Andrews Farm, Ferguson & Muray; ph. pl.; p.72-73; July 90; PA
Hartford; Arts Center; University of Hartford; Tai Soo Kim; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-109; Feb 90; AR
Ivoryton; Residence; Remodeled; Builder Award; Centerbrook; ph. pl. axon.; p.182-183; Oct 90; B
New Canaan; Residence; Charles Warren; ph. pl. sec.; p.84; July 90; PA
New Haven; Apartment Building; Remodeled Warehouse, Affordable Units; Arthur Ratner; ph. pl.; p.126; Nov 90; B
New Haven; Downtown Redevelopment; by Marc Wortman; ph.; p.39-40, 42; Jan 90; PA
New Haven; Yale Psychiatric Institute; Yale University; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p.115-121; Mar 90; A
Norwalk; Greek Orthodox Church; Steven P. Papadatos; ph. pl.; p.79; Dec 90; PA
Norwalk; Residential Development; Foxboro Court; Zane Yost; ph. pl.; p.169; Feb 90; B
Simsbury; Performing Arts Center, Westminster School; Graham Gund; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.83, 90-91; Aug 90; AR
Stanford; Residence; Sterling Lake; Michael Bianc; ph. pl.; p.104; June 90; B
Stanford; Townhouse; Affordable Units; Zane Yost; ill.; p.112; July 90; B
Storrs; Alumni Center; University of Connecticut; Wood Detailing; Shope, Reno & Wharton; ph. sec. det.; p.95-97; Apr 90; A
Wallingford; School, Science Center, Choate Rosemary Hall; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.50-55; Feb 90; A
Western Area; Residence; Builder Award; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Oct 90; B
Westport; Residence; Sherwood Farms; Builder Award; Ferris Architects; ph. pl.; p.175, Oct 90; B
CONNECTICUT (Cont’d)

Wilton; Office Building; Interiors; Accounting Firm’s Executive Offices; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl.; p.103, 110-115; May 90; AR

Woodbury; Office Building; Low Rise; Professional Park; Atelier Associates; ph.; p.312-313; Jan 90; B

CONSERVATION

Architect’s Office’s Recycling Program; HOK; ph.; p.128-129; Sept 90; INT

Design of Parks, Roads and Saving the Environment; Assessment by Ian McHarg, M. Paul Friedberg, Ray Freeman and William Tishler; by Michael Leccease; ph.; p.92-97; Oct 90; LA

Environmental Controversy; Use of Old-Growth Forest; ph. chart; p.40-41; Dec 90; AR

Green River Valley Environmental Plan; Washington, —: Hiking, Biking, Trails; Jones & Jones; by Michael Dolan; ph. map; p.50-53; May 90; LA

Guide to Rural Conservation; Design Award; J. Timothy Keller et al.; ph. ill.; Nov 90; LA

Herman Miller’s Energy Conservation Program; Heating System and Wood Selection; ph.; p. 134; Sept 90; INT

Important Influential People on Wilderness and Environmental Preservation; Timeline of Influences; by Laurie Olin; ph. ill.; p.76-83+; Oct 90; LA

Landscape Preservation, Conservation, Environment; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p.46-49; May 90; LA

Preserving Rural Landscape; by Alan Stovall; ph.; p.112; May 90; LA

Preserving the Landscape; Panel Discussion; ph.; p.54-56; May 90; LA

Rare Plant Habitat Protection Center; North Carolina, Blue Ridge Parkway; Design Award; Bart Johnson; ph. pl.; p.69; Nov 90; LA

Reclaiming Waste Water; Greywater Reuse; ph. dia.; p.97-102; Dec 90; A

Wood Conservation; Switch To Younger Species; ph. chart; p.42-43; Dec 90; AR

Wood, A Declining Resource; by Timothy B. McDonald; ph.; p.39; Dec 90; AR

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, ECOLOGY, ENERGY, SOLAR also

CONSERVATION

See BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT

CONVENTION CENTER

Adelaide Convention Center; Australia, South Australia, Adelaide; John Andrews; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-109; Mar 90; AR

CONVENTION CENTER (Cont’d)

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec.; p.99-113; Mar 90; AR

California, Los Angeles; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Gruen Associates; m.; p.67; Feb 90; A

Convention Center; California, San Diego; Tentile Fabric Roof; Arthur Erickson and Deems, Lewis & McKinley; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-61; Aug 90; AR

Convention Center; Japan, Chiba Prefecture; Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl. axon. elev. ill.; p.73-81; Aug 90; PA

Hynes Convention Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Interiors; Interiors Award; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood and Stephanie Mallis; ph.; p.150-153; Jan 90; INT

International Forum Complex; Japan, Tokyo; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; ill.; p.97; Dec 90; PA

Lobby Wall, Convention Center; Washington, Seattle; Danadjieva & Koenig; ph.; p.63; Aug 90; A

Miami Beach Convention Center, Expansion; Florida, Miami Beach; Thompson, Ventulett & Stamback; ph. pl. p.110-113; Mar 90; AR

San Jose Convention Center; California, San Jose; MGA; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; Mar 90; AR

Sydney Convention Center; Australia, New South Wales, Sydney; John Andrews; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-107; Mar 90; AR

See AUDITORIUM, CONFERENCE CENTER, HOTEL also

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.141-153; Sept 90; AR

County Detention Facility; California, Santa Rosa; Ehrenkrantz Group; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Sept 90; AR

County Jail; Indiana, Columbus; Hisaka Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-71; Nov 90; AR

County Jail; Massachusetts, Boston; Stubbins Associates; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.148-151; Sept 90; AR

Federal; Oregon, Sheridan; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.142-145; Sept 90; AR

Juvenile Justice Center; Texas, Austin; Cox & Croslin; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Sept 90; AR

COSTA RICA

—: Hotel; Selva Verde; Rain Forest Site; Ettoo Resenterra; by Diane Jukofsky; ph.; p.46-48; Aug 90; LA

CULTURAL CENTER

American Center; France, Paris; Frank O. Gehry; m. pl.; p.21; July 90; PA

Brambuk Living Cultural Centre; Australia, Victoria; Aboriginal Arts and Crafts and Lore; by Jennifer Taylor; ph. pl. m.; p.56-57; Aug 90; LA
CULTURAL CENTER (Cont'd)

Cultural Center; Islamic; New York, New York; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. sec. pl.; p.84; Dec 90; PA

Spain, Barcelona; Converted Convent; Pinon & Viaplana; ph. pl.; p.48; June 90; AR

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

CURTAIN WALL

See WALL

CYPRUS

Nicosia; U. S. Embassy Building; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m.; p.83; May 90; A

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Cont’d)

Washington; Holocaust Memorial Plaza; Student Design; Design Awards; Mitchell A. Black; pl.; p.69; Nov 90; LA

Washington; Holocaust Museum; Pei, Cobb & Freed; m.; p.66; Feb 90; A

Washington; Interiors; Apple Computer Government Affairs Office; Design Award; Studios; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Apr 90; INT

Washington; Interiors; Law Offices, Design Award; Studios; ph. axon.; p.70-73; Apr 90; INT

Washington; Interiors; Real Estate Developer's Offices, Design Awards; Genesler Associates; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Apr 90; INT

Washington; Interiors; US West Offices, Design Award; Ronn Jaffe; pl. ph. pl.; p.86-89; Apr 90; INT

Washington; Large Multi-Use Project in Historic Area; Keyes, Condron & Flordance; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Feb 90; AR

Washington; Memorial to Woman in Military Service; Competition Winner and Others; Manfredi & Weiss; pl.; p.25, 28; Jan 90; A

Washington; Octagon House, 1801, Restoration; William Thornton; ph.; p.28, 32; Nov 90; A

Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; Franklin Square; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ph.; p.101; Feb 90; AR

Washington; Office Building; Penn/24 Building, New and Old Building Complex; George Canelos; ph. pl.; p.120-313; Apr 90; ID

Washington; Peace Armor Garden, Proposed; Mehrad Hadighi and Shadi Nazarian; ph.; p.53; Apr 90; LA

Washington; Profile: George White, Architect of the Capitol; George White; pl.; p.43-44; June 90; AR

Washington; Restaurant; Sfuzzi in Union Station; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Apr 90; INT

Washington; The Best and Worst Architecture Over Four Decades; by Donald J. Canty, p.98-103; Feb 90; AR

Washington; Wedding Set and Dining Decoration; Design Award; David Schwarz; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Apr 90; INT

DOOR

Designing Entry Doors; Survey of Entry Doors; by Nancy Roffey; ph.; p.21-27; Sept 90; CB

Garage Doors, Steel; ph.; p.53; Apr 90; CB

Interior Doors; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.38-45; Apr 90; CB

Stainless-Steel and Bronze Entrances; Details; Massachusetts, Boston; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. sec. det.; p.121-123; May 90; AR

EARTHQUAKE

Glass Damage from the 1985 Mexico City Earthquake; Report; by Steven Winter; dia.; p.123; Jan 90; PA
EARTHQUAKE (Cont'd)
Observations on Effects of 1989 California Earthquake; ph.; p.38, 41; Mar 90; PA
Seismic Details for Interior Finishing; Proven in 1989 California Earthquake; by Pamela Hence Helmich; sec. det. dia. table; p.55-56; Sept 90; PA
See STRUCTURAL also

ECOLOGY
Architecture in the Environment; Protection of the Natural Environment; by James Wines; ill.; p.78-79, 163; Apr 90; AR
California, Sequoia National Park; Prescribed Fire to Reduce Fuel Loads in National Forest; Design Award; Kerry J. Dawson; ph.; p.67; Nov 90; LA
In Search of an Arbiter of the Environment; Landscape Architect, Profile; Ian McHarg; by Heidi Landecker; ph.; p.86-90; Jan 90; LA

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
See FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE

ECONOMICS
Effect of Economic Transitions on Architectural Practice; p.53; Dec 90; PA

EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

EL SALVADOR
San Salvador; U.S. Embassy Building; CRSS; m. pl.; p.80; May 90; A

ELDERLY HOUSING (Cont'd)
Residential Development; Residence; South Carolina, Myrtle Beach; Antigua, Retirement; James Wentling; ph.; pl.; p.98; Sept 90; B
Residential Development; Washington, Port Ludlow; New Port Ludlow, Retirement; Mithun Partners; ph.; pl.; p.88-91; Sept 90; B
Seniors' Preferences on Housing; tables; p.100; Sept 90; B
Townhouse; New Jersey, Bayville; Sonata Bay Club, Duplexes, Retirement; Womack & Humphries; ph.; pl.; p.99; Sept 90; B

ELECTRICAL
Access Floors; Wire Management; ph. dia. biblio.; p.157-159, 203; Sept 90; AR
Automated House Electrical Control Systems; by Tim Schott; ph. iso.; p.36-44; July 90; CB
Demonstration House, Plastic Products; ph.; p.165-168; Mar 90; A
Electrical Code of New York, Barriers; ill.; p.197-198; Mar 90; A
Electrical Codes of New York City; p.46; Mar 90; INT
Fiber Optics; Lighting and Electrical Transmission; ph.; p.274-277; May 90; ID
Wireless Light Switch; Hillier Group; ph.; p.28; Oct 90; INT
See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, HEATING, LIGHTING, VENTILATION also

ELEVATOR
New Advances in Elevator Design; ph. sec. ill.; p.86-89; May 90; A
Zig-Zag Elevator; Designed for Japanese Bridges; ph. sec.; p.86; May 90; A

EMPLOYMENT
See OFFICE PRACTICE

ENERGY
Alternative Energy Sources; Solar and Photovoltaic Systems; ph. ill. chart; p.81-86; Dec 90; A
Energy Efficient Studies in Office Buildings; ASHRAE Standard 90.1; ill.; p.91-93; Dec 90; A
Energy Standards for Building Codes; Survey of State Programs; ph.; p.28; Dec 90; B
See ELECTRICAL, HEATING, SOLAR, VENTILATION also

ENGLAND
Cambridge; Dormitory, Cambridge University; Henning Larsen; pl. elev. axon.; p.82-83; June 90; AR
Colchester; Residence; Highwoods; Beazer Homes; ph. pl.; p.123; Dec 90; B
ENGLAND (Cont’d)

Compton Verney: Opera House; Henning Larsen; m. pl. sec. elev. axon.; p.82-83; June 90; AR

London, Near: Residence; Interiors. 1646; Restoration; Harrods Design Studio; ph. pl.; p.244-247; June 90; ID

London: American Architects’ Work; ph. pl. ill.; p.64-71; Sept 90; A

London: Bishopsgate, Office Building Complex; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 90; A

London: Broadgate, Office Building Complex; Structural Details; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. m. det. sec.; p.68-69; 109-112; Sept 90; A

London: Canary Wharf; Master Plan; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Hanna & Olin; ph. p.64-67; Sept 90; A

London: Distribution Warehouse and Offices; Troughton & McAslan; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.96, 98-99; Apr 90; PA

London: Low Rise; Office-Workshop Building; Troughton & McAslan; ph. pl. axon.; p.96-97; Apr 90; PA

London: Multi-Use Complex; Office Building, Retail and Housing; Spitalfields; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; m.; p.71; Sept 90; A

London: Office Building; Exchange House; Bridge-Like Structure Analysis; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec. dia. det.; p.109-112; Sept 90; A

London: Paternoster Square Redevelopment; A Victory for the Classicists; John Simpson; by Ziva Frieman; m. pl. ill.; p.115-116; Mar 90; PA

London: Portfolio of Firm’s Recent Work; Troughton & McAslan; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.94-100; Apr 90; PA

London: Recording Studios; Remodeled Power Station; Powell-Tuck, Connor & Orefelt; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-125; Sept 90; PA

London: Restaurant; Legends; Eva Jiricna; ph. sec.; p.140-143; Aug 90; ID

London: Review of American Architects’ Work; by Charles Kneivitt; ph.; p.53-54; Nov 90; AR

London: Studio Complex; Remodeled Warehouse; Troughton & McAslan; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-96; Apr 90; PA

Manchester: Manchester Regional Centre; Heritage Park; Design Award; LDR International; ill.; p.56; Nov 90; LA

Sutton Hill; Residence; Punte Verde; Tarmac Homes Midlands; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Dec 90; B

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Builder Wins Wetlands Suit; ph.; p.24; Nov 90; B

Homebuilding’s Impact on the Environment; by Mark Kelley; ph.; p.49-52; July 90; CB

Wetlands Memo Released; ph.; p.48; Feb 90; B

EUROPE

Review of American Architects’ Current Work in Europe; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; m. ill. elev.; p.57-63; Sept 90; A

EVALUATION

See Specific Building Type

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

99 Chicago Architects Exhibit; Stanley Tigerman; ph. sec. det.; p.144-141; Sept 90; PA

Architecture Tomorrow Exhibition; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Critique; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph.; p.49; Mar 90; AR

Architecture on Display; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Walker Art Center Exhibitions; Profile of Mildred Friedman; ph.; p.45, 47; Mar 90; AR

Art Deco; Paris Exhibit, 1925; ph.; p.270-273; May 90; ID

Bridge at Exposition; Japan, Hiroshima; SITE Projects; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Apr 90; AR

Crafts Exhibition and Production Center; Louisiana, New Orleans; Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Meyers; ph. pl. m. ill. axon.; p.90-91; July 90; PA

Department Store’s Window Exhibit; New York, New York; Saks Fifth Avenue; ph.; p.68-69; July 90; INT

Designer’s Work; Daroff Design; ph.; p.66-67; 24; July 90; INT

Fair Park, Texas State Fair; Texas, Dallas; Landscape Master Plan; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; by David Dillon; ph.; p.43-45; May 90; LA

Furniture Exhibit; New York, New York; Vecta; Interiors Award; Morphosis; ph.; p.146-147; Jan 90; INT

Furniture Retrospective; Netherlands, Utrecht; Gijs Bakker Furniture and Jewelry, Ontwerpers; ph.; p.78-79; July 90; INT

Garden Exhibition; Designed by International Architects; ph.; p.144-145; June 90; AR

Interview on Museum and Exhibition Design; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Exhibition on Domestic Arrangements; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph.; p.119-120; May 90; PA

Landscape Art; California, San Francisco; Cheryl Barton; ph. elev.; p.77; Feb 90; LA

Leather Exhibit; New York, New York; Lackawanna; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph.; p.232-235; Sept 90; ID

New York, New York; Loft Apartment, Aluminum and Glass Display Structure; Kollanat & McDonald; ph.; p.126-127; Sept 90; PA

Office Building; High Rise; West Germany, Frankfurt am Main; With Exhibition Hall Complex; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. m. det.; p.106; Mar 90; PA

Soviet and U.S. Architecture Exhibit; U. S. S. R.; ph. m.; p.130-131; Sept 90; INT

 Suspended Kiosks for Audio-Visual Equipment; Daroff Design; ph. pl. elev.; p.24; July 90; INT

Synthetic Garden, Las Huertas; California, San Francisco; Design Profile; Nancy Owens; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Feb 90; LA
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (Cont'd)

Technology Exhibition Center; California, Menlo Park; Raychem Products; Donovan & Green, m. pl.; p.189; May 90; INT

Textile Exhibit; New York, New York; Cooper-Hewitt Museum; Kiss & Zweigard; ph.; p.74-75; July 90; INT

Tomorrow’s Architecture Exhibit; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl.; p.19, 20; Feb 90; A

World’s Fair, U.S. Pavilion; Spain, Seville; Holt, Hinshaw, Pau & Jones; ph. axon. ill.; p.97; May 90; A

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY also

F

FABRIC

Fabric Design; Rob Rose; ph. ill.; p.30; Mar 90; INT

Jack Lenor Larson Fabric Designs; Influence of Stanley Marcus; ph.; p.220-221; May 90; INT

Leather, Color Lines; Lackawanna; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph. ill.; p.102-103; Aug 90; INT

Mother Nature Line of Fabrics, Brickell; Suzanne Tick and Laura Guido-Clark; ph.; p.130-133; June 90; INT

Open Forum for Fabric Selection; ph.; p.68-91; Aug 90; INT

Paisley Antique Origins; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.130; Apr 90; ID

Textile and Wallcovering Directory; table; p.48-59; July 90; INT

FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Facilities Management, The State of; New York State’s System; ph. ill.; p.181-182; Mar 90; A

The Architect as a Facility Manager; by Eric Teicholz; ill. iso. pl. graph; p.145-147; June 90; PA

FACTORY

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FILM STUDIO

Office Building; Interiors; California, West Hollywood; Film Corporation Offices; Hodgetts & Fung; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.104, 109, 69; Sept 90; AR

FINANCIAL

Nine Nifty Management Reports; ill.; p.151-160; May 90; B

Selected Money Sources; Analysis; tables; p.75-76, 78, 80; May 90; B

FINLAND

—; Recent Finnish Buildings; by Gerald Moorhead; ph.; p.57, 59; Sept 90; AR

Helsinki; Bowing of Thin Marble Panels on Finlandia Hall; Alvar Aalto; ph.; p.127; Mar 90; AR

Southwest Area; Residence; Villa Mairea, Landscape; Alvar Aalto; by Ann E. Komara and Taisto H. Makela; ph.; p.33; Mar 90; LA

FIRE PROTECTION

California, Sequoia National Park; Prescribed Fire to Reduce Fuel Loads in National Forest; Design Award; Kerry J. Dawson; ph.; p.67; Nov 90; LA

Fire Sprinklers in Single-Family Homes; ph.; p.258, 260; Oct 90; B

Model Fire Code; ph. ill.; p.121-122; July 90; A

FIRE STATION

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FIREPLACE

Designing Fireplaces; Examples; by John L. Neufeld; ph.; p.31-35; Aug 90; CB

Gas Fireplaces, Efficiency; by Steve Andrews; sec.; p.52-56; Aug 90; CB

Residential Fireplace, Rumford; Canada, British Columbia, Victoria; Patkau Associates; ph. sel. det.; p.175; Jan 90; PA

FLOOR, FLOORING

Access Floors; Wire Management; ph. dia. biblio.; p.157-159, 203; Sept 90; AR

Different Flooring Materials Meet; ph. iso.; p.184; Mar 90; B

Flooring Manufacturers; chart; p.47-57; Dec 90; INT

Products, Substrates, Bonding and Grouting Materials for Ceramic Tile Floors; by Joe A. Tarver; ph. det.; p.147-149; Apr 90; PA

Stone Flooring; Finishing; by Robert T. Young; ph. ill.; p.34-39; Sept 90; CB

Wood Flooring; ph.; p.242-245; Sept 90; ID

FLORIDA

—; Images of South Florida Gardens; Juan Bueno; ph. ill.; p.42; Dec 90; LA

—; Service Bank; NCNB National Bank. Interiors; Interiors Award; Associated Space Design and Harry Wolf; ph. pl.; p.136-137; Jan 90; INT

Boca Raton; Interiors; Apartment; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.218-223; Apr 90; ID

Boca Raton; Townhouse; Woodfield Country Club; Rex Nichols; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Aug 90; B

Coral Gables; Physics and Chemistry Building; University of Miami; Spills & Candela; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.104; Aug 90; PA

60
FLORIDA (Cont'd)

Coral Gables; Venetian Pool Complex; Restored 1926 Swimming Pool; Original Architect, Phineas Paist; H. Carlton Decker; ph. pl.; p.66, 70-71; Mar 90; AR

Dania; Furniture Showroom, Jerry Pair; Richard Plumer; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Jan 90; ID

Dania; Lighting Showroom, Koch & Lowy; Piotr Sierakowski; ph. p.24; Oct 90; INT

DeLand; County Administrative Center; Spillis & Candela; ph. pl.; p.66-71; June 90; AR

Fort Myers; Residence, Idea Show House; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Nov 90; B

Jacksonville Beach; Church; Methodist, Jacksonville Beach; William DeLand; County Administrative Center; Spillis & Candela; ph. pl.; p.66-71; June 90; AR

Jacksonville Beach; Yacht Club; Remodeled 1926 Mansion; Interiors by Juliana Catlin; Pappas Associates; ph. pl.; p.208-213; June 90; ID

Jacksonville; Yacht Club, Remodeled and Expanded 1926 Mansion; Pappas Associates; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Mar 90; AR

Lake Buena Vista; Grand Floridian Resort Hotel, 19th Century Style; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; ph. pl. sec.; p.118-121; Feb 90; AR

Lake Buena Vista; Hotel, World Dolphin Hotel at EPCOT Center; Critique by Vincent Scully; Michael Graves and Alan Lapidus; ph. pl.; p.8291; Oct 90; PA

Lake Buena Vista; Resort Hotel; World Swan Hotel; Includes Selected Detail of Giant Swan Statues; Michael Graves and Alan Lapidus; ph. pl. sel. det.; p.76-83, 119; Mar 90; PA

Lexington Park; Pedestrian Oriented New Town; Calihorne Associates, ill. pl.; p.47-53; July 90; LA

Longwood; Model Home; James C. Amsdell II; ph. pl.; p.124-125; Mar 90; B

Longwood; Residence; Altamonte Design Studio; ph.; p.36-39; Jan 90; CB

Longwood; Show House; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Mar 90; B

Miami Beach; Miami Beach Convention Center, Expansion; Thompson, Ventulett & Steinback; ph. pl.; p.110-113; Mar 90; AR

Miami Lakes; New Town; John Ormsbee Simonds; ph. pl.; p.79; Mar 90; LA

Miami; Birth Center; Ritchie Organization; ph. pl.; p.98-101; June 90; AR

Miami; Capital Bank; Interiors; Interiors Award; Gensler Associates; ph. al. axon.; p.138-141; Jan 90; INT

Miami; Government Center Park; Sculpture by Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen; Spillis & Candela; ph. pl.; p.34; Oct 90; LA

Miami; Interiors; Real Estate Developer's Offices; Joyce & Snoweiss; ph. pl.; p.196-199; Jan 90; ID

Miami; Marketplace, Caribbean; Charles Harrison Pawley; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Nov 90; AR

Miami; Mixed-Use Complex with Two Towers; Offices, Hotel, Stores; 1111 Brickell Avenue; Murphy & Jahn; ill. pl.; p.109; Mar 90; PA

Miami; Office Building, High Rise; Freedom Tower, 1925; Original Architect, Schultze & Weaver; R. J. Heisenbottle; ph. pl.; p.66, 68-69; Mar 90; AR

MIAMI; Preservation Plan for Art Deco District; History of Preservation Efforts; Anderson, Nutter & Finegold and Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. ill.; p.100-101; June 90; PA

Orlando; Airport Expansion; Computer Used in Design; KBJ Architects; ill. pl.; p.A1-A17; June 90; AR

Orlando; Interiors; Disney World Casting Center; Interiors Award; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.130-133; Jan 90; INT

Orlando; Village and Town Plan; Avalon Park; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl.; p.82; Apr 90; A

Palm Beach; Glass Display Gallery, Holstein; Mario Echevernia; ph. pl.; p.200-201; Jan 90; ID

Plantation; Residential Development; Sunset Cove; Wayne Berenbaum; ph. pl.; p.164-165; Feb 90; B

Sanibel; Heron's Landing, Vacation Houses; Winrow Group; ph. pl.; p.138-139; May 90; B

Stuart; Residence; Cobblestone Country Club; Slattery & Root; ill. pl.; p.86; June 90; B

Stuart; Residence; Home Offices; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.120; May 90; B

Tampa; Residence; Harbour Island, Courtyard Homes; Bloodgood Architects; ill. pl.; p.70; Aug 90; B

Weston; New Town Plan; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl.; p.83; Apr 90; A

West Palm Beach; Master Plan; Process of Planning Palm Beach Atlantic College; James T. Biehe and H. Stewart Thompson; ph. pl.; p.115116; Jan 90; A

Weston; Residential Development, Laguna Springs; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Feb 90; B

FOUNDATION

Building Adjustable Foundations; ph. sec.; p.156; June 90; B

High-Grade Subgrades; Thermal Design of Basements and Foundations; Radon Research; det. dia. biblio. tables; p.43-49; Mar 90; PA

WATERPROOFING Foundation Walls; sec.; p.264; Oct 90; B

FOUNTAIN

Centennial Fountain and Water Arch; Illinois, Chicago; Over Chicago River; Lohan Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95; Mar 90; AR

Plaza Fountain, Lighting; California, San Jose; Lighting Design by Ross De Alessi and luminiae Souter; Hargreaves Associates; ph.; p.16-17; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Use of Water in Plazas and Gardens of Isamu Noguchi; ph.; entire issue; Apr 90; LA

See WATER also

FRANCE

Bouliac; Hotel Saint James; Interview with Nouvel; Jean Nouvel; ph. pl.; p.98-103, 207, 222; Sept 90; AR
FRANCE (Cont'd)

Cergy Saint-Christophe; Interiors; Raychem's Headquarters, Interiors by Castelet; Robert Dumont-Blahaud; ph. p. 182+; May 90; INT

La Chaux-de-Fonds; Conference and Hospitality Center, Ebel: Restoration Villa Schwob, 1917 by Le Corbusier; Andree Putman; ph. p. 160-162; Mar 90; ID

Marne-la-Vallee; Euro-Disneyland, Review of Projects; Critique; by Ross Miller; m. ill. pl.; p. 92-95; Oct 90; PA

Marne-la-Vallee; Entertainment, Shopping and Restaurant Complex; Euro Disneyland; Frank O. Gehry and Saubol & Jullien; m. pl.; p. 72-73, 79+; Aug 90; AR

Marne-la-Vallee; Euro Disneyland's Cheyenne Hotel; Robert A. M. Stern and Viguier & Jody; m. elev. pl.; p. 72-73, 77+; Aug 90; AR

Marne-la-Vallee; Euro Disneyland's Hotel New York; Michael Graves and McCary & Menu; m. elev. pl.; p. 72-73; Aug 90; AR

Marne-la-Vallee; Euro Disneyland's Hotel Santa Fe; Antoine Predock and Fanner Associates; m. sec. pl.; p. 72-73, 75+; Aug 90; AR

Marne-la-Vallee; Euro-Disneyland; Master Plan and Landscape Design: EDAW and POD; by Charlotte Ellis; pl. ill. elev. m.; p. 38-41; June 90; LA

Marne-la-Vallee; Hotel; Euro Disneyland's Newport Bay Club; Robert A. M. Stern and McCary & Menu; elev. ill. pl.; p. 72-73, 76+; Aug 90; AR

Marne-la-Vallee; Hotel; Euro Disneyland's Sequoia Lodge; Antoine Grumbach and Alexandre & Sanchez; m. ill. pl.; p. 72-73, 78+; Aug 90; AR

Marne-la-Vallee; Walt Disney Company Enlists Major Architects; for Euro Disneyland; m. elev. ill. sec.; p. 72-79, 121; Aug 90; AR

Montpellier; Antigone Neighborhood; Monumental New Projects; Ricardo Boffi; by Marc Wortman; m. ph.; p. 41-42; July 90; AR

Paris Suburbs; Residence; Chevy Park; Alain Cornet-Vernet; ph.; p. 124-125; Dec 90; B

Paris Suburbs; Residence; Port Cergy; Francois and Berrard Spoery and Cabinet Pierre Scal; ph.; p. 125; Dec 90; B

Paris, Near; Sculpture in Corporate Lobby; Robert and Marion Einbeck; ph.; p. 186-189; Mar 90; ID

Paris, West of; Landscape; Bouygues Headquarters; Roche & Dinkeloo; ph.; p. 64-65; Mar 90; LA

Paris; American Center; Frank O. Gehry; m. pl.; p. 21; July 90; PA

Paris; Hotel, La Villa; Marie-Christine Dormer; ph.; p. 208-213; Oct 90; ID

Paris; Interiors; Apple Company Offices; Eric Lieure and Butler; Rogers & Basket; ph.; p. 124-129; Aug 90; ID

Paris; Interiors; Computer Company Offices; James Stewart Polshek and Alain Salomon; ph.; p. 18; Aug 90; INT

Paris; LaVille Hotel, Interiors Renovation, Building Designed by Jean-Andre Dore; Marie-Christine Dormer; ph.; p. 110-115; Sept 90; PA

Paris; Library of France; Competition Entry; Office of Metropolitan Architecture; pl. m.; p. 124-125; Apr 90; PA

Paris; Library of France; Competition, Winners and Other Finalists; Dominique Perrault and Chaix & Morel and Siring & Wilford; m. pl. sec.; p. 123-125; Feb 90; PA

Paris; Nursery School; Pelleport School; Francis Sofer; ph. ill.; p. 106-107; Aug 90; PA

Paris; Office Building, Courtyard Garden; Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. m.; p. 50; Dec 90; LA

Paris; Office Building; High Rise; Tour Sans Fins; Jean Nouvel; m. sec. pl.; p. 109; Oct 90; AR

Paris; State Sponsored Building Program; Grands Projets; New Parisian Building Monuments; Critique; by William J. R. Curtis; ph.; p. 76-83; 38-90; 90; MAR

Paris; Television Station Headquarters; PA Award; Richard Meier; m. sec. pl.; p. 92-93; Jan 90; PA

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

"Modern" Design Furniture; Investigation of Meaning; by Milo Baughman; p. 60+; Mar 90; ID

Acrylic Interior Furnishings; Elliott Associates; ph.; p. 88-91; Dec 90; INT

Antique Birecades; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p. 100; Jan 90; ID

Antique Boxes or Cabinets; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p. 146; Sept 90; ID

Antique Candlesticks; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p. 140; Mar 90; ID

Antique Penwork Furniture; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p. 140; Feb 90; ID

Ball Lounge Seating; Douglas Ball; ph.; p. 94-95; Sept 90; INT

Bargero; Antique Pottery; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p. 138; June 90; ID

Black Forest Furniture, Antiques; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p. 88; July 90; ID

Buying Antique Furniture Abroad; by Robert W. Purdom; p. 92; Aug 90; ID

Chair Drawings, Design; ph. ill.; p. 78; Jan 90; INT

Common Market Merger in 1992; Effects for U.S. Design Industry; by Robert Cadwallader; ill.; p. 139; Sept 90; PA

Conference Table for International Summit Meeting; Planning Design Research; ph. sec.; p. 32-33; Sept 90; INT

Conference Table with Raisable Podium; Wyatt & Stapper; ph. sec.; p. 32; Feb 90; INT

Credit Union Offices; California, Menlo Park; Tellier's Station Detailed; Simon Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Moris; elev. sec.; p. 178-38; 39-50; May 90; INT

Financial Trader's Desk; ph. axon.; p. 206-209; Feb 90; ID

Furniture Designs; Chairs, Tables; Ward Bennett; ph. p. 136-141; Sept 90; INT
FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS (Cont’d)

Furniture Retrospective; Netherlands, Utrecht; Gis Bakker Furniture and Jewelry; Ontwerpers; ph.; p.78-79; July 90; INT

Furniture with Humor; Stephen Huneck; ph.; p.40; Dec 90; INT

Furniture, Home Office; Metro; ph.; p.142-145; Sept 90; INT

Hepplewhite's Furniture; History; ph.; p.164; May 90; ID

Herman Miller's Relay Furniture; ph.; p.146-151; Sept 90; INT

Industrial Baroque Style Furniture; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph.; ill.; p.78-79; Sept 90; AR

Interiors; Illinois, Chicago; Playboy Corporate Headquarters Offices; Desk Details; Himmel & Bonner; ph.; p.92-99, 28; June 90; INT

Interiors; Illinois, Riverwoods; Corporate Offices; Workstations; Lohan Associates; ph. pl. sec; elev. del.; p.76; May 90; INT

Interiors; Washington, Tacoma; Corporation Headquarters; Pop-Up Podium; Wyatt & Stapper; ph. axon.; p.110-113, 32; Feb 90; INT

Knoll's Furniture and Fabric; ph.; p.73-80; Aug 90; INT

Manufacturer's Stategies, Kl; ph.; p.38; Dec 90; INT

Metal Furniture Studio; Tom Penn; ph.; p.22; Apr 90; INT

Metropolitan Museum Decorative Arts Collection; ph.; p.180-183; Nov 90; ID

NECOCN Display Awards; Review of Displays and Products; ph.; p.81-87; Aug 90; INT

New Furniture by New York, Kips Bay; Show House of Interiors; ph.; p.222-231; Sept 90; ID

Office Desk Personalization; ph.; p.34; Dec 90; INT

Office Work Station for Apple Computer; Workspace 2000; Patton Design; ph.; p.40; Sept 90; INT

Outdoor Bench Design; by Nan Booth Simpson; ph.; p.76-80; Aug 90; LA

Reception Desk; The Big Picture's Offices; ZB; ph. sec.; p.22; Nov 90; INT

Regence Period of Furniture Design; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.98; Dec 90; ID

Restoration of American Academy; Italy, Rome; Villa Aurelia, Interiors; Mark Hampton; by Mark Hampton; ph.; p.83-103; Feb 90; INT

Seating Manufacturers Directory; table; p.55-71; Aug 90; INT

Wardroom Table for Astronauts Use in Space; Ove Anup; ph. iso.; p.97; May 90; A

Wedgewood Antique Dishware; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.134; Oct 90; ID

See SHOWROOM also

GARDEN

Afton Villa; Louisiana, St. Francisville; Antebellum Garden Restored; Neil Odenwald; by William Lake Douglas; ph.; p.38-41; May 90; LA

GARDEN (Cont’d)

Amusement Park Ruins Garden; Canada, Ontario, Erie Beach; Bonnie Ott; ph. pl.; p.43; Dec 90; LA

Art Museum in Garden, Private; West Germany, Neuss; Hombroich; Erwin Heerich; by Margot Granitsas; ph.; p.58-63; Aug 90; LA

Bacon's Castle Garden, Seventeenth Century; Virginia, Surry County; Restoration; Rudy Favretti; by Deborah Papier; ill.; p.42; May 90; LA

Botanic Gardens; Singapore; Jones & Jones; ph.; p.18; Aug 90; LA

Crystal Pavilion; California, San Francisco; Yerba Buena Gardens; MGA; m. axon.; p.95; May 90; A

Garden, Neot Kedumim; Israel, Tel Aviv, Near; Biblical Patterned Garden; Hillel Omer; by Haim Watzman; ph.; p.36-37; Sept 90; LA

Images of South Florida Gardens; Florida, —; Juan Bueno; ph. ill.; p.42; Dec 90; LA

Moody Gardens; Texas, Galveston; Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe; ph. pl.; p.114-118; Oct 90; LA

Morris Arboretum; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Andropogon; ph.; p.56-101; Mar 90; LA

Old City, Design Considerations; Israel, Jerusalem; Sculpture Garden; by Norm Guthart and Myra Noveck; ph.; p.30-33; July 90; LA

Peace Armor Garden, Proposed; District of Columbia, Washington; Mehrdad Hadighi and Shadi Nazarian; ph.; p.48; Dec 90; LA

Sarah P. Duke Gardens; Duke University; North Carolina, Durham; Hunter, Reynolds & Jewell; ph.; p.40; Nov 90; LA

Solana Arrivals Garden and Village Center; Texas, Westlake; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; Design Award; Ricardo Legorreta; ph.; p.36-37; Nov 90; LA

Theoretical California Garden; Chip Sullivan; ill.; p.34-35; Dec 90; LA

Water Purification Garden; Pennsylvania, Schuylkill River Island; Anuratha Mathur; ph. pl. ill.; p.44-45; Dec 90; LA

See BOTANICAL GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, RECREATION, RESIDENCE and Specific Building Type also

GEORGIA

Alpharetta; Wood Products Showhouse; Kenneth C. Dahlin; ph. pl. ill.; p.132; Oct 90; B

Atlanta; Art Gallery, Design Award; Associated Space Design; ph. pl. p.166-167; Nov 90; ID

Atlanta; Branch Library; Nixon, Mann & Viehman; ph.; p.86-87, 98; July 90; A

Atlanta; Branch Library; Scogin, Elam & Bray; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.59-65; Dec 90; PA

Atlanta; Conservatory, Botanical Gardens; Heery Architects; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-73; May 90; A

Atlanta; Health Center, Remodeled; Nixon & Mann; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.76-79; Nov 90; A

Atlanta; House of Suicide Sculpture; John Hejduk; ph.; p.70-73; June 90; A
GEORGIA (Cont’d)

Atlanta; Interiors; Designer’s Offices; Osgood Associates; ph. axon.; p.144-147; July 90; ID
Atlanta; Residence; Cabbagetown, Low Cost; Rick Thompson; ph. pl.; p.131; July 90; B
Atlanta; School; Private; Trinity; Lord, Aeck & Sargent; ph. pl. axon.; p.112-113; Mar 90; A
Atlanta; Theological School; Turner Center, Emory University; Scogin, Elam & Bray; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.66-73; Dec 90; PA
Conyers; Residence; Idea Show House; Siris & Coombs; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Nov 90; B
Kennesaw; New American Home, Model; Claude Miquelle; ph. pl. map; p.252-283; Jan 90; B
Sandersville; Kaolin Processing Plant; ph.; p.76-79; Oct 90; A
Savannah; Residence; Historical Concepts; ph.; p.68-70; Jan 90; CB

GERIATRIC

See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOSPITAL/GERIATRIC

GLASS

A Thermal Performance Factor for Comparing Glazing Alternatives; graphs; p.45; June 90; PA
Architectural Glass; New Lamination and Graphics Techniques; Custom and Decorative Glass; ph. dia.; p.113; Aug 90; AR
Crystallized Glass Cladding, Neoparies; Example Uses; ph. table; p.101-104; Aug 90; A
Decorative Glass, Sandblasted; ph.; p.127; Apr 90; A
Design of Glazing; Comparing Glass, Framing and Sealants; ph. det.; p.147-149; Jan 90; AR
Designing Glass Cladding Systems; Selecting Glass Types; by Dr. Joseph E. Minor; det. graphs; p.47-49; Apr 90; PA
Glass Damage from the 1985 Mexico City Earthquake; Report; by Steven Winter; dia.; p.123; Jan 90; PA
Glass Featured in Three Projects; Walkway, Light, Monitors, Wall; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.87-93; Aug 90; A
Prosm and Cons of Low-e Glazing; by Timothy E. Johnson; p.52; June 90; PA
Selecting Glass for Tall Buildings; by Joseph E. Minor; ph. dia. graph; table; p.105-107; June 90; AR
Steel and Glass; Glass Wall; James Carpenter; m. axon. det.; p.108-111; Nov 90; AR
Totally Flush Glazing System; ph. det.; p.116; June 90; AR
Varilite Panels Change from Clear to Translucent Water-White; ph. chart; p.30; July 90; INT
Window Technology Advances; Glazing, Insulation, Sound Control; ill. chart, tables; p.95-98; Aug 90; A
See WINDOW also

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

California, Los Angeles; Administration, Warehouse and Distribution Building; Ellebre & Beckett; m. axon. ill. ph.; p.88-89; July 90; PA
Canadian Chancery; District of Columbia, Washington; Arthur Erickson; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.58-65; Mar 90; AR
City Hall, Municipal Center; Canada, Ontario, Kitchener; Competition Winner; Other Finalists; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ill. pl. axon. m.; p.30-31; Jan 90; AR
City Hall; California, Irvine; CRSS; ph.; p.103; Apr 90; A
Civic Center and Buildings; California, Oceanside; Charles W. Moore and Urban Innovations Group; ph. pl. elev.; p.76-81; Nov 90; AR
Civic Center, with Recreation Building; Illinois, Orland Park; With Detail of Wall Section; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. ill. iso.; p.65-77; Oct 90; PA
County Administrative Center; Florida, Deland; Spillis & Candelia; ph. pl.; p.66-71; June 90; AR
County Law Enforcement Building; Indiana, Bartholomew County; Hisaka Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.204; May 90; INT
Danish Embassy; Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; Henning Larsen; ph. axon. sec.; p.78-80; June 90; AR
Fire Station, Downtown; Massachusetts, Boston; Jung & Brannen; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-75; Nov 90; AR
Governor’s Mansion; West Virginia, Charleston; Restoration; Dorothy Diaper; ph. pl.; p.176-183; Mar 90; ID
Justice Center, Municipal; Colorado, Aurora; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Nov 90; AR
Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; Henning Larsen; ph. axon. sec.; p.76-78. 80; June 90; AR
Municipal Fueling Facility; Illinois, Glenview; Lubotsky, Metter, Worthington & Law; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Feb 90; PA
Police Headquarters; Canada, Toronto; Shore, Tibbe, Henschel, Irwin & Peters and Mathers & Haldenby; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89; Nov 90; AR
Police Station; Missouri, Excelsior Springs; Gastinger, Rees & Walker; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Feb 90; A
Post Office; California, Julian; Keniston & Mosher; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Nov 90; AR
Profile: George White, Architect of the Capitol; District of Columbia, Washington; George White; ph.; p.43-44; June 90; AR
Public Harbor Station; Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Park District; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Nov 90; AR
Pursuing Government Design Projects; ill.; p.135-136; Nov 90; A
Senate Chambers; Michigan, Lansing; Acoustical Adjustments, Restorations; Richard Frank; ph.; p.34; July 90; INT
Stadthaus Project, Analysis; West Germany, Ulm; Historic Precedents and Urban Design Concepts; Richard Meier; by Stephen Nicolaus Barthelmes; ph. pl. m. axon.; p.2-19; Spring 90; JAE
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

State Sponsored Building Program; France, Paris; Grands Projets; New Parisian Building Monuments; Critique; by William J. R. Curtis; ph.; p.76-83; Mar 90; AR

The Architect of the Capitol; A Case Study of CAD; by Eric Teichoiz; ill.; p.62; Aug 90; PA

Town Hall, Restoration; Massachusetts, Andover; Ann Beha; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-65; Nov 90; AR

U.S. Embassy Building; Algeria, Algiers; Keyes, Condon & Florance; m. pl. sec.; p.81; May 90; A

U.S. Embassy Building; Cyprus, Nicosia; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m.; p.83; May 90; A

U.S. Embassy Building; El Salvador, San Salvador; CRSS; m. pl.; p.80; May 90; A

U.S. Embassy Building; Jordan, Amman; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ill. pl.; p.82; May 90; A

U.S. Embassy Building; Oman, Muscat; James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. axon. dia.; p.114-121; June 90; PA

U.S. Embassy Building; Venezuela, Caracas; Gunnar Birkerts; ph. pl.; p.78-79; May 90; A

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HISTORICAL, MUSEUM, UNIVERSITY also

GRAPHICS

Review of Corporation's Facilities; Graphics and Product Design; Raychem, Cummins Engine and Crate and Barrel; ph. pl.; 175-219; May 90; A

See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER also

H

HANDICAPPED DESIGN

Americans with Disabilities Act, 1990; Editorial; by Deborah K. Dietsch; p.15; Sept 90; A

Barrier-Free Design; Access Improvements Workbook and Design for Access Guidebook; by Adaptive Environment Center and Welch & Epp; det.; p.125; Jan 90; PA

Building Map for the Blind; Street Thoma and Kurt Milam; ph.; p.68; Nov 90; INT

Civil Rights Law for Handicap Accessibility; Design Challenge; ph.; p.66-67; Nov 90; INT

Cruiser's Cabin; Handicapped Accessibility; A. and M. Kalzourakis; ph.; p.82; Oct 90; INT

Kitchen Design for Elderly and Handicapped; ph. ill.; p.170-173, July 90; ID

Satisfying Environments for the Blind; ph.; p.69; Nov 90; INT

Students Experience Handicap Barriers; ph.; p.113-114; Jan 90; A

Table for Wheel Chair; Gensler Associates; ph. elev.; p.83; Oct 90; INT

HANDICAPPED HOUSING

Barrier-Free Environment; Standards; ph. pl.; p.45-46; July 90; PA

HARDWARE

Child Safe Hardware; ph.; p.100; May 90; B

Distinctive Door Hardware; by John Andrews; ph.; p.38-45; Feb 90; CB

Door Closers; Review of Types; ill.; p.129, 130, 136; Feb 90; A

Securing Buildings with Electronic Access Control; iso.; p.127-128; Apr 90; A

HAWAII

Honolulu; Moana Surfrider Hotel, Renovation; Virginia Murison and Chapman, Desai & Sakata; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.68-71; Oct 90; INT

Honolulu; Residential Development; Kapolei, Affordable Housing; Richardson, Nagy & Martin and Design Partners; ph. pl.; p.90; Mar 90; B

HAZARDS

Asbestos Issues for Architects; ph. biblio.; p.110-111; Oct 90; AR

Asbestos Removal in Historic Buildings; ph. table; p.127-130; Nov 90; A

Cleaning the Air in Houses; ph.; p.126-127; Aug 90; B

Hazards in the Office; by Timothy B. MacDonald; ill.; p.127; Jan 90; A

Health Concerns of Architect's Designs; William McDonough; ph.; p.49-51; May 90; CB

High-Grade Subgrades; Thermal Design of Basements and Foundations; Radon Research; det. dia. biblio. tables; p.43-48; Mar 90; PA

Hurricane Hugo's Effects; Damage; Conclusions; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.143-145, 148; Feb 90; AR

Indoor Air Pollution Control; ill.; p.107-109; June 90; A

Indoor Air Quality, Conditions For; Radon; ill.; p.105-106; Nov 90; AR

Interiors Hazards Consultant; Hal Levin; ph.; p.71; Nov 90; INT

Landowner's Liability for Cleaning up Hazardous Materials; ph.; p.122; June 90; B

Minimizing Health Hazards in Residential Construction; by John W. Spears; sec. tables; p.20-22, 77++; Jan 90; CB

Radon Control Methods; by John Andrews; sec.; p.54, 56-57; May 90; CB

Safe Paint and Wallcovering; ph.; p.135; Sept 90; INT

See EARTHQUAKE, FIRE PROTECTION, POLUTION, STRUCTURAL also

HEALTH CARE

Health Benefit of Russian Spas; USSR; Facilities; by Karin Tetlow; ph.; p.74-77; Dec 90; INT

Health Care Symposium; ph.; p.100; Dec 90; INT

Health Club and Salon; Massachusetts, Boston; Design Award; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Nov 90; ID
HEALTH CARE (Cont'd)

Planetree's Idealized Healing Environments: California, San Jose; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Dec 90; INT
See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION also

HEATING

Energy Efficient Studies in Office Buildings; ASHRAE Standard 90.1; ill.; p.91-93; Dec 90; A
Geothermal Heat Pumps; ill. tables; p.32-35: Feb 90; CB
Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Advances; Home Comfort; by Dave Butler; p.52, 55, 56: Feb 90; CB
High-Grade Subgrades; Thermal Design of Basements and Foundations; Radon Research; det. dia. biblio. tables; p.43-49; Mar 90; PA
See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, SOLAR, VENTILATION also

HIGHWAY

Highway 140 Viewshed; Oregon, Winema National Forest; Design Award; Lee Roger Anderson; ph.; p.59; Nov 90; LA

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

Adding to Historic Buildings; Entire Issue; ph. pl. det. axon. elev. table; p.65-130; Nov 90; A
Afton Villa; Louisiana, St. Francisville; Antebellum Garden Restored; Neil Odenwald; by William Lake Douglas; ph.; p.38-41; May 90; LA
Art Deco; Paris Exhibit; 1925; ph.; p.270-273; May 90; ID
Asbestos Removal in Historic Buildings; ph. table; p.127-130; Nov 90; A
Bacon's Castle Garden, Seventeenth Century; Virginia, Surry County; Restoration; Rudy Favrett; by Deborah Papier; ill.; p.42; May 90; LA
Beringian Heritage Site Pan; Alaska, Bering Region; Cultural Integration; Design Award; Richard V. Giambaltine; ph. ill.; p.57; Nov 90; LA
Bowing of Thin Marble Panels on Finlandia Hall; Finland, Helsinki; 1968; Alvar Aalto; ph.; p.127; Mar 90; AR
Cleaning the Sandstone of the Carnegie Museum; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; by John Denciler and Judith E. Selwyn; ph.; p.38-41; Oct 90; PA
Concert Hall Extension; Spain, Barcelona; Remodeling and Restoration of 1908 Building; Original Architect Luis Domeche i Montaner; Tusquets & Diaz; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-91; June 90; PA
Concert Hall, Restored 1929 Movie Theater; Texas, San Antonio; Majestic Theater; Original Architect; John Eberon; Milton Babbitt; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-93; June 90; PA
Concert Hall/Theater; Michigan, Detroit; Restored 1920's Movie Theater; Fox Theater; Original Architect; C. Howard Crane; William Kessler and Little Caesar International; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; June 90; PA
Conference and Hospitality Center, Ebel; France, La Chaux-de-Fonds; Restoration Villa Schwob; 1917 by Le Corbusier; Andree Putman; ph.; p.160-162; Mar 90; ID
Curtain Wall, Restoration; Examples of Historic Buildings Restoration; ph. det. sec.; p.105-110; Nov 90; A
Defining Architectural Services of Altering Historic Buildings; ph.; p.119-122; Nov 90; A
Delineating Waterproofing; Two Restorations; elev. det. axon. sec. ph.; p.100-103; Aug 90; AR
Facing the Liability in Preservation; ph.; p.17; Apr 90; AR
Gabriel Sherover Promenade; Israel, Jerusalem; Walkway Through Biblical Sites; Shlomo Aronson; by Abraham Rabinovich; ph. pl.; p.34-35; Sept 90; LA
Historic Architectural Theory; The Philosophy and Art of Detailing; by Marco Frascari; ph.; p.3-12; Fall 90; JAE
Illinois, Springfield; Restoration of Dana-Thomas House; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. ill.; p.50; Nov 90; ID
Jefferson's Retreat House 1806; Virginia, Bedford County; ph.; p.28, 32; Nov 90; A
Landscape Preservation, Conservation, Environment; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p.46-49; May 90; LA
Manchester Regional Centre; England, Manchester; Heritage Park; Design Award; LDR International; ill.; p.56; Nov 90; LA
Movie Palace, 1928, Restored; Michigan, Ann Arbor; Michigan Theater; Original Architect; Maurice H. Finkel; Usher & Milling and Quinn & Evans; ph. pl. sec.; p.96; June 90; PA
Museum of Immigration, Ellis Island Restoration; New York, New York; Beyer, Blindell & Belle and Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph.; p.21, 24; Nov 90; A
Museum of Immigration; Ellis Island Restored; New York, New York; Beyer, Blindell & Belle and Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph.; p.23-24; Nov 90; PA
National Historic District; Arkansas, Hot Springs; Bath House Row; ph.; p.18; Sept 90; LA
Octagon House, 1801; Restoration; District of Columbia, Washington; William Thornton; ph.; p.28, 32; Nov 90; A
Old City, Design Considerations; Israel, Jerusalem; Sculpture Garden; by Norm Guthartz and Myra Noveck; ph.; p.30-33; July 90; LA
Performing Arts Center; Illinois, DeKalb; Restored and Remodeled from 1928 Movie Theater; Egyptian Theater; Original Architect; Elmer F. Behrens; A-E-C Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.97; June 90; PA
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
(Cont’d)

Perils of Preservation Planning: Update on Five Earlier P/A Awards; ph. pl. m. ill. elev.; p.100-105; June 90; PA

Preservation Plan for Art Deco District; Florida, Miami; History of Preservation Efforts; Anderson, Notter & Finegold and Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. ill.; p.100-101; June 90; PA

Preservation Plan for First Urban National Park; Massachusetts, Lowell; History of Preservation Efforts; Michael & Susan Southworth and The Lowell Team; ph. pl. ill.; p.105; June 90; PA

Preservation Plan for Former Utopian Colony; Tennessee, Nashville; History of Preservation Efforts; Ehrenkrantz Group/Building Conservation Technology; ph. pl.; p.102; June 90; PA

Preservation Plan for Palmer Square Area; New Jersey, Princeton; History of Preservation Efforts; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.104; June 90; PA

Restoration of American Movie Palaces: Five Theaters, Restored Vaudeville Houses; Italy, Rome; England, London, Near Interiors, Residence; by Michael Bobrow and Julia Thomas and Anthony Roesch; ph. pl. axon.; p.87-101; June 90; AR

Do's and Don'ts of Repointing Mortar Joints; Painting and Tuck Pointing; by Theodore Beilly; ph.; p.98; Dec 90; ID

Renewing Our Modern Legacy: Additions to Contemporary Masterpieces; ph. axon.; p.66-69; Nov 90; A

Repointing Mortar Joints; Do's and Don'ts of Brick Cleaning and Tuck Pointing; by Theodore Babbitt; dia. biblio. table; p.42-44; Oct 90; PA

Residence; England, London, Near Interiors, Restoration; Harrods Design Studio; ph. pl.; p.244-247; June 90; ID

Restoration of American Academy; Italy, Rome; Villa Aurelia, Interiors; Mark Hampton; by Mark Hampton; ph. pl.; p.83-103; Feb 90; INT

Restoring American Movie Palaces: Five Theaters; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-99; June 90; PA

Southwest Preservation Projects; ph. pl.; p.66-75; Mar 90; AR

Stadthaus Project, Analysis; West Germany, Ulm; Historic Precedents and Urban Design Concepts; Richard Meier; by Stephen Niclaus Barthelmes; ph. m. axon.; p.2-19; Spring 90; JAE

Stone Repairs of 1914 Municipal Building; New York, New York; McKim, Mead & White; ph. dia. det.; p.124-127; Mar 90; AR

Two Theaters, Restored Vaudeville Houses; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Elgin and Winter Garden Theaters; Original Architect, Thomas W. Lamb; Mendel & Sprachman; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-99; June 90; PA

Western Wall Biblical Area; Israel, Jerusalem; Mamilla Urban Center; Moshe Safdie; by Christopher Hume; ph. pl. elev.; p.39-40; Sept 90; LA

See MUSEUM, Specific Building Types also

HONG KONG

Hong Kong; Cultural Centre; Concert Hall, Theater and Experimental Theater; Critique; Territory's Architectural Services Department; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.262-263; June 90; ID

Hong Kong; Office Building; High Rise, Bank of China's Cladding; Peter Cobb & Freed; ph. det.; p.95-96; Feb 90; A

HOSPITAL

Building Types Study; Health Care Facilities; by Michael Bobrow and Julia Thomas and Anthony Roesch; ph. pl. axon.; p.87-101; June 90; AR

CHILDREN'S

Texas, Fort Worth; David M. Schwarz and Karlberger & Associates; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.94-99; May 90; AR

GENERAL

Addition for Intensive Care; California, Greenbrae; Kaplan, Mclaughlin & Diaz; ph. pl.; p.94-97; June 90; AR

California, Clovis; Anshen & Allen; ph.; p.92; May 90; A

Colorado, Denver; Regional Medical Center; Ross Wou International; ph. pl.; p.139-140; Mar 90; AR

Health Care "Village"; Canada, Ontario, Kingston; NORR Partnership; ph. pl.; p.90-93; June 90; AR

New York, New York; Luxury Suite; Charles P. Swerz; ph. pl.; p.188-189; Nov 90; ID

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Addition, Structural Innovation; Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittelman; ph. sec. table; p.160-161; Sept 90; AR

HEALTH CARE

Health Center; Georgia, Atlanta; Remodeled; Nix & Mann; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.76-79; Nov 90; A

HOSPICE

AIDS Hospice; Massachusetts, Boston; ph. p.204-205; Mar 90; ID

OBSTETRIC

Birth Center; Florida, Miami; Ritchie Organization; ph. pl.; p.98-101; June 90; AR

Birthing Center; Illinois, Oak Park; Lawler, Schlossman & Hack; ph. pl.; p.190-193; Nov 90; ID

PSYCHIATRIC

Designing Environments for People with Dementia; Book; by Gerald Weissman and Uriel Cohen; ph. pl.; p.124; Jan 90; PA

Mental Health Center Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Massachusetts, Quincy, PA Award; by Welch & Epp; ph. pl.; p.122; Jan 90; PA

REHABILITATION CENTER

Survey of Rehabilitation Centers; Easy Street; David Guynes; ph. axon.; p.200-203; Mar 90, ID
HOSPITAL (Cont'd)

SPECIAL FACILITIES

Children's Convalescent; New Jersey, Atlantic City; Interiors by Daroff Design; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; by Nayana Currinmbhoy; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Dec 90; INT

Health Benefit of Russian Spas; U. S. S. R.; —; Facilities; by Karin Tetzolk; ph.; p.74-77; Dec 90; INT

Intensive Care Unit, Demonstration; Orlando; Diaz-Azcuy; by Karen Tetzolk; pl.; p.60-65; Dec 90; INT

Planetree's Idealized Healing Environments; California, San Jose; pl.; p.96-97; Dec 90; INT

See CLINIC, HEALTH CARE, UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER also

HOTEL

Arizona, Scottsdale; Resort Hotel, Hyatt Regency; Homburger & Worstell; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Feb 90; AR

California, Berkeley; Studio Durant; Single Room Occupancy Hotel; David Baker; ill. pl.; p.40; July 90; A

California, Beverly Hills; Beverly Wilshire Hotel; Interiors Restoration by Project Associates; Gruen Associates; ph. pl.; p.192-201; June 90; INT

California, LaJolla; Hyatt Regency Hotel; Michael Graves; by Nayana Currinmbhoy; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Oct 90; INT

California, Los Angeles; Four Seasons Biltmore; Renovation of 1927 Building, Original by Reginald Johnson; James Northcutt; ph. pl.; p.210-217; Feb 90; ID

California, San Francisco; Park Hyatt; Hirsch & Bedner; ph. pl.; p.196-201; Apr 90; ID

California, Santa Monica; Loews Santa Monica Beach Hotel; Barry Design; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Apr 90; ID

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Skydome Hotel in Sports Stadium; Rice & Brydone; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Oct 90; INT

Costa Rica, —; Selva Verde; Rain Forest Site; Ettore Resenterra; by Diane Jukofsky; ph.; p.46-48; Aug 90; LA

Disneyland Background and Design; Hotels; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph. elev. ill.; p.50-54; June 90; LA

Euro-Disneyland, Review of Projects; France, Marne-la-Vallée; Critique; by Ross Miller, m. ill. pl.; p.92-95; Oct 90; PA

Florida, Lake Buena Vista; Grand Floridian Resort Hotel; 19th Century Style; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; ph. pl. sec.; p.118-121; Feb 90; AR

Florida, Lake Buena Vista; World Dolphin Hotel at EPCOT Center; Critique by Vincent Scully; Michael Graves and Alan Lapidus; ph. pl.; p.82-91; Oct 90; PA

France, Bouliac; Hotel Saint James; Interview with Nouvel; Jean Nouvel; ph. pl.; p.98-103, 207, 222; Sept 90; AR

France, Marne-la-Vallée; Euro Disneyland's Cheyenne Hotel; Robert A. M. Stern and Viguier & Jodry; m. elev. pl.; p.72-73, 77+; Aug 90; AR

France, Marne-la-Vallée; Euro Disneyland's Hotel New York, Michael Graves and McCary & Menu; m. sec. elev. pl.; p.72-73; Aug 90; AR

France, Marne-la-Vallée; Euro Disneyland's Hotel Santa Fe; Antoine Predock and Femeni Associates; m. sec. pl.; p.72-73, 75+; Aug 90; AR

France, Marne-la-Vallée; Euro Disneyland's Newport Bay Club; Robert A. M. Stern and McCary & Menu; elev. m. ill. pl.; p.72-73, 76+; Aug 90; AR

France, Marne-la-Vallée; Euro Disneyland's Saguia Lodge; Antoine Grumbach and Alexandre & Sandoz; m. ill. pl.; p.72-73, 78+; Aug 90; AR

France, Paris; La Villa: Marie-Christine Dornier; ph.; p.208-213; Oct 90; ID

France, Paris; LaVilla Hotel, Interiors Renovation; Building Designed by Jean-Andre Dorel; Marie-Christine Dornier; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Sept 90; PA

Hawaii, Honolulu; Moana Surfrider Hotel, Renovation; Virginia Murison and Chapman, Desai & Sakata; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.68-71; Oct 90; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Hotel Inter-Continental, Remodeled; Harry Weese; ph.; p.34; Oct 90; INT

Jamaica, Negril; Grand Lido Hotel, Interiors; Evan Williams and Design Collaborative and DGI; ph.; p.222-225; May 90; INT

Japan, Fukuoka; Hotel II Palazzo; Aldo Rossi and Studio 80; ph. sec. det.; p.70-77; May 90; AR

Japan, Fukuoka; II Palazzo Hotel; Studio di Architettura; ph. ill.; p.112-117; May 90; PA

Japan, Fukuoka; II Palazzo; Aldo Rossi and Morris Adjmi and Others; ph. sec. pl.; p.202-209; May 90; ID

Japan, Otaru; Hotel Otaru Marititmo; Branson & Coates; ph.; p.108-109; May 90; PA

Michigan, Drummond Island; Charles W. Moore; ph. pl.; p.52; Dec 90; A

Multi-Use Project; California, La Jolla; Hotel, Office Building, Health Club; The Aventine; Michael Graves; ph. pl. elev.; p.66-71; Aug 90; A

New Hampshire, Waterville Valley; Resort Lodge and Town Square, Golden Eagle Lodge; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Feb 90; AR

New Jersey, Atlantic City; Bally's Park Place Casino Hotel; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Sept 90; INT

New York, New York; Century Paramount Hotel, Renovation; Philippe Starck; ph. pl.; p.142-147; Dec 90; ID

New York, New York; Embassy Suits Times Square; PA Award; Fox & Fowle; ph. axon. sec. elev. ill.; p.102-103; Jan 90; PA

New York, New York; Embassy Suits, Built in Air Rights over Palace Theater; Fox & Fowle; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.163; Sept 90; AR

New York, New York; Rihga Royal Hotel, All-Suite Tower; Frank Williams; ph. pl.; p.107; Oct 90; AR

Olympic Hotel; Spain, Banyoles; PA Award; Eisenman Architects; m. ill. dia. pl. elev.; p.86-88; Jan 90; PA
IDAHO (Cont’d)
Sun Valley: Residence; Alpine Log Homes; ph.: p.40-42; Jan 90; CB
Sun Valley: Residence; Arne Bystrom; ph.: p.94; Mar 90; A

ILLINOIS
Aurora: Show House; Builder Award; Royal Barry Wills; ph.: p.164; Oct 90; B
Bloomingdale: Auto Car Wash, Prototype; Perkins & Will m. axon.; p.37; Oct 90; A
Carol Stream: Residential Development; Mill Valley; Balsamo & Olson; ph.: p.171; Feb 90; B
Chicago: Carpet Showroom; Interface; Interface Staff; ph.: p.26; Dec 90; INT
Chicago: Centennial Fountain and Water Arch; Over Chicago River; Lohan Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95; Mar 90; A
Chicago: Church; Lighting; Holabird & Root; ph. det.; p.12-13; Suppl Nov 90; AR
Chicago: Fabric Showroom, Allied Fibers; Sally O’Malley; ph.; p.244-245; Oct 90; ID
Chicago: Fabric Showroom; Deepa; Loebl, Schlossman & Hack; ph.: p.70-71; July 90; INT
Chicago: Fabric Showroom; Archites; ph.: p.42; Oct 90; INT
Chicago: Federal Reserve Bank; Renovation; Holabird & Root; ph. pl. sec.; p.162-169; July 90; ID
Chicago: Furniture Showroom, Hawthor; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. axon.; p.240-243; Oct 90; ID
Chicago: Furniture Showroom, ICF; ICF; ph.; p.180-183; Jan 90; ID
Chicago: Furniture Showroom, Knoll; M & Company and Magnusson & Pfeiffer; ph.: p.78; Aug 90; INT
Chicago: Furniture Showroom; Bernhardt; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. axon.; p.248-251; Oct 90; ID
Chicago: Furniture Showroom; Steelcase; Design Partnership; ph.; p.246-247; Oct 90; ID
Chicago: Hotel Inter-Continental, Remodeled; Harry Weese; ph.; p.34; Oct 90; INT
Chicago: Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Krueck & Olsen; ph. pl. elev.; p.228-233; May 90; ID
Chicago: Interiors; American National Can Company Offices; ISD; ph.: p.128-131; Mar 90; INT
Chicago: Interiors; Apartment, 880 Lakeshore Drive by Mies van der Rohe; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph.: p.154-163; Aug 90; ID
Chicago: Interiors; Architects’ Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph.: p.106-107; June 90; INT
Chicago: Interiors; Law Offices, Conference Rooms; Interiors Award; ISD; ph.; p.134-135; Jan 90; INT
Chicago: Interiors; Law Offices; ISD; ph.; p.120-125; June 90; INT
Chicago: Interiors; Law Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph.; p.234-237; May 90; ID

IDAHO
Ketchum; Bigwood, Vacation Houses; Callister, Gately, Heckman & Bischoff; ph. pl.; p.141; May 90; B

HOUSING
Affordable Housing Statistics; by Brad German; charts; p.48-51; July 90; B
Affordable Programs, Examples; ph.: p.156-163; July 90; B
Builders Help to Build Housing for the Homeless; ph.; p.68, 70, 72; July 90; B
Educate the Public on Affordable Housing; by W. R. Etfinger; ph.; p.56-57; Nov 90; CB
Employer-Assisted Housing; ph.; p.144; July 90; B
Housing Crisis; For Low-Income, Transitional and Seniors; ph.; p.51-73; July 90; A
Housing Crisis; Public Housing; ph. p.54-66+; July 90; B
Neighborhood’s Pressure Against Locating Affordable Housing; Case Histories; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.86-93; July 90; B
Transitional Housing; p.18-29; May 90; INT
See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SHELTER, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
ILLINOIS (Cont'd)

Chicago: Interiors; Model Apartment; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. p.168-171; Jan 90; ID
Chicago: Interiors; Playboy Corporate Headquarters Offices; Desk Details; Himmel & Bonner; ph. pl.; p.92-99, 26; June 90; INT
Chicago: Leather Showroom; Lackawanna Leather; Interiors Award; Andrew Beilschner and Joseph Vincent; ph. pl.; p.148-149; Jan 90; INT
Chicago: News Stand, Lobby Shop; Interiors Award; Eva Maddox; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Jan 90; INT
Chicago: Office Building; High Rise; 311 Wacker Drive; Concrete Structure; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.90; Oct 90; A
Chicago: Office Building; High Rise; AT&T Corporate Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.94-97; Oct 90; AR
Chicago: Office Building; High Rise; Miglin-Beitler Tower, World's Tallest Building; Cesar Pelli and Associates; ph. pl.; p.105, 108-109; Oct 90; AR
Chicago: Office Building; High Rise; NBC Tower; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Apr 90; AR
Chicago: Office Building; High Rise; Review of New Towers; by Howard Decker; ph.; p.78-83; Feb 90; A
Chicago: Office Building; High Rise; Savings of America Tower; Murphy & Jahn; m. pl. ill.; p.107; Mar 90; PA
Chicago: Office Building; High Rise; Two Prudential Plaza, Concrete Structure; Loebl, Schlossman & Hackl; ph. pl.; p.88; Oct 90; A
Chicago: Office Building; Interiors; Lighting Fixtures, Railings; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. det. m.; p.121, 124-125; May 90; AR
Chicago: Painted Aluminum Spires; Details; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Perkins & Will; ph. axon. sec. elev.; p.121-123; May 90; AR
Chicago: Publishing Center; Chicago Park District; ph. sl. sec.; p.82-83; Nov 90; AR
Chicago: Redevelopment Block; North Loop; Murphy & Jahn; ill. iso.; p.108; Mar 90; PA
Chicago: Residence; Frederick Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-61; Mid-Apr 90; AR
Chicago: Residential Development; Townhouse; Larrabee Commons; Builder Award; Pappageorge & Haymes; ph. pl.; p.176-177; Oct 90; B
Chicago: Restaurant; Udo's Bistro; Jordan Mozer; ph. pl.; p.132-133; Mar 90; INT
Chicago: Riverfront Design Controls Go Only Halfway; ph. pl. ill.; p.121-122; Feb 90; PA
Chicago: Shopping Center; North Pier Remodeled; Booth & Hansen and The Austin Company; ph. pl. sec.; p.97, 102-105; Apr 90; AR
DeKalb: Performing Arts Center; Restored and Remodeled from 1928 Movie Theater; Egyptian Theater; Original Architect, Elmer F. Behrens; A-E-C Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.97; June 90; PA
Glencoe: Country Club; Lake Shore, Restoration of 1900 Building by Howard van Doren Shaw; John Vinci; ph. pl.; p.100-103; June 90; INT
Glenview: Municipal Fueling Facility; Lubotsky, Metter, Worthington & Law; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Feb 90; PA
Highland Park; Restaurant; Pinuccio; Dario Tainer; ph. pl.; p.104-105; June 90; INT

ILLINOIS (Cont'd)

Lake Bluff; Architect's Weekend House; Booth & Hansen; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Mid-Apr 90; AR
Lake Bluff; Residence; Remodeled Mansion; Presentation Design Associates; by John Handlev; ph. pl.; p.28-33; Sept 90; CB
Lake Forest; Church; Congregational; Hammer, Green & Abrahamson; ph. pl.; p.82; Dec 90; PA
Lincolnshire; Telephone Remote Switching Building; Holabird & Root; ph. pl. sel. det.; p.114-116; Feb 90; B
Moline; Landscape; John Deere Headquarters; Eero Saarinen; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Mar 90; LA
North Barrington; Residence; Wynstone; Balsamo & Olson; ph. pl.; p.105; June 90; B
Northbrook; Interiors; Crate and Barrel Headquarters Offices; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; ph. pl.; p.216-219; May 90; INT
Oak Brook; Restaurant; Zarrosta Grill; Aumiller & Youngquist; ph. pl.; p.218-219; Feb 90; ID
Oak Park; Hospital; Bithring Center; Loebl, Schlossman & Hackl; ph. pl.; p.190-193; Nov 90; ID
Orland Park; Civic Center, with Recreation Building; With Detail of Wall Section; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. ill. iso.; p.65-77; Oct 90, PA
Peoria; Church; Presbyterian; Weese, Langley & Weese; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; Feb 90; A
Riverwoods; Interiors; Corporate Offices; Workstations; Lohan Associates; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.88-93; Sept 90; AR
Rockford; Residence; Michael Tillery; ph. p.44-47; Jan 90; CB
Rosemont; Office Building; Interiors; Lobby Railings, Security Desk, Lighting Fixtures; Details; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. sec. det.; p.121, 124-125; May 90; AR
Springfield; Restoration of Dana-Thomas House; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. ill.; p.50; Nov 90; ID
St. Charles; Company Training Center; Remodeled College Campus; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. m.; p.101; Apr 90; PA
Wauconda; Townhouse; Lakefront House; Balsamo & Olson; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Aug 90; B

INDIA

—; Garden Memorial to Indira Gandhi; Contains Select Large Rocks; Ravindra Bhan; by Ranjit Sabikhi; ph.; p.74-77; Jan 90; LA

INDIANA

Bartholomew County; County Law Enforcement Building; Hisaka Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.204; May 90; INT
Columbus; Church; Lutheran; Gunnar Birkerot; ph. pl.; p.84; Dec 90, PA
Columbus; County Jail; Hisaka Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-71; Nov 90, AR
Columbus; How J. Irwin Miller Brought Modernism to a Small Town; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p.64-67; Jan 90; AR
Columbus; Review of Cummins Sponsored Public Buildings; ph.; p.192-195, 204-205; May 90; INT
INDIANA (Cont’d)

Fort Wayne; Church; Baptist; Evangelical Church; Harding Associates and WKW Associates; ph. pl. iso.; p.123, 130-131; Jan 90; AR

Indianapolis; Medical Research and Library Building; Indiana University School of Medicine; Ellerbe & Becket and Boyd & Sobieray; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.99; Aug 90; PA

Indianapolis; Riverfront Promenade; White River Park; Danadjieva & Koenig; ph.; p.64-65; Aug 90; A

Walesboro; Executive Offices, Cummins Engine; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph.; p.197+; May 90; INT

Zionsville; Residence; Idea Show House; Gary Weaver; ph.; p.88-89; Nov 90; B

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Audio Software and Hardware Research Center; California, Culver City; Hybrid Arts; Eric Owen Moss; ph. axon.; p.93-95+; June 90; A

Distribution Warehouse and Offices; England, London; Troughton & McAslan; ph. pl. sec.; p.96, 98-99; Apr 90; PA

Factory Control Room; Italy, Ferrara; Studies of Long Term Isolation; Piera Scuri; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Dec 90; INT

Furniture Design Facility; Michigan, Holland; Herman Miller Design Yard; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; ph. pl. ill.; p.98-105; Feb 90; PA

Furniture Factory; California, Rocklin; Herman Miller Regional Headquarters; Frank O. Gehry and Dryfuss & Blackford; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.108-115; Jan 90; AR

Kaolin Processing Plant; Georgia, Sandersville; Plant and Headquarters; Lord, Aek & Sargent; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Oct 90; A

Lingerie Factory; Switzerland, Widnau; Suter & Suter; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Oct 90; PA

Paint Factory Expansion, Remodeling; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Research Facility; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; ph. pl. sec.; p.62, 68-69; Aug 90; AR

Printer’s Shop; New York, New York; S&R Litho; Herbert Beckhard and Frank Richlan; ph. pl.; p.206-207; Sept 90; ID

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Review of Corporation’s Facilities; Graphics and Product Design; Raychem, Cummins Engine and Crate and Barrel; ph. pl.; 175-219; May 90; INT

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, STRUCTURAL

INFORMATION SYSTEM

Five Ways to Improve Information Management; by David Kent Ballast; ill.; p.39, 41; Oct 90; AR

INSULATION

Causes of Mildew in Building Interiors; How to Suppress It; by G. Gabriel Cole; ph. biblio.; p.47, 49; Oct 90; PA

Cavity Stud Wall Insulation and Condensation; det.; p.180; Mar 90; B

High-Grade Subgrades; Thermal Design of Basements and Foundations; Radon Research; det. dia. biblio. tables; p.43-49; Mar 90; PA

Insulation Update; Review of Types and Characteristics; ph. table; p.405, 407; Jan 90; B

Vapor Barriers; Comparison; tables; p.160; Dec 90; B

See GLASS, SOLAR also

INSURANCE

See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION

Furniture Executives’ Comments to Design Students; by Harvey Probber; p.62+; May 90; ID

Interior Design Education; Comments of Educaters and Designers; ph.; p.16+; Jan 90; INT

INTERIOR DESIGN

Agreements and Contracts with a Client; Client Preferences; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; p.100; Oct 90; ID

Art Deco; Paris Exhibit. 1925; ph.; p.270-273; May 90; ID

British Interior Design Exhibition; ph.; p.200-203; Nov 90; ID

Certification Passed in New York; p.70; Sept 90; ID

Compromising Position in Practice, Part I; Negotiation; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; p.92, 96; Feb 90; ID

Contracting with Clients to Avoid Problems; ph.; p.30; Oct 90; INT

Contracting with a Client; Issues Involved; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; p.86+; June 90; ID

Corporate Design Awards; Review of Product Design and Facility Design; Raychem, Cummins Engine and Crate and Barrel; ph. map; p.175-219; May 90; INT

Defining Interior Design, for Licensing Purposes; by Norman Coplan; p.41; Nov 90; PA

Designing Manufacturers Brochure; Background Sets; Barbara Wahler; ph.; p.44; Sept 90; INT

Entire Issue, Interior Design; ph. pl. iso. axon. ill. det. sec.; p.96-141+; Sept 90; PA
INTERIOR DESIGN (Cont'd)

Fashion, What Price?; by Harvey Prothro; ph.; p.55; Jan 90; ID

Firm Profile, Designer of the Year; Review of Her Work; Karen Daroff; ph.; p.95-127; Jan 90; INT

Firm Profile; Their Work; ISD; ph.; p.26-27; Nov 90; INT

Five Year Business Plan; chart; p.40; Feb 90; INT

Hall of Fame Inductee, His Work; Louis M. S. Beal; ph.; p.108-109; Dec 90; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Work; Maria Bergson; ph.; p.110-111; Dec 90; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; Carleton Varnell; ph.; p.122-123; Dec 90; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; Frank O. Gehry; ph.; p.116-117; Dec 90; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.118-119; Dec 90; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; Thomas Britt; ph.; p.114-115; Dec 90; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; Their Work; Bray & Schable; ph.; p.112-113; Dec 90; ID

Hall of Fame Inductees; Their Work; Tigerman & McCurry; ph.; p.120-121; Dec 90; ID

Hall of Fame Inductees; Their Work; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph.; p.124-125; Dec 90; ID

Interior Design Exam Tests for Knowledge of Building Code; ill.; p.50; May 90; INT

Interior Designer Registration; Review of State Laws; chart; p.39; Dec 90; INT

Interior Designer and Builder Teamwork; by Ann L. Patterson; ph.; p.46, 48, Oct 90; CB

Interior Designers Work Abroad; Advice, Experiences; ph.; p.110-117; Aug 90; ID

International Design; The Opulent Life; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.164-165; Aug 90; ID

Interview with New ASID President; Robertjohn Dean; p.80, 84; Feb 90; ID

Licensing Interior Designers; by Norman Coplan; p.49; July 90; PA

Marketing Techniques; p.17, 21; June 90; INT

Marketing; Cooper Carry Studio; ph.; p.36; June 90; INT

One Hundred Largest Firms; Firm Analysis; chart, tables; p.115-134; Jan 90; ID

Record Interiors Issue; ph. pl. sec. det. ill. dia. axon. elev.; p.69-117; Sept 90; AR

Review of Work; Davis Allen; ph.; p.132-137; Dec 90; ID

Sculpturing Interior Spaces; Synthetic Materials; by Donald F. Evans; ph.; p.47-48; July 90; CB

Second One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Analysis of Practice; by Andrew Loebelson; chart; p.107-122; July 90; ID

Seismic Details for Interior Finishes; Proven in 1989 California Earthquake; by Pamela Hence Helmich; sec. det. dia. table; p.55-56; Sept 90; PA

Startup Strategies; ph. chart; p.36; Jan 90; INT

See ARCHITECTURE, LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, Specific Building Type also

IOWA

Cedar Rapids; Art Museum; Centerbrook and Charles Moore; ph. pl.; p.24; Feb 90; A

Clive; Church; Lutheran; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunck; ph. pl.; p.81; Dec 90; PA

Des Moines; Law School Legal Clinic, Drake University; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunck; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Feb 90; A

IRAN

Persian Carpet from the Heriz District; by Dennis R. Dodds; ph.; p.236+; Apr 90; ID

ISRAEL

--; Sacred Trees; ph.; p.38; Sept 90; LA

Jerusalem; Gabriel Sherover Promenade; Walkway Through Biblical Sites; Shlomo Aronison; by Abraham Rabinovich; ph.; p.34-35; Sept 90; LA

Jerusalem; Old City, Design Considerations; Sculpture Garden; by Norm Guthartz and Myra Novick; ph.; p.30-33; July 90; LA

Jerusalem; Western Wall Biblical Area; Mamilla Urban Center; Moshe Safdie; by Christopher Hume; ph. pl. elev.; p.39-40; Sept 90; LA

Tel Aviv; Near; Garden, Neot Kedumim; Biblical Patterned Garden; Hefil Omer; by Haim Watzman; ph.; p.36-37; Sept 90; LA

Tel Aviv; Yarkon Park Rock Garden; Gideon Sang and Akiva Flexor; by Peter Jacobs; ph.; p.34-35; July 90; LA

ITALY

--; Review of Architect's Recent Work; Philosophy to Fit Buildings to the Landscape; Giancarlo De Carlo; by Heidi Landecker; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.52-55; Aug 90; LA

Flegelara; Movie Theater Addition; Paolo Zermami; ph.; p.66; July 90; PA

Ferrara; Factory Control Room; Studies of Long Term Isolation; Piera Scuni; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Dec 90; IN

Genoa; Piazza Renovation; Machado & Silvetti; ill. sec.; p.27; May 90; AR

Milan; Clothing Stores; Two Shops, Via della Spiga and Porta Ticinese; Sottsass Associates; ph.; p.136-139; Aug 90; ID

Puglia; Residence Reconstruction of Villa; Transit Design; ph. pl.; p.130-135; Aug 90; ID

Rome; Restoration of American Academy; Villa Aurelia, Interiors; Mark Hampton; by Mark Hampton; ph. pl.; p.83-103; Feb 90; INT

Tolentino; Leather Furniture Museum and Showroom; Poltrona Frau; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Aug 90; INT

Turin; Interiors; Financial Offices. Original Building by Adolf Loos; Monteforte Sartoris and Dei Veneri; ph. pl.; p.237-243; May 90; ID

Varano Marosi; Residence; Pavilion on Residential Estate; Paolo Zermami; ph. pl. sec.; p.67; July 90; PA

Venice; Bookshop; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; ph. axon. sec.; p.98; Dec 90; PA
ITALY (Cont’d)

Venice; Theater of the City; Processions and Ceremonies of Daily Life; Natalija Subotinich; ph. ill. m. axon.; p.35-44; Fall 89; JAE

JAMAICA

Negril; Grand Lido Hotel, Interiors; Evan Williams and Design Collaborative and DCI; ph.; p.222-225; May 90; INT

JAPAN

—; American Architects’ Work; Review of Projects; by Mildred F. Schmertz; elev. m.; p.72-75; Sept 90; A
—; Export of Western Design to Japan; Recent Projects; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.108-117, 122; May 90; PA
—; Survey of Architect’s Work and Career; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. ill. axon. det.; p.83-97; Feb 90; PA
Ashiya River; Residence; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. 89-91, 93; Feb 90; PA
Chiba Prefecture; Convention Center; Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl. axon. elev. ill.; p.73-81; Aug 90; PA
Fukuoka; Apartment Building; Low Rise; PA Award; Mack Architects; ill. pl. elev. m.; p.89-91; Jan 90; PA
Fukuoka; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Nexus North; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl. 90-91, 95-97; Sept 90; A
Fukuoka; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Nexus South; Michael Graves; ph. pl. 90-93; Sept 90; A
Fukuoka; Demonstration Housing Complex; Master Plan; Arata Isozaki; ph. pl. 90-97; Sept 90; A
Fukuoka; El Liston Bar; Gaetano Pesce; ph. pl. 116; May 90; PA
Fukuoka; Hotel Il Palazzo; Aldo Rossi and Studio 80; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-77; May 90; PA
Fukuoka; Hotel; Il Palazzo; Aldo Rossi and Morris Adjmi and Others; ph. pl. sec.; p.202-209; May 90; ID
Fukuoka; Il Palazzo Hotel; Studio di Architettura; ph. pl. ill.; p.112-117; May 90; PA
Fukuoka; Oblomova Bar; Shiro Kuramata; ph. pl. 115; May 90; PA
Fukuoka; Restaurant; Restaurant-Bar-Disco Complex; Alfredo Arribas; ph. pl. sec.; p.117; May 90; PA
Fukuoka; Zibibbo Bar; Ettole Sottsass; ph. pl. 114; May 90; PA
Hiroshima; Bridge at Exposition; SITE Projects; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-83; Apr 90; AR
Hokkaido; Chapel on the Water; Tadao Ando; ph. axon.; p.83-91, 96-97; Feb 90; PA
Ibaraki; United Church of Christ; Church of the Light; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. ill.; p.83-91, 95; Feb 90; PA
Kobe; Old/New Building; Two Restaurants, Bar and Coffee Shop; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. axon.; p.83-92; Feb 90; PA

JORDAN

Amman; U.S. Embassy Building; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ill. pl.; p.82; May 90; A
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Architecture in the Environment: Protection of the Natural Environment; by James Wines; ill.; p.78-79; 163; Apr 90; AR

Architecture in the Landscape; ph. pl.; p.34-67; Aug 90; LA

Book on Landscape Architect's Life; Design Award; Fletcher Steele; by Robin Karson; ph.; p.60-61; Nov 90; LA

Career Profile; Mystical Pragmatist, His Work; John Ormsbee Simonds; by Michael Leccese; ph.; pl.; p.78-83; Mar 90; LA

Design Awards; Jurors; ph. pl. ill.; p.33-69; Nov 90; LA

Design of Parks, Roads and Saving the Environment; Assessment by Ian McHarg, M. Paul Friedberg, Ray Freeman and William Tishler; by Michael Leccese; ph.; p.92-97; Oct 90; LA

Designer Profile, His Work; Thomas Oslund; ph.; pl.; p.78-79; Feb 90; LA

His Philosophy, Life and Works; Isamu Noguchi; by John Beardsley; ph.; p.48-55; Apr 90; LA

History of the Literature of Landscape Architecture; by Jory Johnson; ill.; p.90-91; Oct 90; LA

Imaginary Landscapes; Shopping Malls, Carnival, Chateau Garden; by Wilbur Zelinsky; ph.; p.46-49; June 90; LA

In Search of an Arbiter of the Environment; Landscape Architect, Profile; Ian McHarg; by Heidi Landecker; ph.; p.86-90; Jan 90; LA

Landscape Architect, Author, Town Planner and Architect; Conversation, His Work; Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe; by Heidi Landecker; ph. pl.; p.114-118; Oct 90; LA

Landscape Architect, His Work; Modernist; Garrett Eckbo; by J. William Thompson; ph.; pl.; p.88-95; Feb 90; LA

Landscape Architecture and Architecture; Architects Experiences; by Laurie Olin; ph.; p.128; Aug 90; LA

Panel Discussion of Sculptor's Work; Isamu Noguchi; ph.; p.60-63; Apr 90; LA

Pre and Post World War II Movements in Planning and Landscape Architecture; by Warren T. Byrd, Jr.; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-88; Oct 90; LA

Publications on Landscape Architecture Issues; Design Awards; ph.; p.65-66; Nov 90; LA

Review of Landscape Projects; California, San Diego; Balboa Park, Other Parks and Other Projects; by Kathy Day; ph.; p.54-58; Oct 90; LA

Review of Projects; Brazil, —; by Rosa Grena Kliass; ph.; p.26-28; Jan 90; LA

Review of Projects; Colombia, —; by Martha Fajardo and Lyda Calsas; ph.; p.32; Jan 90; LA

Review of Projects; Venezuela, —; by Anne-Louise Volkenborn; ph.; pl.; p.29-31; Jan 90; LA

Sculptor and Landscape Architect; His Life and Works; Isamu Noguchi; by Peter Walker; ph.; p.35-39; Apr 90; LA

Space as Sculpture; Sculptor, Architect, Gardener, Poet; Review of His Life and Works; Isamu Noguchi; by Dore Ashton; ph.; p.40-47; Apr 90; LA
Toward a Unified Vision; Needed: Architecture
Three Firms’ Work, Philosophy; Pennsylvania, Andropogon, South Street Design and Jackson & Kihn; by Frederick Steiner and Todd Johnson; ph. pl. ill.; p.96-101; Mar 90; LA

Toward a Unified Vision; Needed: Architecture to Be Part of the Landscape; by Anna Whiston Spirn; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.34-41; Aug 90; LA

Understanding the Role of Landscape Architects; by Tim Schott; p.54-56; Apr 90; CB

Wanted, an Earth Connected Architecture; Panel Discussion; by Michael Leccese; ill. m. ph.; p.64-67; Aug 90; LA

See CITY PLANNING, CIVIC CENTER, GARDEN, PLAZA, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN also

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

'isms' Discussion, Panel; by Peter Jacobs and Elizabeth Meyer and Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.56-61; Jan 90; LA

Computer Visualization for Landscape; Design Workshop; by John Metzger; ph. ill.; p.72-75; Apr 90; LA

Irrigation Economies for Urban Landscapes; by Jamie K. Hartshorn; ill.; p.68-69; July 90; LA

Jurors Views on “Landscapes for the 21st Century”; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. ill.; p.32-57; Dec 90; LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE; by Robert Greenstreet; p.55, 57; June 90; PA

Environmental Liability; Avoiding Suits; Building Design and Material Selection; by C. Jaye Berger; ill.; p.55; Oct 90; PA

Facing the Liability in Preservation; ph.; p.17; Apr 90; AR

Five Ways to Reduce Lawsuits Through Project Management; by Frank Stasiowski; p.65-66; May 90; PA

Getting and Keeping a License; by C. Jaye Berger; ill.; p.57; Feb 90; PA

Government Development Agreement Statutes; California, —; ph.; p.126; Dec 90; B

Landowner’s Liability for Cleaning up Hazardous Materials; ph.; p.122; June 90; B

Licensing Interior Designers; by Norman Coplan; p.49; July 90; PA

Living with Lawyers; by Carl Sapers; ill.; p.55-57; Feb 90; AR

Minimizing Homebuilder Lawsuits; by Jeffrey Masters; ph.; p.50-51; Aug 90; CB

Multiple Prime Contracts; by Norman Coplan; p.53, 56, 58; Jan 90; PA

Pending New York Legislation on Energy and Lighting Design; ph.; p.34; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Personnel Handbooks; Legal Implications; by Thomas Royall Smith; ph.; p.45-46; July 90; CB

Preventing a Design from Being Copied; by Susan Neuberger Weller; ill.; p.63; Aug 90; PA

Standards of Care and Threats to These Standards; by Norman Coplan; p.59; May 90; PA

U.S. Forest Service Reserved Water Rights Case; Design Award. EDAW; ph. sec.; p.62; Nov 90; LA

WAYS OF COLLECTING FEES; by Nancy Hubbard and Robert Greenstreet; p.65; Sept 90; PA

WONFTUL Discharge Law Suits; ph.; p.166; Mar 90; B

See CITY PLANNING, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, SPECIFICATIONS, ZONING also

LEGAL See LAW
Lighting Design and Analysis Tools; by David Masello; ph.; p.14-15+; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Custom Lighting Fixtures; Three Designer's Approaches; ph.; p.32-33; July 90; INT

Downtown Transit Station; Washington, Seattle; Innovative Neon and Glass Fixtures; TRA and Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas; ph. pl. det.; p.28-31; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Drawing with Light; Neon Lighting; Also, Fiberoptic Tubing; by Harvey Bryan; ph.; p.132-134; Nov 90; PA

Electrical Code of New York, Barriers; ill.; p.197-198; Mar 90; A

Entire Issue; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.4-55; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Equipment Directory; p.57-77; Mar 90; INT

Fiber Optics; Lighting and Electrical Transmission; ph.; p.274-277; May 90; ID

Furniture Mounted Ambient Lighting; New Developments; ph.; p.44; June 90; INT

Furniture Showroom, Contract Interiors; California, San Diego; Lighting; Bartev Topdjian; by Gareth Fenny; ph.; p.26-27; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Hanging Lighting Fixtures; Joseph Rosen; ph. sec. elev. det.; p.32; Mar 90; INT

Hiring a Lighting Designer; by Joseph Wilkinson; ph.; p.8-11; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Infra-red Lamps; ph.; p.50; Mar 90; INT

Innovative Design and Energy Efficiency; Review of Products and Use; by Joseph Spiers; ph.; p.21-25; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Interiors; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Law Offices; Lighting Details; DDI; ph. pl. det.; p.52, 116-119; Jan 90; INT

Lamps and Controls Guide; by Joseph Knisely; ill. tables; p.39-44; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Landscape and Exterior Lighting; Three Projects; by John Chase; ph.; p.92-94; Mar 90; LA

Lighting Designer, Profile; His Work; Abe Feder; by David Masello; ph.; p.14-15+; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Lighting Fixture; Custom Wood Cornice; Centerbrook; ph. axon.; p.184-185; Mar 90; B

Lighting Laboratory; Washington, Seattle; Available to Lighting Designers; ph.; p.201-202; Mar 90; A

Lighting Sources; Effect on Color of Downlight Cones; chart; p.23; Nov 90; INT

Lighting as a Source of Positive Affect; Fluorescent Lamp Types, Behavior and Cognition; by Robert A. Baron; dia. biblio. graphs; p.123-124; Nov 90; PA

Lighting of Ten Bridges; Oregon, Portland; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph.; p.22-25; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Lighting, Optical Control and Shielding; by Michael White; ill.; p.184-185; Mar 90; ID

Low Voltage Light Fixtures; ph.; p.52; Mar 90; INT

Modeling Daylight Using Models; by B. J Novitski; ph.; p.29-32; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Natural Light in Museums; On Its Importance; Survey of Lighting Systems; by Steven Weintraub and Gordon O. Anson; ill. ph. sec. det. biblio.; p.49-54; May 90; PA

New Efficient Incandescent Lamp; ph. sec.; p.211; Mar 90; A
LIGHTING (Cont’d)

Office Building; Middle Rise; California, Sunnyvale; Lighting Design Analysis; Leo A. Daly; by Charles Benton and Marc Fountain; ph. pl. dia. bibli. graphs; p. 119-121; Nov 90; PA

Pending New York Legislation on Energy and Lighting Design; ph.; p.34; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Plaza Fountain, Lighting; California, San Jose; Lighting Design by Ross De Alesi and Lumine Souter; Hargreaves Associates; ph.; p.16-17; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Residence; California, Malibu; High Tech Lighting Used; Lighting Design by David Steinitz; Warren Gray; by Aaron Betsiy; ph.; p.16-19; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Revisions in Energy Efficiency for Lighting Code; ph.; p.40; Apr 90; INT

State-of-the-Art Lighting Simulation; For Design of a Theater; by David Lord; ill.; p. 130; Nov 90; PA

Study Examines Lighting Preferences of Video Display Terminal Users; dia. det.; p.119-121; Mar 90; AR

Tensile Fabric Light Fixture at Column Caps; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl. sec.; p. 6-9; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Three-Dimensional Multi-Color Light Forms of Laser Beams; Matthew Tanteri; ph.; p.36; Sept 90; INT

LOUISIANA

New Orleans; Crafts Exhibition and Production Center; Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Meyers; ph. pl. m. ill. axon.; p.90-91; July 90; PA

New Orleans; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Christia & Staub; ph. pl.; p.24; June 90; INT

New Orleans; Offices, Restored Howard Memorial Library; 1896; Original Architect, Henry Hobson Richardson; Errol Barron and Michael Toups; ph. pl.; p.66, 72-73; Mar 90; AR

St. Francisville; Afton Villa; Antebellum Garden Restored; Neil Odenwald; by William Lake Douglas; ph.; p.38-41; May 90; LA

MAINE (Cont’d)

Rockport; Samoset Village, Vacation Houses; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.140-141; May 90; B

Waterville; Student Center; Colby College; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.103; Apr 90; PA

MALL

See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN

MARINE

Public Harbor Station; Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Park District; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Nov 90; AR

MARYLAND

—; University; Athletic Recreation and Convocation Complex; Fabric Tension Roof; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl. det.; p.105-109; Jan 90; A

Baltimore; Downtown Baseball Stadium; Planning and Development of; Profile of Janet Marie Smith; by David Masello; ph.; p.45-46; Oct 90; AR

Baltimore; Office Building; High Rise; Restoration; Details Explain Flashings; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Whitelaw; elev. det. axon. sec.; p.100, 102-103; Aug 90; AR

Baltimore; Office Building; Middle Rise; Fidelity & Guaranty Life Insurance Company Headquarters; Peterson & Brickbauer and Emery Roth; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-71; Oct 90; A

Baltimore; Residential Development; Townhouse; Homeland; Builder Award; Ziger, Hoopes & Snead; ph. pl.; p.178; Oct 90; B

Baltimore; Sculpture Studio; Three Japanese Sculptors; RTKL; ph. pl. ill.; p.80-81; July 90; INT

Baltimore; Studio for Carving Large Buddha Statue; RTKL; sec. ph.; p.22-23; Oct 90; PA

Gaithersburg; New Small Town; The Kentlands; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl. elev.; p.80-81; Apr 90; A

Jessup; Residence; Signal Hill, Low Cost Modulars; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph. pl.; p.130; July 90; B

Laurel; Residential Development; Laurel Lakes; Lake is Retention Pond; ph. pl.; p.177; July 90; B

Olney; Church; Catholic; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.123, 132-135; Jan 90; AR

Westminster; Library Addition, Western Maryland College; Hillier Group; ill. sec. pl.; p.102; Apr 90; PA

Worman's Mill; Residential Development; ph. pl.; p.110-112; Feb 90; B
MASONRY

A Thin-Stone Veneer Primer for High Rise Buildings; by Ian R. Chin and John P. Stecich and Bernard Erlen; ph.; p.108-111, 113; June 90; AR

Bowling of Thin Marble Panels on Finlandia Hall; Finland, Helsinki; 1968; Alvar Aalto; ph.; p.127; Mar 90; AR

Brick Detailing on Four Libraries; ph. soc. det.; p.93-96, 98; July 90; A

Brick Exterior of Houses; by Dave Goska; ph.; p.25-29; Apr 90, MA

Cleaning the Sandstone of the Carnegie Museum; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; by John Dencler and Judith E. Selwyn; ph. p.38-41; Oct 90

Latest Specifications for Brick; ph. tables, map; p.113-114; Apr 90; A

Masonry Walls, Look Good; by Christine Beall; ph.; p.112-113; Nov 90; AR

Repointing Mortar Joints; Do's and Don'ts of Brick Cleaning and Tuck Pointing; by Theodore Babbitt; dia. biblio. table; p.42-44; Oct 90; PA

Residence; Virginia, McLean; Concrete Block Exterior; Muse & Wiedemann; by John Andrews; ph.; p.23-26; July 90; CB

Sculpted Brick; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph.; p.76-77; Nov 90, LA

Sculptured Brick Walls, Part II; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph.; p.62-64; Dec 90, LA

Stone Repairs of 1914 Municipal Building; New York, New York; McKim, Mead & White; ph. dia. det.; p.124-127; Mar 90; AR

MASSACHUSETTS

Andover; Town Hall; Restoration; Ann Beha; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-65; Nov 90, AR

Beverly; Expansion and Redesign, Shore Country Day School; Perry, Dean & Rogers; pl. Ill.; p.106; Apr 90, PA

Boston; AIDS Hospice, ph.; p.204-205; Mar 90, ID

Boston; Affordable Houses; Papesch Associates; ph.; p.124; May 90, B

Boston; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Harbor Point Affordable; Goody & Clancy; ph.; p.122-123; July 90; B

Boston; Athletic Center; Harvard University; Shad Hall; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-135; Mar 90; A

Boston; Boathouse; Northeastern University; Graham Gund; ph.; p.72-75; Aug 90; A

Boston; Botanical Garden, Proposed; At Freeway Interchange; Ken Smith and Marta Fry; ph.; p.46-47; Dec 90; LA

Boston; Clothing Store Building; The Limited; Graham Gund; ph.; pl.; p.70-71; Dec 90; A

Boston; Convention Center; Hynes Convention Center; Interiors; Interiors Award; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood and Stephanie Malis; ph.; p.150-153; Jan 90; INT

Boston; County Jail; Slubbins Associates; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.148-151; Sept 90; AR

Boston; Fire Station; Downtown; Jung & Brannen; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-75; Nov 90; AR

Boston; Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Kenji Ito; ph.; p.79; Aug 90; INT

Boston; Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Knoll; ph.; p.125-127; June 90; A

Boston; Harbor Point, Mixed Income, Remodeled Housing Project; Goody & Clancy and Mintz Associates; ph. pl.; p.64-67; July 90; A

Boston; Health Club and Salon; Design Award; Schwartz & Silver; ph.; p.172-175; Nov 90; ID

Boston; Interiors; Loft Apartment Renovation; Denison & Lucini; ph. pl. m.; p.81; July 90; PA

Boston; Interiors; Video Company Offices; Stein Associates; ph.; p.16; Nov 90, INT

Boston; Law Firm's Child Care Center; Jung & Brannen; ph.; p.132-133; Sept 90; INT

Boston; Mount Auburn Cemetery; Book; Design Award; by Blanche Linden-Ward; ph.; p.64; Nov 90; A

Boston; Office Building; High Rise; 125 Summer Street; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. sec.; p.98-101; Oct 90; AR

Boston; Office Building; Middle Rise; Glass-Fiber Reinforced Concrete Walls; Graham Gund; ph. sec.; p.91-93; July 90; AR

Boston; Restaurant; Biba; Adam Tihany; ph.; p.204-207; Oct 90; ID

Boston; Restaurant; Rocco's; Ahearn & Schopfer; ph.; p.204-207; June 90; ID

Boston; Stainless-Steel and Bronze Entrances; Details; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. sec. det.; p.121-123; May 90; AR

Boston; Student Center, Milton Academy; Cameron Roberts; ph.; p.134-135, June 90; INT

Boston; Townhouse; Back of the Hill Rowhouses; William Rawn; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.60-61; July 90; AR

Cambridge; Faculty Housing, Harvard University; Observatory Commons; Woo & Williams; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-81; Jan 90; A

Cambridge; Gymnasium, Harvard University; Shad Hall; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl. sec. det; p.78-83; May 90; AR

Cambridge; Houseware Store; Design Research; Crate and Barrel; Ben Thompson; ph.; p.214-215; May 90; INT

Cambridge; Museum Addition; Harvard University; Fogg Museum; Gwathmey & Siegel; m. axon.; p.66; Nov 90; A

Cambridge; Office Building; Low Rise; Addition to Insurance Agency Building; Koetter & Kim; ph. axon. elev.; p.80-83; Nov 90; A

Chestnut Hill; Department Store; Barneys, Rosenblum & Harb; ph.; p.82-89; July 90; INT

 Dedham; Eastern Orthodox Church; Imre and Anthony Halasz; ph. pl. p.79; Dec 90; PA

Essex County; Regional Plan, Salem Project, Design Award; National Park Service; ph. map; p.53; Nov 90, LA

Gloucester; Harbor House Landscape; Design Award; Child Associates; ph. pl.; p.49; Nov 90, LA
MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Hadley; School; Private; Hartsbrook Waldorf School; Thompson & Rose; ph. pl.; p.58-59; July 90; PA

Lawrence; Master Plan; Emerson College; Design Award; Carol R. Johnson; m. pl.; p.54; Nov 90; LA

Lawrence; Memorial; Worker's Place; Walker & Kluesing; elev. pl.; p.68; Jan 90; LA

Lexington; Residence; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.96-101; Mar 90; B

Lincoln; Apartment Development; Townhouse; Battle Road Farm Development; William Rawn; ph. pl.; p.56-59; July 90; A

Lincoln; Library Addition; Lincoln Library; Graham Gund; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77, 96; July 90; A

Lowell; Preservation Plan for First Urban National Park; History of Preservation Efforts; Michael & Susan Southworth and The Lowell Team; ph. ill.; p.105; June 90; PA

Marblehead; Residence; David Berner; ph. pl.; p.127; Mar 90; B

Martha's Vineyard; Vacation House; Adam Kahlin; ph. m.; p.68-69; July 90; PA

Natick; Artist's Studio; Sculptural Elements; K/MO; ph.; p.61; July 90; PA

Natick; Renovated Kitchen; Dirigo Design; ph. 174-175; July 90; ID

North Adams; Art Museum; Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, Remodeled Mill Buildings; Skidmore, Owings & Merril et al.; ph. sec.; p.125; May 90; PA

Norton; Student Center; Wheaton College; Amstler, Haggen & MacLean and Robert Neiel; ph.; p.82-83; Jan 90; A

Quincy; Mental Health Center Post-Occupancy Evaluation; PA Award; by Welch & Epp; pl.; p.122; Jan 90; PA

Waltham; Townhouse; Puzzi Farm; Peterson & Griffin; p.80-81; Aug 90; B

Wayland; Apartment Building; Entry Structure; Builder Award; Bloodgood; Sharp & Snider; ph.; p.194; Oct 90; B

Wayland; Duplex, Luxury; Builder Award; Bloodgood; Sharp & Snider; ph. pl.; p.166-167; Oct 90; B

West Stockbridge; Residence; Schwartz & Silver; ph. sec.; p.95; Mar 90; A

Yarmouth Port; Residential Development; Kings Way; Builder Award; DNB Associates; ph. pl.; p.179; Oct 90; B

MECHANICAL SYSTEM

See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING, SOLAR

MEDIA CENTER

Center for Art and Media Technology; West Germany, Karlsruhe; Office of Metropolitan Architecture and Ove Arup; m. pl. sec.; p.123-124; Apr 90; PA

Interiors; DuPont Resource Center, Multi-Media Center, Design Award; Eva Maddox; ph. pl. ill.; p.144-147; Nov 90; ID

MEMORIAL

Civil Rights Memorial; Alabama, Montgomery; Maya Lin; ph. pl.; p.186-187; Feb 90; AR

Civil Rights Workers' Memorial; Alabama, Montgomery; Maya Lin; by John Beardsley; ph.; p.78-79; Jan 90; LA

Edgar Allan Poe Memorial; Dan Willis; ph. pl.; p.41; Dec 90; LA

Garden Memorial to Indira Gandhi; India, New Delhi; Contains Select Large Rocks; Ravindra Bhan; by Ranjit Sabhik; ph.; p.74-77; Jan 90; LA

Holocaust Memorial Plaza; District of Columbia, Washington; Student Design; Design Awards; Mitchell A. Black; pl.; p.69; Nov 90; LA

Honor the Quick and the Dead; by Jane Holtz Kay; axon.; p.66-67; Jan 90; LA

House of Suicide Sculpture; Georgia, Atlanta; John Hejduk; ph.; p.70-73; June 90; A

Kent State Memorial; Ohio, Kent; Chronology, Controversy; m. pl.; p.72; Jan 90; LA

Korean War Memorial; Winning Competition Entry and Other Entries; Lucas, Leon; Lucas & Oberholzer; by Jay Johnson; ill. m.; p.68-71; Jan 90; LA

Memorial to Women in Military Service; District of Columbia, Washington; Competition Winner and Others; Manfredi & Weiss; m. pl.; p.25, 28; Jan 90; A

Peace Garden; District of Columbia, Washington, Near; Eduardo Catalan; by Heidi Landecker; pl.; p.73; Jan 90; LA

Pennsylvania Veterans Memorial; Pennsylvania, Indiantown Gap; Cee Jay Fredericks; pl. elev. ill.; p.18; Apr 90; LA

Worker's Place; Massachusetts, Lawrence; Walker & Kluesing; elev. pl.; p.68; Jan 90; LA

METALWORK

Metal Flashing Detailing; iso. det.; p.107-110; Feb 90; A

New Exterior Coatings for Architectural Aluminum; dia.; p.126-127; May 90; AR

Survey of Firm's Use of Metal Ornament; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Donald London; ph. sec. elev. axon. det. m.; p.121-125; May 90; AR

MEXICO

—; Mexican Architecture Today; by Aaron Betsky; ph.; p.59, 61; May 90; AR

Mexico City; Lighting Fixture Store; Thin Triangular Site; Enrique Norten; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-87; Feb 90; AR

Valle de Bravo; Residence; TEN; ph. pl. sec.; p.87; July 90; PA

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor; Movie Palace, 1928, Restored; Michigan Theater; Original Architect, Maurice H. Finkel; Uslar & Milling and Quinn & Evans; ph. pl. sec.; p.96; June 90; PA

Ann Arbor; Residence; The Settlement; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ill.; p.51-52; Dec 90; A
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MICHIGAN (Cont’d)

Ann Arbor; Residence; The Settlement; Mockbee & Coker; m. sec. pl.; p.50; Dec 90; A

Bloomfield Hills; Architect’s House; Interiors; Ralph and Ann Youngren; ph. pl.; p.278-285; May 90; ID

Bloomfield Hills; Residence; Landscape Design by John Grissim; Design Award; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.43; Nov 90; LA

Detroit; Concert Hall/Theater; Restored 1920’s Movie Theater; Fox Theater; Original Architect, C. Howard Crane; William Kessler and Little Caesar International; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; June 90; PA

Detroit; Hart Plaza; Isamu Noguchi; ph.; p.48-52; Apr 90; LA

Drummond Island; Bowling Center, Charles W. Moore; ph.; p.54-55; Dec 90; A

Drummond Island; Hotel, Charles W. Moore; ph. pl.; p.52; Dec 90; A

Gaines Township; Corporate Development Center, Lighting Concerns; WBDC Group; ph. pl.; p.119-121; Mar 90; AR

Grand Rapids; Restoration of Frank Lloyd Wright House; Interiors Award; Titon & Lewis; ph. pl.; p.160-163; Jan 90; INT

Holland; Furniture Design Facility; Herman Miller Design Yard; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; ph. ill.; p.98-100; Feb 90; PA

Lansing; Senate Chambers; Acoustical Adjustments, Restorations; Richard Frank; ph. det.; p.34; July 90; INT

Troy; Office Building; Middle Rise; Liberty Center; Rossetti Associates; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 90; A

MINNESOTA

—; Design Team Brainstorms Small Town Improvement; Examples; by Linda Mack; ph.; p.60-61; Feb 90; LA

Lac Qui Parle County; Residence; Stageberg Partners; ph. pl.; p.154-157; Mar 90; A

Lutsen; Apartment Building; Resort Area; Cluts, O’Brien & Strother; ill. pl.; p.82; Nov 90; B

Minneapolis; Architecture Tomorrow Exhibition; Critique; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl.; p.49; Mar 90; AR

Minneapolis; Architecture on Display; Walker Art Center Exhibitions; Profile of Mildred Friedman; ph.; p.45, 47; Mar 90; AR

Minneapolis; Band Shell; Lake Harriet; Frederick Benitz and Milo Thompson and Robert Rietow; ph. axon.; p.106; Mar 90; A

Minneapolis; Interiors; Corporation Headquarters Offices, Norwest; Interiors by STUDIOS; Cesar Pelli; m. pl.; p.105-119; June 90; INT

Minneapolis; Interview on Museum and Exhibition Design Exhibition on Domestic Arrangements; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph.; p.119-120; May 90; PA

Minneapolis; Office Building; High Rise; First Bank Plaza; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ill. m.; p.65; Feb 90; A

Minneapolis; Office Building; Middle Rise; The Ceresota; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl. sec.; p.62; 70-71; Aug 90; AR

MINNESOTA (Cont’d)

Minneapolis; Paint Factory Expansion, Remodeling; Research Facility; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; ph. pl. sec.; p.62, 68-69; Aug 90; AR

Minneapolis; Parking/Transport Facility; Stageberg Partners; ph. pl.; p.62, 66-67; Aug 90; AR

Minneapolis; Residence; Low Cost; Dovolis. Johnson & Ruggieri; ph. pl.; p.132; July 90; B

Minneapolis; School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture; University of Minnesota; Addition and Renovation; PA Award; Steven Holl and Ellerbe & Becket; m. axon. pl. sec.; p.83-85; Jan 90; PA

Minneapolis; Tomorrow’s Architecture Exhibit; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl.; p.19, 20; Feb 90; A

Minnetonka; Architect’s House; Smith Architects; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 90; B

White Bear Lake; Church; Catholic; Renovated; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph. pl.; p.85; Dec 90; PA

MISSISSIPPI

Magee; Church of Christ; Mockbee & Coker; ph. pl.; p.80; Dec 90; PA

Oxford; Physical Acoustics Laboratories; University of Mississippi; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler and Mockbee, Coker & Howorth; ph. pl. sec.; p.103; Aug 90; PA

MISSOURI

Excelsior Springs; Police Station; Gastinger, Rees & Walker; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Feb 90; A

Kansas City; Downtown Renewal; Design Award; Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff, III; ill.; p.50; Nov 90; LA

Kansas City; Elevated Downtown Walkway; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. sec. det.; p.87-89; Aug 90, A

Kansas City; Interiors; Architects’ Offices; Light Fixture, Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl. sec.; p.6-9; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Springfield; Residential Development; Highland Springs; Downing, Thorpe & James; ill. pl.; p.156; Feb 90; B

St. Louis; Landscape; Ralston Purina Headquarters, Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Mar 90; LA

St. Louis; Residence; Buder Place; Low Cost; Grice Group; ph. pl.; p.133; July 90; B

MONUMENT

See MEMORIAL

MOTEL

See HOTEL
MUSEUM
Art Museum Expansion; Tennessee, Memphis; Brooks Museum; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Lee, Askew, Nixon, Ferguson & Wolfe; ph. pl.; p.103-105; May 90; PA
Art Museum in Garden, Private; West Germany, Neuss; Hombroich; Erwin Heerich; by Margot Granitsas; ph.; p.58-63; Aug 90; LA
Art Museum, Addition; District of Columbia, Washington; Dumbarton Oaks; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl.; p.74-77; June 90: A
Art Museum, Lighting of; New York, New York; Guggenheim Museum Addition; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. sec.; p.191-195; Mar 90; A
Art Museum; California, Newport Beach; Renzo Piano and Bierock Partnership; m. pl. sec.; p.128; May 90; PA
Art Museum; California, San Francisco; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; Mario Botta; sec. axon.; p.24; Nov 90; PA
Art Museum; Iowa, Cedar Rapids; Centerbrook and Charles Moore; ph. pl.; p.24; Feb 90; A
Art Museum; Massachusetts, North Adams; Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art; Remodeled Mill Buildings; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill et al.; ph. pl. sec.; p.125; May 90; PA
Art Museum; New Jersey, Newark; Michael Graves; ph. pl. m.; p.88-95; Mar 90; PA
Art Museum; Spain, Barcelona; Museum of Contemporary Art; Richard Meier; m. pl.; p.127; May 90; PA
Art Museum; Tennessee, Memphis; Brooks, Additions; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Lee. Askew, Nixon, Ferguson & Wolfe; ph. pl.; p.122-127; Mar 90; A
Art Museum; The J. Paul Getty Center, California, Southern, Richard Meier; pl. dia. sec. axon. elev.; p.119-121; Aug 90; PA
Art Museum; Washington, Seattle; Venturi & Scott Brown; m. pl. axon.; p.126; May 90; PA
Authenticity in Recent Museum Expansion Controversies; by Ross Miller; p.124-125; June 90; PA
Brambuk Living Cultural Centre; Australia, Victoria; Aboriginal Arts and Crafts and Lore; by Jennifer Taylor; ph. pl. m.; p.56-57; Aug 90; LA
Canadian Centre for Architecture; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Museum, Library; Sculpture Garden by Melvin Charney; Peter Rose; by Christopher Hume; ph. pl. m. axon.; p.30-33; Feb 90; LA
Canadian Museum of Civilization; Canada, Quebec, Hull; Douglas J. Cardinal and Tetreault, Parent & Languedoc; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-93; Feb 90; AR

MUSEUM (Cont’d)
Children’s Museum of Manhattan; New York, New York; Paul Segal; by David Masello; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; July 90; AR
Furniture Design Museum; West Germany, Weil am Rhein; Factory and Office Addition; Vitra Museum; Frank O. Gehry and Freie Artekten Gunder Pfeifer; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99; May 90; PA
Furniture Museum; West Germany, Weil am Rhein; Vitra Museum; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec.; p.192-197; Oct 90; ID
Glass Manufacture-and-Use Museum; Austria, Baemmbach; Attached to Glass Factory, Kada Group; ph. pl.; p.100-102; May 90, PA
Historical Center of Industry and Labor; Ohio, Youngstown; Michael Graves and Raymond J. Jaminet; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-87; Mar 90; PA
History Museum, Renovated Church and Addition; West Germany, Frankfurt; Josef Paul Kleihnes; ph. pl. axon. sec. det.; p.83-93; May 90; PA
Holocaust Memorial Museum; District of Columbia, Washington. Pei, Cobb & Freed; m. pl.; p.124; May 90; PA
Holocaust Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Pei, Cobb & Freed; m.; p.66; Feb 90; A
Hydraulics Museum; Spain, Murcia; Remodeled Mill and Addition; Juan Naranjo Baldegug; ph. pl.; p.106-107; May 90; PA
Immigrant Experience Museum; Ellis Island; New York, New York; Restoration; Beyer, Blinder & Belle and Notter; Finegold & Alexander; ph. pl. sec. det. dia. ill.; p.46-57; July 90; AR
Indian Village Interpretive Center; Ohio, Dayton; Lorenz & Williams; ph. pl.; p.64; Mar 90; A
Interview on Museum and Exhibition Design; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Exhibition on Domestic Arrangements; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph.; p.119-120; May 90; PA
Leather Furniture Museum and Showroom; Italy, Tolentino; Poltronit Frau; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Aug 90; INT
Main Public Library and Children’s Museum; Nevada, Las Vegas; Antoine Prelock; ph. pl. axon.; p.68-75; Oct 90; AR
Maritime Museum; Maine, Bath; Winton Scott; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-75; June 90; AR
Museum of Immigration, Ellis Island Restoration; New York, New York; Beyer, Blinder & Belle and Notter; Finegold & Alexander; ph.; p.21, 24; Nov 90; A
Museum of Immigration; Ellis Island Restored; New York, New York; Beyer, Blinder & Belle and Notter; Finegold & Alexander; ph.; p.23-24; Nov 90; A
Museum of the History of Coca-Cola; Thompson, Venturi & Stainback and Turner Associates; ph. pl.; p.74-79; Dec 90; A
Natural History Museum and Media Center; California, Los Angeles; Hodgetts & Fung; m. sec.; p.143-145; Sept 90; PA
Natural Light in Museums; On Its Importance; Survey of Lighting Systems; by Steven Weintraub and Gordon O. Anson; ill. ph. sec. det. biblio.; p.49-54; May 90; PA
MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Photography Museum, University of California; California, Riverside; Remodeled Department Store; Steel Staircase Details; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl. ill. det.; p.130-136; Sept 90; PA

Sculptor's Studio and Museum; New York, Long Island City; Isamu Noguchi; ph.; p.52-54; Apr 90; LA

State Sponsored Building Program; France, Paris; Grands Projets; New Parisian Building Monuments; Critique; by William J. R. Curtis; ph.; p.76-83; Mar 90; AR

Survey of New Museums; Entire Issue; ph. pl. axon. sec. det. m. ill.; p.83-128; May 90; PA
See ARTS CENTER, EXHIBITION, HISTORICAL, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS

NETHERLANDS

Amsterdam; Apartment Development; Low Rise, Low-to-Moderate-Income Housing, Ij-Plein Neighborhood; Office of Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.96-101; Mar 90; PA

Amsterdam; Concert Halls, Exhibition Space and Cafe; Remodeled Interior, H. P. Berlage's Exchange Building, 1903; Pieter Zaander; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Sept 90; AR

Utrecht; Furniture Retrospective; Gijs Bakker Furniture and Jewelry; Ontwerpers; ph.; p.78-79; July 90; INT

Voorschoten; Office Building, Low Rise; Mexx International Headquarters; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.104; Mar 90; A

NEVADA

Las Vegas; Main Public Library and Children's Museum; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. axon.; p.68-75; Oct 90; AR

Las Vegas; Relearning from Las Vegas; Revisit and Study of the Strip Activity; ph. m.; p.46-51; Oct 90; A

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Nashua; School; Elementary; Wall Section Details; TAMS Consultants; ph. pl. elev. sec. sel. det.; p.110-112; Aug 90; PA

Waterville Valley; Resort Lodge and Town Square, Golden Eagle Lodge; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Feb 90; AR

NEW JERSEY

Atlantic City; Architectural Consequences of Casino Gambling; On Boardwalk; ill.; p.117; Mar 90; PA

Atlantic City; Bally's Park Place Casino Hotel; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Sept 90; INT

Atlantic City; Hospital; Children's Convalescent; Interiors by Daroff Design; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; by Nayana Currimbhoy; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Dec 90; INT

Barnegat; Residential Development; Barnegat West, Duplexes; Danielian Associates; elev. pl.; p.94; Mar 90; B

Bayville; Townhouse; Sonata Bay Club, Duplexes, Retirement; Womack & Humphries; ph. pl.; p.99; Sept 90; B

Bridgewater; Model House; Saikin Group; ph.; p.28-31; Jan 90; CB

Colts Neck; Residence; Berkus Group; ph.; p.112-113; Mar 90; B

East Hanover; Technology Center, Nabisco Brands; CUH2A; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.105; Aug 90; PA

Franklin Lakes; Office Building; Low Rise; Becton Dickinson Corporate Headquarters; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p.105; Mar 90; A

Harmon Meadow; Interiors; Publisher's Headquarters, Murdoch; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph. pl.; p.234-239; Oct 90; ID

Hopewell; Residence; Hopewell Ridge, Home Offices; ph. pl.; p.118, 120; May 90; B

Lambertville; Pool House; On Weekend House Property, Mill House Casino; Keenen & Riley; ph. pl. elev.; p.55-59; Aug 90; A

Livingston; Residence, Bel Aire; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p.100-101; June 90; B

Livingston; Residence; Rubenstein & Scala; ph.; p.48-50; Jan 90; CB

Loveladies; Residence; Michael Ryan and Brian Healey; ph. pl. m.; p.80; July 90; PA

Morristown Plains; Battered Women's Shelter; ASID Chapter; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Oct 90; INT

Newark; Art Museum; Michael Graves; ph. pl. m.; p.88-95; Mar 90; PA

Newark; Office Building; Low Rise; Atrium and Skylights; Ronald Schmidt; ph. sec. det.; p.128-129; Jan 90; A

Northern; Residence; Richard Meier; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.90-95; Nov 90; PA

Princeton; Computer Science Building, Princeton University; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.122-127; Sept 90; A

Princeton; Interiors; Brokerage Firm Corporate Office Campus; DDI and Kling & Lindquist; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Jan 90; INT

Princeton; Library Expansion, Princeton University; Underground Addition; Koetter & Kim; ph. axon. sec.; p.60-65; Jan 90; A

Princeton; Preservation Plan for Palmer Square Area; History of Preservation Efforts; Venuti, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.104; June 90; PA
NEW JERSEY (Cont'd)

Princeton; Residence; Shelton & Mindel; ph. pl. axon.; p.236-243; June 90; ID

Ramapo Mountains; Spec Home Designs by Prominent Architects; by John Andrews; ph. ill.; p.45-46; June 90; CB

Short Hills; Department Store; Barneys; Rosenblum & Harb; ph. pl.; p.82-89; July 90; INT

Ventnor; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Crown Key Yacht Club; Triad Associates; ph. pl.; p.142; May 90; B

NEW MEXICO

Santa Fe; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Apartment, Offices; Builder Award; Richard Yates; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 90; B

Santa Fe; School; High; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. iso.; p.108; Mar 90; A

NEW YORK

Amenia; Residence; Idea Show House; Trumbull Ridge; Zane Yost; ph. ill.; p.236; Jan 90; B

Armonk; Residential Development; Whippoorwill Ridge; Liebman & Melting; ph.; p.52; July 90; A

Bridgehampton; Residence; Expanded Shingle Cottage; Lee H. Skolnick; ph. pl. ill.; p.34-41; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Bronx; Apartment Development; Shorehaven; Affordable Housing; Liebman & Melting; ph. pl.; p.110; July 90; B

Brooklyn; Apartment Development; Built Over Parking; Costas & Kondylis; ph. pl.; p.110; July 90; A

Brooklyn; Apartment Development; Spring Creek; Low Income Housing; Liebman & Melting and Costas & Kondylis; ph. pl.; p.53; July 90; A

Brooklyn; Townhouse; Clinton Hill; Affordable; Duplexes; Stephen B. Jacobs; ph. pl.; p.128-129; July 90; B

Central Islip; Duplex Units; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph. pl.; p.106; July 90; B

Clinton; Natatorium, Hamilton College; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89; Apr 90; AR

East Hampton; Synagogue; Norman Jaffe; ph. pl. sec.; p.123-127; Jan 90; AR

East Hampton; Synagogue; Norman Jaffe; ph. pl.; p.83; Dec 90; PA

Fishers Island; Residence; Builder Award; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.155; Oct 90; B

Fishers Island; Vacation House; Centerbrook; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-73; Nov 90; PA

Fredonia; Library Addition, State University College; Pasanelli & Klein; m. pl. axon.; p.104; Apr 90; PA

Glen Cove; Church; Catholic; Bentel & Bentel; ph. pl.; p.82; Dec 90; PA

Hillsdale; Residence; Tory Hill; Eberhart Brothers; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Mar 90; B

Kips Bay; Show House of Interiors; ph.; p.222-231; Sept 90; ID

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

Long Island City; Bathroom Fixture Showroom; American Standard; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Sept 90; AR

Long Island City; Sculptor's Studio and Museum; Isamu Noguchi; ph.; p.52-54; Apr 90; LA

Long Island; Residence; Mojo & Stumer; ph.; p.32-34; Jan 90; CB

Manhattan; Department Store; Barneys; Rosenblum & Harb; ph. pl.; p.82-89; July 90; INT

Massapequa; Branch Bank; Green Point Savings Bank; Sanford Hanauer; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Feb 90; ID

Melville; Savings Bank, Curtain Wall; Neoparries Panels; Spectr Group; ph. det.; p.104; Aug 90; A

Mineola; Bank Headquarters; Central Federal Savings Bank; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Apr 90; INT

New York; Accessories and Fine Crafts Store; MOMA; Hambrecht & Terrill; ph. pl.; p.258-259; June 90; ID

New York; Apartment Building; Interiors; Penthouse Remodeled; Lighting Design Influences; Kaell Studio; ph. pl.; p.104-109; Sept 90; PA

New York; Apartment Development; Clinton Area Master Plan; Urban Renewal; PA Award; Peterson & Littenberg; m. pl. axon. ill.; p.110-112; Jan 90; PA

New York; Apartment; Hariri & Hariri; ph.; p.65; July 90; PA

New York; Art Museum, Lighting of; Guggenheim Museum Addition; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.191-195; Mar 90; A

New York; Bicycle and Pedestrian Path; Brooklyn/Queens Greenway; Design Award; Trowbridge Associates; map; p.58; Nov 90; LA

New York; Botanical Garden Way Station; Tram Line; Patrick Chasse et al.; m. elev. pl.; p.18; May 90; LA

New York; Branch Bank; Commerzbank; Interiors; Owen & Mandolfo; ph. pl.; p.250-251; May 90; ID

New York; Branch Bank; Creditanstalt, Interiors; Janko Rasic; ph. pl.; p.260-265; May 90; ID

New York; Branch Bank; U.S. Trust Bank; Mancini & Duffy; ph. pl.; p.184-187; Feb 90; ID

New York; Broadcasting Studios, NBC; Michael Wolfe; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Nov 90; INT

New York; Central Terminal Complex; JFK International Airport; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ill. m. sec.; p.63; Feb 90; A

New York; Century Paramount Hotel, Renovation; Philippa Strock; ph. pl.; p.142-147; Dec 90; ID

New York; Children's Museum of Manhattan; Paul Segal; by David Masello; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; July 90; AR

New York; Cityspire; Office and Apartment Tower; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl.; p.107; Oct 90; AR

New York; Clothing Store; Matsuda; Ryuchi Yokota; ph. axon.; p.190-193; Sept 90; ID

New York; Clothing Store; Reporter; Clea Rocci; ph. axon.; p.196-199; Sept 90; ID

New York; Clothing Store; Sedona; Andaloro Associates; ph. pl.; p.194-195; Sept 90; ID
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Clothing Store; SoHo Surplus; Deborah Weintraub and Townsend Moore; ph.; p.92-93, July 90; INT

New York; Clothing Store; Zara International; ph.; p.168-171; Nov 90; ID

New York; Clothing Stores; Henri Bendel Group of Buildings; Restored and Remodeled; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph.; p.66-69; Dec 90; A

New York; Cultural Center; Islamic; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. sec. pl.; p.64; Dec 90; PA

New York; Dance Studio; Alvin Alley Dance Cultural Center; Islamic; ph. pl.; p,66-69; June 90; ID

New York; Department Store's Window Exhibit; Saks Fifth Avenue; ph.; p.68-69; July 90; INT

New York; Fabric Showroom, Kravet; Salsano Associates; ph. pl.; p.254-257; June 90; ID

New York; Fabric Showroom; John Duncan; ph.; p.62; June 90; ID

New York; Flower Store; Broadway Floral; Theo David; ph.; p.200-201; Sept 90; ID

New York; Furniture Exhibit; Vecta; Interiors Award; Morphosis; ph.; pl.; p.146-147, Jan 90; INT

New York; Furniture Showroom; Bright Chair; ISD; ph. axon.; p.236-237; Sept 90; ID

New York; Furniture Showroom; Chartwell Group; Salsano Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.188-191; Jan 90; ID

New York; Furniture Showroom; Lee Jofa; James Biber; ph.; p.66; Oct 90; ID

New York; Grand Central District Renewal; Design Award; Benjamin Thompson; m.; p.51; Nov 90, LA

New York; Health Care and Exercise Center; James Biber; ph.; p.206-209; Mar 90; ID

New York; High Rise, Worldwide Plaza; Apartment Project by Frank Williams, Office Building and Apartment Complex; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.84-89; Apr 90; A

New York; Hospital; General; Luxury Suite; Charles H. Swerz; ph.; p.188-189; Nov 90; ID

New York; Hotel; Embassy Suites Times Square; PA Award; Fox & Fowle; pl. axon. sec. elev. ill.; p.102-103; Jan 90; PA

New York; Hotel; Embassy Suites, Built in Air Rights over Palace Theater; Fox & Fowle; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.163; Sept 90; AR

New York; Hotel; Rihga Royal Hotel, All-Suite Tower; Frank Williams; ph.; p.107; Oct 90; AR

New York; Immigrant Experience Museum; Ellis Island; Restoration; Beyer, Blinder & Belle and Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph. pl. sec. det. dia. ill.; p.46-57; July 90; AR

New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Armstrong & Cumming; ph.; p.252-255; May 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; R. M. Klement and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. sec.; p.214-219; June 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Smith-Miller & Hawkins; ph.; p.80-83; June 90; A

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Designer's; Carl and Emanuela Magnusson; ph. pl.; p.204-209; Nov 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Metropolitan Tower; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph.; pl.; p.216-221; Sept 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Penthouse; Clodagh; ph.; p.198-201; Feb 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Penthouse; Melvin Dwork; ph.; p.198-203; Oct 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Tropics Theme; Thomas Britt; ph.; p.218-223; Oct 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph.; p.230-235; June 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Carl Hribar; ph.; p.224-229; Apr 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Garrett L. Danger; ph.; p.212-215; Sept 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Gertler & Woolf; ph.; p.172-175; Mar 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Haniri & Haniri; ph.; p.64-67; June 90; A

New York; Interiors; Apartment; John Saladino; ph.; p.138-141; Dec 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Juan Montoya; ph.; p.202-205; Feb 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Michael Ruben; ph.; p.196-197; Feb 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Ohrbach & Jacobson; ph.; p.190-195; Feb 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Shelter & Mindel; ph.; p.156-165; Jan 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Space Design Group; ph.; p.194-199; Nov 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Architect's Apartment Loft; Malcolm Holzman; ph.; p.86-89; June 90; A

New York; Interiors; Architects' Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph.; p.148-153; July 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Capital Cities/ABC Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph.; p.108-109; Sept 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Citicorp Headquarters; PHH Environments; ph.; p.202-205; Sept 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Contract Executive Offices; John Chaloner; ph.; p.118-121; Sept 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, Revlon; DDI; ph.; p.108-111; Jan 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Designer's Apartment Loft; Smith-Miller & Hawkins; ph. axon.; p.84-85; June 90; A

New York; Interiors; Designer's Offices; Naomi Left; ph. axon.; p.158-161; July 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Designers' Offices; Butler, Rogers & Basket; ph. axon.; p.30; Dec 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Designers' Offices; Phillips & Janson; ph.; p.110-111; Aug 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Executive Offices, Peter Kalikow's; DDI; ph.; p.106-107, Jan 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Executive Offices; Peter Kalikow's; DDI; ph.; p.106-107, Jan 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Executive Offices; Eric Bernard; ph.; p.194-195; Mar 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Financial Offices; Seat Design; ph.; p.256-259; May 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Graphic Designer's Studio; Don Zivkovic; ph.; p.32; May 90; INT
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Interiors; Headquarters, Kobe Steel; Kajima International; ph. pl.; p.208-211; Sept 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Law Offices; Interiors by Rosen, Perry & Preston; Helmut Jahn; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Mar 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Law Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Sept 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Loft Apartment Renovation; George Ranalli; ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p.128-129; June 90; PA

New York; Interiors; Model Apartment; Robert Metzger; ph.; p.166-167; Jan 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; Deamer & Phillips; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Dec 90; PA

New York; Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; Diversity: Architecture and Design; ph. pl.; p.288-293; May 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; Steven Forman; ph. axon.; p.110-117; Sept 90; AR

New York; Interiors; Publisher’s Offices; Mayers & Schiffs; ph. pl.; p.196-199; Mar 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Publishing Company’s Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Sept 90; INT

New York; Interiors; Software Company’s Offices; William Green; ph. pl.; p.220-223; June 90; ID

New York; Interiors; Spy Magazine Offices; Chan & Mohney; ph. pl.; p.103, 108-109; May 90; AR

New York; Interiors; Vogue Magazine Conference Room; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. sec.; p.103-107; May 90; AR

New York; JFK Airport Terminal; American and Northwest Airlines Terminal; Murphy & Jahn; m. ill. pl.; p.111-112; Mar 90; PA

New York; Jewelry Store; Niessing; Toshiko Mori; ph. axon.; p.186-189; Sept 90; ID

New York; Kimono Display and Store; Kyoto Arts and Fashion; Interiors Award; Toshiko Mori; ph. axon.; p.142-143; Jan 90; INT

New York; Kimono Display and Store; Kyoto Arts and Fashion; Toshiko Mori; ph. axon.; p.184-187; Jan 90; ID

New York; Leather Exhibit; Lackawanna; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph. pl.; p.232-235; Sept 90; ID

New York; Lighting Showroom; Reggiani Light Gallery; Toni Zuccheri; ph.; p.72-73; July 90; INT

New York; Loft Apartment, Aluminum and Glass Display Structure; Kolatan & MacDonald; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Sept 90; PA

New York; Model Apartment in Remodeled Police Building; Smith-Miller & Hawkins; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Sept 90; PA

New York; Museum of Immigration, Ellis Island Restoration; Bayer, Blinder & Belle and Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph.; p.21, 24; Nov 90; A

New York; Museum of Immigration; Ellis Island Restored; Bayer, Blinder & Belle and Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph.; p.23-24; Nov 90; PA

New York; New Residential Neighborhood; Arverne; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Whitelaw et al.; ill. pl.; p.79; Apr 90; A

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Night Club; Building, aka Powerhouse; Carlos Almada; ph.; p.126-127; Sept 90; INT

New York; Office Building; High Rise; 1675 Broadway, Built in Air Rights over Broadway Theater; Fox & Fowle; ph. pl. sec.; p.162; Sept 90; AR

New York; Office Building; High Rise; 712 Fifth Avenue; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Shuman, Lichtenstein, Claman & Efron; ph. pl.; p.106; Oct 90; AR

New York; Office Building; High Rise; 750 Lexington Avenue; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. ill.; p.103, 106; Mar 90; PA

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Capital Cities, ABC; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Dec 90; A

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Carnegie Tower; Cesar Pelli and Brennan, Beer & Gorman; ph. pl.; p.106; Oct 90; AR

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Glass-Fiber Reinforced Plastic Cladding; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Whitelaw; ph. pl. det.; p.95-97; July 90; AR

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Park Avenue Tower; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. ill.; p.104, 106; Mar 90; PA

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Visionary Garden Tower; Roger Ferris; pers. ph.; p.37; Dec 90; LA

New York; Office Building; Interiors; Advertising and Design Agency; Bausman & Gill; ph. axon.; p.79; July 90; PA

New York; Office Furniture Showroom; Steelcase; FTL; ph. pl.; p.64-65; July 90; INT

New York; Optometric Arts Store; Bausman & Gill; ph. axon.; p.78; July 90; PA

New York; Plumbing Fixture Showroom; American Standard; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. axon.; p.238-241; Sept 90; ID

New York; Plumbing Fixture Showroom; American Standard; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl.; p.76-77; July 90; INT

New York; Printer’s Shop; S&R Litho; Herbert Beckhard and Frank Richlan; ph. pl.; p.208-207; Sept 90; ID

New York; Private Bank; Union Bank of Switzerland; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.172-177; Feb 90; ID

New York; Residence Hall, Columbia University; Gruzen, Samton & Steinglass; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Jan 90; A

New York; Restaurant; La Cite; Arnold Syrop; ph. pl.; p.178-181; Sept 90; ID

New York; Restaurant; Princeton Club; Venture & Scott Brown and Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl. elev.; p.174-177; Sept 90; ID

New York; Restaurant; Remi; Adam Thany; ph. pl.; p.162-165; Sept 90; ID

New York; Shoe Store; Walz Design; ph. pl. ill.; p.106-111; Feb 90; PA

New York; Shopping Center; A & S Plaza, Remodeled Gimbels Building; RTKL and Emery Roth & Sons; ph.; p.97, 108-111; Apr 90; AR

New York; Stone Repairs of 1914 Municipal Building; McKim, Mead & White; ph. dia. det.; p.124-127; Mar 90; AR
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

NORTH CAROLINA (Cont’d)

Charlotte; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Audubon Parc; David Furman; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 90; B
Charlotte; Office Building; Low Rise; Remodeled; Builder Award; David Furman; ph.; p.188-189; Oct 90; B
Charlotte; Public Library; Morris Architects and Middleton & McMillan; ph. det.; p.82-85, 93; July 90; A
Charlotte; Residence; Camas Associates; ph.; p.72-75; Jan 90; CB
Durham; Residential Development; Residence; Breckenridge; Low Cost; James Wentling; ph.; p.120-121; July 90; B
Durham; Residential Development; Residence; Breckenridge; Builder Award; James Wentling; ph.; p.180; Oct 90; B
Durham; Sarah P. Duke Gardens; Duke University; Hunter, Reynolds & Jewell; ph. pl.; p.40; Nov 90; LA
Maggie Valley; Vacation House; Builder Award; Evans Group; ph.; p.160-161; Oct 90; B
Raleigh; Residence; Jo. Ewing and Tom Twining; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Mar 90; B
Winston-Salem; Memorial to Veterans at Sport Coliseum; John Ford; axon. m.; p.18; Jan 90; LA

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

California, Los Angeles; Grand Palace Glass Wall; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ill. det. axon.; p.106-111; Nov 90; AR
California, Los Angeles; Los Angeles Center; Glass Wall; Johnson, Fan & Pereira; m. axon.; det.; p.108-111; Nov 90; AR
Corporate Headquarters Move to the Countryside; by Peirce Lewis; ph.; p.144; Mar 90; LA
Energy Efficient Studies in Office Buildings; ASHRAE Standard 90.1; ill.; p.91-93; Dec 90; A
Facilities Management, The State of; by Vivian Loftness and Wolker Hartkopf; m. axon.; det.; p.118-121; Nov 90; AR
Hazard in the Office; by Timothy B. MacDonald; ill.; p.127; Jan 90; A
Information Center Control Room Lighting; Texas, Piano; David A. Mintz; by David Masello; ph. det.; p.35-36; Suppl Aug 90; AR
International Studies of High-Tech Systems in Office Buildings; Design Changes Anticipated; by Vivian Loflinness and Wolker Hartkopf and Peter A.D. Mill; ph. pl. biblio.; p.47-53; Sept 90; PA
International Trade Center Complex; Spain, Barcelona; Pei, Cobb & Freed; m. sec.; p.64; Feb 90; A
Review of Corporation’s Facilities; Graphics and Product Design; Raychem, Cummins Engine and Crate and Barrel; ph.; pl.175-219; May 90; INT

NIGHT CLUB

Japan, Fukuoka; El Liston Bar; Gaetano Pesce; ph. pl.; p.116; May 90; PA
Japan, Fukuoka; Oblioma Bar; Shiro Kuramata; ph. pl.; p.115; May 90; PA
Japan, Fukuoka; Zibibo Bar; Ettore Sottsass; ph. pl.; p.114; May 90; PA
New York, New York; Building, aka Powerhouse; Carlos Almada; ph.; p.126-127; Sept 90; INT
Restaurant; England, London; Legends; Eva Jirina; ph. sec.; p.140-143; Aug 90; ID
See CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

NORTH CAROLINA

Blue Ridge Parkway; Rare Plant Habitat Protection Center; Design Award; Bart Johnson; ph. pl. ill.; p.69; Nov 90; LA
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont’d)

HIGH RISE (Cont’d)

California, Los Angeles; Center West; Mitchell & Giurga and Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendehall; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Oct 90; AR

California, Los Angeles; First Interstate World Center, Earthquake Design; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. axon. det.; p.103-104; Feb 90; A

California, Los Angeles; Home Savings of America Tower; Albert C. Martin; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-97; Feb 90; A

Designing the Super-Thin New Buildings; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.105-109; Oct 90; AR

Florida, Miami; Freedom Tower, 1925; Original Architect, Schultz & Weaver; R. J. Heinzenbottle; ph. pl.; p.66, 68-69; Mar 90; AR

France, Paris; Tour Sans Fins; Jean Nouvel; m. sec. pl.; p.109; Oct 90; AR

Hong Kong, Hong Kong; Bank of China’s Cladding; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. det.; p.95-96; Feb 90; A

Illinois, Chicago; 311 Wacker Drive, Concrete Structure; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.90; Oct 90; A

Illinois, Chicago; AT&T Corporate Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.94-97; Oct 90; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Miglin-Beitler Tower, World’s Tallest Building; Cesar Pelli and HKS; m. axon.: p.105, 108-109; Oct 90; AR

Illinois, Chicago; NBC Tower; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Apr 90; A

Illinois, Chicago; Review Of New Towers; by Howard Decker; ph.; p.78-83; Feb 90; A

Illinois, Chicago; Savings of America Tower; Murphy & Jahn; m. pl. ill.; p.107; Mar 90; PA

Illinois, Chicago; Two Prudential Plaza, Concrete Structure; Loeb, Schlussman & Hack; ph. pl.; p.88; Oct 90; A

Japan, Tokyo; “Tower of Silence” To Be Constructed in the Atrium of an Office Building; George Ranalli; m. ill.; p.129-130; June 90; PA

Maryland, Baltimore; Restoration; Details Explain Flashings; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Whitelaw; elev. det. axon. sec.; p.100, 102-103; Aug 90; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; 125 Summer Street; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Oct 90; AR

Minnesota, Minneapolis; First Bank Plaza; Pei, Cobb & Freed; Ill. m.; p.65; Feb 90; A

New York, New York; 1675 Broadway, Built in Air Rights over Broadway Theater; Fox & Fowle; ph. pl. sec.; p.162; Sept 90; AR

New York, New York; 715 Fifth Avenue; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Shuman, Lichtenstein, Claman & Efron; ph. pl.; p.106; Oct 90; AR

New York, New York; 750 Lexington Avenue; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. Ill.; p.103, 106; Mar 90; PA

New York, New York; Capital Cities, ABC: Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Dec 90; A

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont’d)

HIGH RISE (Cont’d)

New York, New York; Carnegie Tower; Cesar Pelli and Brennan, Beer & Gorman; ph. pl.; p.106; Oct 90; AR

New York, New York; Cityspire; Office and Apartment Tower; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl.; p.107; Oct 90; AR

New York, New York; Glass-Fiber Reinforced Plastic Cladding; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Whitelaw; ph. pl. det.; p.95-97; July 90; AR

New York, New York; Park Avenue Tower; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. ill.; p.104, 106; Mar 90; PA

New York, New York; Visionary Garden Tower; Roger Ferris; pers. ph.; p.37; Dec 90; LA

New York, New York; Worldwide Plaza; Apartment Project by Frank Williams, Office Building and Apartment Complex; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Apr 90; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; One Liberty Place; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. ill.; p.105, 106; Mar 90; PA

Singapore; Adjoining Towers: Raffles Place and Collier Quay; Murphy & Jahn; m. pl. ill.; p.106, 108; Mar 90; PA

Survey of High Office Building Roof Enclosures; Shapes; Window Washing Equipment; by Lee B. Herzog; ph. sec. table; p.49-54; Feb 90; PA

Survey of New Buildings by Helmut Jahn; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. ill. m. elev. det.; p.102-112; Mar 90; PA

Texas, Dallas; First Interstate Bank Tower; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph.; p.102; Mar 90; A

Washington, Seattle; Pacific First Centre; Cal­lison Partnership; ph.; p.87; May 90; AR

Washington, Seattle; Two Union Square; Concrete Structure; NBBJ Group; ph. pl.; p.92; Oct 90; A

Washington, Seattle; Two Union Square; NBBJ Group; ph.; p.85; May 90; AR

West Germany, Berlin; Office Complex; Victoria City Area; Murphy & Jahn; m. pl. ill.; p.109-110; Mar 90; PA

West Germany, Frankfurt am Main; With Exhibition Hall Complex; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. m. det.; p.106; Mar 90; PA

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; 100 East Wisconsin Avenue; Clark, Tribble, Harris & Li; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Aug 90; AR

INTERIORS

Advertising Agency Offices; Mancini & Duffy; by Alice Feiring; ph.; p.44-45; Nov 90; INT

Arkansas, Conway; Architects’ Offices; Georg Andersen; ph.; p.154-157; July 90; ID

Australia, Milsons Point; Architect’s Offices, Addition; Harry Seidler; ph.; p.210-213; May 90; ID

Australia, Sydney; Financial Firms’ Offices; Harry Seidler; ph. pl. sec.; p.218-221; May 90; ID

87
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

Branch Office; Design Award; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.148-151; Nov 90; ID

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec.; p.103-115; May 90; AR

California, Los Angeles; Law Offices; Design Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.138-143; Nov 90; ID

California, Los Angeles; Law Offices; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.152-155; Jan 90; ID

California, Los Angeles; Law Offices; Stanley Felderman; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Apr 90; ID

California, Los Angeles; Leasing Center; Albert C. Martin; ph. pl. dia.; p.48; June 90; INT

California, Los Angeles; The Boston Company; Arthur Erickson; ph. pl.; p.188-189; Feb 90; ID

California, Menlo Park; Raychem's Executive Training Center; Cabak, Randall, Jasper & Griffin; ph. pl.; p.178-181; May 90; INT

California, Mountain View; Corporation Headquarters, Silicon Graphics; STUDIOS; ph. pl. axon.; p.166-171; Apr 90; ID

California, Oakland; AT&T Work Center; Architects Collaborative and George W. Famous; ph. pl.; p.36; Mar 90; INT

California, Redwood City; Next Computer Headquarters; Design Award; Whisler & Patin; ph. pl.; p.176-179; Nov 90; ID

California, San Francisco; Accountants' Offices; Reel & Grobman; ph. pl.; p.156-161; Apr 90; ID

California, San Francisco; Architect's Offices; Jim Jennings; ph. pl.; p.55-59; June 90; A

California, San Francisco; Law Offices; Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; ph. pl.; p.244-249; May 90; ID

California, San Francisco; Software Company's Offices; MacCracken Architects; ph. pl.; p.68-69; June 90; A

California, San Jose; Western Headquarters, Apple Computer; Simon, Martin-Végue, Winkelman & Moris; ph. pl.; p.190-195; Apr 90; ID

California, Santa Clara; Apple Computer Engineering Offices; Design Award; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.160-165; Nov 90; ID

California, West Hollywood; Film Corporation Offices; Hodgetts & Fung; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.104, 109, 69; Sept 90; AR

Canada, Ontario, Ottawa; Telestar Corporate Headquarters, Interiors by Rice & Brydone; Clifford & Lawrie; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl. axon.; p.56-61; Nov 90; ID

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Teleconferencing Center, Marshall, Cummings &Muslon; ph. pl.; p.74; May 90; INT

Connecticut, Wilton; Accounting Firm's Executive Offices; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl.; p.103, 110-115; May 90; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Apple Computer Government Affairs Office, Design Award; Studios; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Apr 90; INT

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

District of Columbia, Washington; Law Offices, Design Award; Studios; ph. axon.; p.70-73; Apr 90; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; Real Estate Developer's Offices, Design Awards; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Apr 90; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; US West Offices, Design Award; Ronn Jaffe; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Apr 90; INT

DuPont Resource Center, Multi-Media Center; Design Award; Eva Maddox; ph. pl. ill.; p.144-147; Nov 90; ID

Financial Services Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. sec.; p.112-113; Sept 90; INT

Florida, Miami; Real Estate Developer's Offices; Joyce & Snoweiss; ph. pl.; p.196-199; Jan 90; ID

Florida, Orlando; Disney World Casting Center; Interiors Award; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.130-133; Jan 90; INT

France, Cergy Saint-Christophe; Raychem's Headquarters, Interiors by Casteleat; Robert Dumont-Bleurault; ph.; p.182+; May 90; INT

France, Paris, Near; Sculpture in Corporate Lobby; Robert and Marion Einbeck; ph. pl.; p.186-189; Mar 90; ID

France, Paris; Apple Company Offices; Eric Lieure and Butler; Rogers & Baskett; ph. pl.; p.124-129; Aug 90; ID

France, Paris; Computer Company Offices; James Stewart Polshek and Alain Salomon; ph.; p.18; Aug 90; INT

Georgia, Atlanta; Designer's Offices; Osgood Associates; ph. axon.; p.144-147; July 90; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Advertising Agency Offices; Krueck & Olsen; ph. elev.; p.226-233; May 90; ID

Illinois, Chicago; American National Can Company Offices; ISD; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Mar 90; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Architect's Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p.106-107; June 90; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices, Conference Rooms; Interiors Award; ISD; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Jan 90; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; ISD; ph. pl.; p.120-125; June 90; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; Larson Associates; ph. pl.; p.126-129; June 90; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p.234-237; May 90; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Lighting Fixtures, Railings; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. det. m.; p.121, 124-125; May 90; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Playboy Corporate Headquarters Offices; Desk Details; Himmel & Bonner; ph. pl.; p.92-99, 28; June 90; INT

Illinois, Northbrook; Crave and Barrel Headquarters Offices; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; ph. pl.; p.216-219; May 90; INT
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

Illinois, Riverwoods; Corporate Offices; Workstations; Lohan Associates; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 88-93; Sept 90; AR

Illinois, Rosemont; Lobby Railings, Security Desk, Lighting Fixtures; Details; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. sec. det.; p. 121, 124-125; May 90; AR

Indiana, Indianapolis; Executive Offices, Cummins Engine; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph.: p. 197-1; May 90; INT

Italy, Turin; Financial Offices, Original Building by Adolf Loos; Monteforte Sartoris and Delli Veneri; ph. p. 237-243; May 90; ID

Louisiana, New Orleans; Advertising Agency Offices; Chresia & Staub; ph. pl.; p. 24; June 90; INT

Massachusetts, Boston; Video Company Offices; Stein Associates; ph.: p. 16; Nov 90; INT

Michigan, Gales Township; Corporate Development Center, Lighting Concerns; WBDC Group; ph. pl.; p. 119-121; Mar 90; AR

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Corporation Headquarters Offices, Norwest, Interiors by STUDIOS; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p. 108-119; June 90; INT

Missouri, Kansas City; Architects' Offices; Light Fixture; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl. sec.; p. 6-9; Suppl Nov 90; AR

New Jersey, Harmon Meadow; Publisher's Headquarters, Murdoch; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph. pl.; p. 234-239; Oct 90; ID

New Jersey, Princeton; Brokerage Firm Corporate Office Campus; DDI and Kling & Lindquist; ph. pl.; p. 124-127; Jan 90; NT

New York, New York; Advertising Agency Offices; Armstrong & Cummings; ph. pl.; p. 252-255; May 90; ID

New York, New York; Advertising Agency Offices; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. sec.; p. 214-219; June 90; ID

New York, New York; Advertising Agency Offices; Smith-Miller & Hawkstown; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; June 90; A

New York, New York; Advertising and Design Agency; Bausman & Gill; ph. axon.; p. 79; July 90; PA

New York, New York; Architects' Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p. 148-153; July 90; ID

New York, New York; Capital Cities/ABC Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p. 108-109; Sept 90; INT

New York, New York; Citicorp Headquarters; PHH Environments; ph. pl.; p. 202-205; Sept 90; ID

New York, New York; Contract Executive Offices; John Chaloner; ph. pl.; p. 118-121; Sept 90; INT

New York, New York; Corporate Headquarters, Revlon; DDI; ph. pl.; p. 108-111; Jan 90; INT

New York, New York; Designer's Offices; Naomi Leif; ph. axon.; p. 158-161; July 90; ID

New York, New York; Designers' Offices; Butler, Rogers & Basket; ph. axon.; p. 30; Dec 90; INT

New York, New York; Designers' Offices; Phillips & Janson; ph.; p. 110-111; Aug 90; INT

New York, New York; Executive Offices, Peter Kalikow's; DDI; ph. pl.; p. 106-107; Jan 90; INT

New York, New York; Executive Offices; Eric Bernard; ph. pl.; p. 194-196; Mar 90; ID

New York, New York; Financial Offices; Sears Design; ph. pl.; p. 256-259; May 90; ID

New York, New York; Graphic Designer's Studio; Don Zivkovic; ph. pl.; p. 32; May 90; INT

New York, New York; Headquarters, Kobe Steel; Kajima International; ph. pl.; p. 208-211; Sept 90; ID

New York, New York; Law Offices; Interiors by Rosen, Perry & Preston; Helmut Jahn; ph. pl.; p. 110-115; Mar 90; INT

New York, New York; Law Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p. 116-117; Sept 90; INT

New York, New York; Publisher's Offices; Meyers & Schiff; ph. pl.; p. 196-199; Mar 90; ID

New York, New York; Publishing Company's Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p. 114-115; Sept 90; INT

New York, New York; Software Company's Offices; William Green; ph. pl.; p. 220-223; June 90; ID

New York, New York; Spy Magazine Offices; Chan & Mohney; ph. pl.; p. 103, 108-109; May 90; AR

New York, New York; Vogue Magazine Conference Room; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. sec.; p. 103-107; May 90; AR

New York, New York; Winter Garden Atrium Acoustics; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p. 33; Dec 90; INT

New York, New York; Somers; Pepsi-Cola's Headquarters; Interiors by Rosen, Perry & Preston; Eggars Group; ph. pl.; p. 101-109; Mar 90; INT

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Telephone Company Sales Offices; HTB; by Karin Tetlow; ph. pl.; p. 52-55; Nov 90; INT

Oregon, Portland; Advertising Agency Offices, Sandblasted-Glass Wall Detail; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. det.; p. 70-77; Sept 90; AR

Pennsylvania, Allentown; Seating Company Headquarters, Vitra; Haigh Space Architects; ph. axon.; p. 122-125; Sept 90; INT

Pennsylvania, Johnstown; Crown American Corporation Headquarters; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p. 116-123; Mar 90; INT

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Corporation Headquarters; DDI; ph. pl. elev.; p. 98-105; Jan 90; INT

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Health System Offices, Remodeled Church; Mark B. Thompson and Richard Mark; ph. pl.; p. 124-127; Mar 90; INT
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Law Offices; Lighting Details; DDI; ph. pl. det.; p.52, 116-119; Jan 90; INT

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Law Offices; DDI; ph. pl. elev.; p.120-123; Jan 90; INT

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Executive Offices, Travel Interiors by DDI; Helmut Jahn; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Jan 90; INT

Spain, Barcelona; Architects' Offices; Gabinete de Contruccion y Arquitecture; ph.; pl.; p.144-147; Aug 90; ID

Texas, Dallas; Art Gallery in Real Estate Office; Design Award; Hermanowski & Lauck; ph.; p.156-159; Nov 90; ID

Texas, Dallas; Law Offices; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.266-269; May 90; ID

Texas, Houston; Financial Offices; Total Concept; ph.; p.252-255; June 90; ID

Texas, Plano; Corporate Headquarters, ARCO; PHH Environments; ph.; p.190-193; Mar 90; ID

The Office of the Present and the Office of the Future; ill.; p.137-138; Sept 90; PA

Virginia, Falls Church; Atrium Security Kiosk; Todd Lee and Clark & Rozas; ph. elev.; p.20-21; Oct 90; INT

Washington, Seattle; Financial Company's Offices; NBBJ Group; ph.; p.108-109; Feb 90; INT

Washington, Seattle; Law Offices; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.146-151; Jan 90; ID

Washington, Seattle; Multi-Image Production Company's Offices; Callison Partnership; ph.; pl.; p.114-115; Feb 90; INT

Washington, Tacoma; Corporation Headquarters; Pop-Up Podium; Wyatt & Stapper; ph. axon.; p.110-113, 32; Feb 90; INT

LANDSCAPE

California, Mill Valley; Marsh Restoration; Design Award; Danielson Associates; ph. pl.; p.41; Nov 90; LA

Corporate Headquarters Landscape Design; Review; by Jory Johnson; ph.; p.50-57; Mar 90; LA

Corporate Headquarters Landscape Design; by David Dillon; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.59-61; Mar 90; LA

Courtyard Garden; France, Paris; Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. m.; p.50; Dec 90; LA

Designing Corporate Landscapes and Office Parks; Panel; ph.; p.66-70; Mar 90; LA

France, Paris, West of; Bouygues Headquarters; Roche & Dinkeloo; ph.; p.64-65; Mar 90; LA

Illinois, Moline; John Deere Headquarters; Eero Saarinen; ph.; p.56-57; Mar 90; LA

Missouri, St. Louis; Ralston Purina Headquarters; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph.; p.58-59; Mar 90; LA

Ohio, Cincinnati; Procter and Gamble Headquarters Plaza; Bentley & Meisner; ph.; p.60; Mar 90; LA

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

LANDSCAPE (Cont'd)

South Carolina, Spartanburg; Spartan Foods Headquarters; Clark, Tribble, Harris & Li; ill. pl. m.; p.61; Mar 90; LA

Sweden, Stockholm, Near; Two Landscape Plans; by Thorbjorn Andersson; ph.; pl. p.36-37; Mar 90; LA

Texas, Dallas-Fort Worth; IBM Regional Headquarters; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph.; pl.; p.62-63; Mar 90; LA

Virginia; —; Center for Innovative Technology; Building by Arquitectonica; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; by Deborah Papier. ph. pl. m.; p.50-55; Jan 90; LA

LOW RISE

Alabama, Birmingham; Corporation Headquarters; Jova, Daniels & Busby and Kids; Plasser & Sprague; ph. pl. axon.; p.72-75; Oct 90; A

Arizona, Scottsdale; Banks & Upshaw; ph.; p.315; Jan 90; B

Belgium, Brussels; Designers' Offices; Samyn & Dinkeloo; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Mar 90; LA

California, Beverly Hills; Creative Artists Agency; I. M. Pei and Langdon & Wilson; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-89; Jan 90; AR

California, Venice; Design Firm's Offices, Remodeled Eames Studios; Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl. iso. axon.; p.96-103; Sept 90; PA

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Design Studios and Retail Space; Remodeled Clubhouse; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-63; July 90; AR

Connecticut, Woodbury; Professional Park, Atelier Associates; ph.; p.312-313; Jan 90; B

England, London; Office-Workshop Building, Troughton & MacAslan; ph. axon.; p.96-97; Apr 90; PA

Louisiana, New Orleans; Offices, Restored Howard Memorial Library, 1896; Original Architect, Henry Hobson Richardson; Errol Barron and Michael Toups; ph. pl.; p.66, 72-73; Mar 90; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Addition to Insurance Agency Building; Koetter & Kim; ph. axon. elev.; p.80-83; Nov 90; A

Netherlands, Voorschoten; Mexx International Headquarters; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.104; Mar 90; A

New Jersey, Franklin Lakes; Becton Dickinson Corporate Headquarters; Kalimann, McKinnell & Wood; ph.; pl. p.105; Mar 90; A

New Jersey, Newark; Atrium and Skylights; Ronald Schmidt; ph. sec. det.; p.128-129, Jan 90; A

North Carolina, Charlotte; Remodeled; Builder Award; David Furman; ph.; p.188-189; Oct 90; B

Ohio, Dublin; Quarry Place; H. R. Ransom; ph.; p.314; Jan 90; B

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Remodeled Church and Addition; Architect's Offices; HTB; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.90-93; Nov 90; A
MIDDLE RISE

California, San Francisco; Dakin Building, Wall; Theodore Brown; ph. pl. sec.; p.87, 92-93; Aug 90; A

California, Sunnyvale; Lighting Design Analysis; Leo A. Daly; by Charles Benton and Marc Fountain; ph. pl. dia. biblio. graphs; p.119-121; Nov 90; PA

District of Columbia, Washington; Franklin Square: John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ph. pl.; p.101; Feb 90; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Penn/24 Building, New and Old Building Complex; George Calomiris; by Peter Blake; ph. p.230-231; Apr 90; ID

England, London; Bishopsgate, Office Building Complex; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 90; A

England, London; Broadgate, Office Building Complex; Structural Details; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. m. det. sec.; p.68-69, 109-112; Sept; A

England, London; Exchange House; Bridge-Like Structure Analysis; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec. dia. det.; p.109-112; Sept; A

Illinois, St. Charles; Company Training Center; Remodeled College Campus; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. m.; p.101; Apr 90; PA

Japan, Tokyo; Fantasia; Adele Naude Santos; m. sec. axon.; p.102-103; Nov 90; PA

Japan, Tokyo; Higashi Azabu Tower; PA Award; Morphosis and EPI; m. pl. ill.; p.94-95; Jan 90; PA

Japan, Tokyo; Koizumi Sangyo Building, Office and Lighting Shown; Eisenman Architects and K Architects; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Sept; A

Maryland, Baltimore; Fidelity & Guarante Life Insurance Company Headquarters; Peterson & Bruckbauer and Emery Roth; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.64-71; Oct 90; A

Massachusetts, Boston; Glass-Fiber Reinforced Concrete Walls; Graham Gund; ph. sec. det.; p.91-93; July 90; AR

Michigan, Troy; Liberty Center; Rossetti Associates; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 90; A

Minnesota, Minneapolis; The Ceresota; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl. sec.; p.62, 70-71; Aug 90; AR

Pennsylvania, Johnstown; Crown American Corporate Headquarters; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p.76-83; Feb 90; AR

Texas, West Austin; 3M Austin Center, Light Monitors; CRSS; ph. sec. det.; p.87, 90-91; Aug 90; A

WEST GERMANY, Berlin; 8-Story Kurfuerstendamm 70; Murphy & Jahn; m. pl. elev. det. ill.; p.107; Mar 90; PA

See AIR CONDITIONING, BANK, CLINIC, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, LIGHTING, PLAZA, STRUCTURAL, UNIVERSITY also

OFFICE PRACTICE

Alternatives to Traditional Practice; Reader Poll; graphs; p.59-61; Oct 90; PA

American Architects Set Up Shop in London; ph.; p.23, 25; Oct 90; AR

Architect-Client Relations; Reader Poll; Client Profiles; graphs; p.63-65; Feb 90; PA

Architectural Marketing Awards; by Ernest Burden; ill.; p.42, 44; Feb 90; AR

Architecture Profession Meeting Future Demands; by Robert Gutman; ph.; p.56-58; Jan 90; AR

Argument Against General-Contractor Construction Manager; by Carl Sapers; p.43-44; Aug 90; AR

Building a Successful Practice; Part 2; by Bradford Perkins; ph.; p.35-36; Oct 90; AR

Common Market Merger in 1992; Effects for U.S. Design Industry; by Robert Cadwallader; ill.; p.139; Sept 90; PA

Computer Software; For Accounting and Project Control; Review; tables; p.113-117++; Aug 90; A

Continuing Education in the Office; by Nina Hartung; p.65; Apr 90; PA

Coxe Group Controls Its CAD Costs; by Thomas Kvan; p.43; Nov 90; PA

Defining Architectural Services of Altering Historic Buildings; ph.; p.119-122; Nov 90; A

Effect of Economic Tansitions on Architectural Practice; p.53; Dec 90; PA

Finding Professional Personnel; by Barbara Tucker; ill.; p.53-54, 56; Jan 90; PA

Firm Mergers and Other Combining of Resources; ph. chart; p.97-98; Oct 90; A

Five Ways to Improve Information Management; by David Kent Ballast; ill.; p.39, 41; Oct 90; AR

Five Ways to Reduce Lawsuits Through Project Management; by Frank Stasiowski; p.65-66; May 90; PA

Getting and Keeping a License; by C. Jaye Berger; ill.; p.57; Feb 90; PA

Hiring a Lighting Designer; by Joseph Wilkinson; ph.; p.8-11; Suppl Aug 90; AR

How Architects Market Themselves; Cecil Baker and Benjamin Thompson; ph.; p.35-36; June 90; AR

How Architects Market Themselves; Samuel White, Leland Cott and Hugh Jacobsen; by Nicholas J. Polites; ph.; p.27-28; July 90; AR

How Do They Get Those Commissions? Part 3; Interview with Dirk Lohan; by George and Laura Heery; ph.; p.40-41; May 90; AR
How Do They Get Those Commissions?; Interviews with Arthur Ginsler and Bill Lacy; by George and Laura Heery; ph.; p.48-50; Feb 90; AR

How Do They Get Those Commissions?; Interviews with Peter Eisenman and Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Anderson & Schwartz; by George and Laura Heery; ph.; p.34-35, 37, 39, 41; Jan 90; AR

How a Small Design Firm Works with Developers; Carrington Associates; m. ph.; p.52-53; Feb 90; AR

International Partnerships; Practice, Design and Construction Differences Considered; by Jonathan P. Butler; ill.; p.49-51; July 90; PA

Interviewing Job Applicants; by David Greusel; ill.; p.43-45; May 90; AR

Landing a Job in an Architectural Firm; by David Greusel; ill.; p.34-37; Apr 90; AR

Launching a Practice; Complexities; Drawn from Launching a Practice; by Alex Cohen; ill.; p.100-101; July 90; PA

Liability Insurance, Selecting a Policy; ill.; p.109-111; Aug 90; A

Low Budget Marketing; by Jim Morgan; ph.; p.26; Mar 90; INT

Making It in a Changing Economy; Expand Your Horizons; ph.; p.47-48; Sept 90; AR

Management Study: A Design Firm; by Hugh Hochberg; p.53, 58, 60; Jan 90; PA

Marketing When the Economy Turns Down; by Frank Stasiowski; p.55; Mar 90; PA

Piggybacking with Clients' Public Relations; by Jane Cohn and Dianne L. Frank; ph.; p.37-38; Aug 90; AR

Practicing Abroad; Advice from Experts; British Reaction; ph.; p.101-105; Sept 90; A

Pursuing Government Design Projects; ill.; p.135-136; Nov 90; A

Redirecting a Firm; Case Study; by Peter Piven and Gregory Shea; ill.; p.51; July 90; PA

Sealing Signed CADD Drawings; by Gary Gersh; p.63; Apr 90; PA

Small Firm Gains Power with Computer-Driven Design; Ross Wou International; pl. m.; p.139-140; Mar 90; AR

Small Project Preliminary Design Methodologies; chart; p.107-109; July 90; A

Starting Your Own Firm; Part 1; by Bradford Perkins; ill.; p.37, 39; Sept 90; AR

Storage of Construction Documents; by Merle T. Westlake; ill.; p.41-42; Mar 90; AR

Survey of Firm's Use of Metal Ornament; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Donald London; ph. sec; elev. axon. det. m.; p.121-125; May 90; AR

Videoconferencing; ph. ill.; p.129-132+; Sept 90; A

Ways of Collecting Fees; by Nancy Hubbard and Robert Greenstreet; p.65; Sept 90; PA

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, LAW, SPECIFICATIONS also

OHIO

Bath; Residence: Charles Warren; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-85; July 90; PA

Cincinnati; Duplex House; Builder Award; John C. Sehenauer; ph.; p.156-157; Oct 90; B

Cincinnati; Procter and Gamble Headquarters Plaza; Bentley & Meissner; ph.; p.60; Mar 90; LA

Cincinnati; Residence; Hampton Lane; Muller Associates; ph.; p.94-97; June 90; B

Columbus; Center for Visual Arts; Ohio State University; Analysis; Eisenman & Trott; by Kay Bea Jones; ph.; p.34-38; Spring 90; JAE

Columbus; Experimental Theater; Ohio State University; Eisenman & Trott; ph.; p.78; May 90; INT

Columbus; Mixed-Use Complex; Brewery District; Builder Award; Richard Trott; ph.; p.185; Oct 90; B

Columbus; Performing Arts Theater; Venn Riffe Center, Acoustical Concerns; Bohm NBBJ; ph. sec.; p.48; Apr 90; INT

Dayton; Indian Village Interpretive Center; Lorenz & Williams; ph.; p.64; Mar 90; A

Delaware County; Residential Development; Kensborough; John Reagan; ph.; p.62-63; July 90; PA

Dublin; Office Building; Low Rise; Quarry Place; H. R. Ransom; ph.; p.314; Jan 90; B

Dublin; School; Theater; Remodeled Gymnasium, Acoustic Concerns; SEM; ph. pl. sec.; p.56; Jan 90; INT

Kent; Kent State Memorial, Chronology, Controversy; m.; p.72; Jan 90; LA

New Albany; Golf Club House; Jacqueline Robinson; ph.; pl. elev.; p.72-73; Dec 90; A

New Albany; New Town; Gerald McCue et al.; ph. pl. elev.; p.72-73; Dec 90; A

Youngstown; Museum; Historical Center of Industry and Labor; Michael Graves and Raymond J. Jaminet; pl. pl. sec.; p.84-87; Mar 90; PA

OKLAHOMA

Okahoma City; Architect's Remodeled House; Elliott Associates; ph.; pl.; p.140-143; July 90, ID

Okahoma City; Ballet Studio; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.84-87; Dec 90; INT

Okahoma City; Clothing Hospitality Suite; Elliott Associates; by Karin Tetlow; ph.; pl.; 202-203; June 90; ID

Okahoma City; Interiors; Telephone Company Sales Offices; HTB; by Karin Tetzlow; ph.; p.52-55; Nov 90; INT

Okahoma City; Office Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Church and Addition; Architect's Offices; HTB; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.90-93; Nov 90; A

Okahoma City; Theater; Addition; Elliott Associates; ph. sec.; p.69; Nov 90; A

Yukon; Drive Through Bank Branch; Bank of Okahoma; Elliott Associates; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Oct 90; A
OMAN
Muscat; U.S. Embassy Building; James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. axon. dia.; p.114-121; June 90; PA

OREGON
Beaverton; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Andover Park; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.92-93; May 90; AR
Portland; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, Sandblasted-Glass Wall Detail; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. det.; p.70-77; Sept 90; AR
Portland; Library; Reed College; Addition; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.70-75; Nov 90; A
Portland; Lighting of Ten Bridges; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. p.22-25; Suppl Nov 90; AR
Sheridan; Correctional Facility; Federal; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.142-145; Sept 90; AR
Winema National Forest; Highway 140 Viewshed; Design Award, Lee Roger Anderson; ph.; p.59: Nov 90; LA

PAINT
New Exterior Coatings for Architectural Aluminum; dia.; p.126-127; May 90; AR
New Products for Wood Decks; ph.; p.142; Sept 90; B
Safe Paint and Wallcovering; ph.; p.135; Sept 90; INT

PARK
Open-Space Pedestrian Downtown Corridor; California, Los Angeles; Lawrence Halprin; m. pl. ill.; p.63; June 90; AR
See GARDEN, RECREATION also

PARKING, GARAGE
Alternative Parking Lot; Carol Burns; ill. ph.; p.36; Dec 90; LA
Parking/Transport Facility; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Stageberg Partners; ph. pl.; p.62, 66-67; Aug 90; AR

PENAL
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown; Interiors; Seating Company Headquarters, Vitra; Haigh Space Architects; ph. axon.; p.122-125; Sept 90; INT

Bryn Mawr; School; Private; Expansion, Shipley School; Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; m. pl. ill.; p.106; Apr 90; PA
Buck Hill Falls; The Cottages, Vacation Houses; Berkus Group; ph. pl. tables; p.134-137; May 90; B
Indiantown Gap; Pennsylvania Veterans Memorial; Cee Jay Fredericks; pl. elev. ill.; p.18; Apr 90; LA
Jim Thorpe; Preservation Plan; History of Preservation Efforts; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. elev.; p.103; June 90; PA
Johnstown; Interiors; Crown American Corporation Headquarters; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p.116-123; Mar 90; INT
Johnstown; Middle Rise; Crown American Corporate Headquarters; Michael Graves; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-83; Feb 90; AR
Landenberg; Residence; Hillcrest Associates; ph.; p.106-107; June 90; B
Lower Oxford Township; Camp Recreation Building; Builder Award; Susan Maxman; ph. pl.; p.190-191; Oct 90; B
Lower Oxford Township; Year-Round Girl Scout Cabin Complex; Camp Tweedale; Susan Maxman; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-67; July 90; AR
New Hope; Townhouse; Includes 19th Century Mill, The Waterworks; Cecil Baker; ph. pl.; p.76-79; July 90; AR
Philadelphia; Clinical Research Building, School of Medicine; University of Pennsylvania; Payette Associates and Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.102; Aug 90; PA
Philadelphia; Interiors; Apartment, Model; Rodgers Design Group; ph. pl.; p.294-295; May 90; ID
Philadelphia; Interiors; Corporation Headquarters; DDI; ph. pl. elev.; p.98-105; Jan 90; INT
Philadelphia; Interiors; Health System Offices, Remodeled Church; Mark B. Thompson and Richard Mark; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Mar 90; INT
Philadelphia; Interiors; Law Offices; Lighting Details; DDI; ph. pl. det.; p.52, 116-119; Jan 90; INT
Philadelphia; Interiors; Law Offices; DDI; ph. pl. elev.; p.120-123; Jan 90; INT
Philadelphia; Morns Arboretum; Andropogon; ph. pl.; p.96-101; Mar 90; LA
Philadelphia; Office Building; High Rise; One Liberty Place; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. ill.; p.105, 106; Mar 90; PA
Philadelphia; Performing Arts Center, Swarthmore College; Dagit & Saylor; pl. ill.; p.105; Apr 90; PA
Philadelphia; Preparatory School; John Blatteau; ill. pl.; p.46; Nov 90; A
Philadelphia; Renovated 1860 Style Townhouse; Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; ph. pl.; p.164-167; Mar 90; ID
Philadelphia; Three Firms' Work, Philosophy; Andropogon, South Street Design and Jackson & Kihn; by Frederick Steiner and Todd Johnson; ph. pl. ill.; p.96-101; Mar 90; LA
Philadelphia; Timber Roof Trusses in 1857 Academy of Music Fail; Repair, Analysis; by Nancy Levinson; ph. sec.; p.146-147, 174; Feb 90; AR
PHILADELPHIA; Waterfront Redevelopment, New Plan; Penn's Landing; Bower, Lewis & Thrower; m. pl.; p. 65, 67; Feb 90; AR

Philadelphia; Wine Store; Boyd Associates; ph.; p. 90-91; July 90; INT

Philadelphia; Interiors; Executive Offices, Travel Interiors by DDI; Helmut Jahn; ph. pl.; p. 112-115; Jan 90; AR

Pittsburgh; Cleaning the Sandstone of the Carnegie Museum, by John Dencler and Judith E. Selwyn; ph.- p. 38-41; Oct 90; PA

Pittsburgh; Elderly Housing; Bennett Place, Arthur Lubetz; ph. pi.; p. 100; Apr 90, PA

Pittsburgh; Research Institute, Carnegie Mellon University; Michael Dennis and Jeffrey Clark; ph. pl.; p. 109; Mar 90; A

Pittsburgh; Software, Engineering Institute; Carnegie Mellon University; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski and Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittelmann; ph.; p. 109; Mar 90; A

Pittsburgh; Synagogue; Restoration; Details Explain Flashings; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Whitelaw; elev. det. axon. sec.; p. 100-102, Aug 90; AR

Philadelphia; Technology Center Site Plan, Along River, Hanna & Olin; ph. pl.; p. 49; Dec 90; LA

Radnor; Residence; Addition; Builder Award; Voith & Maczvich; ph.; p. 195; Oct 90; B

Schuylkill River Island; Water Purification Garden; Anuratha Mathur; ph. pl. ill.; p. 44-45; Dec 90; LA

See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

PERSONNEL

PHOTOGRAPHY

Photographing Computer Screens, Recommendations; ill.; p. 130; Nov 90; PA

See ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY also

PLANTS

Plants Are Effective for Indoor Air Purification; ph. ill. chart; p. 76-79; Oct 90; INT

See GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN also

PLASTICS

Demonstration House, Plastic Products; ph.; p. 165-168; Mar 90; A

Glass-Fiber Reinforced Plastic Repairs and Matches Terra Cotta Cladding; ph. elev. det.; p. 95-97; July 90; AR

See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
RECREATION (Cont'd)

Country Club; Illinois, Glencoe; Lake Shore, Restoration of 1900 Building by Howard van Doren Shaw; John Vinci; ph. pl.; p.100-103; June 90; INT

Disneyland Background and Design; Hotels; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph. elev. ill.; p.50-54; June 90; LA

Disneyland and Other Theme Parks; Japan, Tokyo and Chiba; The Source; by Carol Simons; ph. pl. ill.; p.42-45; June 90; LA

Downtown Baseball Stadium; Maryland, Baltimore; Planning and Development of; Profile of Janet Marie Smith; by David Masello; ph.; p.45-46; Oct 90; AR

Employee Recreational Park; California, Santa Clara; Design Award; Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; ph. pl.; p.38; Nov 90; LA

Entertainment, Shopping and Restaurant Complex; France, Marne-la-Vallee; Euro Disneyland; Frank O. Gehry and Saubot & Jullien; m. pl.; p.72-73, 79+; Aug 90; AR

Euro-Disneyland, Review of Projects; France, Marne-la-Vallee; Critique; by Ross Miller; m. ill. pl.; p.92-95; Oct 90; PA

Euro-Disneyland; France, Marne-la-Vallee; Master Plan and Landscape Design; EDAW and POD; by Charlotte Ellis; pl. ill. elev. m.; p.38-41; June 90; LA

Florida, Jacksonville; Yacht Club; Remodeled 1926 Mansion; Interiors by Juliana Catlin; Pappas Associates; ph. pl.; p.208-213; June 90; ID

Gabriel Sherover Promenade; Israel, Jerusalem; Walkway Through Biblical Sites; Shlomo Aronson; by Abraham Rabinovich; ph. pl.; p.34-35; Sept 90; LA

Garden at Former Coffee Plantation; Brazil, Fazenda Vargem Grande; Roberto Burle Marx; ph.; p.28; Jan 90; LA

Golf Club House; Ohio, New Albany; Jacquelin Robertson; ph. elev.; p.72-73; Dec 90; A

Golf Club; Sweden, Goteborg; Gert Wingardh; by Claes Dreijer; ph.; p.34-35; Mar 90; LA

Golf Clubhouse; Arizona, Scottsdale; Studio b; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.64-67; Oct 90; INT

Gymnasium, Tokyo Metropolitan; Japan, Tokyo; Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl. m. sec.; p.74, 82-87; Aug 90; PA

Health Care and Exercise Center; New York, New York; James Biber; ph. pl.; p.206-209; Mar 90; ID

Health Club and Salon; Massachusetts, Boston; Design Award; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Nov 90; ID

Important Influential People on Wilderness and Environmental Preservation; Timeline of Influences; by Laurie Olin; ph. ill.; p.76-83+; Oct 90; LA

Inner-City Playground Design; Examples; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl.; p.68-71; May 90; LA

Landscape Design in Disneylands; Panel Discussion; ph.; p.56-59; June 90; LA

Le Parc de la Villette; France, Paris; Gallery and Folie; Bernard Tschumi; ill. pl. axon.; p.27-30; Fall 89; JAE
RECREATION (Cont'd)

Park Expansion; Washington, Seattle; Freeway Air Rights Development; Danadjieva & Koenig; ph. pl.; p. 60-62; Aug 90; A

Park, Tommy Thompson; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Former Waste Site; EDA Collaborative; ph.; p. 34-35; Feb 90; LA

Parks Along Shore of Niagara River; Canada, Ontario; PA Award; Moriyama & Teshima; pl. sec.; p. 116-117; Jan 90; PA

Play Structures, Evolution; by Nan Booth Simpson; ph.; p. 72-75; 79; Sept 90; LA

Pool House; Connecticut, —; Builder Award; Centerbrook; ph.; p. 184; Oct 90; B

Pool House; New Jersey, Lambertville; On Weekend House Property; Mill House Casino; Keenen & Riley; ph. pl. elev.; p. 55-59; Aug 90; A

Public Art for Play; by Deborah Ryan; ph.; p. 76-78; Sept 90; LA

Public Gardens; Canada, Nova Scotia, Halifax; Public Gardens; Public Art for Play; by Linda Discare Fardin; ph. ill.; p. 36-38; Feb 90; LA

Rare Plant Habitat Protection Center; Canada, Nova Scotia, Halifax; Public Gardens; Public Art for Play; by Linda Discare Fardin; ph. ill.; p. 36-38; Feb 90; LA

Riverfront Promenade; Indiana, Indianapolis; White River Park; Danadjieva & Koenig; ph.; p. 64-65; Aug 90; A

Sportsplex; Tennessee, Nashville; Swimming Pool, Ice Arena and Tennis Center; Thomas & Miller; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Aug 90; A

Theme Parks Design; by Dan Rose; ill.; p. 112; June 90; LA

Urban Plaza and Park; Texas, Houston; Sesquicentennial Park; Team HOU; ph. pl. sec.; p. 55-57; Apr 90; A

Venetian Pool Complex; Florida, Coral Gables; Restored 1926 Swimming Pool; Original Architect, Phineas Paist; H. Carlton Decker; ph. pl.; p. 66, 70-71; Mar 90; AR

Volcano Cone Shaping; Arizona, Flagstaff, Near; Environmental Art; James Turrell; ph. pl.; p. 17; Feb 90, LA

Walt Disney Company Enlists Major Architects; France, Marne-la-Vallee; for Euro Disneyland; ph. m. elev. ill. sec.; p. 72-79, 121; Aug 90; AR

Walt Disney Company's Commitment to Architecture; Review of Disneyland Projects; ph. m.; p. 78-81; Oct 90; PA

Yacht Club; Florida, Jacksonville; Remodeled and Expanded 1926 Mansion; Pappas Associates; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Mar 90; AR

Yarkon Park Rock Garden; Israel, Tel Aviv; Gideon Sarig and Akiva Flexor; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; July 90; LA

Year-Round Girl Scout Cabin Complex; Pennsylvania, Lower Oxford Township; Camp Tweedale; Susan Maxman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; July 90; AR

RECREATION (Cont'd)

Zoological Gardens; Washington, Seattle; Woodland Park; Design Award; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p. 42; Nov 90; LA

See ART, COMMUNITY CENTER, GARDEN, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, PLAZA, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY, ZOO also

REGIONAL PLANNING

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec.; p. 123-135; Jan 90; AR

Review of Religious Buildings; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-85; Dec 90; PA

CHAPEL

Arkansas, Eureka Springs; Thorncrown Chapel; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph.; p. 88-89; Mar 90; A

CHURCH

Baptist; Indiana, Fort Wayne; Evangelical Church; Harding Associates and WKM Associates; ph. pl. iso.; p. 123, 130-131; Jan 90; AR

Catholic; Colorado, Littleton; Light of the World; Hoover, Berg & Desmond; ph.; p. 107; Mar 90; A

Catholic; Maryland, Olney; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph.; p. 123, 132-135; Jan 90; AR

Catholic; Minnesota, White Bear Lake; Renovated; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph.; p. 85; Dec 90; PA

Catholic; New York, Glen Cove; Bentel & Bentel; ph.; p. 82; Dec 90; PA

Catholic; Texas, Austin; Landry & Landry; ph.; p. 83; Dec 90; PA

Catholic; Texas, Dallas; Renovated; Landry & Landry; ph.; p. 82; Dec 90; PA

Eastern Orthodox Church; Massachusetts, Dedham; Imre and Anthony Halasz; ph. pl.; p. 79; Dec 90; PA

Episcopal; Texas, Bedford; Jim Bransford; ph. pl.; p. 80; Dec 90; PA

Episcopal; Texas, Cypress; Gerald Moorehead and Gregory L. Harper; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; Apr 90; A

Episcopal; Virginia, Great Falls; Kems Group; ph. pl.; p. 81; Dec 90; PA

Greek Orthodox Church; Connecticut, Norwich; Steven P. Papadatos; ph. pl.; p. 79; Dec 90; PA

Lighting; Illinois, Chicago; Holabird & Root; ph. det.; p. 12-13; Suppl Nov 90; AR
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RELIGIOUS BUILDING (Cont’d)

CHURCH (Cont’d)

Lutheran; Indiana, Columbus; Gunnar Birkerts: ph. pl; p 84; Dec 90; PA

Methodist; Florida, Jacksonville Beach; William Morgan: ph. pl. sec.; p.123, 128-129; Jan 90; AR

Presbyterian; Illinois, Peoria; Weese, Langley & Weese: ph. pl.; p.93-95; Feb 90; PA

United Church of Christ; California, Berkeley; David Baker: ph. pl.; p.123; Jun 90; AR

Vestibule for Old Church; New York, New York; Leo J. Blackman: ph. pl. sec.; p.76-77; Oct 90; AR

CULTURAL CENTER

Islamic: New York, New York; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill: m. sec. pl.; p.84; Dec 90; PA

SYNAGOGUE

New York, East Hampton; Norman Jaffe: ph. pl.; p.83; Dec 90; PA

New York, East Hampton; Norman Jaffe: ph. pl. sec.; p.123-127; Jan 90; AR

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Restoration; Details Explain Flashings; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Whitelaw: elev. det. axon. sec.; p.100-102; Aug 90; AR

REMODELING

See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type also

RESEARCH FACILITY (Cont’d)

Research Institute, Carnegie Mellon; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; PA Award; Eisenman Architects; m. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.104-106; Jan 90; PA

Research and Development Facility; California, Menlo Park; Raychem; Cabak, Randall, Jasper & Griffith; ill. pl.; p.190+; May 90; ID

Seven Buildings; ph. pl. sec. dia. m.; p.98-105; Aug 90; PA

Technology Center Site Plan, Along River; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Hanna & Olm; ph. pl.; p.49; Dec 90; LA

Technology Center, Nabisco Brands; New Jersey, East Hanover; CUH2A; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.105; Aug 90; PA

RESEARCH LABORATORY

See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

RESEARCH

See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY

RESIDENCE

Addition; Michael Wu: ph. axon.; p.286-287; May 90; ID

Annual Houses Issue; ph. pl. ill. elev. axon. sec. det.; p.57-97; Nov 90; PA

Custom House Designer; Bill Tull; by Ann L. Patterson: ph. pl.; p.47-48; May 90; CB

Demonstration House, Plastic Products; ph.; p.165-168; Mar 90; A

Entire Issue; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.34-101; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Minimizing Health Hazards in Residential Construction; by John W. Spears; sec. tables; p.20-22, 77+; Jan 90; CB

ARIZONA

New River; William P. Bruder: ph. pl. sec. det.; p.74-77; Nov 90; PA

Paradise Valley; Landscape Design by Steve Martinez; Design Award; Barry J. Miff; ph. pl.; p.44-45; Nov 90; LA

Paradise Valley; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. axon.; p.88-95; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Phoenix; Residence and Studio; Wendell E. Burnette; ph. pl. sec. m.; p.70; Jul 90; PA

ARKANSAS

Fairfield Bay; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Mar 90; A

AUSTRALIA

Cammeray; Harry Seidler; ph. pl. sec.; p.214-217; May 90; ID

New South Wales; Glenn Murcutt; ph. sec. elev.; p.36-41; Aug 90; LA
RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

CALIFORNIA

Hidden Valley; Johannes Van Tilburg; ph. pl.: p.104-105; Mar 90; B

Hollywood Hills; Ehrlich Architects; ph.; p.197; Oct 90; B

Huntington Beach; Builder Award; Warkentin & Wright; ph. pl.: p.158-159; Oct 90; B

Joshua Tree; Weekend House in Desert; Schweitzer BIM; ph. axon.; p.64-69; Mid-Apr 90; AR

LaQuinta; Builder Award; Wallying & McCallum; ph. pl.: p.171; Oct 90; B

Lake Tahoe; Addition: Interiors by Pfister Partnership; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph. pl.; p.224-233; Oct 90; ID

Los Angeles; Black Granite Garden; Design Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph.; p.46-47; Nov 90; LA

Los Angeles; House and Studio; Mehrdad Yazdani and Hoda Meymsi-Yazdani; ph. pl. m.; p.88; July 90; PA

Los Angeles; Frank O. Gehry; ph. sec.; p.96-97; Mar 90; A

Los Angeles; Franklin D. Israel; ph. axon.; p.150-153; Mar 90; A

Los Gatos; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-75; July 90; PA

Malibu; High Tech Lighting Used; Lighting Design by David Steinitz; Warren Gray; by Aaron Betsky; ph.; p.16-19; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Malibu; Two Residences; O’Herity & Warner; ph. axon.; p.74-75; July 90; PA

Orange County; Vincent Di Biasi; ph. pl.; p.128; Mar 90; ID

Ross Valley; Warren Snodgrass; ph. pl.; p.296-301; May 90; ID

Rutherford; Anderson & Schwartz; ph. sec.; p.96-101; Mid-Apr 90; AR

San Diego; David Killory; ph. iso.; p.90-93; Mar 90; A

San Diego; Pacific Associates; ph. elev.; p.58-63; Nov 90; PA

San Francisco Area; Student Landscape Plan; Design Award; Daniel F. Machado; ph.; p.58; Nov 90; LA

San Francisco; Builder Award; Roake Architects; ph. pl.; p.154; Oct 90; B

San Francisco; Remodeled Film Studio; Includes Studio; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl. sec.; p.212-217; Apr 90; ID

San Francisco; Remodeled; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; Nov 90; PA

San Francisco; Residence Garden; Tophfer Delaney; ph.; p.76; Feb 90; LA

Santa Monica; Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl.; p.136-141; Mar 90; A

Stinson Beach; Vacation House; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl.; p.52-57; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Venice; O’Herity & Warner; ph. pl. m.; p.74-75; July 90; PA

COLORADO

Evergreen; With Artist’s Studio; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-77; Mid-Apr 90; AR

RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

COLORADO (Cont’d)

Golden; Sears & Barrett; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Mar 90; B

Log Hill Mesa; Village Houses Sketched; Interview with the Architect; Sottsass Associati; ph. ill.; p.96-97; Nov 90; PA

Ridgway; Sottsass Associati; ph. pl. elev.; p.78-83; Oct 90; AR

Snowmass Village; Erickson & Stevens; ph.; p.30-34; Apr 90; CB

CONNECTICUT

—; Interiors; Vonene Renau and Samuel Bote; ph. pl.; p.224-229; June 90; ID

Connecticut Hills; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Mar 90; A

Deep River; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Mar 90; B

Greenwich; Two Classical Houses, Andrews F. F. Fensom & Murray; ph. pl.; p.72-73; July 90; PA

Greenwich; Robert Lamb Hart; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Mar 90; B

Ivoryton; Remodeled, Builder Award; Centerbrook; ph. pl. axon.; p.182-183; Oct 90; B

New Canaan; Charles Warren; ph. pl. sec.; p.84; July 90; PA

Western Area; Builder Award; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Oct 90; B

ENGLAND

London, Near; Interiors. 1646; Restoration; Harrods Design Studio; ph. pl.; p.244-247; June 90; ID

FINLAND

Southwest Area; Villa Mairea, Landscape; Alvar Aalto; by Ann E. Komara and Taisto H. Makela; ph.; p.33; Mar 90; LA

FLORIDA

Longwood; Show House; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Mar 90; B

Longwood; Altamante Design Studio; ph.; p.36-39; Jan 90; CB

IDAHO

Sun Valley; Alpine Log Homes; ph.; p.40-42; Jan 90; CB

Sun Valley; Arne Bystrom; ph.; p.94; Mar 90; A

ILLINOIS

Chicago; Frederick Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-61; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Lake Bluff; Architect’s Weekend House; Booth & Hansen; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Lake Bluff; Remodeled Mansion; Presentation Design Associates; by John Handley; ph. pl.; p.28-33; Sept 90; CB

Rockford; Michael Tillery; ph.; p.44-47; Jan 90; CB

Springfield; Restoration of Dana-Thomas House; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. ill.; p.50; Nov 90; ID
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

ITALY

Puglia; Renovation of Villa; Transit Design; ph. pl.; p.130-135; Aug 90; ID
Varano Marchesi; Pavilion on Residential Estate; Paolo Zermani; ph. pl. sec.; p.67; July 90; PA

JAPAN

Ashiya River; Tadao Ando; ph. pl.; p.83-91, 93; Feb 90; PA
Kumamoto; Lumber Industry Promotion House; Studio Citteno & Dwan; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-83; Mid-Apr 90; AR
Tokyo; Two-Family House; Adele Naude Santos; elev. pl. sec.; p.104; Nov 90; PA

MAINE

Cape Elizabeth; Seaside Landscape; Design Award; Morgan Wheelock; ph. pl.; p.48; Nov 90; LA
Cape Elizabeth; Ric Weinschenk; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Mar 90; B

MASSACHUSETTS

Gloucester; Harbor House Landscape; Design Award; Child Associates; ph. pl.; p.49; Nov 90; LA
Lexington; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Mar 90; B
Marblehead; David Bemer; ph. pl.; p.127; Mar 90; B
Martha's Vineyard; Vacation House; Adam Kalkin; ph. m.; p.68-69; July 90; PA
West Stockbridge; Schwartz & Silver; ph. sec.; p.95; Mar 90; A

MEXICO

Valle de Bravo; TEN; ph. pl. sec.; p.87; July 90; PA

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor; The Settlement; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ill.; p.51-52; Dec 90; A
Ann Arbor; The Settlement; Mockee & Coker; m. sec. pl.; p.50; Dec 90; A
Bloomfield Hills; Architect's House, Interiors; Ralph and Ann Youngren; ph. pl.; p.278-285; May 90; ID
Bloomfield Hills; Landscape Design by John Grissim; Design Award; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.43; Nov 90; LA
Grand Rapids; Restoration of Frank Lloyd Wright House; Interiors Award; Tilton & Lewis; ph. pl.; p.160-163; Jan 90; INT

MINNESOTA

Lac Qui Parle County; Stageberg Partners; ph. pl.; p.154-157; Mar 90; A
Minnetonka; Architect's House; Smith Architects; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 90; B

NEW JERSEY

Colts Neck; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Mar 90; B
Livingston; Rubenstein & Scalia; ph.; p.48-50; Jan 90; CB

NEW YORK

Bridgehampton; Expanded Shingle Cottage; Lee H. Skolnick; ph. pl. ill.; p.34-41; Mid-Apr 90; AR
Fishers Island; Builder Award; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.155; Oct 90, B
Fishers Island; Vacation House; Centerbrook; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-73; Nov 90; PA
Kips Bay; Show House of Interiors; ph. p.222-231; Sept 90; ID
Long Island; Mojo & Stumer; ph.; p.32-34; Jan 90; CB
North Salem; Richard Meier; ph. axon. sec.; p.100-101; Mar 90; A
Sag Harbor; Remodeled; Builder Award; Nadasdy & Kopelson; ph.; p.186; Oct 90; B
Shelter Island; Remodeled and Studio; William Pedersen; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-89; Nov 90; PA
Westchester County; George Ranalli; m. pl. ill.; p.129; June 90; PA

NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte; Camas Associates; ph.; p.72-75; Jan 90; CB
Maggie Valley; Vacation House; Builder Award; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.160-161; Oct 90; B

OHIO

Bath; Charles Warren; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-85; July 90; PA

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City; Architect's Remodeled House; Elliott Associates; ph. pl. p.140-143; July 90; ID

 PENNSYLVANIA

Radnor; Addition; Builder Award; Voith & MacIntosh; ph.; p.195; Oct 90; B

SOUTH CAROLINA

Charleston; Clark & Menefee; ph. pl. sec.; p.42-47; Mid-Apr 90; AR
Sullivan's Island; Studio A; ph. pl. m. sec. axon.; p.71; July 90; PA

TENNESSEE

Germantown; Doug Enoch; ph. pl.; p.131; Mar 90; B

TEXAS

Austin; Design Discoveries II; ph. pl.; p.64-66; Jan 90; CB
Canyon Lake; Weekend House; Lake & Flato; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Nov 90; PA
Galveston Island; Natalye Appel; ph. pl. axon. elev. sec.; p.58-61; Apr 90; A
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RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

TEXAS (Cont’d)

Houston; Carlos Jiminez and Architectural Design Studio; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Mid-Apr 90; AR
Houston; L. Barry Davidson; ph. pl.; p.129; Mar 90; B
Houston; Taft Architects; m. pl.; p.42; Apr 90; A
Houston; Wittenberg Partnership; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; Apr 90; A
Lake Jackson; Peter Jay Zweig; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Apr 90; A
Roundtop; Cannady, Jackson & Ryan; ph. pl.; p.130; Mar 90; B

VERMONT

Woodstock; Weekend House; Sandra Nunnerley; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Jan 90; ID

VIRGINIA

Front Royal; Weekend House; Builder Award; McInturf Architects; ph. pl.; p.150-151; Oct 90; B
Goochland County; Interplan; ph. pl. sec.; p.46-149; Mar 90; A
McLean; Concrete Block Exterior; Muse & Wiedemann; by John Andrews; ph.; p.23-26; July 90; CB
St. Mary’s County; Michael Bell; ph. pl. m.; p.86; July 90; PA

WASHINGTON

Seattle; Richard Beckman; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Mar 90; B

WISCONSIN

Washington Island; Summer House; Frederick Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-59; 62-63; Mid-Apr 90; AR

See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, GARDEN, HISTORICAL, INTERIOR DESIGN, KITCHEN, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

Affordable Housing Profits; ph.; p.146; July 90; B
Affordable Programs, Examples; ph.; p.156-163; July 90; B
Architect-Builder Working Partnership; ph. table; p.229, 232; Oct 90; B
Buyers, Married with Children; Survey of Projects; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl. charts; p.161-172; Feb 90; B
Central Vacuum Systems; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.23-27; June 90; CB
Changing Densities; Higher Density Projects; Examples; ph. pl. ill.; p.106-110; July 90; B
Cowell Ranch Master Plan, Open Space; California, San Mateo County; Design Award; Dillingham Associates; ph. pl.; p.55; Nov 90; LA

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

Design and Construction Efficiencies; Examples; Design, Land Development, Construction, Landscaping; by Richard Binsacca and Susan Bradford; iso. ph. sec.; p.174-184; July 90; B
Home Offices; ph. pl.; p.118-122; May 90; B
Homebuilding’s Impact on the Environment; by Mark Kelley; ph.; p.49-52; July 90; CB
Industrialized Housing, Viewpoints; ph.; p.170-172; July 90; B
International Housing Market, Example Projects; Analysis Tables; ph. pl. tables; p.121-132; Dec 90; B
Kid’s Rooms; ph.; p.190; Jan 90; B
Land-Price Squeeze; ill.; p.139; 142; July 90; B
Naming Subdivisions; ill.; p.176; 180; Jan 90; B
Neighborhood’s Pressure Against Locating Affordable Housing; Case Histories; by June Fielder; ph.; p.86-93; July 90; B
New Products and Tools Seminar; ph. ill.; S.212-S.221; Jan 90; B

No-Growth Movement Balloting; Rules for Builders to Defeat No-Growth; ill. ph.; p.46-49; June 90; B
One Hundred Largest Builders; Analysis; ill. tables; p.168-185; May 90; B
Past Builder Awards; ph.; p.208-214; Oct 90; B
Review of the 1980s; Design, Finance, Selling, Construction, Business; by Carol Anderson; ph. ill.; p.372-385; Jan 90; B

S & L Crisis Effect on Homebuilders; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.122-126; Sept 90; B
Site Selection; ph.; p.240; Oct 90; B
Trammell Crow, Firm Profile; ph. chart, map; p.190-194; May 90; B

Wealthy Buyer Profile; table; p.132; Mar 90; B
Wealthy Buyers’ Preferences; tables; p.108; June 90; B
Wetlands Memo Released; ph.; p.48; Feb 90; B

DEVELOPMENT

California, Carlsbad; Aviara; Lorimer & Case; ph. pl.; p.136; Oct 90; B
California, Fresno, Near; Brighton Crest, Marketing a Custom Project; by Christina Nelson; ph. pl.; p.41-44; Sept 90; CB
California, Sea Ranch; Low-Income Housing; William Turnbull; ph. pl.; p.99; Mar 90; A
California, Sonoma; Creekside Village; Builder Award; HGHB; ph.; p.181; Oct 90; B
Maine, Rockport; Resort Village; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.82-83; July 90; AR
Maryland, Laurel; Laurel Lakes; Lake is Retention Pond; ph. pl.; p.177; July 90; B
Maryland, Worman’s Mill; ph. pl.; p.110-112; Feb 90; B
Massachusetts, Yarmouth Port; Kings Way; Builder Award; DNB Associates; ph. pl.; p.179; Oct 90; B
Neighborhood Development, Housing and Commercial; California, San Diego; Uptown District; SGPA and Lorimer & Case; ph. pl.; p.62-67; Oct 90; AR
Ohio, Delaware County; Kensborough; John Reagan; ph. pl.; p.62-63; July 90; PA
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)
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Riverfront Residential Development; Virginia, Chesapeake; PA Award; Eric R. Kuhne; ph.; p. ill. sec. elev.; p.113-115; Jan 90; PA

MANAGEMENT

Analysis of Effect of Being Big; ill.; p.198-202; May 90; B
Attaining Financing; by Gerry Donohue; ill.; p.114-118; Nov 90; B
Builder Profile, BUILDSOFT Computer Program; Keith Brown and Bill Waddell; by Ginger Aytom Moore; elev. ph.; p.16-21; July 90; CB
Builder Profile; Ann Williamson; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.16-20; Mar 90; CB
Builder Profile; Brady Dale Luxury Homes; ph.; p.146; Dec 90; B
Builder Profile; Carpenter Construction Company; by Christina Nelson; ill. ph.; p.22-27; Oct 90; CB
Builder Profile; Dave Hansen; by Ann L. Patterson; ph.; p.18-22; May 90; CB
Builder Profile; David Charroux; ph.; p.244; Oct 90; B
Builder Profile; George Lewis; by Jheri Fleet; ph.; p.20-24; Feb 90; CB
Builder Profile; Green River Building & Design; by Richard Ewald; ph.; p.17-22; Aug 90; CB
Builder Profile; Mike VanDaele; ph.; p.118; Sept 90; B
Builder Profile; RCM Corporation; by Dave Goska; ph.; p.14-18; Sept 90; CB
Builder Profile; Robson Home Builders; by Mitch Wilkinson; ph.; p.12-16; Nov 90; CB
Builder Profile; Stambrosky Homes; by Ron DaParma; ph.; p.15-20; June 90; CB
Builder Profile; Steiner & Koppelman; by John Andrews; ph.; p.16-21; Apr 90; CB
Builder’s Survival Strategies; Three Builders; ph. elev.; p.148-153; Dec 90; B
Builders Turn to Private Investors; ph.; p.143; Dec 90; B
Business Strategies; ph.; p.99+; Nov 90; B
Choosing Construction Accounting Software; by Calvin R. Goldsmith; ph.; p.48-50; Mar 90; CB
Computers Used for Builder Estimating; by Calvin Goldsmith and Leon Rogers; ill.; p.47-51; Nov 90; CB
Contractor’s Estimating with CADD; ph.; p.338-340; Jan 90; B
Coping with Substance Abuse; ill.; p.101; Aug 90; B
Cost Comparison; Land Development Only Versus Speculative House Building; table; p.166; Feb 90; B
Customer Service Policy; by F. Gary Lewis; ph.; p.49-50; Sept 90; CB
Dishonest Brokers; ill.; p.115, 118; June 90; B
Employers Liable for Negligent Hiring; by Thomas Royall Smith; ph.; p.46, 48; Feb 90; CB
Foreclosure Workouts; ph.; p.111, 114, 116; Sept 90; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

MARKETING, SALES (Cont’d)

Ethical Lapses in House Selling; by June Fletcher; ill.; p.64-67; Sept 90; B
Evolution in Design of Builder Houses; by Bernard Schreft; ill.; p.196; Jan 90; B
Home Buyer Survey; Profile, Characteristics, Feature Preferences; by June Fletcher; ph. tables; chart; p.56-70; Nov 90; B
How To Tell Lookers from Buyers; ph.; p.60; June 90; B

MIRM Marketing Awards; ph.; p.124-139; Feb 90; B
Marketing Plans, Three Projects; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.204-209; Jan 90; B
Model Home Considerations; by Bernard Schreft; ph.; ill.; Aug 90; B
On the Art of Selling; by Bernard Schreft; ph.; p.40; Aug 90; B
Public Speaking Tips; June 90; B
Research on Children’s Desires in Housing; by Susan Edwards; ph.; p.48-49; Aug 90; B
Rethinking High Density; Design Tips; by Bernard Schreft; ph. ill.; p.62; June 90; B
Sales Motivations; ph.; p.67-71; June 90; B
Selecting Sales Brokers; ph.; p.46, 48; Nov 90; B
Selling Expensive Houses; ill.; p.102; Oct 90; B
Selling Houses with Golf Club Membership; ph.; p.106; Oct 90; B
Selling Perceived Value; by Ken Dalton; ph.; p.49-50; Oct 90; CB
Selling in a Down Market; ill.; p.96, 98; Oct 90; B
Selling the Less than Perfect House; ph.; p.78, 80; July 90; B
Survey of California Home Buyers’ Desires; ill.; p.42; Sept 90; B
Using All Five Senses to Sell New Homes; by Susan Edwards; ph.; p.48-49; Aug 90; CB
Ways to Sell Houses; ph.; ill.; p.104-106; Dec 90; B

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE

Affordable Factory Built Houses for Parents; ph.; pl.; p.82; June 90; B
Arizona, Paradise Valley; Denis Teufel and Pomery-Grover; ph.; p.52-54; Jan 90; CB
Arizona, Phoenix; Mountain Park Ranch; Fekarek & Crandell; ph.; p.102-103; June 90; B
Arizona, Tucson; SaddleBrooke, Retirement; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph.; p.92-93; Sept 90; B
Arkansas, Arkadelphia; Prototype, Affordable Housing; Wenzel Associates; ph.; pl.; p.70; July 90; A
Australia, Melbourne; Glengrand; Glenvill Homes; ph.; pl.; p.129; Dec 90; B
Australia, Victoria; Footscray and Burwood; Tempo Developments; ph.; pl.; p.128-129; Dec 90; B
California, Aliso Viejo; Islands; Builder Award; Johannes Van Tilburg; ph.; pl.; p.168; Oct 90; B
California, Byron; Home Offices; Dahlin Group; ph.; pl.; p.122; May 90; B
California, Calabasas Park; Bellago; Berkus Group; ph.; pl.; p.93, 98-99; June 90; B
California, Laguna Niguel; CYP; ph.; pl.; p.170; Feb 90; B
California, Moreno Valley Ranch; Montego; Builder Award; Stockton & Hidey; ph.; pl.; p.165; Oct 90; B
California, Orange County; Separate Family Rooms; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph.; pl.; p.152, 154; Feb 90; B
California, San Diego; Villaggio; Bassenian & Lagoni; ph.; pl.; p.162-163; Feb 90; B
Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Model Affordable House; Witold Rybczynski and Avi Friedman; ill.; pl.; p.80; Sept 90; B
Colorado, Castle Pines Village; Haezebrouck & Meuffer; ph.; p.60-62; Jan 90; CB
Connecticut, Castle Pines Village; Haezebrouck & Meuffer; ph.; p.60-62; Jan 90; CB
Connecticut, New Haven; Commerical; p.127: July 90; B
Connecticut, Norwalk; Foxboro Court; Zane Yost; ph.; p.169; Feb 90; B
Connecticut, Stamford; Sterling Lake; Michael Blaich; ph.; pl.; p.104; June 90; B
Connecticut, Westport; Sherwood Farms; Builder Award; Ferris Architects; ph.; p.175; Oct 90; B
England, Colchester; Highwoods; Beazer Homes; ph.; pl.; p.123; Dec 90; B
England, Sutton Hill; Punte Verde; Tarmac Homes Midlands; ph.; pl.; p.122-123; Dec 90; B
Florida, Fort Myers; Idea Show House, Evans Group; ph.; p.90-91; Nov 90; B
Florida, Longwood; Model Home; James C. Amsdell II; ph.; pl.; p.124-125; Mar 90; B
Florida, Plantation; Sunset Cove; Wayne Berenbaum; ph.; p.164-165; Feb 90; B
Florida, Sanibel; Heron’s Landing; Vacation Houses; Winrow Group; ph.; pl.; p.138-139; May 90; B
Florida, Stuart; Cobblestone Country Club; Slattery & Root; ill.; pl.; p.86; June 90; B
Florida, Stuart; Home Offices; Evans Group; ph.; pl.; p.120; May 90; B
Florida, Tampa; Harbour Island; Courtyard Homes; Bloodgood Architects; ill.; pl.; p.70; Aug 90; B
Florida, Weston; Laguna Springs; Danielian Associates; ph.; pl.; p.168-169; Feb 90; B
France, Paris Suburbs; Chevry Park; Alain Comet-Vernet; ph.; pl.; p.124-125; Dec 90; B
France, Paris Suburbs; Port Cergy; Francois and Berrard Spoerry and Cabinet Pierre Scali; ph.; pl.; p.125; Dec 90; B
Georgia, Alpharetta; Wood Products Showhouse; Kenneth C. Dahlin; ph.; pl.; p.132; Oct 90; B
Georgia, Atlanta; Cabbagetown, Low Cost; Rick Thompson; ph.; p.131; July 90; B
Georgia, Conyers; Idea Show House; Siris & Coombs; ph.; pl.; p.92-93; Nov 90; B
Georgia, Kennesaw; New American Home, Model; Claude Miquelle; ph.; pl.; map.; p.252-283; Jan 90; B
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Georgia, Savannah; Historical Concepts; ph.; p.68-70; Jan 90; CB

Hawaii, Honolulu; Kapolei, Affordable Housing; Richardson, Nagy & Martin and Design Partners; ph.; p.90; Mar 90; B

Idaho, Ketchum; Bigwood, Vacation Houses; Callister, Gately, Hackmann & Bischoff; ph.; p.141; May 90; B

Illinois, Aurora; Show House; Builder Award; Royal Barry Wills; ph.; p.164; Oct 90; B

Illinois, Carol Stream; Mill Valley; Balsamo & Olson; ph.; p.171; Feb 90; B

Illinois, North Barrington; Wynstone; Balsamo & Olson; ph.; p.105; June 90; B

Indiana, Zionsville; Idea Show House; Gary Weaver; ph.; p.88-89; Nov 90; B

Japan, Tokyo Suburbs; Sekisui Chemical; ph.; p.130-131; Dec 90; B

Maine, Rockport; Samoset Village, Vacation Houses; Sasaki Associates; ph.; p.140-141; May 90; B

Maine, Rockport; Samoset Village; Builder Award; Sasaki Associates; ph.; p.169; Oct 90; B

Maryland, Jessup; Signal Hill, Low Cost Modulars; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph.; p.130; July 90; B

Massachusetts, Boston; Affordable Houses; Papesch Associates; ph.; p.124; May 90; B

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Low Cost; Dovolis, Johnson & Ruggieri; ph.; p.132; July 90; B

Missouri, Springfield; Highland Springs; Downing, Thorne & James; ill. pl.; p.156; Feb 90; B

Missouri, St. Louis; Buder Place; Low Cost; Grice Group; ph.; p.133; July 90; B

New Jersey, Bridgewater; Model House; Sasaki Associates; ph.; p.28-31; Jan 90; CB

New Jersey, Hopewell; Hopewell Ridge, Home Offices; ph.; p.118, 120; May 90; B

New Jersey, Livingston; Bel Aire; Martin Organization; ph.; p.100-101; June 90; B

New York, Amenia; Idea Show House; Trumbull Architects; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.84-87; Nov 90; B

New York, Armonk; Whippoorwill Ridge; Zane Yost; ill.; p.236; Jan 90; B

New York, Hillsdale; Tony Hill; Eberhard Brothers; ph.; p.106-107; Mar 90; B

North Carolina, Durham; Breckenridge, Low Cost; James Wentling; ph.; p.120-121; July 90; B

North Carolina, Durham; Breckenridge; Builder Award; James Wentling; ph.; p.180; Oct 90; B

North Carolina, Raleigh; Jo Ewing and Tom Twining & Mike Therrell; ph.; p.126; Mar 90; B

Ohio, Cincinnati; Hampton Lane; Muller Associates; ph.; p.94-97; June 90; B

Pennsylvania, Buck Hill Falls; The Cottages, Vacation Houses; Berkus Group; ph.; p.134-137; May 90; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)
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Pennsylvania, Landenberg; Hillcrest Associates; ph.; p.106-107; June 90; B

Rhode Island, Jamestown; Estes Company; ph.; p.122-123; Mar 90; B

Rhode Island, Providence; Duplex, Low Cost; Estes Company; ph.; p.126-127; July 90; B

South Carolina, Myrtle Beach; Antigua, Retirement; James Wentling; ph.; p.98; Sept 90; B

South Carolina, Myrtle Beach; Cottage Homes; Downing, Thorne & James; elev. pl.; p.62; Sept 90; B

Thailand, Bangkok; EAK-Pai-Lin; Somchart & Arunwatanakul; ph.; p.127; Dec 90; B

Vermont, Brattleboro; Uses Stressed Skin Panels; Green River Building & Design; ph.; p.16-22; Aug 90; CB

Virginia, Ashburn; Ashburn Village; Lessara Architectural Group; ph.; p.166-167; Feb 90; B

Washington, Redmond; Four-D Architects; ph.; p.56-58; Jan 90; CB

TOWNHOUSE, ATTACHED UNITS

Building Types Study; ph. sec. axon. elev.; p.75-87; July 90; AR

California, Compton; Racquet Club Villas, Affordable; Frank Gonzales; ph.; p.124-125; July 90; B

California, Inglewood; Builder Award; Johannes Van Tilburg; ph.; p.144-149; Oct 90; B

California, Los Angeles; Duplex; Rebecca L. Binder; ph. axon.; p.90-91; Jan 90; AR

California, Malibu; Four Three-Bedroom Units, Seaciff; Kanner Associates; ph.; p.90, 98-99; Jan 90; AR

California, Mammoth Lakes; The Pointe, Vacation Duplexes; Dorius Architects; ph.; p.143; May 90; B

California, Menlo Park; Peppertree Court; Columbus Architects; ph.; p.87; Aug 90; B

California, Pismo Beach; Vista Serena; Seafall; Kanner Associates; ph.; p.90; 98-99; Jan 90; AR

California, San Francisco; Duplex; Hood & Miller; ph. sec.; p.90; 92-93; Jan 90; AR

California, San Francisco; Moderate-Price Units; David Baker; ph. elev.; p.84-87; July 90; AR

Connecticut, Stamford; Affordable Units; Zane Yost; ill.; p.112; July 90; B

Florida, Boca Raton; Woodfield Country Club; Rex Nichols; ph.; p.84-85; Aug 90; B

Illinois, Chicago; Larrabee Commons; Builder Award; Pappageorge & Haymes; ph.; p.176-177; Oct 90; B

Illinois, Wauconda; Lakepointe; Balsamo & Olson; ph.; p.86-87; Aug 90; B
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Maryland, Baltimore: Homeland; Builder Award: Ziger, Hoopes & Snead; ph. pl.; p.178; Oct 90; B

Massachusetts, Boston: Back of the Hill Rowhouses; William Rawn; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.80-81; July 90; AR

Massachusetts, Waltham: Pizzi Farm; Peterson & Griffin; p.80-81; Aug 90; B

Massachusetts, Wayland: Duplex, Luxury; Builder Award: Bloodgood, Sharp & Snider; ph. pl.; p.166-167; Oct 90; B

New Jersey, Barnegat: Barnegat West, Duplexes; Danielian Associates; elev. pl.; p.94; Mar 90; B

New Jersey, Bayville: Sonata Bay Club, Duplexes, Retirement; Womack & Humphries; ph. pl.; p.99; Sept 90; B

New York, Brooklyn: Clinton Hill, Affordable, Duplexes; Stephen B. Jacobs; ph. pl.; p.128-129; July 90; B

New York, Central Islip: Duplex Units; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph. pl.; p.106; July 90; B

Ohio, Cincinnati: Duplex House; Builder Award, John C. Sanhauser; ph. pl.; p.156-157; Oct 90; B

Pennsylvania, New Hope: Includes 19th Century Mill, The Waterworks; Cecil Baker; ph. pl.; p.76-79; July 90; AR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia: Renovated 1860 Style Townhouse; Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; ph. pl.; p.164-167; Mar 90; ID

Spain, Seville: Guillermo Vasquez Consuegra; ph. axon.; p.47; June 90; AR

Texas, Houston: Albert Pope and William Sherman; pl. m. sec. axon.; p.82-83; July 90; PA

Townhouse Sales Analysis: chart, tables; p.88; Aug 90; B

Washington, Port Ludlow: New Port Ludlow, Retirement, Mithun Partners; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Sept 90; B

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, CITY PLANNING, ELDERLY HOUSING, HOUSING, INTERIOR DESIGN, KITCHEN, RESIDENCE, UNIVERSITY also

RESTAURANT
See HOTEL, RECREATION

RESTAURANT (Cont'd)

California, Beverly Hills: Pomodor; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.186-189; Apr 90; ID

California, Brentwood: New York Bagel; Frank O. Gehry; ph.; p.246-247; Sept 90; ID

California, Los Angeles: Angeli Mare Restaurant; Building; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.114-116; Apr 90; PA

California, Los Angeles: Atlas Bar and Grill; Ron Meyers; ph. pl.; p.94-95; July 90; INT

California, Los Angeles: Bice; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Nov 90; INT

California, Los Angeles: Kentucky Fried Chicken; Gristein & Daniels; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-55; Oct 90; A

California, Los Angeles: Melrose Bar & Grill; Irwin Stroll; ph. pl.; p.224-225; Feb 90; ID

California, San Francisco: Monsoon Restaurant; Mack Architects; ph. pl.; p.78-79; June 90; A

California, San Francisco: Square One; Andrew Belscher and Joseph Vincent; ph. pl.; p.162-165; May 90; ID

California, Santa Monica: DC-3 Restaurant; Interiors Award; Solberg & Lowe; ph. pl.; p.156-157; Jan 90; INT

Canada, Ontario, Toronto: Aida's Falafel and Shish-Kabab; David Stavros and Tarek El-Khatib; ph.; p.212-213; Mar 90; ID

Country Club; Illinois, Glencoe; Lake Shore; Restoration of 1900 Building by Howard van Doren Shaw; John Vinci; ph. pl.; p.100-103; June 90; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; Sfuzzi in Union Station; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Apr 90; INT

England, London: Legends; Eva Jiricna; ph.; p.140-143, Aug 90, ID

Florida, Jacksonville: Yacht Club; Remodeled 1926 Mansion; Interiors by Juliana Catlin; Papas Associates; ph. pl.; p.208-213; June 90; ID

Illinois, Chicago: Udo's Bistro; Jordan Mozer; ph. pl.; p.132-133, Mar 90, INT

Illinois, Highland Park; Pinuccio: Dario Tainer; ph. pl.; p.104-105; June 90; INT

Illinois, Oak Brook: Rocco's; Aumiller & Youngquist; ph.; p.210-219; Feb 90; ID

Japan, Fukuoka: Restaurant-Bar-Disco Complex: Alfredo Arribas; ph.; sec. p.117; May 90; PA

Japan, Kagoshima: Sekitei Plaza; Lembco & Bohn; ph. pl.; p.118, 122-123; Aug 90; ID

Japan, Tokyo: Mannin Restaurant; Philippe Starck; ph. sec.; p.110-111; May 90; PA

Japan, Tokyo: Morandi; Lembco & Bohn; ph.; p.118-121; Aug 90; ID

Massachusetts, Boston: Biba; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.204-207; Oct 90; ID

Massachusetts, Boston: Rocco's; Ahearn & Schoffer; ph. pl.; p.204-207; June 90; ID

New York, New York; La Cite; Arnold Syrop; ph. pl.; p.178-181; Sept 90; ID

New York, New York; Princeton Club; Venturi & Scott Brown and Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl. elev.; p.174-177; Sept 90; ID

New York, New York; Remi; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Sept 90; ID

Old/New Building; Japan, Kobe; Two Restaurants, Bar and Coffee Shop; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. axon.; p.83-92; Feb 90; PA
RESTAURANT (Cont’d)

One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Hotel and Restaurant Designers; Firm Analysis; chart, tables; p.153-170; Oct 90; ID

Temporary Restaurant; California, Pasadena; Cafe Millennium; Ken Jacobsen; ph.; p.62-63; July 90; INT

Washington, Kent; Levy Design; elev.; p.36; Oct 90; A

Washington, Seattle; Bay Cafe; Bumgardner Architects; ph.; pl.; p.118-119; Feb 90; INT

Washington, Seattle; Casa U-Betcha Restaurant; Interiors Award; Winn Architecture; ph.; pl.; p.158-159; Jan 90; INT

Wedding Set and Dining Decoration; District of Columbia, Washington; Design Award; David Schwarz; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Apr 90; INT

See CLUB, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS also

RESTORATION

See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING

See ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

RHODE ISLAND

Jamestown; Residence; Estes Company; ph.; pl.; p.122-123; Mar 90; B

Providence; Residential Development; Residence; Duplex. Low Cost; Estes Company; ph.; pl.; p.126-127; July 90; B

Providence; School Library; Wheeler; Schwartz & Silver; ph.; pl.; p.78-81, 94-95; July 90; A

Providence; Two Auditoriums, Brown University; Solomon Center for Teaching; Remodeled and Expanded; Goody & Clancy; ph.; pl. elev. sec.; p.83-87; Aug 90; AR

ROOF, ROOFING (Cont’d)

Roof Color and Other Considerations; Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Roofing Research Center; ph. biblio.; p.125; Aug 90; PA

Roof Drainage Detail; ill.; ph.; p.187; Mar 90; B

Roof Shingles Resist Wind Damage; by Dr. Michael J. Noone; ph.; p.52-53; Nov 90; CB

Roof Tops as Gardens and Plazas; Details; ph. det. sec. biblio. tables; p.35-42; July 90; PA

Roof Ventilation; det.; p.144; Sept 90; B

Roofing Directory; p.150, 157-158, 160; Aug 90; PA

Sticking With Built-Up Roofing; Various Details; det.; p.139-141; Feb 90; AR

Successful Design and Construction of Roofing; by Carl Cash; ph.; det.; p.133-135; Aug 90; PA

Survey of High Office Building Roof Enclosures; Shapes; Window Washing Equipment; by Lee B. Herzog; ph. sec. table; p.49-54; Feb 90; PA

Tile and Shake Roofing; by Tim Schott; ph.; tables; p.36-43; May 90; CB

Trellises; ph.; p.225; Jan 90; B

Trends and Problems in Low-Slope Roofing; National Roofing Contractor’s Association Analysis; by William Cullen; table, graph; p.127-129; Aug 90; PA

Venting Roofs; by Clarke K. Wolfert; ph. det. ill., p.23-27; May 90; CB

Wind Uplift Resistant Roofing; Recent Events and Recommendations; by Charles Goldsmith; ph.; det.; p.145-146, 148; Aug 90; PA

RURAL DESIGN

Guide to Rural Conservation; Design Award; J. Timothy Keller et al.; ph. ill.; p.63; Nov 90; LA

Preserving Rural Landscape; by Alan Stovall; ph.; p.112; May 90; LA

S

SAFETY

See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS, SECURITY

SANITATION

Reclaiming Waste Water; Greywater Reuse; ph. dia.; p.97-102; Dec 90; A

See SOLAR, WATER TREATMENT also

SAUDI ARABIA

Riyadh; Danish Embassy; Henning Larsen; ph. axon. sec.; p.78-80; June 90; AR

Riyadh; Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Henning Larsen; ph. axon.; p.76-78. 80; June 90; AR
SCHOOL
Lunch Shelters; California, Los Angeles; Angelil & Graham; ill.; p.96; May 90; A

ELEMENTARY
Denmark, Hoeje Taastrup; Henning Larsen; ph. ill.; p.76, 78; June 90; AR
New Hampshire, Nashua; Wall Section Details; TAMS Consultants; ph. elev. sec. sel. det.; p.110-112; Aug 90; PA

HIGH
New Mexico, Santa Fe; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. iso.; p.108; Mar 90; A
Spain, Badalona; Remodeled from Factory; Enric Miralles and Carme Pinos; ph. ill.; p.108-109; Aug 90; PA
Theater; Ohio, Dublin; Remodeled Gymnasium, Acoustic Concerns; SEM; ph. pl. sec.; p.56; Jan 90; INT

NURSERY SCHOOL
France, Paris; Pelleport School; Francis Soler; ph. pl. ill.; p.106-107; Aug 90; A

PRIVATE
Arts Center; California, Santa Monica; Crossroads School; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-63; June 90; A
Boathouse, St. Andrew's School; Delaware, Middletown; Richard Conway Meyer; ph. axon.; p.58-59; July 90; AR
California, San Francisco; San Francisco Day School; Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winklestein & Moris; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-85, 88-91; Mar 90; AR
California, San Francisco; Waldorf School Expanded; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph. pl. elev.; p.84-87; Mar 90; AR
Expansion and Redesign, Shore Country Day School; Massachusetts, Beverly, Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. ill.; p.106; Apr 90; PA
Expansion, Shipley School; Pennsylvania, Bryn Mawr, Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; m. ill.; p.106; Apr 90; PA
Georgia, Atlanta; Trinity; Lord, Aeck & Sargent; ph. pl. axon.; p.112-113; Mar 90; A
Massachusetts, Hadley; Hartsbrook Waldorf School; Thompson & Rose; ph. pl.; p.58-59; July 90; PA
Performing Arts Center, Westminster School; Connecticut, Simsbury; Graham Gund; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.83, 90-91; Aug 90; AR
Preparatory School; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; John Blatteau; ill. pl.; p.46; Nov 90; A
School Library, Wheeler; Rhode Island, Providence; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl. det.; p.78-81, 94-95; July 90; A
Science Center, Choate Rosemary Hall; Connecticut, Wallingford; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.50-55; Feb 90; A
Student Center, Milton Academy; Massachusetts, Boston; Cameron Roberts; ph. pl.; p.134-135; June 90; INT

SCULPTURE
See ART

SEALANT
Comparing Building Sealants; Performance Criteria; table; p.152-153; Jan 90; AR
Sealant Configurations and Performance; by James C. Myers; ph. ill. dia.; p.150-151; Jan 90; AR
See WATERPROOFING also

SECURITY
Computer Modeling Simulates Bomb Attacks; ill.; p.84-85; May 90; A
Securing Buildings with Electronic Access Control; iso.; p.127-128; Apr 90; A
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY also

SERVICE STATION
Auto Car Wash, Prototype; Illinois, Bloomingdale; Perkins & Will; m. axon.; p.37; Oct 90; A
Auto Car Wash; Arizona, Phoenix; William P. Bruder; ph. pl. sec.; p.56-57; Oct 90; A
Municipal Fueling Facility; Illinois, Glenview; Lubotsky, Metter, Worthington & Law; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Feb 90; PA

SHELTER
Battered Women's Shelter; New Jersey, Morris-town Plains; ASID Chapter; ph.; p.80-81; Oct 90; INT
California, Berkeley; Studio Durant; Single Room Occupancy Hotel; David Baker; ill. pl.; p.40; July 90; A
Single Room Occupancy Hotel Revival; California, San Diego; Review of Projects; ph. pl. ill.; p.60-63; July 90; A
Single Room Occupancy; California, San Diego; J Street Inn; Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. pl.; p.63; July 90; A
Transitional Housing Unit; California, San Mateo; David Baker; ph. pl.; p.54; July 90; A

SHIP
Cruise Ship Renovation; Meridian; A. and M Katzourakis; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.92-95; Dec 90; INT
Cruiser's Cabin; Handicapped Accessibility; A. and M. Katzourakis; ph.; p.82; Oct 90; INT

SHOPPING CENTER
Building Types Study, Renovation; ph. pl. sec.; p.97-111; Apr 90; AIR
California, Napa; Napa Town Center Retail Development; HGHB and Field & Paoli; ph. pl.; p.97, 106-107; Apr 90; AR
SHOWROOM (Cont’d)

Furniture Showroom, ICF; Illinois, Chicago; ICF; ph. pl.; p.180-183; Jan 90; ID

Furniture Showroom, Jazz; California, Los Angeles; Ron Rezek; ph.; p.70; May 90; ID

Furniture Showroom, Jerry Pair; Florida, Dania; Richard Plumer; ph.; p.202-205; Jan 90; ID

Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Illinois, Chicago; M & Company and Magnussen & Pfeiffer; ph.; p.78; Aug 90; INT

Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Massachusetts; Boston; Kenji Ito; ph.; p.79; Aug 90; INT

Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Massachusetts; Boston; Knoll; ph.; p.125-127; June 90; A

Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Quadrangle Architects and Steelcase Design; ph.; p.216-217; Mar 90; ID

Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles; Bernhardt Furniture; Interiors Award; Michael Vanderbyl; ph.; p.164-165; Jan 90; INT

Furniture Showroom; District of Columbia; Washington; Herman Miller Office Pavilion, Design Award; Studios; ph.; p.74-77; Apr 90; INT

Furniture Showroom; Gunlocke; Texas, Dallas; Hermanovski & Lauch; ph.; p.248-249; June 90; ID

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Bernhardt Furniture; Interiors Award; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. axon.; p.248-251; Oct 90; ID

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Steelcase; Design Partnership; ph.; p.246-247; Oct 90; ID

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Bright Chair, ISD; ph. axon.; p.236-237; Sept 90; ID

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Chartwell Group; Salsano Associates; ph. pl.; p.188-191; Jan 90; ID

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Lee Jofa; James Biber; ph.; p.66; Oct 90; ID

Interiors; Pennsylvania, Allentown; Seating Company Headquarters, Vitra; Haigh Space Architects; ph. axon.; p.122-125; Sept 90; INT

Japan, Tokyo; Kizumori Sangyo Building, Office and Lighting Show; Eisenman Architects and K Architects; ph.; p.80-85; Sept 90; A

Leather Exhibit; New York, New York; Lackawanna; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph.; p.232-235; Sept 90; ID

Leather Furniture Museum and Showroom; Italy, Tolentino; Poltrona Frau; Vignelli Associates; ph.; p.92-95; Aug 90; INT

Leather Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Lackawanna Leather; Interiors Award; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; ph.; p.148-149; Jan 90; INT

Lighting Showroom; California, Berkeley; Peerless; MBI Architects; ph.; p.56; Feb 90; INT

Lighting Showroom; Florida, Dania; Koch & Lowy; Piotr Sierakowski; ph.; p.24; Oct 90; INT

Lighting Showroom; New York, New York; Reggiani Light Gallery; Toni Zuccheri; ph.; p.72-73; July 90; INT

Model Bathrooms; Wisconsin, Kohler; ph.; p.210-211; Apr 90; ID

SHOWROOM

Bathroom Fixture Showroom; New York, Long Island City; American Standard; Tigerman & McCurry; ph.; pl.; p.94-97; Sept 90; AR

Builders Sales Office, Ideas; ph. pl.; p.46-51; Aug 90; B

Carpet Showroom; Interface; Illinois, Chicago; Interface Staff; ph.; p.26; Dec 90; INT

Clothing Hospitality Suite; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Elliott Associates; ph.; p.202-203; June 90; ID

Computer Demonstration Showroom; Texas, Dallas; Apple Computer; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.44; Apr 90; INT

Diamond and Jewelry Mart; California, San Francisco; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; ph.; p.74-75; Dec 90; PA

Fabric Showroom, Allied Fibers; Illinois, Chicago; Sally O'Malley; ph. pl.; p.244-245; Oct 90; ID

Fabric Showroom, Kravet; New York, New York; Salsano Associates; ph.; p.254-257; June 90; ID

Fabric Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Deepa; LoebL Schlossman & Hackl; ph.; p.76-71; July 90; INT

Fabric Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Architect; ph.; p.42; Oct 90; INT

Fabric Showroom; New York, New York; John Duncan; ph.; p.62; June 90; ID

Furniture Exhibit; New York, New York; VecTa; Interiors Award; Morphosis; ph.; p.146-147; Jan 90; INT

Furniture Showroom, Atelier International; California, Los Angeles; Richard Penney; ph.; p.220-223; Feb 90; ID

Furniture Showroom, Bernhardt; California, Los Angeles; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. axon.; p.230-233; Feb 90; ID

Furniture Showroom, Contract Interiors; California, San Diego; Lighting; Bartev Topdjian; by Gareth Fenley; ph.; p.26-27; Suppl Nov 90; AR

Furniture Showroom, Harpers; California, Los Angeles; Lomax & Rock and George Kaneko; ph. axon.; p.226-229; Feb 90; ID

Furniture Showroom, Haworth; Illinois, Chicago; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. axon.; p.240-243; Oct 90; ID

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

SHOPPING CENTER (Cont’d)

California, Newport Beach; Fashion Island, Remodeled; Jerde Partnership; ph. pl.; p.97-101; Apr 90; AR

Illinois, Chicago; North Pier Remodeled; Booth & Hansen and The Austin Company; ph. pl.; sec.; p.97, 102-105; Apr 90; AR

Imaginary Landscapes; Shopping Malls, Carnival, Chateau Garden; by Wilbur Zelinsky; ph.; p.46-49; June 90; LA

New York, New York; A & S Plaza, Remodeled; Gimbel's Building; RTKL and Emery Roth & Sons; ph.; p.97, 108-111; Apr 90; AR

See CITY PLANNING, STORE, URBAN DESIGN also
SOUTH CAROLINA (Cont'd)

Myrtle Beach: Residential Development; Residence; Antigua. Retirement; James Wentling; ph. pl; p.98; Sept 90; B
Spartanburg: Landscape; Spartan Foods Headquarters; Clark, Tribble, Harris & Li; ill. pl. m.; p.61; Mar 90; LA
Sullivan's Island: Residence; Studio A; ph. pl. m. sec. axon.; p.71; July 90; PA

SPACE STATION
Innovative Structures for Living in Space; SICSA; ill. ph.; p.98-101; May 90; A

SPAIN
Badalona: School; High; Remodeled from Factory; Enric Miralles and Carme Pinos; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.108-109; Aug 90; PA
Banyoles; Olympic Hotel; PA Award; Eisenman Architects; m. ill. dia. pl. elev.; p.86-88; Jan 90; PA
Barcelona: Art Museum; Museum of Contemporary Art; Richard Meier; m. pl.; p.127; May 90; PA
Barcelona: Concert Hall Extension, Remodeling and Restoration of 1908 Building; Original Architect Luis Domenech i Montaner, Tusquets & Diaz; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-91; June 90; PA
Barcelona: Cultural Center, Converted Convent; Pinon & Viaiplana; ph. pl.; p.48; June 90; AR
Barcelona: Interiors; Architects Offices, Gabinete de Contruccion y Arquitecture; ph. pl. m.; p.144-147; Aug 90; ID
Barcelona: International Trade Center Complex; Pelli, Cobb & Freed; m. sec.; p.64; Feb 90; A
Barcelona: Olympic Village Multi-Use Project, Villa Olímpica; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Frank O. Gehry; ill. elev.; p.62-63; Sept 90; A
Murcia; Hydraulics Museum; Remodeled Mill and Addition; Juan Navarro Baldeweg; ph. pl. sec.; p.106-107; May 90; PA
Seville; Residential Development; Townhouse; Guillermo Vasquez Consuegra; ph. axon.; p.47; June 90; AR
Seville; World's Fair, U.S. Pavilion; Holt, Hinshaw, Pau & Jones; ph. axon. ill.; p.97; May 90; A
Spain Fetes Modernism; by Donald Cohn; ph. pl. axon. elev. sec.; p.47-48; June 90; AR

SPECIFICATIONS
Bidding and Rebidding Guidelines; by William Lohmann; p.61; Aug 90; PA
Building Product Manufacturers; Guide Specifications; by Michael T. Chusid; ill.; p.50; July 90; PA
Choosing the Right Specification Methods; by Timott Kirby; ill.; p.45-46; Nov 90; AR
Computerized Building Product Databases; by Michael T. Chusid; p.55, 57; Mar 90; PA
Considerations When Specifying Demolition Work; by Walter Rosenfeld; ill.; p.59; June 90; PA

SYSTEM
Alternative Energy Sources; Solar and Photovoltaic Systems; ph. ill. chart; p.81-86; Dec 90; A
See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY also
SPECIFICATIONS (Cont’d)

Custom Curtain Wall Specifications; by William Lohmann; p.67; Apr 90; PA
Joints in Construction; dia. biblio. table; p.47; Feb 90; PA
Latest Specifications for Brick; ph. tables, map; p.113-114+ Apr 90; A
Making Your Specifications Stick; Product Selection; by William Dyer; p.37-38 Dec 90; AR
Minimizing Construction Risks; by William Malpas; ill.; p.61; June 90; PA
Single-Product Selections Rarely in Best Interests of Project; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.53; Oct 90; PA
Software for Specifications; Review; ill. ph.; p.118-123+; Jan 90; A
Specifications Writing, Three Stages; by William Lohmann; p.55; Dec 90; PA
The Project Manual; Production Checklist; by Walter Rosenfeld: p.59; Feb 90; PA
Tolerances in Construction; biblio. chart; p.39; Dec 90; PA
Window Technology Advances; Glazing, Insulation, Sound Control; ill. chart, tables; p.95-98; Aug 90; A

STADIUM
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY

STAIRWAY

Artistic Staircases; ph. sec. det.; p.101-103; June 90; A
Best Staircase Designs; ph.; p.116-117; Dec 90; B
Free Floating Stair Case; ph. iso.; p.186; Mar 90; B
Installing Staircases; Guidelines; ph. elev. det.; p.51-53; Sept 90; CB
Office Stairway; Daroff Design; det. ph. elev.; p.40-41; Jan 90; INT
Photography Museum, University of California; California, Riverside; Remodeled Department Store; Steel Staircase Details; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. ill. det.; p.130-136; Sept 90; PA

STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STONE
See MASONRY

STORE

Accessories and Fine Crafts Store, Hermes; Texas, Houston: Rena Dumas and Whistler & Patri; ph.; p.250-251; June 90; ID

STORE (Cont’d)

Accessories and Fine Crafts Store; MOMA; New York, New York: Hambrecht & Terrell; ph. pl.; p.258-261; June 90; ID
Bicycle Store and Gallery; Edward Weinstein; ph. axon.; p.116-117; Feb 90; INT
Bookshop; Italy, Venice: James Stirling and Michael Wilford; pl. axon. sec.; p.98; Dec 90; PA
Clothing Store Building; Massachusetts, Boston; The Limited; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.70-71; Dec 90; A
Clothing Store, Eure; California, Los Angeles; Building; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.108-113; Apr 90; PA
Clothing Store; New York, New York; Matsuda; Ryoeichi Yokota; ph. axon.; p.190-193; Sept 90; ID
Clothing Store; New York, New York; Reporter; Clea Rocco; ph. axon.; p.196-199; Sept 90; ID
Clothing Store; New York, New York; Sedona; Andaloro Associates; ph. pl.; p.194-195; Sept 90; ID
Clothing Store; New York, New York; Soho Surplus; Deborah Weintraub and Townsend Moore; ph.; p.92-93; July 90; INT
Clothing Store; Zara International; New York, New York; Design Award; ISD; ph. pl.; p.168-171; Nov 90; ID
Clothing Stores; Italy, Milan; Two Shops, Via della Spiga and Porta Tincense; Sottsass Associati; ph.; p.136-139; Aug 90; ID
Clothing Stores; New York, New York; Henri Bendel Group of Buildings; Restored and Remodeled; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph.; p.66-69; Dec 90; A
Department Store; Massachusetts, Chestnut Hill; Barneys; Rosenblum & Harb; ph. pl.; p.82-89; July 90; INT
Department Store; New Jersey, —; Neiman Marcus Clearance Center; Hermanovski & Lauck; ph.; p.24; Sept 90; INT
Department Store; New Jersey, Short Hills; Barneys; Rosenblum & Harb; ph. pl.; p.82-89; July 90; INT
Department Store; New York, Manhassett; Barneys; Rosenblum & Harb; ph. pl.; p.82-89; July 90; INT
Flower Store; New York, New York; Broadway Floral; Theo David; ph. axon.; p.200-201; Sept 90; ID
Free-Standing Small Store; Japan, Tokyo: Harajuku Illumination; Adele Naude Santos; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.103-104; Nov 90; PA
Galleria; Japan, Osaka; Store and Gallery Building; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. axon.; p.83-91; 94; Feb 90; PA
Health Club and Salon; Massachusetts, Boston; Design Award; Schwartz & Silver; ph.; p.172-175; Nov 90; ID
Houseware Store; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Design Research, Crate and Barrel; Ben Thompson; ph.; p.214-215; May 90; INT
Ice Cream Store, Amy's; Texas, Austin; Remodeled Auto Body Shop; Design Award; Laurie Smith; ph.; p.152-155; Nov 90; ID
Jewelry Store; New York, New York; Niessing; Toshiko Mori; ph. axon.; p.186-189; Sept 90; ID
Jewelry Store; Washington, Seattle: Olson & Sundberg; ph. pl. sec.; p.14-15; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Kimono Display and Store; New York, New York: Kyoto Arts and Fashion; Inteiors Award; Toshiko Mori; ph. axon.; p.142-143; Jan 90; INT

Kimono Display and Store; New York, New York: Kyoto Arts and Fashion; Toshiko Mori; ph. axon.; p.184-187; Jan 90; ID

Lighting Fixture Store; Mexico, Mexico City; Thin Triangular Site; Enrique Norten; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-87; Feb 90; AR

Marketplace, Caribbean; Florida, Miami: Charles Harrison Pawley; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-93; Nov 90; AR

News Stand, Lobby Shop; Illinois, Chicago: Interiors Award; Eva Maddox; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Jan 90; INT

Optometric Arts Store; New York, New York: Bausman & Gill; ph. axon.; p.78; July 90; PA

Shoe Store; Canada, Ontario, Toronto, Cepazio; Yabo & Pushelberg; ph. p.210-211; Mar 90; ID

Shoe Store; New York, New York; Waiz Design; ph. pl. ill.; p.106-111; Feb 90; PA

Supermarket with Speciality Sections; Washington, Bellevue; Larry’s Market; Carlson & Ferrin; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Oct 90; A

Supermarket; Washington, Kirkland; Builder Award; Carlson & Ferrin; ph. p.192; Oct 90; B

Supermarket; Washington, Kirkland; Carlson & Ferrin; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-91; May 90; AR

Watchmaker’s Store, Ebel; New York, New York: Andree Putman; ph. p.154-157; Mar 90; ID

Wine Store; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Boyd Associates; ph. p.90-91; July 90; INT

Women’s Clothing Store; California, San Francisco; Jasmyn by Appointment; Bradley Rytz; ph. pl. p.182-185; Apr 90; ID

See ART GALLERY, OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS, SHOPPING CENTER, SHOWROOM also

STREET

Streets for Sharing; Street Design; Multi-Use; Pedestrian Friendly; by Richard K. Untermann; ph. ill.; p.54-57; July 90; LA

STRUCTURAL

Firm’s Innovative Work; Review of Projects; One Arup; ill. m.; p.90-97; May 90; A

Joints in Construction; dia. biblio. table; p.47; Feb 90, PA

Structural Additions Innovation; m. pl. iso. sec. table; p.160-163; Sept 90; AR

Survey of High Office Building Roof Enclosures; Shapes; Window Washing Equipment; by Lee B. Herzog; ph. sec. table; p.49-54; Feb 90, PA

Tilting Structure for High Rise; Elmer Zalotay and Douglas Cooper; ph. det. elev.; p.118-119; July 90; AR

CONCRETE

Autoclaved Cellular Concrete; Precast Concrete Foam for Building Blocks and Panels; by Michael Chusid; ph. ill.; p.43-44, 46; May 90; PA

High Strength Concrete in High Rise Construction; Example Uses; ph. pl. chart; p.85-92; Oct 90; A

Perfectorc Architectural Concrete; by William C. Panarese; ph. biblio.; p.43, 45; Feb 90, PA

Railroad Station; Switzerland, Zurich; Structural Dynamics; by Pedestrian Bridges, Santiago Calatrava and Arnold Amsler and Werner Rieger; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-61; Oct 90; AR

University Hall, University of California; California, Berkeley; Exterior X-Bracing of Concrete Frame Building; Hansen, Murakami & Eshima; by Jeff Cohen et al.; ph. m. elev. det.; p.41-42; Dec 90; PA

FUNDAMENTAL

Building Adjustable Foundations; ph. sec.; p.156; June 90; B

Residential Foundation Efficiencies; sec.; p.180-181; July 90; B

STEEL

Designing the Super-Thin New Buildings; ph. pl. m. sec. axon.; p.105-109; Oct 90; AR

England, London; Broadgate, Office Building Complex; Structural Details; by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. m. det. sec.; p.68-69, 109-112; Sept 90; A

Steel and Glass; Glass Wall; James Carpenter; m. axon. det.; p.108-111; Nov 90; AR

TENSION

Convention Center; California, San Diego; Tensive Fabric Roof; Arthur Erickson and Deems, Lewis & McKinley; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-61; Aug 90; AR

University; Athletic Recreation and Convocation Complex; Maryland; Fabric Tension Roof; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl. det.; p.105-109; Jan 90; A

WOOD

Fire Retardant Plywood; Effect on Durability; graph; p.99-100; Apr 90; A

Glulam Connections to Steel and Wood; by Robert Wittig; det. biblio.; p.31-33; Dec 90; PA

Lumber Substitutes; by John Crowley; ph. p.53-55; July 90; CB

Man-Made Timber; Engineered Products; ph. iso.; p.44-45; Dec 90; AR

110
STRUCTURAL (Cont’d)

WOOD (Cont’d)

Plywood Shear Walls; Earthquake Resistant; ph. iso.; p.112-118; July 90; A
Spoked Rafters; Roof Framing; ph. iso.; p.185, 187; Mar 90; B
Structural Composite Lumber; by J. Dobbin McNatt and Russell C. Moody; ph. chart; p.34-36; Dec 90; PA
Timber Roof Trusses in 1857 Academy of Music Fell; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Repair, Analysis; by Nancy Levinson; ph. sec.; p.146-147; Feb 90; AR
See MASONRY, WALL, WOOD also

STUCCO

Exterior Insulation Finish System; Improvements; ph. det.; p.119-122; Apr 90; A
Synthetic Stucco; by Alex Wilson; ph. table; p.29-34; July 90; CB
See INSULATION also

STUDIO

Artist’s Studio; Sculptural Elements; Massachusetts, Natick; KIMO; ph.; p.61; July 90; PA
Ballet Studio; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Dec 90; INT
Broadcasting Studios, NBC; New York, New York; Michael Wolfe; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Nov 90; INT
California, San Francisco; Designers Living and Working Loft, Remodeled Warehouse; Interim Office of Architecture; ph.; p.74-77; Apr 90; AR
Dance Studio; New York, New York; Alvin Alley Dance Group; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-81; Dec 90; INT
Residence; New York, Shelter Island; Remodeled and Studio; William Pedersen; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-69; Nov 90; PA
Sculptor’s Studio and Museum; New York, Long Island City; Isamu Noguchi; ph.; p.52-54; Apr 90; LA
Sculptor’s Studio; Japan, Shikoku; Isamu Noguchi; by Benjamin Forgey; ph.; p.56-59; Apr 90; LA
Sculpture Studio; Maryland, Baltimore; Three Japanese Sculptors; RTKL; ph. pl. ill.; p.80-81; July 90; INT
Studio Complex; England, London; Remodeled Warehouse; Troughton & McAslan; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-96; Apr 90; PA
Studio for Carving Large Buddha Statue; Maryland, Baltimore; RTKL; sec. ph.; p.22-23; Oct 90; PA
See APARTMENT BUILDING, FILM STUDIO, RESIDENCE also

SWEDEN

Goteborg; Golf Club; Gert Wingardh; by Claes Dreijer; ph. pl.; p.34-35; Mar 90; LA

SWEDEN (Cont’d)

Stockholm, Near; Office Building; Two Landscape Plans; by Thorbjorn Andersson; ph. pl.; p.36-37; Mar 90; A

SWITZERLAND

Basel; Watchmaker’s Showroom, Ebel; Andree Putman; ph.; p.158-159; Mar 90; ID
Widnau; Lingerie Factory; Suter & Suter; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Oct 90; PA
Zurich; Railroad Station; Structural Dynamics; Pedestrian Bridges; Santiago Calatrava and Arnold Amstler and Werner Rueger; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-61; Oct 90; AR

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

AT&T Software Lab; California, Menlo Park; Study of Telecommunication Stations; George Famous et al.; ph. pl.; p.119-122; May 90; A
Interiors; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Telephone Company Sales Offices; HTB; by Karin Tellow; ph. pl.; p.52-55; Nov 90; INT
Office Automation Vocabulary; p.25; Nov 90; INT
Telephone Company’s Network Guardian Center; New York, New York; Louis R. Morandi; by Nayana Currimbhoy; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Nov 90; INT

TELEPHONE

Telephone Remote Switching Building; Illinois, Lincolnshire; Holabird & Root; ph. pl. sel. det.; p.114-116; Feb 90; PA

TELEVISION

Broadcasting Studios, NBC; New York, New York; Michael Wolfe; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Nov 90; INT
Television Station Headquarters; France, Paris; PA Award; Richard Meier; m. pl. sec.; p.92-93; Jan 90; PA
See AUDIO-VISUAL, VIDEO also

TENNESSEE

Germantown; Residence; Doug Enoch; ph. pl.; p.131; Mar 90; B
Memphis; Architects’ Offices; Builder Award; Hnedak & Bobo; ph.; p.193; Oct 90; B
Memphis; Art Museum Expansion; Brooks Museum; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Lee, Askew, Nixon, Ferguson & Wolfe; ph. pl.; p.103-105; May 90; PA
Memphis; Art Museum; Brooks, Additions; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Lee, Askew, Nixon, Ferguson & Wolfe; ph. pl.; p.122-127; Mar 90; A
Nashville: Psychology Building, Vanderbilt University; p.83, 88-89; Aug 90; AR

Nashville: Sportsplex; Swimming Pool, Ice Arena and Tennis Center; Thomas & Miller; p.79-79; Aug 90; AR

Rugby: Preservation Plan for Former Utopian Colony; History of Preservation Efforts; Ehrenkrantz Group/Building Conservation Technology; ph. pl.; p.102; June 90; PA

Austin: Building Renovations, University of Texas; Goldsmith Hall, 1933, by Paul Cret; p.152-155; Nov 90; ID

Austin: Juvenile Justice Center; Cox & Crosslin; p.152-153; Sept 90; AR

Austin: Residence; Design Discoveries II; p.64-66; Jan 90; CB

Beaumont: Office Building; Low Rise; Law Offices; Albert Pope and William Sherman; p.82; July 90; PA

Bedford: Church; Episcopal; Jim Bransford; p.62-63; Mar 90; LA

Canyon Lake: Weekend House; Lake & Flato; p.78-79; Nov 90; PA

Cypress: Church; Episcopal; Gerald Moorehead and Gregory L. Harper; p.72-73; Apr 90; A

Dallas-Fort Worth: Landscape; IBM Regional Headquarters; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; p.62-63; Mar 90; LA

Dallas: Church; Catholic; Renovated; Landry & Landry; p.85; Dec 90; PA

Dallas: Computer Demonstration Showroom; Apple Computer; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; Apr 90; INT

Dallas: Fair Park, Texas State Fair; Landscape Master Plan; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; by David Dillon; p.43-45; May 90; LA

Dallas: Furniture Showroom; Gunlocke; Hermanovski & Lauck; ph. pl.; 248-249; June 90; ID

Dallas: Interiors; Art Gallery in Real Estate Office; Design Award; Hermanovski & Lauck; p.156-159; Nov 90; ID

Dallas: Interiors; Law Offices; Gensler Associates; p.266-269; May 90; ID

Dallas: Office Building; High Rise; First Interstate Bank Tower; Pei, Cobb & Freed; p.102; Mar 90; A

Dallas: Symphony Center; Acoustic Concerns; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. axon.; p.99-100; Feb 90; A

Fort Worth: Hospital; Children’s; David M. Schwarz and Karlsberger & Associates; p.94-99; May 90; AR

Galveston Island: Residence; Natalye Appel; ph. pl. axon. elev. sec.; p.58-61; Apr 90; A

Galveston: Moody Gardens; Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe; ph. pl.; p.114-118; Oct 90; LA

Galveston: Triumphal Arch on Street to Historic District; Aldo Rossi; ph. ill.; p.172-173; Apr 90; AR

Houston: Interiors; Financial Offices; Total Concept; p.252-253; June 90; ID

Houston: Residence; Carlos Jimenez and Architectural Design Studio; p.48-51; Mid-Apr 90; AR

Houston: Residence; L. Barry Davidson; ph. pl.; p.129; Mar 90; B

Houston: Residence; Taft Architects; m. pl.; p.42; Apr 90; A

Houston: Residence; Wittenberg Partnership; p.68-71; Apr 90; A

Houston: Residential Development; Townhouse; Albert Pope and William Sherman; p.82-83; July 90; PA

Houston: Urban Plaza and Park; Sesquicentennial Park; Team HOU; ph. pl.; p.55-57; Apr 90; A

Lake Jackson: Residence; Peter Jay Zweig; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Apr 90; A

Plano: Information Center Control Room Lighting; David A. Mintz; by David Masello; ph. det.; p.35-36; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Plano: Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, ARCO; PHH Environments; ph. pl.; p.190-193; Mar 90; ID

Roundtop: Residence; Cannady, Jackson & Ryan; ph. pl.; p.130; Mar 90; B

San Antonio: Concert Hall, Restored 1929 Movie Theater; Majestic Theater; Original Architect, John Eberson; Milton Babbitt; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-93; June 90; PA

West Austin: Office Building; 3M Austin Center; Light Monitors; CRSS; ph. sec. det.; p.87, 90-91; Aug 90; A

Westlake: Hotel; Solana Marriott; Legorreta Arquitectos and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.94-101; Nov 90; A

Westlake: Solana Arrivals Garden and Village Center; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; Design Award; Ricardo Legorreta; ph. pl.; p.36-37; Nov 90; LA

THAILAND

Bangkok: Residence; EAK-Pai-Lin; Somchart Arunwatanakul; ph. pl.; p.127; Dec 90; B

Bangkok: Residence; Lakeside Villa; Sumico Development; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Dec 90; B
THEATER

Cultural Centre; Hong Kong, Hong Kong; Concert Hall, Theater and Experimental Theater; Critique; Territory's Architectural Services Department; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.262-263; June 90; ID

Movie Palace, 1928, Restored; Michigan, Ann Arbor; Michigan Theater; Original Architect, Maurice H. Finkel; Usier & Milng and Quinn & Evans; ph. pl. sec.; p.96; June 90; PA

Movie Theater Addition; Italy, Flegara; Paolo Zermanti; ph. pl.; p.66; July 90; PA

Performing Arts Center; Illinois, DeKalb; Restored and Remodeled from 1928 Movie Theater; Egyptian Theater; Original Architect, Elmer F. Behrns; A-E-C Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.97; June 90; PA

Performing Arts Theater; Ohio, Columbus; Vern Riffe Center, Acoustical Concerns; Bohm NBJ; ph. sec.; p.48; Apr 90; INT

Performing Arts Theater; Utah, Cedar City; Randall L. Jones Memorial Theater; FFKR; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.80-83; Aug 90; AR

Reportery Theater; Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Remodeled Power Stations; Beckley & Myers; ph. pl.; p.62, 64-65; Aug 90; AR

Restoring American Movie Palaces: Five Theaters; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-99; June 90; PA

School; Theater; Ohio, Dublin; Remodeled Gymnasium, Acoustic Concerns; SEM; ph. pl. sec.; p.56; Jan 90; INT

State-of-the-Art Lighting Simulation; For Design of a Theater; by David Lord; ill.; p.130; Nov 90; INT

Temporary Performance Center, Winter Garden; New York, New York; Interiors Award; FTL; ph. pl.; p.154-155; Jan 90; INT

Theater; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Addition; Elliott Associates; ph. sec. ill.; p.69; Nov 90; A

Two Theaters, Restored Vaudeville Houses; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Elgin and Winter Garden Theaters; Original Architect, Thomas W. Lamb; Mandel & Sprachman; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-99; June 90; PA

Wedding Set and Dining Decoration; District of Columbia, Washington; Design Award; David Schwarz; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Apr 90; INT

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

TILE

See CERAMIC TILE

TRANSPORTATION

Botanical Garden Way Station; New York, New York; Tram Line; Patrick Chasse et al.; m. elev. pl.; p.18; May 90; LA

Channel Terminal; Belgium, Zeebrugge; Competition Winner; Rem Koolhaas; m. sec. ill.; p.13; Nov 90; AR

Downtown Transit Station; Washington, Seattle; Innovative Neon and Glass Fixture; TRA and Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas; ph. pl. det.; p.28-31; Suppl Aug 90; AR

Multi-Use Complex; West Germany, Munich; Munich II Airport Center; Murphy & Jahn and Reito Gansser; m. pl. ill.; p.100; Mar 90; PA

Parking/Transport Facility; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Stageberg Partners; ph. pl.; p.62, 66-67; Aug 90; AR

Sea Terminal, Multi-Use; Belgium, Zeebrugge; Office of Metropolitan Architecture and Ove Arup; pl. sec. m.; p.123; Apr 90; PA

Transit Center for Buses and Cars; California, Escondido; Rob Wellington Ogilvy; ph. pl. elev. ill.; p.128-131; Sept 90; AR

Transportation and Land Use Connection; New Suburb Planning; by Elizabeth Deakin; pl.; p.112; July 90; LA

Transportation in Community Design; Pedestrian Friendly; Panel Discussion; ph.; p.58-60; July 90; LA

See AIRPORT, CITY PLANNING, HIGHWAY, RAILROAD STATION also

U

U. S. S. R.

—; Health Benefit of Russian Spas; Facilities; by Karin Tetlow; ph.; p.74-77; Dec 90; INT

Soviet and U.S. Architecture Exhibit; ph. m.; p.130-131; Sept 90; INT

UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE

Library Expansion, Arizona State University; Arizona, Tempe; Underground; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Jan 90; A

Library Expansion, Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; Underground Addition; Koetter & Kim; ph. axon. sec.; p.60-65; Jan 90; A

ATHLETIC CENTER

University of Connecticut; Connecticut, Storrs; Wood Detailing; Shope, Reno & Wharton; ph. sec. det.; p.95-97; Apr 90; A
UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL
Building Renovations, University of Texas; Texas, Austin; Goldsmith Hall, 1933, by Paul Cret; Thomas & Booziotis and Chartier Newton; ph. pl. sec.; p.84; Nov 90; A
College of Architecture and Environmental Design; Arizona, Tempe; Arizona State University; Hillier Group; ph.; p.96-97; Jan 90; A
College of Architecture and Environmental Design; Arizona, Tempe; Arizona State University; Hillier Group; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.81-93; Apr 90; PA
Restoration of American Academy; Italy, Rome; Villa Aurelia, Interiors; Mark Hampton; by Mark Hampton; ph.; pl. 83-103; Feb 90; INT
The Architecture of Architecture Schools; Survey; by Alan J. Plattus; ph.; p.92-93; Apr 90; PA

ART SCHOOL
Art Studios, Evergreen State College; Washington, Olympia; Miller & Hull; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-89; May 90; AR

ARTS CENTER
Art Gallery, Vassar College; New York, Poughkeepsie; Cesar Pelli; pl. m.; p.105; Apr 90; PA
Center for Visual Arts; Ohio State University; Ohio, Columbus. Analysis; Eisenman & Trott; by Kay Be A Jones; ph.; p.34-38; Spring 90; JAE
Fine Arts Building, University of California; California, Irvine; Robert A. M. Stern and S.W.A. Group; ph.; p.68-69; Jan 90; A
Fine Arts Center, Arizona State University; Arizona, Tempe; Antoine Predock; ph.; p.92-93; Jan 90; A
Fine Arts Center; Arizona, Tempe; Arizona State University; Antoine Predock; ph. axon.; p.110; Mar 90; A
Lawrence University; Wisconsin, Appleton; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Jan 90; A
Performing Arts Center, Swarthmore College; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Dagit & Saylor; pl. iii.; p.105; Apr 90; PA
Syracuse University; New York, Syracuse; Koetter & Kim and Fulgini & Fragola; pl. axon. ill.; p.103; Apr 90; PA
University of Hartford; Connecticut, Hartford; Tai Soo Kim; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-109; Feb 90; AR
University of Virginia; Virginia, Charlottesville; Michael Dennis; pl. m.; p.107; Apr 90; PA

AUDITORIUM
Music Pavilion; Connecticut, —; Western Connecticut State University; Kosinski Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.58; Feb 90; INT

UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

AUDITORIUM (Cont'd)
Two Auditoriums, Brown University; Rhode Island, Providence; Solomon Center for Teaching; Remodeled and Expanded; Goody & Clancy; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.83-87; Aug 90; AR

BUSINESS SCHOOL
Graduate School of Management and Office Building; California, Irvine; University of California; Venturi & Scott Brown and Bissell Architects; ph.; p.71; Jan 90; A
School of Management; California, Los Angeles; University of Southern California; Pai, Cobb & Freed; m. elev.; p.62; Feb 90; A

CAMPUS
Campus Building in the 1980's; California, Irvine; University of California, Irvine; Profile of Campus Architect; David Neuman; by Aaron Betsky; ph.; p.49, 51, 53; Apr 90; AR
Campus Infill; Designing New Buildings to Improve Campuses; Survey; ph. pl. m. sec. elev. ill. axon.; p.100-107; Apr 90; PA
Copenhagen College of Business Administration; Denmark, Frederiksborg; Henning Larsen; ph. axon.; p.80-81; June 90; AR

CLASSROOM
Psychology Building, Vanderbilt University; Tennessee, Nashville; Stubbins Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.83, 88-89; Aug 90; AR
University Hall, University of California; California, Berkeley; Exterior X-Bracing of Concrete Frame Building; Hansen, Murakami & Eshima; by Jeff Cohen et al.; ph. m. elev. det.; p.41-42; Dec 90; PA

ENGINEERING BUILDING
Software, Engineering Institute; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Carnegie Mellon University; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski and Burt Hill, Kosar & Rittlemann; ph. pl.; p.109; Mar 90; A

LANDSCAPE
Sarah P. Duke Gardens; Duke University; North Carolina, Durham; Hunter, Reynolds & Jewell; ph. pl.; p.40; Nov 90; LA

LAW SCHOOL
Law School Legal Clinic, Drake University; Iowa, Des Moines; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Bluncck; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Feb 90; A

LIBRARY
Law Library; Colorado, Denver; University of Denver; New Synthetic Stucco Facade; C. W. Fentress; ph. pl. det.; p.173-175; Mar 90; A
Library Addition, State University College; New York, Fredonia; Pasanelli & Klein; m. pl. axon.; p.104; Apr 90; PA
Library Addition, Western Maryland College; Maryland, Westminster; Hillier Group; ill. sec. pl.; p.102; Apr 90; PA
UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)
LIBRARY (Cont'd)
Library Expansion, Arizona State University; Arizona, Tempe; Underground; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Jan 90; A
Library Expansion, Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; Underground Addition; Koetter & Kim; ph. axon. sec.; p.60-65; Jan 90; A
Library; Reed College; Oregon, Portland; Addition; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.70-75; Nov 90; A
Science Library, University of California; California, Irvine; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; m. pl.; p.96-97; Dec 90; PA

MASTER PLAN
Carnegie Mellon University; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Michael Dennis and Jeffrey Clark; m. pl.; p.100; Apr 90; PA
Emerson College; Massachusetts, Lawrence; Design Award; Carol R. Johnson; m. pl.; p.54; Nov 90; LA
Mary Washington College; Virginia, Fredericksburg; Vickery, Moje, Drinkard & Oakland; pl. elev.; p.102; Apr 90; PA
Master Plan, University of California; California, Irvine; New Buildings; by John Parman; ph. pl.; p.66-77; Jan 90; A
Process of Planning Palm Beach Atlantic College; Florida, West Palm Beach; James T. Bielke and H. Stewart Thompson; ph. pl.; p.115-116; Jan 90; A
Urban Campus with New Buildings; Washington, Seattle; Seattle University; Broome, O’Toole, Rudolf & Boles; ph. pl.; p.101; Apr 90; PA

MEDICAL CENTER
Medical Plaza, University of California; California, Irvine; Coleman & Caskey; ph.; p.75; Jan 90; A
Yale Psychiatric Institute; Connecticut, New Haven; Yale University; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p.115-121; Mar 90; A

MUSEUM
American Heritage Center and Art Museum; Wyoming, Laramie; University of Wyoming; PA Award; Antoine Predock; m. pl. sec.; p.96-98; Jan 90; PA
Museum Addition; Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Fogg Museum; Gwathmey & Siegel; m. axon.; p.66; Nov 90; A
Photography Museum, University of California; California, Riverside; Remodeled Department Store; Steel Staircase Details; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl. ill. det.; p.130-136; Sept 90; PA

RECREATION
Athletic Recreation and Convocation Complex; Maryland, --; Fabric Tension Roof; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl. det.; p.105-109; Jan 90; A

UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)
RECREATION (Cont'd)
Boathouse; Massachusetts, Boston; Northeastern University; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Aug 90; A
Gymnasium, California Polytechnic; California, San Luis Obispo; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; pl. axon.; p.104; Apr 90; PA
Gymnasium, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Cambridge; Hallmann, McKinney & Wood; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.78-83; May 90; AR
Natatorium, Hamilton College; New York, Clinton; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-89; Apr 90; AR
Recreational Sports Facility; California, Berkeley; University of California; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; ph.; p.111; Mar 90; A

RESEARCH FACILITY
Chemistry and Biology Research Laboratory; California, Los Angeles; University of California; Anshen & Allen; m. pl. sec. dia.; p.100; Aug 90; PA
Clinical Research Building, School of Medicine; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; University of Pennsylvania; Payette Associates andVenturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.102; Aug 90; PA
Information and Computer Science Facility; California, Irvine; Engineering Research; University of California; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Jan 90; A
Medical Research and Library Building; Indiana, Indianapolis; Indiana University School of Medicine; Ellerbe & Becket and Boyd & Sobieraj; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.99; Aug 90; PA
Physical Acoustics Laboratories; Mississippi, Oxford; University of Mississippi; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler and Mockbee, Coker & Howorth; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.103; Aug 90; PA
Physics and Chemistry Building; Florida, Coral Gables; University of Miami; Spilios & Candela; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.104; Aug 90; PA

RESIDENTIAL
Dormitory, Cambridge University; England, Cambridge; Henning Larsen; pl. elev. axon.; p.82-83; June 90; AR
Faculty Housing, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Observatory Commons; Woo & Williams; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-81; Jan 90; A
Graduate Student Apartments; California, Irvine; University of California; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.74; Jan 90; A
Graduate Student Housing; Stanford University; California, Palo Alto; Landscape Design by SWA Group; Design Award; Backen, Amirgol & Ross; ph. pl.; p.39; Nov 90; LA
Residence Hall, Columbia University; New York, New York; Gruzen, Samton & Stein-glass; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Jan 90; A
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

RESTAURANT

Satellite Food Facility, University of California; California, Irvine; R. L. Binder and Widom, Wein & Cohen; ph. pl. elev.; p.76-77; Jan 90; A

SCIENCE CENTER

Bio-Center: University of Frankfurt; West Germany, Frankfurt; Eisenman & Robertson; m. axon, pl.: p.22-26; Fall 89; JAE

Computer Science Building, Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; R. M. Klement and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.122-127; Sept 90; AR

Earth Sciences Center, University of Toronto; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; A. J. Diamond and Donald Schmitt and Bregman & Hamann; ph. pl. m.; p.107; Apr 90; PA

Science and Technology Center; New York, Syracuse; Syracuse University; Koetter & Kim and Kling & Linquist; pl. axon. ill.; p.103; Apr 90; PA

Sciences Building; California, San Diego; University of California; Mitchell & Giorgola; ph. axon.; p.93; May 90; A

STUDENT CENTER

Colby College; Maine, Waterville; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.103; Apr 90; PA

Student Services Addition; California, Irvine; University of California; Siegel & Diamond; ph. p.70; Jan 90; A

University of California Santa Cruz; California, Santa Cruz; Femau & Hartman; ph. pl.; p.106-113; June 90; PA

University of California at San Diego; California, San Diego; Price Center; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph. pl.; p.63, 92-95; Aug 90; AR

Wheaton College; Massachusetts, Norton; Amstir, Hagenah & MacLean and Robert Neiley; ph. p.82-83; Jan 90; A

THEATER

Experimental Theater; Ohio, Columbus; Ohio State University; Eisenman & Trotz; ph. pl.; p.78; May 90; INT

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL

Turner Center, Emory University; Georgia, Atlanta; Scogin, Elam & Bray; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.66-73; Dec 90; PA

UTILITY

Central Chiller Plant; University of California; California, Los Angeles; PA Award; Holt, Hinslawn, Plau & Jones; elev. pl. sec. det.; p.99-101; Jan 90; PA

See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION also

URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS

Antigone Neighborhood: France, Montpellier; Monumental New Projects; Ricardo Bolli; by Marc Wortman; ph. pl.: p.41-42; July 90; AR

Apartment Development; Clinton Area Master Plan; New York, New York; Urban Renewal; PA Award; Peterson & Littenberg; m. axon. ill.; p.110-112; Jan 90; PA

Architectural Consequences of Casino Gambling; New Jersey, Atlantic City; On Boardwalk; ill.; p.117; Mar 90; PA

Canary Wharf; England, London; Master Plan; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Hanna & Olin; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Sept 90; A

Colin Rowe's Impact on Architecture, Urbanism and Education; Colin Rowe; by Warren James; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p.98-99; July 90; PA

Computer Visualization for Landscape; Design Workshop; by John Metzger; ph. ill.; p.72-75; Apr 90; LA

Concert Halls, Exhibition Space and Cafe; Netherlands, Amsterdam; Remodeled Interior; H. P. Berlage's Exchange Building, 1903; Pieter Zaanen; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Sept 90; AR

Design Team Brainstorms Small Town Improvement; Minnesota, —; Examples; by Linda Mack; ph.; p.60-61; Feb 90; LA

Downtown Redevelopment; California, San Jose; Recent Projects; ph. p.132-137; Sept 90; AR

Downtown Redevelopment; Connecticut, New Haven; by Marc Wortman; ph. p.39-40, 42; Jan 90; PA

Downtown Renewal; Missouri; Kansas City; Design Award; Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff; ill.; p.50; Nov 90; LA

Excerpts from "Invisible Cities"; by Italo Calvino; ph. p.93; Dec 90; PA

Four Plans in Ten Years for Mission Bay District; California, San Francisco; pl. iso.; p.121-122; May 90; PA

Grand Central District Renewal; New York, New York; Design Award; Benjamin Thompson; m.; p.51; Nov 90; LA

High Rise; New York, New York; Worldwide Plaza; Apartment Project by Frank Williams, Office Building and Apartment Complex; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Apr 90; A

International Trade Center Complex; Spain, Barcelona; Pei, Cobb & Freed; m. sec.; Feb 90; A

Interview; Paul Rudolph; ph. p.90-92; Dec 90; PA

Large Multi-Use Project in Historic Area; District of Columbia, Washington; Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Feb 90; AR

London Bridge City Controversy; Mixed-Use Development; pl. ill.; p.23-24; June 90; PA

Main Street Revivals; Examples; by Jane Holtz Keyes; ph. pl.; p.49-55; Feb 90; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Harbor Point, Mixed Income, Remodeled Housing Project; Goody & Clancy and Mintz Associates; ph. pl.; p.64-67; July 90; A
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont’d)

Perils of Preservation Planning; Update on Five Paternoster Square Redevelopment; Park Expansion; Washington, Seattle; Freeway Jury Survey; Editors’ Compass; Park Expansion; Florida, Miami; History of Preservation Efforts; Anderson, Notter & Finegold and Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. ill.; p.100-101; June 90; PA

Preservation Plan for Art Deco District; Florida, Miami; History of Preservation Efforts; Anderson, Notter & Finegold and Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. ill.; p.100-101; June 90; PA

Preservation Plan for Palmier Square Area; New Jersey, Princeton; History of Preservation Efforts; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. pl. ill.; p.104; June 90; PA

Preservation Plan; Pennsylvania, Jim Thorpe; History of Preservation Efforts; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. pl. elev.; p.103; June 90; PA

Preservation and Design of American Townscape; Panel Discussion; by Michael Anderson; ph.; p.62-65; Feb 90; LA

Redevelopment Block; Illinois, Chicago; North Loop; Murphy & Jahn; ill.; p.108; Mar 90; PA

Relearning from Las Vegas; Nevada, Las Vegas; Revisit and Study of the Strip Activity; ph. m.; p.46-51; Oct 90; A

Removal of the Wall, Its Effects; West Germany. —; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.220-221; Mar 90; ID

Review of Urban Design Scale Projects; ph.; p.74; Apr 90; A

Riverfront Design Controls Go Only Halfway; Illinois, Chicago; ph. pl. ill.; p.121-122; Feb 90; PA

Riverfront Residential Development; Virginia, Chesapeake; PA Award; Eric R. Kuhne; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.115-115; Jan 90; PA

Sea Terminal; Multi-Use; Belgium, Zeebrugge; Office of Metropolitan Architecture and Ove Arup; ph. sec. m.; p.123; Apr 90; PA

Shopping Center; California, Napa; Napa Town Center Retail Development; HGHB and Field & Paul; ph. pl.; p.97; 106-107; Apr 90; AR

Small Town Design; Kenneth Munsell; ill.; p.128; Feb 90; LA

Small Town Downtown Revivals; Examples; by Rick Mashburn; ph.; p.56-59; Feb 90; LA

Solana Arrivals Garden and Village Center; Texas, Westlake; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; Design Award; Ricardo Legorreta; ph. pl.; p.36-37; Nov 90; LA

Stadthaus Project; Analysis; West Germany, Ulm; Historic Precedents and Urban Design Concepts; Richard Meier; by Stephen Nicolaus Barthelmess, ph. pl.; m. axon.; p.2-19; Spring 90; JAE

Theater of the City; Italy, Venice; Processions and Ceremonies of Daily Life; Natalija Suboticin; ph. ill. m. axon.; p.35-44; Fall 89; JAE

Triumphal Arch on Street to Historic District; Texas, Galveston; Aldo Rossi; ph. ill.; p.172-173; Apr 90; AR

Two Midwestern Cities Infuse New Life into Downtown; Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-71; Aug 90; AR

Urban Layering Strategies and Analysis; James Corner; ill. axon. ph.; p.38-39; Dec 90; LA

Urban Mixed Use Landscape Design; Venezuela, —; Stoddart & Tabora; ph. pl.; p.30; Jan 90; LA
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont’d)

Waterfront Development; New York, New York; Battery Park City North Residential Area; PA Award; Cooper & Robertson; pl. m.; p.120-121; Jan 90; PA

Waterfront Redevelopment, New Plan; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Penn’s Landing; Bower, Lewis & Thrower; m. pl.; p. 65, 67; Feb 90; AR

Western Wall Biblical Area; Israel, Jerusalem; Mamilla Urban Center; Moshe Safdie; by Christopher Hume; ph. pl. elev.; p.39-40; Sept 90; LA

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, SHOPPING CENTER, UNIVERSITY also

URUGUAY

Montevideo; Mausoleum for Employees of the Electoral Court; Lucas Rios; ph. pl.; p.60; July 90; PA

UTAH

Cedar City; Performing Arts Theater; Randall L. Jones Memorial Theater; FFKR; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.80-83; Aug 90; A

UTILITY

Watertower Photographs by Bernd and Hilla Becher; ph.; p.128; Aug 90; AR

VACUUM SYSTEM

Central Vacuum Systems; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.23-27; June 90; CB

VENEZUELA

—; Residence; Landscape Plan; ph. pl.; p.31; Jan 90; LA

—; Review of Projects; by Anne-Louise Volkenborn; ph. pl.; p.20-31; Jan 90; LA

—; Urban Mixed Use Landscape Design; Stoddart & Tabora; ph. pl.; p.30; Jan 90; LA

Caracas; U.S. Embassy Building; Gunnar Birkerts; ph. pl.; p.78-79; May 90; A

VENTILATION

Venting Roofs; by Clarke K. Wolfert; ph. det. ill.; p.23-27; May 90; CB

See AIR CONDITIONING, HAZARDS, HEATING, SOLAR also

VERMONT

Brattleboro; Residence; Uses Stressed Skin Panels; Green River Building & Design; ph.; p.16-22; Aug 90; CB

Woodstock; Weekend House; Sandra Nunnerley; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Jan 90; ID

VIDEO

Video Conferencing; Special Design Project; Frank Douglas and Charles Kifer and Gary Whitney; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.37-43; Nov 90; INT

Video Presentations; Design in Motion; ph. ill.; p.141-144, 148; Nov 90; A

Video Conferencing; ph. ill.; p.129-132+; Sept 90; A

See AUDIO-VISUAL, TELEVISION also

VINEYARD

California, Calistoga; Clos Pegase Winery; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p.103; Mar 90; A

VIRGINIA

—; Landscape; Center for Innovative Technology; Building by Arquitectonica; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; by Deborah Papier; ph. pl. m.; p.50-55; Jan 90; LA

Alexandria; Multi-Use Downtown Project; CARR Norfolk Southern Project; Cooper & Robertson; ill. pl.; p.78; Apr 90; A

Alexandria; New Urban Development, Alexandria 2020: Transportation Oriented; Design Award; HOH Associates; pl.; p.52; Nov 90; LA

Alexandria; Transit Oriented New Town; Alexandria 2020; HOH Associates; ill. pl.; p.47-53; July 90; LA

Ashburn; Bathroom; Lessard Architectural Group; ph. p.196; Oct 90; B

Ashburn; Residential Development; Ashburn Village; Lessard Architectural Group; ph. pl.; p.166-167; Feb 90; B

Bedford County; Jefferson’s Retreat House 1806; ph.; p.28, 32; Nov 90; A

Brambleton; New Center for Small Town; PA Award; Sasaki Associates; pl. ill.; p.118-119; Jan 90; PA

Charlottesville; Arts Center; University of Virginia; Michael Dennis; pl. m.; p.107; Apr 90; PA

Chesapeake; Riverfront Residential Development; PA Award; Eric R. Kuhne; ph. pl. ill. sec. elev.; p.113-115; Jan 90; PA

Fallis Church; Office Building; Interiors; Atrium Security Kiosk; Todd Lee and Clark & Roza; ph.; elev.; p.20-21; Oct 90; INT

Fredericksburg; Master Plan; Mary Washington College; Vickery, Moore, Drinkard & Oakland; pl. elev.; p.102; Apr 90; PA

Front Royal; Weekend House; Builder Award; McInturf Architects; ph. pl.; p.150-151; Oct 90; B

Goochland County; Residence; Interplan; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.146-149; Mar 90; A
WASHINGTON

—; Green River Valley Environmental Plan; Hiking, Biking, Trails; Jones & Jones; by Michael Dolan; ph. map; p.50-53; May 90; LA

Bellevue; Supermarket with Specialty Sections; Larry's Market; Carlson & Ferrin; ph. p.60-63; Oct 90; A

Friday Harbor; Multi-Purpose Theater; San Juan Islands; Bumgardner Architects; by Justin Henderson; ph. p.122-125; Dec 90; INT

Kent; Restaurant; Levy Design; elev.; p.36; Oct 90; A

Kirkland; Supermarket; Builder Award; Carlson & Ferrin; ph. p.192; Oct 90; B

Kirkland; Supermarket; Carlson & Ferrin; ph. p.90-91; May 90; AR

Olympia; Art Studios, Evergreen State College; Miller & Hull; ph. p.88-89; May 90; AR
WASHINGTON (Cont’d)
Port Ludlow; Residential Development; New Port Ludlow, Retirement; Mithun Partners; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Sept 90; B
Redmond; Residence; Four-D Architects; ph.; p.56-58; Jan 90; CB
Seattle; Art Museum; Venturi & Scott Brown; m. pl. axon.; p.126; May 90; PA
Seattle; Bay Cafe; Bumgardner Architects; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Feb 90; INT
Seattle; Boom in Northwest; ph. pl.; p.106-117; Feb 90; INT
Seattle; Casa U-Betcha Restaurant; Interiors Seattle; ph.; p.158-159; Jan 90; INT
Seattle; Downtown Transit Station; Innovative Neon and Glass Fixture; TRA and Parsons, Brinkenhef, Quade & Douglas; ph. pl. det.; p.29-31; Suppl Aug 90; AR
Seattle; Interiors; Financial Company's Offices; NBBJ Group; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Feb 90; INT
Seattle; Interiors; Law Offices; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.146-151; Jan 90; ID
Seattle; Interiors; Multi-Image Production Company's Offices; Callison Partnership; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Feb 90; INT
Seattle; Jewelry Store, Olson & Sundberg; ph. pl.; p.14-15; Suppl Aug 90; AR
Seattle; Lobby Wall, Convention Center; Danadjieva & Koenig; ph.; p.63; Aug 90; A
Seattle; Master Plan; Urban Campus with New Buildings; Seattle University; Broome, Oringolph, O'Toole, Rudoff & Boles; ph. pl.; p.101; Apr 90; PA
Seattle; Office Building; High Rise; Pacific First Centre; Callison Partnership; ph. pl.; p.87; May 90; AR
Seattle; Office Building, High Rise; Two Union Square, Concrete Structure; NBBJ Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.92; Oct 90; A
Seattle; Office Building; High Rise; Two Union Square; NBBJ Group; ph. pl.; p.85; May 90; AR
Seattle; Office Building; High Rise; Washington Mutual Tower; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and McKinley Architects; ph. pl.; p.86; May 90; AR
Seattle; Park Expansion; Freeway Air Rights Development; Danadjieva & Koenig; ph. pl.; p.60-62; Aug 90; A
Seattle; Residence; Richard Beckman; ph.; p.108-109; Mar 90; B
Seattle; Zoological Gardens; Woodland Park; Design Award; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p.42; Nov 90; LA
Tacoma; Interiors; Corporation Headquarters; Pop-Up Podium; Wyatt & Stapper; ph. axon.; p.110-113; 32; Feb 90; INT
Whidby Island; Resort Hotel, The Inn at Langley; Gaylord, Grammer, Libby & O'Brien-Smith; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-127; Feb 90; AR

WATER TREATMENT (Cont’d)
Combined Zoo and Water Treatment Plant; California, San Francisco; San Francisco City Staff et al.; by Kerry J. Dawson; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Dec 90; LA
Home Water Treatment; by Donna Hartman; ph. det.; p.25-28; Nov 90; CB
Reclaiming Waste Water; Greywater Reuse; ph. dia.; p.97-102; Dec 90; A
Water Purification Garden; Pennsylvania, Schuylkill River Island; Anuratha Mathur; ph. pl. ill.; p.44-45; Dec 90; LA

WATER
Home Water Treatment; by Donna Hartman; ph. det.; p.25-28; Nov 90; CB
U.S. Forest Service Reserved Water Rights Case; Design Award; EDAW; ph. sec.; p.62; Nov 90; LA
See FOUNTAIN also

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
See CITY PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN

WATERPROOFING
Air Barriers and Vapor Barriers in Low-Slope Roofs; by Madeleine Z. Rousseau; det. dia. table; p.137-138, 143; Aug 90; PA
Causes of Mildew in Building Interiors; How to Suppress It; by G. Gabriel Cole; ph. biblio. ph.; p.47, 49; Oct 90; PA
Delineating Waterproofing; Two Restorations; elev. det. axon, sec. ph.; p.100-103; Aug 90; AR
Waterproofing Foundation Walls; sec.; p.284; Oct 90; B

WEST GERMANY
—with; Removal of the Wall, Its Effects; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.220-221; Mar 90; ID
Berlin; Office Building; High Rise; Office Complex; Victoria City Areal; Murphy & Jahn; m. pl. ill.; p.109-110; Mar 90; PA
Berlin; Office Building; Middle Rise; 8-Story Kurfürstendamm 70; Murphy & Jahn; m. pl. elev. det. ill.; p.107; Mar 90; PA
Cologne; Hotel Im Wassergarten; Ecart International; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Aug 90; INT
Frankfurt am Main; Office Building; High Rise; With Exhibition Hall Complex; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. m. det.; p.106; Mar 90; PA
Frankfurt; Bio-Center; University of Frankfurt; Eisenman & Robertson; m. axon. pl.; p.22-26; Fall 89; JAE
Frankfurt; History Museum, Renovated Church and Addition; Josef Paul Kleihues; ph. pl. axon. sec. det.; p.83-93; May 90; PA
Karlsruhe; Center for Art and Media Technology; Office of Metropolitan Architecture and Ove Arup; m. pl. sec.; p.123-124; Apr 90; PA

WATER TREATMENT
Alternative Water Treatment System; Use of Plants and Micro-organisms; Jack and Nancy Todd; ph. ill.; p.100-102; Dec 90; A
WEST GERMANY (Cont'd)

Ludenscheid; Lighting Laboratory; Energy Conservation through Sun Control; Kiessler Partners; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Oct 90; PA
Munich; Multi-Use Complex; Munich II Airport Center; Murphy & Jahn and Reto Gansser; m. pl. ill.; p.100; Mar 90; PA
Neuss; Art Museum in Garden, Private; Hombroich: Erwin Heerich; by Margot Granitsas; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Aug 90; LA
Tegel Harbor; City Library; Part of Housing Development; Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Abel, Ludic & Skoda; ph. pl. ill. sec. elev.; p.100-107; Jan 90: AR
Ulm; Stadthaus Project; Analysis; Historic Precedents and Urban Design Concepts; Richard Meier; by Stephen Nicolaus Barthelmess; pl. ph. m. axon.; p.2-19; Spring 90; JAE
Weil am Rhein; Furniture Design Museum; Factory and Office Addition; Vitra Museum; Frank O. Gehry and Freie Architekten Gunder Pfeifer; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99; May 90; PA
Weil am Rhein; Furniture Museum; Vitra Museum; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec; p.192-197; Oct 90; ID
West Berlin; American Memorial Library, Addition; PA Award; Steven Holl; m. ill. pl. sec; p.80-82; Jan 90; PA
West Berlin; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; John Hejduk; ph. ill.; p.98; Mar 90; A

WEST VIRGINIA

Charleston; Governor's Mansion; Restoration; Dorothy Draper; ph. pl.; p.176-183; Mar 90; ID

WINDOW (Cont'd)

Window-CAD in Use: Architectural Wood-Window Industry's Product-Specific CAD Tools; ill. elev. det.; p.126-127; Oct 90; AR
See GLASS, WALL also

WISCONSIN

Appleton; Arts Center; Lawrence University; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.84-89; Jan 90; A
Kohler; Model Bathrooms; ph.; p.210-211; Apr 90; ID
LaCrosse; Airport; HSA Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-75; Feb 90; A
Milwaukee; Office Building; High Rise; 100 East Wisconsin Avenue; Clark, Tribble, Harris & Li; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Aug 90; AR
Milwaukee; Repertory Theater; Remodeled Power Stations; Beckley & Myers; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Aug 90; AR
Washington Island; Summer House; Frederick Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-59, 62-63; Mid-Apr 90; AR

WOOD

Environmental Controversy; Use of Old-Growth Forest; ph. chart; p.40-41; Dec 90; AR
Fire Retardant Plywood; Effect on Durability; graph; p.99-100; Apr 90; A
Lumber Substitutes; by John Crowley; ph.; p.53-55; July 90; CB
Man-Made Timber; Engineered Products; ph. iso.; p.44-45; Dec 90; AR
Particleboard; Its Production and Use, Detailing; ph. det.; p.176-179; Jan 90; ID
Wood Conservation; Switch To Younger Species; ph. chart; p.42-43; Dec 90; AR
Wood, A Declining Resource; by Timothy B. McDonald; ph.; p.39; Dec 90; AR
See STRUCTURAL/WOOD also

WORKING DRAWING

See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING

Laramie; American Heritage Center and Art Museum; University of Wyoming; PA Award; Antoine Predock; m. pl. sec.; p.96-98; Jan 90; PA

Z

ZONING

Buffer Separates Moderate Housing From High End Housing; ph. pl.; p.120; June 90; B
No-Growth Movement Balloting; Rules for Builders to Defeat No-Growth; ill. ph.; p.46-49; June 90; B
ZONING (Cont'd)

Riverfront Design Controls Go Only Halfway; Illinois, Chicago; ph. pl. ill.; p.121-122; Feb 90; PA

Solar Access Zoning Ordinances; Review of Major City Codes, ill. elev. pl.; p.102-105+; May 90; A

State Overrules Local Zoning Action; Developer Agreement with County; p.28; June 90; B
See CITY PLANNING, LAW also

ZOO

Combined Zoo and Water Treatment Plant; California, San Francisco; San Francisco City Staff et al.; by Kerry J. Dawson; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Dec 90; LA

Zoological Gardens; Washington, Seattle; Woodland Park; Design Award; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p.42; Nov 90; LA
See RECREATION also
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

ACOUSTICS
AIR CONDITIONING
AIRPORT
ALABAMA
ALASKA
ALGERIA
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT
ARBORETUM  
See GARDEN, BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
ART GALLERY
ART
ARTS CENTER
ASBESTOS  
See HAZARDS
AUDIO-VISUAL
AUDITORIUM
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA

BANK
BAR  
See NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT
BARRIER-FREE DESIGN  
See HANDICAPPED DESIGN, HANDICAPPED HOUSING
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON  
See STORE
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BELGIUM
BICYCLE
BOTANICAL GARDEN
BRAZIL
BRIDGE
BUILDING CODE

CAFETERIA  
See RESTAURANT
CALIFORNIA
CANADA
CAR WASH  
See SERVICE STATION
CARPET
CEMETARY
CERAMIC TILE
CHILD CARE CENTER
CHURCH  
See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

CITY HALL  
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
CIVIC CENTER
CLINIC
CLUB
COATINGS  
See PAINT
COLLEGE  
See UNIVERSITY
COLOMBIA
COLOR
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL  
See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
CONFERENCE CENTER
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATORY  
See BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT  
See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT
CONVENTION CENTER
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
COSTA RICA
CRAFTS  
See ART, FURNITURE
CULTURAL CENTER
CURTAIN WALL  
See WALL
CYPRUS

DELAWARE
DENMARK
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DOOR

EARTHQUAKE
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS  
See FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION  
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY
EL SALVADOR
ELDERLY HOUSING
ELECTRICAL
ELEVATOR
EMPLOYMENT  
See OFFICE PRACTICE
ENERGY
ENGLAND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
EUROPE
EVALUATION  
See Specific Building Type
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

FABRIC
FACILITY MANAGEMENT
FACTORY
  See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
FILM STUDIO
FINANCIAL
FINLAND
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE STATION
  See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
FIREPLACE
FLOOR, FLOORING
FLORIDA
FOUNDATION
FOUNTAIN
FRANCE
FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

GARDEN
GEORGIA
GERIATRIC
  See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOSPITAL/GERIATRIC
GLASS
GOVERNMENT BUILDING
GRAPHICS
HANDICAPPED DESIGN
HANDICAPPED HOUSING
HARDWARE
HAWAII
HAZARDS
HEALTH CARE
HEATING
HIGHWAY
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
HONG KONG
HOSPITAL
HOTEL
HOUSING
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIA
INDIANA
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
  See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, RESIDENTIAL DESIGN, STRUCTURAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM
INSULATION
INSURANCE
  See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE
INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION
INTERIOR DESIGN
IOWA
IRAN
ISRAEL
ITALY
JAIL
  See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
JAMAICA
JAPAN
JORDAN
KITCHEN
KOREA
LABORATORY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES
LAW
LEGAL
  See LAW
LIBRARY
LIGHTING
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MALL
  See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN
MARKET
MARKETING
  See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING
MARYLAND
MASONRY
MASSACHUSETTS
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
  See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING, SOLAR
MEDIA CENTER
MEMORIAL
METALWORK
MEXICO
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONUMENT
  See MEMORIAL
MOTEL
  See HOTEL
MOVIES
MULTI-USE BUILDING
  See URBAN DESIGN
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
  See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
NATURAL HAZARDS
  See HAZARDS
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW TOWN
  See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN
NEW YORK
NIGHT CLUB
NORTH CAROLINA
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OLD AGE HOUSING
See ELDERRY HOUSING
OMAN
OPERA HOUSE
See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
OREGON

PAINT
PARK
PARKING, GARAGE
PENAL
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
PENNSYLVANIA
PERSONNEL
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
PHOTOGRAPHY
PLANTS
PLASTICS
PLAYGROUND
See RECREATION
PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLICE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
POLUTION
PREFABRICATION
See APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

RADON
See HAZARDS
RAILROAD STATION
RECLAMATION
RECORDING STUDIO
RECREATION
REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type
RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH LABORATORY
See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH
See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
RESORT
See HOTEL, RECREATION
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERRY HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RHODE ISLAND
ROOF, ROOFING
ROW HOUSING
See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE
RURAL DESIGN

SAFETY
See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS, SECURITY
SANITATION
SAUDI ARABIA
SCHOOL
SCULPTURE
See ART
SEALANT
SECURITY
SERVICE STATION
SHELTER
SHIP
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIDEWALK
SIGN
See GRAPHICS
SINGAPORE
SKYLIGHT
SOLAR
SOUTH CAROLINA
SPACE STATION
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
SPORTS FACILITY
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STADIUM
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STAIRWAY
STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STONE
See MASONRY
STORE
STREET
STRUCTURAL
STUCCO
STUDIO
SUBWAY
See TRANSPORTATION
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELEPHONE
TELEVISION
TEMPLE
See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
THAILAND
THEATER
TILE
See CERAMIC TILE
TOWNHOUSE
See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/
TOWNHOUSE
TRANSPORTATION
U. S. S. R.,
UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE
UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN
URUGUAY
UTAH
UTILITY
VACUUM SYSTEM
VENEZUELA
VENTILATION
VERMONT
VIDEO
VINEYARD
VIRGINIA
VISITORS CENTER
See RECREATION
WALKWAY
WALL COVERING
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